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The Southern Volcanic Zone (SVZ) is one of the most active volcanic provinces of 

South America, having an unprecedented large amount of eruptions between 2008 and 

2018. In this thesis, I use Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) geodesy 

to constrain mechanisms of magma storage, transfer and eruption in a wide range of 

eruptions in the SVZ spanning from small Strombolian (VEI 1-2) to large Plinian (VEI 

4-5). In general, ground deformation of 101-102 cm is only recorded during VEI 4-5 

eruptions, while the VEI 1-2 events tend to lack signals of this magnitude. Eruptions 

in the SVZ are triggered by transient pulses of magma injection, that last 10-1–101, 

years into shallow sill-like reservoirs rather than by volatile exsolution. Magma is then 

transported from these shallow reservoirs to the eruptive vents by conduits rather than 

dikes. Aside from the 2008-2009 Chaiten eruption, there is no conclusive geodetic 

evidence in the SVZ for dike intrusions. In terms of specific volcanoes, I detect 

precursory inflation for at least 6 years before the Hudson volcano 2011 eruption. I 

also detect ground deformation during different stages of the eruptive cycle at 

Villarrica, Llaima, and Calbuco volcanoes, although there is very little evidence of 

pre-eruptive geodetic signals for these three edifices. Several mechanisms including 

open conduits, spatiotemporal aliasing and signals below the detection threshold can 

explain the overall lack of ground deformation. On the other hand, InSAR records an 

eleven-year cycle of three pulses of pre-eruptive uplift, co-eruptive deflation, and three 



 

different pulses of post-eruptive magma recharge at Cordon Caulle volcano. The 

sources responsible for these transient pulses of deformation are shallow, at depths 

between 4 and 6 km, and located in different parts of the volcano. I suggest that these 

magma injection pulses remobilize the melt in the crystal mush that likely underlies 

the edifice. Further, a unique set of InSAR ground deformation and topographic data 

recorded during the VEI 4-5 eruption of this volcano between June 2011 and March 

2012 provides the first quantitative constraints on the evolution of rhyolitic lava 

extrusion and the deflation of the reservoir that stored this magma. A physicochemical 

model forecasts the quasi-exponential trend of ground deflation and lava effusion, and 

predicts that the reservoir had an H2O content halfway between a gas-rich and a 

completely degassed rhyolite, consistent with the observed hybrid explosive - effusive 

eruptive style.  
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 Volcanic eruptions 

 
Volcanic eruptions are one of the most spectacular geological processes observed on Earth. 

These outstanding events are produced by the ascent and extrusion of magma, molten rock 

composed of melt, crystals, and gases. The occurrence, duration, and style (either explosive 

or effusive) of the resulting eruption depend on a complex interplay of factors. These include 

the magma volume, ascent rate, composition, volatile content, and physicochemical 

transformations that the magma undergoes as it ascends and depressurizes, traveling from its 

storage area in a shallow reservoir through either a narrow conduit or a sill to the surface 

(Wilson et al. (1980); Wilson and Head (1981); Blake (1981); Tait et al. (1989); Jaupart and 

Tait (1990); Jaupart (2000); Rubin (1995); Gonnermann and Manga (2007); Gonnermann 

and Manga (2013); Tait and Taisne (2013); Dufek et al. (2013); Gonnermann (2015); 

Edmonds and Wallace (2017)). The complexity of volcanic processes has been highlighted 

by the US National Academy of Sciences who stated that the current first grand challenge in 

volcano science is to “forecast the onset, size, duration, and hazard of eruptions by 

integrating observations with quantitative models of magma dynamics” (National 

Academies of Sciences, 2017). Fortunately, eruptions and/or the emplacement of magma in 

the upper crust are typically preceded by several signs of unrest including changes in ground 

deformation, infrasound, seismicity, temperature, and degassing that can provide insights 

into their dynamics, and potentially forecast them (Sparks et al., 2012).  

 

Significant technological developments in the past three decades have advanced volcano 

science (Cashman and Sparks, 2013), providing a wealth of instrumental observations (Pinel 

et al. (2014); Chouet and Matoza (2013); Oppenheimer (2010); Carn et al. (2016), (Fee and 

Matoza, 2013); Bonny and Wright (2017); Harris et al. (2011); Harris and Ripepe (2007), 

Bonaccorso et al. (2011); Anderson and Poland (2016)) that have led to improved models of 

magma transport and eruption forecasts (e.g., Wilson et al. (1980); Wilson and Head (1981); 

Huppert and Woods (2002); Anderson and Segall (2011)). However, there are still basic 

volcanological questions that remain unanswered. These include: 1. How is magma stored 
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and transported in the crust? 2. What triggers eruptions? 3. What controls the duration and 

magnitude of eruptions? 4. What unrest signals are evidence of an imminent eruption? 

(National Academies of Sciences (2017); Wilson (2017)). Even in the best monitored 

volcanoes on Earth, eruption forecasting can be very challenging (Thelen et al., 2017). Our 

understanding of the dynamics of these systems is still incomplete because we are inherently 

limited by the low resolving power of observations made from the Earth’s surface (Bachmann 

and Huber, 2016) rather than in the actual reservoirs where magma is stored (Lowenstern et 

al., 2017).  

 

The mechanics of magma reservoirs exemplifies the complexity of volcano dynamics and 

eruptions. The magma reservoir overpressure can be increased with respect to the lithostatic 

load by either magma injection or volatile exsolution. However, an eruption or a dike 

intrusion towards shallower crustal levels will only be triggered if the reservoir overpressure 

is twice the tensile strength of the rock of ~10-40 MPa (Blake (1981); Blake (1984); Tait et 

al. (1989)). The reservoir overpressure can be calculated with geodetic data and half-space 

linear elastic analytic models for pressurized cavities (Yang et al., 1988). However, these 

models are only accurate for small cavities which predict source overpressures that can be 

more than one order of magnitude larger than the tensile strength of the rock. Hence, models 

that predict the temporal evolution of ground deformation due to magma intrusion (e.g., 

Lengline et al. (2008); Le Mével et al. (2016)) cannot predict eruptions because the critical 

time when the rupture threshold is reached and the threshold itself are both unknown (Zhan 

et al., 2017). In addition, discriminating reservoir pressurization due to magma injection or 

volatile exsolution (Battaglia et al., 1999) as well as assessing the stress state in the reservoir 

(Gudmundsson, 2012) is actually very difficult and it is usually approached by statistical 

analysis of a large data ensemble acquired over multiple eruptions and unrest episodes. 

Nevertheless, these large data sets are only available in the most active volcanoes on Earth, 

such as Kilauea (Poland et al., 2014), Stromboli, Etna, Piton de la Fournaise, Saint Helens, 

and Soufriere Hills, or in well recorded eruptive sequences like the 1977-1984 dike intrusion 

at Krafla caldera (Blake and Cortes, 2018). 
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In this thesis, I address several topics related to the physics of volcanic eruptions for multiple 

volcanoes that have recently undergone eruptions in the Southern Volcanic Zone (SVZ) of 

Chile and Argentina (Figure 1.1). I focus on how magma is transported and stored in the 

upper crust, the time scales of magma recharge, what triggers eruptions, and the dynamics of 

magma reservoirs responsible for effusive eruptions. These questions are addressed with 

satellite geodetic data, specifically InSAR (Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar). These 

ground deformation observations are usually indicative of magma injection and extrusion in 

shallow magma reservoirs (Pinel et al., 2014). 

 

1.2 The Southern Volcanic Zone of Chile 
 

The Southern Volcanic Zone (SVZ) (Figure 1.1) is one of the most active volcanic segments 

in the Andean volcanic arc of South America (Stern, 2004) with a time-averaged eruption 

rate of ~0.5 events/year during the 20th century (Dzierma and Wehrmann, 2012). 

Nevertheless, the eruption rate accelerated to ~1.3 events/year due to eruptions at 9 volcanoes 

between 2008 and 2017 (Table 1.1). These volcanoes have a wide range of eruptive styles 

that vary from small basaltic Strombolian (VEI 1-2) to large rhyolitic Plinian (VEI 5) 

eruptions. The SVZ includes Villarrica and Llaima, two of the most active edifices in South 

America with each having more than 50 historical eruptions since the mid XVI century (Lara 

and Clavero (2004); Naranjo and Moreno (2005)). Of the 9 SVZ volcanoes that erupted 

during 2008-2017 (Table 1.1, Figure 1.2), Chaiten, Cordon Caulle, Villarrica and Calbuco 

are of scientific relevance to this research, with unique eruptive styles recorded in detail in 

only a few of them. 

 

The 2008-2009 Chaiten and 2011-2012 Cordon Caulle eruptions were the first and second 

rhyolitic eruptions with scientific instrumental observations in real time (Castro et al., 2014). 

These rhyolitic magmas have large volatile contents (> 4% wt. H2O, Edmonds and Wallace 

(2017)), are capable of erupting very large volumes of tephra (> 103 km3), and are thus 

responsible for the largest and most explosive eruptions on Earth (Miller and Wark, 2008). 

The Cordon Caulle eruption marks the first time that the extrusion of a rhyolitic lava flow 

has been observed in detail (Tuffen et al. (2013); Farquharson et al. (2015); Magnall et al. 
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(2017)). These eruptions have also challenged the traditional concept that after a few days an 

explosive eruptive column transitions towards passive effusion of either lava or domes (e.g., 

Eichelberger (1995); Woods and Koyaguchi (1994)). Instead, the extrusion of a lava dome 

at Chaiten and a lava flow at Cordon Caulle were coeval with violent Vulcanian blasts and 

pyroclastic fountains (Castro et al., 2014). Furthermore, the 1960 eruption of Cordon Caulle 

is the best recorded example of an eruption that was likely triggered by an earthquake, in this 

case the Mw 9.5 1960 Valdivia megathrust earthquake (Barrientos (1994); Lara et al. (2004); 

Walter and Amelung (2007)).  

 

In contrast to Chaiten and Cordon Caulle, Villarrica volcano is an outstanding natural 

laboratory as it hosts one of the seven semi-permanent lava lakes on earth (Moussallam et 

al., 2016). These lava lakes require very specific conditions to remain molten for extended 

periods of time, a continuous heat and mass flux from a deeper source (Francis et al., 1993). 

Finally, the 2015 Calbuco eruption is a very rare case of a large eruption (VEI 4) that was 

preceded by only three hours of seismic unrest, with no signs of abnormal activity since 

monitoring started in 2009 (Valderrama et al., 2015). The SVZ is thus an excellent place to 

constrain the mechanisms responsible for magma storage and transport, as well as to 

investigate how eruptions are triggered and evolve. 

 

Despite the large number of historical eruptions in the SVZ, little is known about the 

dynamics of most of these volcanoes. Before the 2008-2009 Chaiten eruption, the Southern 

Andes Volcano Observatory (OVDAS, Observatorio Volcanológico de los Andes del Sur) 

monitored 6 volcanoes with only 8 seismic stations. Before this eruption, only Quizapu 

(Hildreth and Drake (1992); Ruprecht and Bachmann (2010)), Lonquimay (Moreno and 

Gardeweg (1989); Barrientos and Acevedo-Aranguiz (1992); Naranjo et al. (1992); Stasiuk 

et al. (1993)), Villarrica (Witter et al. (2004); Calder et al. (2004); Shinohara and Witter 

(2005); Gurioli et al. (2008); Lara and Clavero (2004); Palma et al. (2008)), Cordon Caulle 

(Lara et al. (2006a); Lara et al. (2006b); Singer et al. (2008)), and Hudson (Naranjo et al. 

(1993); Kratzmann et al. (2009)) volcanoes had been the subjects of detailed studies other 

than basic geological mapping required to document the eruptive chronology of these 

edifices. Hudson (Kratzmann et al., 2009) and Quizapu (Hildreth and Drake, 1992) are of 
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special relevance because their VEI 5 1991 and 1932 eruptions were some of the largest of 

the 20th century. Fortunately, OVDAS (Observatorio Volcanologico de los Andes del Sur) 

has been expanding the monitoring network in the SVZ since early 2010. 

 

Given the sparse information and the overall small size of the monitoring networks in the 

SVZ, I use InSAR to measure ground deformation (e.g., Simons and Rosen (2007); Dzurisin 

and Lu (2006); Pinel et al. (2014)), and to constrain the mechanisms of magma storage, 

transport, and eruption at Hudson, Llaima, Villarrica, Calbuco and Cordon Caulle volcanoes. 

Although these processes are unique to each volcano, there is an overall correlation between 

ground deformation and eruptions (Biggs et al., 2014) making geodetic data a useful tool to 

study volcanic processes. As part of this dissertation I processed ~4400 interferograms from 

the ERS-2, ENVISAT, ALOS-1, TerraSAR-X, TanDEM-X, RADARSAT-2, COSMO-

SkyMED, Sentinel-1, and ALOS-2 missions that span multiple stages of the eruptive cycle 

at these edifices. Since the launch of the European Space Agency (ESA) ENVISAT mission 

in 2002, InSAR data has been continuously acquired in the SVZ providing observations of 

inflation and deflation due to magma injection and extrusion during episodes of unrest and 

eruptions (e.g., Pritchard and Simons (2004); Fournier et al. (2010); Wicks et al. (2011); 

Velez et al. (2011)). Other InSAR studies since the start of this thesis in September 2012 

have also shown unique  observations of magma injection and shallow reservoir deflation in 

several volcanoes of the SVZ, results that would not be available otherwise (Pritchard et al. 

(2013); Jay et al. (2014); Bignami et al. (2014); Feigl et al. (2014); Le Mével et al. (2015); 

Le Mével et al. (2016); Remy et al. (2015); Velez et al. (2015); Nikkhoo et al. (2016); Wendt 

et al. (2017); Euillades et al. (2017); Lundgren et al. (2017); Pritchard et al. (2018)). 

Nevertheless, volcanoes in the SVZ are heavily covered by vegetation, snow and ice. These 

conditions hamper the systematic use of InSAR, and leads to potential ambiguities in the 

interpretation of geodetic signals (Bathke et al., 2011). Hence, I also assess the full potential 

of the civilian SAR constellation in these difficult environmental conditions, providing 

suggestions to improve future acquisitions schedules and upcoming missions.  
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Figure 1.1. Map of SVZ volcanoes. Solid line is the Chile – Argentina border. Inset shows the location 

of the SVZ in South America. The red line with arrows is the South America subduction zone trench. 

Black triangles are Holocene volcanoes. Red triangles are volcanoes that were studied in this thesis 

using InSAR data. Blue triangles are volcanoes where InSAR data was processed but included in the 
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thesis supplementary material. Green triangles are volcanoes of special interest, including: Quizapu, 

which produced one of the largest eruptions (VEI 5) of the 20th century in 1932 (Hildreth and Drake, 

1992); Lonquimay, that erupted ~0.3 km3 of andesitic lava in 1988-1990  (Naranjo et al., 1992) and 

Laguna del Maule, with one of the largest concentrations of Holocene rhyolitic lava flows in the world 

and with unprecedented ~2.5 m of ground uplift in the past 10 years (Le Mével et al., 2015). 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Pictures from several of the 2008-2016 SVZ eruptions. A) Chaiten, May 2008 (Major 

and Lara, 2013). B) Llaima, January 2008 (Ruth and Calder, 2014). C) Copahue, December 2012 
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(Caselli et al., 2016). D) Llaima, April 2009 (ONEMI, Chile). E) Hudson, October 2011 (Global 

Volcanism program). F) Cordon Caulle, 2011-2012 (Schipper et al., 2013). G) Nevados de Chillan 

2016-2018 (SERNAGEOMIN, Chile). H) Villarrica lava lake, November 2004 (Palma et al., 2008). 

I) ViIlarrica, March 2015 (picture courtesy of Francisco Negroni). J) Calbuco, April 2015 

(SERNAGEOMIN, Chile). 

 
Volcano VEI Eruption date Eruption 

duration 

Magma 

composition 

Eruptive style 

Copahue 2 Jul 2000 3.5 months Basaltic andesite Phreatomagmatic 

Llaima 1-2 Apr 9 2003 2 days Basaltic andesite Strombolian 

Nevados de Chillan  0-1 Aug 29 2003 2 weeks N/A Vulcanian 

Llaima 2 Jan 1 2008 1 day Basaltic andesite Strombolian 

Nevados de Chillan  1-2 Jan – Aug 2008 7 months Dacitic Lava effusion 

Chaiten 5 May 2 2008 1.5-2 years Rhyolitic Plinian (early) / 

dome effusion 

(later) 

Llaima 2 Apr 3 2009 4 days Basaltic andesite Strombolian 

Peteroa 1-2 Jan 2010 – Jul 2011 ~1.5 years Basaltic andesite Phreatomagmatic 

Cordon Caulle 4-5 Jun 4 2011 ~9 months Rhyolitic Sub Plinian 

(early) / lava 

effusion (later) 

Hudson 1-2 Oct 26 2011 ~1 week N/A Phreatomagmatic 

Copahue 2 Dec 22 2012 5-8 days Basaltic andesite Strombolian 

Villarrica 2 Mar 3 2015 1.5 hours Basaltic andesite Strombolian 

Calbuco 4 Apr 22-23 2015 7.5 hours Andesitic Plinian 

Nevados de Chillan 1-2 Jan 8 2016 – ongoing  ~2.5 years Dacitic Phreatomagmatic/ 

dome effusion 

 

Table 1.1 List of eruptions in the SVZ between 2000 and 2017 with their eruptive styles and magma 

composition. The eruptions of Llaima in 2008-2009, Copahue in 2012-2016, Peteroa in 2010 and 

2011, and Nevados de Chillan in 2016-2017 were part of eruptive cycles lasting for more than a year. 

Only the largest eruptions of the Llaima 2007-2009 and Copahue 2012-2016 eruptive cycles are 

listed. The eruptive cycles of Peteroa and Nevados de Chillan were made up of several small eruptions 

with no characteristic larger event, so I include the complete time span. The Calbuco eruption was 

made up of two pulses that lasted ~1.5 and 6 hours during April 22 and 23, 2015, respectively. The 
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chemical composition of the 2003 Nevados de Chillan and 2011 Hudson eruptions are not available 

(labeled as N/A) in the scientific literature as of April 2018. References: Llaima (Naranjo and Moreno 

(2005); Moreno et al. (2009); Naranjo et al. (2009); Bouvet de Maisonneuve (2011)), Nevados de 

Chillan (Naranjo and Lara (2004); Coppola et al. (2016)), Chaiten (Major and Lara, 2013), Cordon 

Caulle (Castro et al., 2013), Peteroa (Haller and Risso (2011), Aguilera et al. (2016); Tassi et al. 

(2016)), Hudson (Delgado et al., 2014), Copahue (Naranjo and Polanco (2004); Caselli et al. (2016)),  

Villarrica (Aiuppa et al. (2017); Delgado et al. (2017)), Calbuco (Castruccio et al. (2016); Delgado 

et al. (2017)).  

1.3 InSAR geodesy 
 
The main research tool used in this thesis to study active volcanism is InSAR, a satellite 

geodesy method that measures ground deformation in the Earth’s surface with cm to mm 

accuracy (Figure 1.3). Here I briefly describe the basics of this method. The reader is referred 

to thorough reviews for further details in its technical aspects (Simons and Rosen (2007); 

Sandwell et al. (2016)) and volcanological applications (Dzurisin and Lu (2006); Pinel et al. 

(2014)). 
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Figure 1.3. Schematic representation of InSAR geodesy applied to volcanology (Dzurisin and Lu, 

2006). The volcano surface moves between times t1 (thick black line) and t2 (dashed black line), and 

a satellite with a radar antenna sends a signal to the volcano at both epochs from nearly the same 

positions in space. These signals are subtracted and the change in the ground surface results in a non-

zero phase difference, which is proportional to the amount of ground deformation. A phase difference 

of 2π is equivalent to a distance change in the line of sight of one radar wavelength in the two-way 

travel distance from the satellite to the Earth’s surface. As the radar signal travels back and forth, the 

two-way distance change must be halved, resulting in a distance change of half the radar wavelength, 

which is displayed as a color fringe from red to blue (the color scale is arbitrary). The total 

deformation is then calculated by phase unwrapping which integrates the number of phase cycles. 
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Figure 1.4. Schematic plot that shows the radar flight path, the range - azimuth coordinates, and the 

radar swath (Simons and Rosen, 2007) 

 
Unlike other remote sensing methods that rely on measuring reflected energy from the 

Earth’s surface, radar images are acquired by antennas on board of either satellites or aircrafts 

that transmit and receive electromagnetic waves at microwave frequencies. Due to the 

movement of the platform between the transmission and reception, the received echoes are 

spread throughout the antenna beam (Figure 1.4), resulting in a very low resolution image 

(~1-4 km/pixel). One option to improve the image resolution is to increase the antenna length, 

but it is unfeasible to deploy such a large object on board of a spacecraft. An alternative is to 

increase the image resolution with digital signal processing techniques that sort the radar 

echoes by the specific pixel from which they were reflected in a process known as image 

focusing (Curlander and McDonough, 1991).  
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The resolution in the range direction (across track, Figure 1.4) is increased by range 

compression. In this type of frequency domain filtering, a matched filter correlates the 

received signal with a shifted version of the complex conjugate of the theoretical response 

function (a chirp signal that has a quadratic variation in time). All the radar systems that use 

this approach to increase the range resolution are referred to as real aperture radars. Similarly, 

the resolution in the azimuth direction (along track, Figure 1.4) is increased by azimuth 

compression, but now the theoretical response function is a chirp function with a quadratic 

variation of the Doppler centroid, the center frequency of the passage of a point scatter 

through the antenna beam. The azimuth compression relies on the fact that the reflected radar 

pulses of two ground targets imaged from slightly different angles have two different Doppler 

shifts relative to the moving radar (Curlander and McDonough, 1991; Hanssen, 2002). The 

images that result from radar focusing have the same resolution (between 1 and 25 m/pixel) 

as an image acquired by a radar with a much longer antenna, but is instead achieved only by 

digitally synthetizing the radar signal, hence the name synthetic aperture radar (SAR). Images 

generated by this style of range-Doppler filtering are known as Single Look Complex (SLC). 

Because the range and azimuth resolutions depend on two different parameters, the range 

bandwidth and the pulse repetition frequency respectively, the SLC pixels are not square and 

can differ by up to a factor of 5 (this is known as the pixel ratio). The pixels are made to be 

square by multilooking, in which pixels in the higher resolution direction (typically azimuth) 

are averaged to match the SLC pixel ratio. 

 
The SLCs images are complex numbers of the form !"#$ that contain both amplitude S and 

phase %. The radar amplitude is higher in areas that point towards the satellite and in zones 

of steep topography, while the phase is proportional to the change in the satellite position and 

the distance to the Earth. As these SLCs are not acquired from the exact same position 

because the satellites almost never return to the same measuring point, the slave SLC must 

be aligned to the master image with coregistration algorithms with an accuracy of a fraction 

of a pixel. These alignment algorithms use either normalized amplitude cross correlation or 

the satellite orbits (also known as state vectors). After image matching, the phase & of an 

interferogram I is calculated by multiplying the master SLC S1 with the complex conjugate 
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of the coregistered slave SLC S2 (Equation 1), and then taking the inverse tangent function 

of the imaginary to real ratio of the interferogram (Equation 2). 

 
' = !)!*

∗ = !) !* "# $,-$. 	(1) 

& = atan
'6 '
7" '

= 689 %) − %* 	(2) 

  
The phase difference & will be non-random if the surface backscattering properties remain 

similar between the two SLCs. This is assessed by means of the interferometric coherence, 

which measures the similarity of the backscattering properties of the two images. The 

coherence varies between 1 and 0, where 1 indicates identical, and 0 indicates completely 

different properties between the two SLCs. Interferograms with high coherence result in 

useful phase measurements but if the dielectrical properties of the Earth surface significantly 

change due to variations in the soil moisture, rain or snow, the result will be coherence loss 

with no reliable phase measurement.  

 

The interferometric phase & is made up of several signals. Due to the Earth’s curved surface, 

the interferograms have a parallel fringe pattern which is removed using the satellite orbits. 

The result is a flattened interferogram whose phase &< is made up of several terms (Equation 

3): 

 

&< = −
2=>
?

@ABCA
DEFGH

I +
4=
?

7 L) − 7 L* +	 %MNO L) − %MNO L*
+ %#P L) − %#P L* + %BC	(3) 

 
The terms on the right hand of Equation 3 are produced by topography, ground deformation, 

atmospheric signals, ionospheric perturbations and other sources of error respectively that 

are described later. Here ? is the satellite radar wavelength (~3 cm in X band, ~5.5 cm in C 

band and ~24 cm in L band), 7 L) − 7 L*  is the change in the two way travel distance in 

the slant range R between epochs t1 and t2, %MNO L) − %MNO L*  is the phase delay 

introduced by the atmosphere, %#P L) − %#P L*  are long-wavelength signals produced by 

the ionosphere, %BC	are other sources of error, Bperp is the interferogram perpendicular 

baseline (spatial separation between epochs t1 and t2 perpendicular to the satellite viewing 

direction, Figure 1.5), r is the satellite slant range (line of sight distance between the satellite 
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and a target on the Earth surface), H	is the look angle (antenna angle with respect to the 

vertical), I is the topography, and k is a term that depends on the data collection 

configuration, which is either monostatic or bistatic.  

 
Figure 1.5. SAR interferometry imaging geometry (Simons and Rosen, 2007). Here A1 and A2 are the 

satellite location at epochs t1 and t2, H	is the look angle, r and r+δr are the master and slave images 

slant ranges, B is the baseline and Bp is the perpendicular baseline.  

 
The first term in Equation 1 clearly shows that the phase due to topography is proportional 

to the perpendicular baseline. The topography sensitivity depends upon the acquisition mode, 

whether monostatic or bistatic. Monostatic platforms have k=1 and send and receive the radar 

signals through the same antenna, while bistatic platforms with k=2 have two radar antennas, 

one to transmit and two to receive the radar echoes. Satellites designed to measure ground 

deformation like ENVISAT, ALOS-1, RADARSAT-2, TerraSAR-X, COSMO-SkyMED, 

Sentinel-1, and ALOS-2 are monostatic platforms, while the TanDEM-X and SRTM 

missions designed to build digital elevation models (DEM) are bistatic platforms. The 

TanDEM-X mission is a specific case of a spaceborne constellation where two satellites with 

Bp
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a radar antenna are flying separated by a few seconds, so the ground displacement and 

atmospheric variations are zero (Krieger et al., 2007). These DEMs can be used to calculate 

the volume of lava flow and domes (Figure 1.6). Under the assumption that all the terms in 

the right side of Equation 3 are zero except the first one and setting &< = 2=, z=Ha and k=2, 

I get the result: 

RM =
?DEFGH
2@ABCA

(4) 

Here Ha is the ambiguity height, the topography that results in a 2π phase change for a 

monostatic platform. The key take-away from the ambiguity height is that the longer the 

perpendicular baseline, the higher the interferogram sensitivity to the topography (Figure 

1.6). The second term in Equation 3 is produced by distance changes between the satellite 

and the Earth surface due to ground deformation and is the main term of interest. In the 

absence of any other signals, a 2π phase change results in a line of sight (LOS) distance 

change equal to half the radar wavelength. The rest of the terms are due to processing errors 

or additional signals, and are described later. 

 

 
Figure 1.6.  TanDEM-X bistatic interferograms with ambiguity heights of 136 and 79 m (left and 

right respectively) after removal of the reference topographic phase from the SRTM DEM. One color 

fringe from yellow to red is equivalent to the ambiguity height. The horizontal scale is ~8 km. The 

phase of each interferogram is due to the extrusion of a lava flow and the intrusion of a shallow 

laccolith during the 2011-2012 Cordon Caulle eruption. The higher the ambiguity height, the lower 

the sensitivity to topography. 
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The topography of a flattened interferogram is removed using an external and accurate DEM, 

usually the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) DEM (Farr et al., 2007), resulting in 

a two-pass differential interferogram. The phase in this differential interferogram has a 

modulo-2π ambiguity and results in a concentric pattern of colored fringes (Figure 1.7). This 

complex and discontinuous pattern of ground deformation is converted to a continuous 

function of phase change by phase unwrapping algorithms, which integrate the wrapped 

phase differences in adjacent pixels in a residue-free trajectory. These residue-cut algorithms 

(Goldstein et al., 1988) avoid noisy pixels to minimize unwrapping errors and rely on the 

assumption that the phase varies slowly within one half phase cycle (π radians). These 

assumptions do not usually hold in areas of complex deformation and with poor coherence, 

which has led to the development of more complex algorithms (Chen and Zebker, 2001) 

implemented in the InSAR processing software. Although phase unwrapping is prone to 

errors and must be checked manually, the unwrapped interferograms are easier to model and 

to interpret than their wrapped counterparts (Figure 1.7).  

 

 
Figure 1.7. Left. Wrapped interferogram. The phase ranges from –π to π radians. Right. Unwrapped 

interferogram with the phase change converted to LOS ground displacement in m. Phase unwrapping 

was carried out with a network flow algorithm (Chen and Zebker, 2001) rather than the standard 

residue cut method (Goldstein et al., 1988). 

Differential interferograms contain atmospheric, ionospheric, and long wavelength signals 

(Equation 3) that must be removed or accounted for before further interpretation, post 

processing, or modeling. Errors in the satellite state vectors result in long wavelength ramps 

%BC. These residual signals are corrected using baseline reestimation algorithms (Rosen et 
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al., 1996) or polynomial functions. As the radar signals travel through the atmosphere, they 

interact with the water vapor and the ionosphere between the satellite and the ground. 

Atmospheric signals %MNO L) − %MNO L*  are to the first order produced by changes in the 

water vapor of the vertically stratified troposphere between the two SAR acquisitions and 

appear as topographically correlated signals (Figure 1.8). These signals are ubiquitous in 

almost every interferogram and reduce the measurement accuracy to several cm per 

individual interferogram. Although a variety of approaches are available to reduce these 

signals (described in detail in Appendix 2), they can be complex and difficult to mitigate.  

 

Finally, ionospheric signals result from the interaction of longer wavelength radar signals 

(usually L band) with the ionosphere and result in long wavelength ramps with very complex 

trends. Interferograms with strong ionospheric signals are usually discarded. However, new 

algorithms estimate and remove ionospheric signals with sub-band range filtering that 

separates the non-dispersive (deformation) from the dispersive (ionosphere) signals (Gomba 

et al., 2016).  

 

Upon the availability of several tens or hundreds of interferograms, they can be combined in 

an InSAR time series rather than using them independently (Berardino et al., 2002). InSAR 

time series methods rely on using several interferograms to calculate the cumulative ground 

displacement of every coherent pixel by means of a matrix inversion. InSAR time series have 

several advantages over individual interferograms. First, they allow to minimize temporal 

decorrelation using interferograms that have a short separation in time (small temporal 

baseline). Second, as the atmospheric phase delays are correlated in space but not in time, 

their effect is minimized with respect to the data ensemble. Third, they allow to estimate 

mean ground velocities for every coherent pixel. InSAR time series are used in this thesis 

throughout chapters 3 to 5.  
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Figure 1.8. Top. ENVISAT wrapped interferogram that spans one month at Llaima volcano. Bottom. 

Plot of apparent line of sight displacement as a function of elevation for all the pixels in the ENVISAT 

interferogram. The phase is partially correlated with the topography and is mainly due to changes in 

the precipitable water vapor in the vertically stratified troposphere.  
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InSAR displacements are only measured in the line of sight (LOS), the vector that points 

from the ground to the radar antenna usually in a right-looking orbit (the direction the radar 

signals are sent with respect to the satellite fly direction). The LOS displacement ULOS is 

given by the dot product between the ground displacement S	and the look vector T: 

 

SUVW = −T ∙ S = −
EFG H EFG ℎ 	
EFG H Z8E ℎ 	
−Z8E H

∙
S[
S\
S]

(5) 

 
Here H	is the look angle that varies between 22 and 45º (Figure 1.5), and h is the heading 

angle which is either ~77 or -77º for ascending and descending orbits measured with respect 

to the negative _ axis in a Cartesian coordinate system (Simons and Rosen, 2007). The 

EFG H Z8E ℎ  term is close to zero, which is a consequence of the near polar orbits 

(ascending when the satellite flies towards the north pole and descending when it flies 

towards the south pole). This implies that InSAR is nearly insensitive to displacements in the 

north-south direction because they are almost perpendicular to the horizontal component of 

the line of sight vector. Equation 5 clearly shows that smaller look angles (closer to near 

vertical measurements) decrease the sensitivity to horizontal motion. Using Equation 5 and 

neglecting the effect of the NS displacement, it is possible to solve for the vertical and east-

west components of displacement by combining ascending and descending interferograms. 

Displacement in the NS direction can be calculated with data recorded in a left-looking orbit 

(e,g., Morishita et al., 2016) or with pixel tracking or sub aperture filtering techniques, 

although these are only feasible for displacements larger than ~30 cm (Jung et al., 2011). 

When available, I use both ascending and descending tracks for source modeling (next 

paragraph) and decompose the ascending and descending displacements into east-west and 

vertical components in chapter 4. 

 

One of the key advantages of InSAR with respect to other types of remote sensing data 

(thermal, multispectral imagery) is that the ground deformation measurements can be 

inverted for the best fit source model to infer the properties of a volcano plumbing system. 
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These source models are often the analytic solutions of the ground displacement calculated 

from the equations of linear elasticity for pressurized cavities (spheres, spheroids, tensile 

dislocations) in an elastic half space (Segall, 2010), and are proxies for the real magma 

reservoirs. These models allow us to calculate the reservoir location, geometry and 

pressure/volume change, which can be directly compared to other types of data like seismic 

and petrologic observations. The vertical displacements predicted by these models are very 

similar but the horizontal components are significantly different, which requires the use of 

both ascending and descending data to discriminate between different sources (Dieterich and 

Decker, 1975). More complex source geometries (Fukushima et al., 2010), material 

properties (Newman et al., 2006) and topography (Salzer et al., 2015), require the solution of 

the equations of linear elasticity with finite element methods to compute the surface ground 

deformation (Masterlark et al., 2010). Further, these models of pressurized cavities can be 

combined with models of magma flow in a conduit (e.g., Lengline et al. (2008); Le Mével et 

al. (2016)) to predict the evolution of the InSAR time series. Analytic source models are used 

throughout this thesis, while finite element and fluid/solid mechanics models are used in 

chapters 4 to 6 only. 

 
1.4 Thesis roadmap 
 

This thesis is made up of seven chapters. The first chapter is the introduction, followed by 

five chapters focused on different aspects of ground deformation and eruptions at Hudson, 

Llaima, Villarrica, Calbuco, and Cordon Caulle volcanoes. Then, the conclusion presents the 

overall findings of this study, followed by seven appendixes with additional observations. 

 

In Chapter 2 (Delgado et al., 2014), I document unrest signals observed by both InSAR and 

ASTER thermal infrared imagery before the October 2011 Hudson volcano eruption. The 

InSAR data shows inflation at a rate of ~2-3 cm/yr between January 2004 and June 2010, 

and produced by a quasi-spherical source. This reservoir is deeper (~10 km) than the reservoir 

(~6 km) that was responsible of a previous inflation event during 1996-1999. In addition, 

ASTER data recorded a temperature increase of ~7-8 ºC in the glacier filled eruptive vent as 

early as 4 months before the 2011 eruption. The combination of these two techniques is 

potentially useful for forecasting eruptions in this glacier covered caldera.  
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In Chapter 3 (Delgado et al., 2017), I focus on Villarrica, Llaima, and Calbuco, the three 

most dangerous and active volcanoes of the SVZ. Here I constrain ground deformation that 

spanned episodes of unrest and eruption at all three volcanoes between 2002 and 2015. I 

document pre-eruptive ground uplift before the April 2009 Llaima eruption, ~1.5 months 

after the March 2015 Villarrica eruption, and during the April 2015 Calbuco eruption. The 

reservoir geometries vary from an elongated source under Llaima, a quasi-spherical source 

for Villarrica, and a near vertical prolate spheroid for Calbuco. The poor quality data recorded 

during the Llaima and Villarrica unrest episodes precludes a better assessment of the 

reservoir geometry. However, I do not find clear evidence that the Llaima January 2008, 

Villarrica March 3 2015, and Calbuco April 2015 eruptions were preceded by either transient 

or continuous ground uplift. There are several possible explanations for the lack of precursory 

deformation at each volcano. It is possible that any precursory deformation occurred only 

hours before the eruption (e.g., at Calbuco), pre-eruptive inflation was compensated by co-

eruptive subsidence (as I inferred during the April 2009 Llaima eruption), the pre-eruptive 

deformation was too small to be detectable in areas with atmospheric signals, pressurized 

sources were too deep, or that open-vent volcanoes like Villarrica and Llaima do not 

pressurize. To address the issue of potential temporal aliasing, I recommend a multi-satellite 

acquisition strategy that can increase the temporal resolution of InSAR in this area. 

Nevertheless, specific volcanic processes like Strombolian eruptions that occur on top of 

glacier covered volcanoes are unlikely to be imaged by InSAR because they occur in areas 

with challenging environmental conditions for the method to work.  

In Chapters 4 (Delgado et al., 2016), 5 (Delgado et al., submitted), and 6 (Delgado et al., in 

prep), I focus on the 2011-2012 Cordon Caulle eruption and the sequence of ground uplift 

pulses that followed it. Unlike the above studies, I do not focus on the pre-eruptive pulses of 

ground uplift (Jay et al., 2014). For the effusive phase of the 2011-2012 eruption (Chapter 

6), the modeled magma reservoir is an oblate spheroid at a depth of ~5 km. Magma was 

extruded as a rhyolitic lava flow, but some magma from this reservoir was instead intruded 

in a laccolith at a very shallow depth. The total volume of the lava flow and the shallow 

laccolith is ~1.2 km3. A joint analysis of time-lapse ground deformation and DEMs of lava 

extrusion predicted the end of the lava effusion within ~1 month of the end of the eruption. 
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This model also estimates that the reservoir had 1.1-2.7% H2O wt% with no exsolved gas 

phase at the onset of the lava effusion. Beginning a few days after the eruption ended, ~0.145 

km3 of magma was likely injected in two pulses from March 2012 to May 2015 (~0.125 km3) 

(Chapter 4) and from July 2016 to February 2017 (~0.02 km3) (Chapter 5). Magma intruded 

twice in the same sill-like reservoir (likely a crystal mush) although in a different location 

than the sources that inflated before and deflated during the eruption. Despite the ~1 m post-

eruptive uplift, these injection pulses did not trigger an eruption because the inferred reservoir 

overpressure was at most ~1 order of magnitude below the tensile strength of the rock. I 

speculate that the magma that intruded in these transient pulses of ground uplift might 

rejuvenate a melt rich cap in the crystal mush below Cordon Caulle. I note that figures and 

methods are very similar between Chapters 4 and 5 because they document magma injection 

in the same shallow reservoir. 

 

During my graduate studies I participated in several projects that resulted in scientific 

publications that are not included in this thesis. New InSAR observations at Peteroa, Nevados 

de Chillan, Copahue, Villarrica, Cordon Caulle, and Chaiten volcanoes, along with 

unpublished work at Calabozos caldera are shown in appendices 6 and 7. Most of these 

observations are part of a paper that compiles ground deformation, thermal and gas satellite 

time series at 47 selected Latin American volcanoes (Reath et al., 2018). Maps of topographic 

change calculated with TanDEM-X data with respect to the February 2000 SRTM (Shuttle 

Radar Topographic Mission) DEM in several volcanoes of Latin America and a comparison 

between different SAR platforms at Cordon Caulle are presented elsewhere (Pritchard et al., 

2018). Finally, other work I have contributed to include scientific publications on volcanoes 

of the Central Andean Volcanic Zone (CAVZ) like Sabancaya (Jay et al. (2015); Reath et al. 

(2018)), Ubinas (Reath et al., 2018) and the Lazufre volcanic complex (Henderson et al., 

2017), which are also not included in this thesis. 

1.4.1 Co-author contributions 
 
This thesis has greatly benefitted from discussions and data provided by other researchers. 

In Chapter 2 on Hudson volcano, some of the ENVISAT interferograms were processed by 

Matthew Pritchard before my arrival to Cornell. Rowena Lohman provided guidance on 
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interferogram downsampling and modeling. Visual observations by Jose Naranjo 

(SERNAGEOMIN) greatly contributed to better understand signs of unrest in this volcano. 

In Chapter 3 on Villarrica, Calbuco, and Llaima volcanoes, Susanna Ebmeier (University of 

Leeds) and Pablo Gonzalez (University of Liverpool) processed the Calbuco Sentinel-1 co-

eruptive interferograms. Luis Lara (SERNAGEOMIN) provided field observations and 

overall guidance on data interpretation. In Chapter 4 on Cordon Caulle, Daniel Basualto and 

Jonathan Lazo (SERNAGEOMIN) provided the seismic data. Loreto Cordova 

(SERNAGEOMIN) processed the campaign GPS data. Luis Lara provided overall guidance 

on data interpretation. In Chapter 5 on Cordon Caulle, Sergey Samsonov (CCMEO-NRC) 

tasked the RADARSAT-2 satellite to acquire radar images and Loreto Cordova processed 

the continuous GPS data. In Chapter 6 on the Cordon Caulle eruption, I used ENVISAT data 

processed by Jennifer Jay (Jay et al., 2014) but modeled in a very different way. Julia 

Kubanek (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, McGill University) processed TanDEM-X 

DEMs. Kyle Anderson (USGS) and Paul Lundgren (JPL) provided key guidance on the 

development of the physicochemical eruption model and the TanDEM-X data processing. 
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CHAPTER 2  
THE 2011 HUDSON VOLCANO ERUPTION (SOUTHERN ANDES, CHILE): PRE-

ERUPTIVE INFLATION AND HOTSPOTS OBSERVED WITH INSAR AND 

THERMAL IMAGERY1 

2. 1 Abstract 
 
Hudson is one of the most active volcanoes in the Southern Andes – it had one of the largest 

eruptions of the 20th century in 1991 (VEI = 5) and smaller eruptions in 1971 (VEI = 3), 

maybe 1973, and 2011 (VEI of 1-2). We use satellite-based interferometric synthetic aperture 

radar (InSAR) and thermal imagery to characterize the activity of Hudson between 2004 and 

2011 and during the 2011 eruption. InSAR data show that the volcano inflated between 2004 

and 2010 with a maximum change rate of between 2 and 3 cm/yr - about half of the 

deformation rate observed during a previous deformation episode from 1993-1999. Inversion 

for an inflating point source suggests magma accumulation beneath the SW part of the 

caldera at an average depth of 10 km. This inferred source is deeper than both the sources 

estimated for the magma chamber of the 1991 eruption (from petrology) and for the 1993-

1999 deformation event. Also, the deformation from 2004 to 2010 is centered at a slightly 

different location and has a smaller volume change than that between 1993-1999 -- further 

indicating that there is either a large magma reservoir or several separate ones. While the 

deformation center is a few km from the eruption location near the caldera rim, the two are 

possibly linked since the predicted static Coloumb stress changes due to the inferred inflation 

source would encourage unclamping on potential faults in the caldera rim. We also analyze 

nighttime satellite thermal images from MODIS and ASTER. While MODIS did not show 

any unambiguous evidence for hot spots, ASTER thermal imagery show that at least four 

months before the 2011 eruption there were locations with temperatures 7-8ºK above 

background. Lahars observed by helicopter overflights on 4 March 2011 and October 2011 

suggest that the hotspots may have been caused by lakes or subglacial melting. There is no 

InSAR data available for the months immediately preceding the eruption, but the ASTER 

thermal imagery results may indicate an increase in geothermal activity that could have been 

                                                
1 Published as Delgado, F., Pritchard, M., Lohman, R., Naranjo, J.A., 2014. The 2011 Hudson volcano eruption 
(Southern Andes, Chile): Pre-eruptive inflation and hotspots observed with InSAR and thermal imagery. 
Bulletin of Volcanology 76: 815. doi.org/10.1007/s00445-014-0815-9 
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used to forecast the eruption. 

2. 2 Introduction 
Observations of ground deformation associated with intrusion of magma beneath a volcano 

(e.g., Dvorak and Dzurisin 1997) can improve models of where and how magma is stored 

and enhance forecasts of possible eruptions. The question of how magma is stored is of much 

interest during the time period following an eruption – does the magma chamber refill after 

the eruption, fed by a constant deeper magma flux (Lengliné et al. 2008; Pinel et al. 2010) or 

increased pressure gradient (e.g., Lu et al. 2003), and is the refilling related to a potential 

future eruption (e.g., Dzurisin 2003)? However, the timescales of magma generation, ascent 

and storage vary greatly between volcanoes and from a given eruption to the next (e.g., 

Dzurisin 2003). Observations of ground deformation are only part of the suite of tools that 

will be required to fully characterize, and, hopefully, successfully forecast eruptions.  

In this study we focus on the use of remote sensing observations of pre-eruptive ground 

deformation and thermal anomalies at Hudson, an ice capped volcano that is one of the most 

active in the Southern Andes (Figure 2.1), with a record of three Holocene Plinian eruptions, 

including the 1991 event; this had a Volcano Explosivity Index (VEI) of 5 -- among the 

largest eruptions of the 20th century (Naranjo et al. 1993). The next recorded eruption in 2011 

was several orders of magnitude smaller (Amigo et al. 2012), making Hudson a natural 

laboratory where different eruptive styles can be observed over a short time span. In 

particular, we assess whether there might be any diagnostic observations that could be used 

to forecast future eruptions based on remote sensing data alone. There is little other available 

geophysical and geological information for Hudson due to its remoteness (Fuenzalida and 

Espinoza 1974; Stern 1991; Best 1992; Naranjo et al. 1993; Naranjo and Stern 1998; 

Constantine et al. 2000; Orihashi et al. 2004; Pritchard and Simons 2004a; Kratzmann et al. 

2009; 2010a,b; Agurto et al. 2014).  
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Figure 2.1 a Location map of Hudson volcano (blue triangle). Red triangles are Pleistocene-Holocene 

volcanoes, rectangles show the extent of the three InSAR tracks with successful interferograms, bold 

line is the subduction zone trench and inset shows location within South America. b Geological 

interpretation of main caldera structures and eruptive vents between 1971 and 2011 (Naranjo et al. 

1993; Orihashi et al. 2004 and March 2011 overflight) draped over SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography 

Mission) topography.  

Our primary technique is satellite-based interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) that 

can measure cm-scale ground displacements associated with subsurface magmatic activity 

(e.g., Zebker et al. 2000; Dzurisin and Lu 2006; Simons and Rosen 2007). Although InSAR 

studies at Hudson are challenging because of poor data coverage and the presence of ice, 

snow and vegetation, the data show ground uplift and possible magma accumulation between 

2004 and 2010, 1.5 years before its latest eruption. The ground deformation between 2004 

and 2010 is different from that previously observed between 1993 and 1999 (Pritchard and 

Simons, 2004a) – the deformation rate decreased with time and deformation appeared to be 

caused by a deeper source. Both the 1991 and 2011 eruptions have in common that they 

involved eruptive vents in the same region that were likely offset from the inferred magmatic 

source, according to the modeling of InSAR data. We also analyze nighttime satellite thermal 

images to characterize the eruptive activity and present evidence of thermal anomalies before 

the 2011 eruption that might have been used to forecast a change of activity. We integrate 

these remote observations with field observations from helicopter taken in March 2011 which 

were compared with interpretations of photographic material provided by SERNAGEOMIN 
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(Chilean Geological Survey), taken during visual monitoring overflights of the eruption in 

October 2011. The combination of high resolution remote sensing data used in this study can 

can be applied to other subglacial volcanoes, such as those in Iceland and several ice capped 

volcanoes elsewhere in the Andes and the Aleutians. These ice covered volcanoes are 

especially hazardous because magma and/or hydrothermal activity can melt the ice and 

trigger jökulhlaups and lahars, which can travel large distances and produce widespread 

damage. Traditional fieldwork is difficult because of poor accessibility and lack of access to 

the volcano surface, so remote sensing is often the only available data and thus can improve 

both the forecasting of these hazardous events and the understanding of volcano dynamics. 

2. 3 Geologic Background 
Hudson is an ice-filled caldera 10 km wide and nearly 2 km of elevation which has been 

active for up to 1 million years (Naranjo et al. 1993; Stern 2004; Orihashi et al. 2004). There 

are at least twelve documented Holocene eruptions (Kratzmann et al. 2010) including two 

large Plinian eruptions (VEI>6) at 6700 and 3600 years BP (Orihashi et al. 2004; Naranjo 

and Stern 1998; Stern 1991) which have produced two nested calderas (Orihashi et al. 2004) 

(Figure 2.1b). Given its remoteness, it was only recognized as a volcano after a subplinian 

eruption in 1971 with VEI 3 (Fuenzalida and Espinoza 1974). In 1973, without any observed 

eruptive activity, a major lahar produced by a subglacial eruption was emplaced along the 

glacier that descends from the NW of the caldera, and smaller lahars possibly occurred in 

1972 and 1979 (Best 1992; Naranjo et al. 1993).  
 

Eighteen years later, the volcano erupted in 1991 with a VEI of 5 (Naranjo et al. 1993; 

Kratzmann et al. 2009). This eruption had two stages, with an early basaltic phreatomagmatic 

eruption on August 8th 1991 and a large trachyandesite Plinian eruption on August 12th 1991. 

The first eruption was focused along a NS 4 km long eruptive fissure and a 0.4 km diameter 

crater located near the NW rim of the caldera (Figure 2.1b) and ejected about 0.2 km3 of 

tephra with an eruptive column that reached about 12 km above sea level. Four days later, 

the volcano erupted again from a 0.8 km wide crater located in the center of the caldera and 

4 km SE of the first eruptive vents (Figure 2.1). The resulting eruptive column reached an 

elevation of nearly 18 km, with erupted volumes of 2.7 - 4.3 km3 dense rock equivalent, and 

ended three days later (e.g., Naranjo et al. 1993; Kratzmann et al. 2009). The erupted 
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products, distribution of eruptive vents and geochemical evidence suggests that magma from 

a basaltic dike mixed with an existing trachyandesite chamber 3 km beneath the caldera 

surface and ascended through the W caldera rim. The basaltic magma hybridized with magma 

in a preexisting chamber, and erupted four days later (Naranjo et al. 1993; Kratzmann et al. 

2009). Indirect evidence (lahar and ash emissions) suggested that at least four minor 

eruptions (VEI<1) occurred in October 1991 (Naranjo et al. 1993). 

 

After the 1991 eruption, ground inflation at rates of 5 cm/yr between 1993 and 1999 were 

detected by Pritchard and Simons (2004a), consistent with an inflating point source located 

2-4 km E of the 1991 eruptive vents (Figure 2.3), 5 km below the surface and with a uniform 

volume change rate of 10-30*106 m3/yr. Continued inflation was reported between 2004-

2007 (Fournier et al. 2010). Seismic evidence of continued activity at Hudson between the 

1991 and 2011 eruptions includes nine Mw > 4 earthquakes near the volcano recorded by 

global catalogs (e.g., Holtkamp et al. 2011) and two volcano-tectonic earthquakes in June 

and July 2011 with ML of 3.6 and 4 at depths of 5-7 km and inside the caldera (OVDAS 

2011a).  

 

Hudson erupted in late October 2011 in a small event with little apparent warning. Seismic 

activity started on October 25th with a volcano-tectonic earthquake of magnitude ML=4.6 at 

a depth shallower than 20 km and 7 km NW of the caldera; this was followed by more than 

70 aftershocks. A small white eruptive column of 1.5-2 km was observed the next day (about 

15:00 local time), accompanied by a rapid decrease in seismicity (OVDAS 2011b). 

Photographs taken during a visual monitoring flight by SERNAGEOMIN showed that lahars 

had occurred in the Huemules valley to the NW of the caldera, although their volume was 

less than in 1973 or 1991. On October 27th, two craters near the SW caldera rim between 200 

and 500 m in diameter (Figure 2.2) (OVDAS 2011b; Amigo et al. 2012) (labeled A and B in 

Figure 2.1b) emitted primarily water vapor while the larger crater C erupted a white plume 

(caused by water vapor) as well as some gray ash. The eruptive column achieved a maximum 

elevation of 5.5 km and the same day, an earthquake of volcanic origin with a ML of 3.6 

occurred in the SW caldera wall. The eruptive column decreased its elevation to 0.5 km on 

October 31th, but then suddenly increased to 1.5 km in November 1st after which no further 
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observations are reported (OVDAS 2011b). Although the eruption was reported to be over 

on November 2nd based on a decrease in seismicity (OVDAS 2011b), EO-1 ALI satellite 

imagery of November 17th suggest that the caldera was still covered by tephra while an image 

acquired on November 30th 2011 was not (Figure 2.2). Thus one of the following may have 

occurred: 1) there was no snowfall between November 2nd and November 17th, 2) there was 

snow, but new ash was erupted, or 3) there was snow, but new ash was exposed without 

eruption because of sublimation or wind. Based on the elevation of the eruptive column 

(Miller and Wark 2008), the eruption can be classified as having a VEI of 1-2. A single 

sample of pyroclastic material was collected from the caldera border, and is a low-silica 

andesite whose composition lies between that of the 1991 scoria from the first phase and the 

pumice from the second phase (Y. Orihashi, personal communication, 2011).   

 

Figure 2.2 Satellite false color images from after the start of the 2011 Hudson eruption from NASA 

EO-1 ALI instrument:  EO1A2320922011305110KF (a, 01/11/2011), EO1A2320922011321110KF 

(b, 17/11/2001) and EO1A2320922011334110KF (c, 31/11/2011), band combination R10 G6 B4. 

The color scale has been equalized to enhance visibility in the area covered by tephra which is about 

270 km2 in the earliest acquisition (A). The yellow box shows the presence of the eruptive vents near 

the SW caldera rim.  

2. 4 InSAR data processing 
We generated 68 interferograms using 29 independent SAR acquisitions from ALOS 

PALSAR tracks 125, 124 and 414 and 51 interferograms from 24 ENVISAT ASAR beam 

mode 2 acquisitions from tracks 196 and 161 (Figure 2.1a, supplementary material). ALOS 

and ENVISAT interferograms all had perpendicular baselines shorter than 2 and 0.3 km, 

respectively. Interferograms were processed with the JPL/Caltech ROI_PAC software 

(Rosen et al. 2004) using precise orbital information and the SRTM (Shuttle Radar 
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Topographic Mission) digital elevation model (Farr et al. 2007) to remove the topographic 

phase. ALOS interferograms were spatially averaged 16 times (16 looks) to enhance 

coherence and filtered with power-spectrum coefficients between 0.5 and 0.75 (Goldstein 

and Werner 1998). We unwrapped the phase with the branch cut algorithm (Goldstein et al. 

1988). For the most coherent ALOS interferograms with planar or quadratic signals across 

the image, we re-estimated the orbital baselines to minimize the residual phase signature. 

Due to the small number of data acquisitions, vegetation and snow cover, most of the 

ENVISAT interferograms have only small patches of coherent phase. Therefore, we used 

stronger filtering with power-spectrum coefficients of 0.75-0.99 and unwrapped with 

SNAPHU (statistical network approach to phase unwrapping) (Chen and Zebker 2002). 

Because there was decorrelation, baselines were not re-estimated for ENVISAT. We 

searched for unwrapping errors in both ALOS and ENVISAT by testing for phase 

discontinuities between patches of coherent phase and manually corrected or cropped them 

prior to modelling.  

We assess whether an observed phase change in a group of interferograms is due to 

deformation or to atmospheric artifacts using the criteria in Pritchard and Simons (2004b): 

actual ground deformation should not be correlated with topography over multiple edifices 

within the area of the interferogram, and the signal should be observed in several 

interferograms from different tracks and with the same sign. Out of the 119 interferograms, 

12 were of sufficient quality and duration to contain deformation signals (table 1) with 

maximum range changes in the radar line of sight between 2 and 3 cm/yr (Figure 2.3). The 

peak deformation signal is located on the S to SW rim and is different from the location 

during 1996-1999 and in ascending and descending interferograms between 2004 and 2010. 

To test whether the shift in the location is due to the different satellite viewing angles, we 

inverted the ALOS interferogram (next section) and then calculated a forward model with 

the inversion solution, projected into ENVISAT track 196 (both in Figure 2.3). As the ALOS 

inversion solution projected into the ENVISAT interferogram matches the peak deformation 

signal of the last one, we conclude that the interferograms, although spanning slightly 

different time periods, record deformation from approximately the same location and that the 

apparent shift in the interferograms is due to the different viewing geometries. 
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Figure 2.3.  a 1996-1999 ERS descending interferogram (Pritchard and Simons 2004a). b-c Three 

best interferograms from each of the different ascending and descending tracks. The arrows in the 

lower left corner of each image are the flight direction (FD) and the line of sight (LOS) of the 

satellites. The black line in a and b indicates the profile of Figure 2.9 and the dashed black lines are 

the caldera rim (Narajo et al. 1993; Orihashi et al. 2004). 
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2. 5 Deformation modeling: methods  
We model ground deformation using an inflating point source embedded in an elastic half 

space (e.g., Mogi 1958). We solve for the horizontal position, depth, change of volume and 

a linear ramp to account for atmospheric signals, orbital errors and other sources of noise. 

The full interferograms, even downsampled 16 times, still contain ~105 points -- it is not 

computationally efficient to ingest the full data sets into an inversion for the source 

parameters, nor is it necessary to characterize the smooth deformation field.  Therefore, the 

inversion was carried out with interferograms downsampled with a resolution-based 

algorithm which also estimates the full covariance matrix resulting from spatially correlated 

atmospheric noise (Lohman and Simons 2005). For the inversion of the data for the model 

parameters, we used the Neighbourhood Algorithm (Sambridge 1999), a nonlinear inversion 

technique which initially samples the whole model parameter space but then iteratively 

focuses on zones with the lowest data misfit (Figure 2.4). First, single inversions of every 

interferogram were carried out. Next, the interferograms with the smaller residuals from the 

different tracks were jointly inverted for a single Mogi source location but with volume 

changes that differed for each time period spanned by an interferogram. These joint 

inversions have the advantage that as the different interferograms have different, 

independent, sets of noise, the trade-off between magma chamber depth and change of 

volume is reduced (e.g., Pritchard and Simons 2004b). In addition, our joint inversion 

involves interferograms from different tracks, allowing inclusion of more than a single 

component of deformation, and providing stronger constraints on the solution (e.g., Wright 

et al. 2004a). 

The Mogi source is a very simple representation of magma chambers beneath volcanoes, as 

other geologic and geophysical constraints on shallow intrusive bodies beneath volcanoes 

show that they are not point sources and do not have spherical or elliptical geometries (e.g., 

Lees 2007; Koulakov 2013). While variations in elevation can bias models in regions with 

high relief and shallow magma bodies (Williams and Wadge 1998), we use the finite element 

software Abaqus to simulate the topography of Hudson (maximum relief of about 0.9 km and 

a spherical pressure source 10 km beneath the surface), to find that there is no appreciable 

difference in the displacement for the regions outside the caldera, as expected from previous 

studies (e.g., Pritchard and Simons 2004a;b; Trasatti et al. 2003; Masterlark 2007).  
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On the other hand, the assumption of a Mogi source or even a finite-sized spherical source 

(McTigue 1987) is more problematic – both can predict magma overpressure several orders 

of magnitude larger than the tensile strength of rocks (e.g., Sigmundsson 2006; Hickey et al. 

2013). Finite source volumes result in lower overpressures, but geodetic data can typically 

only place minimum bounds on the size, as the higher order terms to correct the effect of a 

finite source (McTigue 1987) are very small unless the radius of the sphere is similar to its 

depth (e.g., Lisowski 2006).  

Finally, calderas are also known to be associated with more complex patterns of ground 

deformation resulting from displacement along ring faults (e.g., Jónsson et al. 2005; Jónsson 

2009; Folch and Göttsmann 2006) and the presence of elastically weak caldera fill material 

(e.g. Masterlark 2007). Elastic half space models typically either over and/or underestimate 

the source depth and volume changes compared with models using more realistic properties 

(e.g., Trasatti et al. 2003; Manconi et al. 2007; Masterlark 2007). Local information about 

the mechanical properties of rocks is required to develop these models, but such information 

is unavailable for Hudson. Volcanic areas have high thermal gradients and the medium is 

likely to behave inelastically below 10 - 15 km, so deeper sources are not properly assessed 

unless viscoelastic effects and power law rheologies are included into finite element models. 

Given the low coherence, lack of deformation observed inside the caldera, and lack of 

knowledge about the shallow inner structure and plumbing system of Hudson volcano, more-

complicated source geometries cannot be supported by observations. Considering these 

limitations, our results must be regarded only as an estimate of the overall order of magnitude 

for the change in volume and the position of Hudson plumbing system.  

2. 6 Deformation modeling: results 
 
The results of our inversions are summarized in Table 2.1, Table 2.2, and Figure 2.5. The 

range of deformation source depths lies between 6 and 14 km, beneath the base of the volcano 

(~0.9 km) but a systematic analysis of interferogram profiles, residuals and unwrapping 

errors shows that the deepest and the shallowest results are associated with inversions with 

the largest residuals (marked with an asterisks in Table 2.1). If we consider only the nine 

interferograms with the lowest RMS (root mean square), the inferred deformation source 

depths lie between 8.4 to 12 km, with the centers of deformation located in the SW part of 
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the caldera between the eruptive vents of the second 1991 and the 2011 eruptions (Figure 

2.5). The results of joint inversions with different combinations of two interferograms from 

different tracks (Table 2.2) yield solutions between 9 and 11 km and with smaller standard 

deviations compared to single inversions (Table 2.3b). Joint inversions with interferograms 

from the three different tracks (Table 2.2) yield depths between 10 and 11 km in the same 

location, although the surface displacements are not well fit for three interferograms – this 

suggests that the spherical point source elastic half-space model may be inadequate or the 

deformation is time variable. In addition, we also reinverted the 1996-1999 ERS track 196 

interferogram shown by Pritchard and Simons (2004a) using the slightly different 

methodology of this paper. We found that the center of deformation is shifted relative to the 

2004-2010 time period and the depth of the source is shallower (6 km beneath the surface) 

in agreement with the earlier studies.  

As already mentioned, the pressure change from these elastic models exceeds the tensile 

strength of the rock and should lead to eruption if the source volume is on the order of 1 km3. 

The Mogi source volume changes are related to magma overpressure by  

(e.g., Segall 2010) with ΔV the volume change, ΔP the magma overpressure, G the shear 

modulus and r the chamber radius. However, because the inversions of the available data for 

the ~10 km deep deformation source are relatively insensitive to the finite size of the reservoir 

(McTigue 1987), it is possible to reduce the overpressure below the tensile strength.  For 

example, for a magma chamber in a weak crust with r = 5 km, ΔV = 0.03 km3, G=10 GPa 

(Segall 2010), the equivalent magma overpressure is 0.7 MPa, about 1 order of magnitude 

smaller than the tensile strength of rocks (e.g., Touloukian et al. 1981). However, we discard 

this possibility as being unrealistic because of the large volume of magma implied near the 

surface. Although we present the solutions of a point rather than a finite source (Tables 2 and 

3), the unrealistic overpressures can be addressed by a combination of a finite source 

surrounded by a viscoelastic rind and elastic layering (e.g., Newman et al. 2006; Masterlark 

et al. 2010; Geyer and Gottsmann 2010). 

ΔV = πr 3ΔP /G
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Figure 2.4. Interferograms, model prediction, residual and profiles comparing data and the model for 

the inversions from single interferograms shown in Figure 2.3 b - d.   
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To estimate the magma accumulation rate in a time series, we fixed the position and depth of 

the magma chamber at the center of deformation from the average of the joint inversions 

(table 3b) and carried out a linear inversion of the incremental volume change assuming that 

the deformation rate is constant during the time interval between each SAR acquisition. This 

is done by constructing a system of linear equations of the form Gm=ΔV, where m = [m1  m2 

… mn] is a vector of the volume change between a single pair of the n dates covered by the 

SAR images, ΔV =[ΔV1 ΔV2 … ΔVM] is a vector with the inverted volume changes for each 

of the m interferograms and G is a mxn binary matrix whose rows are 1 in the positions 

associated with dates covered by the SAR images and 0 elsewhere. The system of equations 

is solved using a weighted least squares matrix of the form , with W a 

diagonal weighting matrix to account for the uncertainties in the volume inversions (e.g., Lu 

et al. 2005). As the number of interferograms is less than the number of acquisitions, the 

inversion is ill-posed so we stabilized it with a zero order Tikhonov regularization of the form 

with I the nxn identity matrix and λ=10-3. Assuming zero volume 

change at the earliest acquisition, the inversion results yield a linear volume change of 14*106 

m3/yr (Figure 2.6). The accumulated magma is estimated with  

which takes into account its compressibility (Segall 2010), with G and K the shear and bulk 

modulus. Using that K = 10 GPa for a gas poor basalt and G = 10 GPa for a somewhat 

fractured crust (e.g. Segall 2010), the volume of intruded magma is about 230*106 m3 for 

seven years of inflation (2004-2010 – the value more than doubles if 1993-1999 is also 

considered). On the other hand, VEI values of 1-2 suggest erupted magma volumes of  10-

2*106 to 1*106 m3 which are about two to four orders of magnitude smaller than the modeled 

accumulated magma volume. While our volume estimates are likely too high because most 

of our assumptions would result in upper bounds, these values agree with models which show 

that only a small amount of accumulated magma is erupted from a magma chamber (e.g., 

Pinel et al. 2010).  

m = (GTWG)−1GTWV

m = (GTWG +λI )−1GTWV

1+ 4G
3K

!

"
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Figure 2.5.  a Inversion results for volume change and depth of a point source “Mogi” model for 

ground deformation from single interferograms. The blue lines are the time span covered by ALOS 

and ENVISAT interferograms, the black line is the average of the best nine interferograms (similar 

to the location from the joint inversions, not shown) with its vertical error bar, the small red line is 

the range of depths of the source of the second 1991 eruption from petrology (Kratzmann et al., 2009), 

and the vertical red bar indicates the time of the 2011 eruption. The numeric values from the joint 

inversions and the average of the nine best single inversions are shown in Tables 2 and 3. The error 

bars are from the standard deviation in the depth from the best nine interferograms and all elevations 

are referenced to the base of the volcano (0.9 km above sea level). b Horizontal position of the 

inverted Mogi sources draped over geological interpretation from Naranjo et al. (1993), Orihashi et 

al. (2004) and March 2011 overflight. The error bars and the solution are from the standard deviation 

and average in the location from the joint inversions.  
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Figure 2.6. a Inferred volume change per year calculated for each interferogram using a single fixed 

point source (position in Table 3b). The red line is the 2011 eruption, the horizontal bars are the 

volume change per year during the time span of a single interferogram assuming no temporal variation 

and the vertical bars are the error bars in 0.05 units in log space, so they are scaled with the size of 

the source. The results shown in blue (Table 1) are not considered for the time series (panel b) and 

their error bars are 0.15 units in log space (Pritchard and Simons 2004a). See text for details. b 

Cumulative volume change time series for 1993-1999 in orange (Pritchard and Simons 2004a) and 

2004-2010 in blue. Black lines are best linear fit for each deformation period, horizontal dashed line 

is the period with no data and vertical red lines mark the 1991 and 2011 eruptions. We assume a 

constant error of 5*106 m3 for each measurement (Pritchard and Simons 2004a).  

 

2. 7 Thermal Imagery Analysis 
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Satellite thermal imagery allows identification of changes in the ground temperature in a 

volcano before, during, or after an eruption (e.g., Harris et al. 2000, Wright et al. 2002, 2004; 

Steffke and Harris 2011). In this study we use all available nighttime ASTER (Advanced 

Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer) images acquired by the Terra 

satellite (Pieri and Abrams 2004) between 2000-2012 as well as MODIS (Moderate 

Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) images acquired by the Terra and Aqua satellites 

(Wright et al. 2002) for six months before and after the 2011 eruption. The datasets are 

complementary (e.g., Murphy et al. 2013) -- while ASTER has a high spatial resolution (90 

m/pixel)  with a repeat period of 16 days or more, MODIS provides several daily acquisitions 

at a lower spatial resolution of >250 m/pixel.  

 

We used the ASTER Surface Kinetic Temperature Product (AST08) which is a pixel-

integrated temperature map derived from multiple thermal bands (Gillespie et al. 1998). We 

analyzed 47 nighttime images between 2002 and 2012, 31 of which were not used due to 

cloud cover over the region of Hudson. We follow the methodology of Jay et al. (2013) and 

define a hotspot as an anomaly of 5ºK above the background temperature. Several features 

within the caldera are associated with temperature differences of more than 5ºK (e.g. Figure 

2.7), but visual comparison with optical imagery show that they probably appear warmer than 

the background because they are exposed rock surrounded by snow or ice. Several summer 

satellite images and a helicopter flight on 4 March 2011 confirms that snow in this region 

within the caldera melts each year (Figure 2.1b, Figure 2.7f). Some of the areas that we do 

not consider as hotspots are shown in blue boxes in Figure 2.7. We find thermal anomalies 

of more than 7ºK above background on 12 April 2005, 15 April 2006, 18 July 2011, 19 

August 2011 and 31 October 2011 (Figure 2.7). The hotspots in July and August 2011 are 

located in roughly the same area of the 1991 second eruption crater (Figure 2.1b, Figure 2.7), 

the October 2011 hotspot is associated with the eruptive vents of the 2011 eruption (Figure 

2.1b, Figure 2.7), with temperatures of 45ºK above background, while the hotspots in 2005 

and 2006 are located about 0.8 km to the SE of the first two. Not all the ASTER images show 

hot spots – two examples with no thermal anomalies are before the eruption in February 2011 

and about 1 month following the eruption (December 2011). 
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In addition, we searched for thermal anomalies at Hudson volcano in MODVOLC, which 

uses MODIS thermal bands 21, 22 and 32 to calculate two normalized thermal indexes (NTI) 

as a proxy of high temperatures, which are defined as NTI21= (B21-B32)/(B21+B32) and 

NTI22=(B22-B32)/(B22+B32) (Wright et al. 2002; 2004b). Hot spots are defined by 

MODVOLC as pixels with NTI21 and NTI22 larger than -0.8, which is a conservative 

threshold designed to reduce false positives. However, the automated algorithm failed to 

identify any anomalies inside the caldera three months before, during, or after the eruption. 

To take a closer look with a lower threshold value, we examined nighttime MODIS images 

for the same period of time and used the methodology of Pritchard et al. (2013) to calculate 

a NTI time series of the hottest pixel inside the caldera (Figure 2.8a). Analysis of individual 

images found individual pixels with larger NTI than the rest of the caldera, with a difference 

in magnitude of about 0.005 (Figure 2.8b,c). These subtle anomalies have been identifed in 

October 27, October 31 and November 1, 2011, although only the first one might be 

characterized as a hot spot associated with the eruption as in the two other dates the anomalies 

persist for both images and are shifted 1 to 3 km from the eruptive vents.  
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Figure 2.7. a-e  Satellite nighttime temperature images from the ASTER instrument AST08 product 

plotted over shaded relief. The red boxes are thermal anomalies interpreted as hotspots from volcanic 

activity or melted snow while the blue boxes are examples (not a complete list) of thermal anomalies 

not considered further. See text for details. f Landsat ETM false color image, band combination R7 

G4 B2. The red box marks the presence of lakes. 
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Figure 2.8.  a MODIS normalized thermal index (NTI) time series calculated for band 22 centered on 

Hudson volcano and including 12 by 22 pixels. The red line is the start time of the 2011 eruption and 

the blue line is the MODVOLC threshold. See text for detail. b Images showing the MODIS 

normalized thermal index calculated for band 22 before, during and after the 2011 eruption. The thin 

black line in the grid is the caldera rim, the dots are the eruptive vents, and the bolded line is the trace 

of the profiles shown in panel c. c NTI profiles. The red boxes mark the presence of questionable 

subtle hot spots within the caldera. 

2. 8 Discussion 

2.8. 1 Magma sources and volume changes 
 
Deformation at volcanic edifices can be produced by a variety of processes, including 

changes in magma volume, hydrothermal circulation (e.g., Hurwitz et al. 2007), 
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decompression of a magma reservoir, which can promote volatile exsolution and boiling 

(e.g., Palano et al. 2012), and cooling of lava flows (e.g., Dzurisin 2003). Thus, independent 

data sets such as gas composition changes and microgravity surveys (e.g., Battaglia et al. 

2003) would be required to test which of the mechanisms is responsible for the observed 

ground deformation. Although there is no published evidence for a hydrothermal system at 

Hudson, it is likely that one exists given the presence of a fractured basement (Gutierrez et 

al. 2005), ice within the caldera, and a heat source. However, given the recent eruptive history 

of Hudson, and the inferred depth of the source, we suggest that much of the observed 

deformation may have been of magmatic origin.  

 

Based on analysis of the interferograms and models, we conclude that the source of 

deformation from 2004-2010 is distinct from the source of the 1993-1999 deformation event. 

Profiles across interferograms from both time periods (Figure 2.9) indicate that the 

deformation is clearly not located in the same region and the rate of deformation has 

decreased with time. Given the poor quality of the data (i.e., only one good inversion result 

from before 1999 and no data between 1999-2004), it is possible that the difference between 

the time periods is not geophysically significant. However, close comparison (not shown) of 

several ERS interferograms from the 1990s to the ENVISAT interferograms of the 2000s 

from track 196 with a nearly identical viewing geometry do indicate systematic differences 

in the center of deformation. The center of deformation from the inversion of the 1996-1999 

interferogram lies about 2 km from the centers of deformation inverted from the 2004-2010 

data -- beyond the error bars of the 2004-2010 mean point source (Figure 2.5, Table 2.1 and 

Table 2.3a). Based on the change in shape of the deformation pattern (Figure 2.9), we think 

that the difference in depth from 2004-2010 (9-12 km) compared to 1993-1999 (5-6 km) is 

significant. We interpret the range of deformation source depths between 8.4 and 12 km from 

the 2004-2010 data as a broad area of new magma accumulation – although we cannot rule 

out the possibility that the spread in the depth inversions reflects noise in the data. The 

decrease in deformation rate following the 1991 eruption between 1993-1999 and 2004-2010 

is consistent with models of the eruptive cycle in which the magma intrusion rate is high after 

eruption because of the higher differential pressure gradient between a shallow and a deep 

reservoir and then diminishes with time (e.g., Lu et al. 2003). 
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Figure 2.9. Profiles of deformation (see map location in Figure 2.3a-b) of the best interferograms 

from ERS track 196 and ENVISAT beam mode 2 track 196.  The timespan is similar for both (about 

3 years). The profiles have been manually shifted by a vertical offset so that they would be aligned.  

 

Kratzmann et al. (2009) calculated pre eruptive storage pressures of ~50-100 MPa for the 

second 1991 eruption, which are associated with depths of ~1.8-3.7 km under lithostatic 

conditions. These depths are slightly reduced (~1.3-3.3 km referenced to the mean elevation 

of the base of the volcano, ~0.9 km) if the effects of the normal stress produced by a slab 

shaped volcano (Pinel and Jaupart 2000) with a radius of 5 km and an elevation of 0.9 km 

are included with the lithostatic pressure. We speculate that the deformation source active 

from 1993 to 1999 was due to a refilling of the magma reservoir emptied by the 1991 eruption 

and that the area inflating from 2004 to 2010 fed the 2011 eruption – this may reflect a new 

eruptive cycle. However, a problem with this interpretation is that the petrologically 
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determined depth of the material that erupted in 1991 (1-3 km) is shallower than the 5-6 km 

depth from the source of the subsequent deformation. On the other hand, it is possible that 

the deformation source models would be more consistent with depth from the petrologic 

models if a different elastic model or source geometry were used (e.g., Pritchard and Simons, 

2004b). Alternative interpretations are possible – the 2011 eruption might have been fed by 

the 1993-1999 magma reservoir, a combination of the two reservoirs, or neither, such that 

the eruption was fed from depths greater than 12 km. We think the source deeper than 12 km 

is unlikely because the 1991 eruption came from a shallow reservoir and the several Holocene 

eruptions have displayed a similar composition and evidence for similar pre-eruptive shallow 

reservoirs (Kratzmann et al. 2010).  Further geochemical data would allow testing of whether 

the magma batch from 2011 is related to the 1991 eruption. In any case, for both the 1991 

and 2011 eruptions, the magma chamber was in the SW part of the caldera and offset from 

some of the eruptive vents (discussed further in section 7.3).  

 

The time series based on the best seven interferograms (only those in black in Figure 2.6), 

suggests that the volume change rate at Hudson during the 2004-2010 time period was about 

14*106 m3/yr, which is the same order of magnitude of volume change rates at other felsic 

volcanic fields elsewhere in the Central and Southern Andes (e.g. Henderson and Pritchard 

2013; Feigl et al. 2014; Jay et al. 2012). Assuming that the inferred magma inflation rate at 

Hudson of 14*106 m3/yr was constant in time (or even returned to the higher rate of 1993-

1999, Figure 2.6), it would take several hundreds of years to accumulate the magma volume 

that erupted during the 1991 event. The two interferograms shown in blue in Figure 2.6 are 

excluded because they are associated with volume changes which are significantly different 

from the rest of the set, as well as inferred locations that are outside the error bounds of the 

fixed point source, probably because of unwrapping or other errors.  

 

2.8. 2 Thermal anomalies 
 
We detect thermal anomalies from the eruption clearly in ASTER data (Figure 2.7), while 

detailed analysis of MODIS imagery provides far weaker evidence for anomalous behavior 

(Figure 2.8). Therefore, MODVOLC or other automated detection algorithms based on 
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MODIS data are unlikely to detect a small eruption at Hudson like the one that occurred in 

October 2011. We suggest that the hotspots in July-August 2011 may have provided evidence 

of increasing thermal activity that could have presaged eruption. In addition, the presence of 

two shallow earthquakes in June and July (OVDAS 2011a) is consistent with some 

precursory activity months before the eruption started. In fact, the thermal anomaly may have 

been present more than six months in advance of the eruption based on a lahar deposit 

observed during a helicopter overflight in March, 2011. However, there were no other clear 

nighttime images between February and July 2011 to test this hypothesis. Based on the low 

amplitude of the thermal anomalies, these hotspots are interpreted as enhanced hydrothermal 

activity (that we propose in section 7.1) instead of a lava flow. Furthermore, the location of 

the July and August 2011 hotspot is similar to a fumarole detected after the 1991 eruption 

(Figure 2.5). The enhanced hydrothermal activity may have been manifest as hotter 

fumaroles or as lakes surrounded by bare rock whose frozen surface was melted by an 

increased geothermal flux. Lakes are visible in an ASTER image from 12 March 2012 and 

their existance before the eruption is inferred from flat frozen surfaces in the ice in the 

eruption area seen on 7 August 2011.  Further, large elevation changes in the ice from the 

2011 eruption are seen with repeat laser mapping (A. Rivera, personal communication, 2013) 

and are likely related to the lahars.  

 

It should be noted that the ASTER hotspots in 2005-2006 (Figure 2.7) did not indicate an 

impending eruption. However, the 2005-2006 hotspots are different from those in 2011 in 

several respects. First, the time of year of the 2005-2006 hotspots (April) is early austral fall, 

when the snow level might have been low, exposing some bare rock in the ice filled caldera 

(i.e., creating a hotspot through the contrast of rock and ice). The July-August 2011 hotspots 

occurred during the austral winter, when the snow would be thicker and thus a hotspot caused 

by a contrast of normal rocks and ice is less likely. Second, a Landsat ETM acquisition from 

March 3 2000 (Figure 2.7f) shows the presence of lakes inside the caldera in the same areas 

where hotspots were detected in 2005-2006. Thus, the 2005-2006 ASTER hotspots are 

interpreted as lakes not covered by either ice or snow during early austral fall and could be 

discarded as pre-eruptive signals. Despite the chance of false alarms, we recommend 

increasing the frequency of nighttime ASTER and other high-resolution satellite thermal 
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sensors observations at Hudson and other volcanoes so that more cloud-free images can be 

collected and the relation between precursory hotspots and eruption can be better studied.  

 

2.8.3 Distribution of eruptive vents 
 

A recurring pattern of the 1971, the first 1991 and the 2011 eruptions is that eruptive vents 

and fissures were located near the SW rim (Figure 2.5). In the case of the 2011 eruption, the 

deformation center is shifted from the eruptive vents by ~2 km, a phenomena observed in 

other volcanoes and interpreted as being caused by caldera ring faults behaving as open 

fracture systems likely to transport magma even if they are some km distant from the magma 

supply (e.g., Lu et al. 2010; Lu and Dzurisin 2010). The formation of eruptive vents and 

faults is explained by numerical models of magma inflation which show that they should 

occur in the higher stress areas (e.g., McTigue 1987; Gudmundsson 2006; Pinel and Jaupart 

2003; Troise et al. 2003; Masterlark et al 2010). In the case of Hudson, the spatial separation 

of the eruptive vents from the deformation center might suggest that such a mechanism of 

stress transfer produced by an inflating magma chamber is opening eruptive vents likely to 

transport magma near the caldera rim. 

 

To test the hypothesis that the inflating magma chamber could stress the nested calderas ring 

faults to open and allow magma to erupt at Hudson, we assess the associated static Coulomb 

stress change (hereafter CSC), which is defined as  where Δτ is 

the shear stress change, Δσ the normal stress change, µ the friction coefficient and B the 

Skempton coefficient to account for fluid pore pressure. Although the complexity of the 

three-dimensional caldera structures and constitutive relationships would be more 

realistically modeled using finite element methods, given the lack of data on the subsurface 

structures and the sparse deformation observations we use the approximation of a linear 

elastic half space in this study. We use Coulomb 3.3 (King et al. 1994), which is based on 

the formulation of Okada (1992), to construct a simple model of the caldera rim and calculate 

the CSC with no shear stress change and µ= 0.5, allowing only the opening of the fault and 

in the absence of regional stresses, as we consider the chamber and the faults to be in a 

reference state which is lithostatic (e.g., McGarr 1988). Although Coulomb 3.3 is designed 

Δσ C = Δτ + µ(Δσ − B σ kk

3
)
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to model faults, it can also account for expanding and contracting planar sources, which can 

approximate a point source if the dimensions are made small. A more realistic approach is to 

consider the change in shear stress to account for dip slip in the caldera ring faults (Jónsson 

2009), but the lack of coeruptive deformation data within the caldera hinders the application 

of this approach. The depth extent of the ring faults is unknown, so we use Acocella (2007) 

model in which calderas of similar size (10 km of diameter) are expected to have an infill 

thickness between 0.7 and 1 km and assuming that the ring faults are Andersonian normal 

faults with 60º of dip, their length is about 1 km.  
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Figure 2.10. Vertical view of the Coulomb stress changes in a potential nested caldera rim fault 

(Orihashi et al. 2004) produced by the inflation of a spherical magma chamber at the location in Table 

3b. Blue circles are 2011 eruptive vents, and the green circle is the location of the Mogi source. Color 

scale is in bars (1 bar = 0.1 MPa). 
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The results of the static Coulomb stress change modelling suggest that the inflation of a 

magma chamber at a rate of 14*106 m3 at 10 km depth in seven years produces the largest 

stress changes (up to 0.6 MPa) at the locations of  the W and SW caldera rim (Figure 2.10), 

which is where the 2011 eruptive vents are located. Therefore, we suggest that the intrusion 

of magma produced stress changes large enough to unclamp and open the preexistent 

fractures closest to the magma chamber. Although the predicted static Coulomb stress 

changes are small compared to both the lithostatic pressure and the likely magma 

overpressure (Touloukian et al. 1981), similar magnitudes have been used to explain volcano-

tectonic interaction elsewhere (e.g., Nostro et al. 1998).  

 

If the proposed model linking stress changes due to magma chamber inflation to subsequent 

events is correct, the distribution of volcanic seismicity before the eruption should also be 

consistent with the predicted stress changes. However, while the ML = 4.6 earthquake before 

the 2011 eruption and the swarm associated with the 1991 eruptions (Holtkamp et al. 2011) 

were detected by global networks, and the regional seismic array installed before the eruption 

detected shallow seismicity near the caldera border (OVDAS 2011c), there are no accurate 

hypocenters and focal mechanisms, so it is not clear whether or not the recorded events 

support the proposed stress transfer model. The decrease in the seismicity rate in the 

following days after October 25th 2011 (OVDAS 2011b; Amigo et al. 2012) could indicate 

that the eruptive fissures remained open during the eruption.  

2.8. 4  Hudson eruptive cycle 
 

Hudson produced a small eruption in 1971, a smaller one in 1973, a large eruption in 1991 

and another small eruption in 2011 – why does it sometimes erupt a large amount of magma, 

and other times erupt far less? We speculate that the change in deformation between 1993-

1999 and 2004-2010 might provide a clue. The 1993-1999 deformation was near the center 

of the caldera and did not result in immediate eruption, while the 2004-2010 deformation 

was nearer to the SW part of the caldera that is closer to the ring scarp and numerous eruptive 

vents. If the SW part of the caldera is weaker than the center due to the presence of ring faults 

associated with the scarps, the smaller magmatic intrusion between 2004-2010 may have 

occurred in a more favorable location for eruption. Alternatively, or in addition, it may have 
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taken 20 years for the system to repressurize to near the failure stress after the 1991 eruption 

– just as it took 20 years between the 1971 and 1991 eruptions.  Of course, the three eruptions 

are not all the same size, but the larger eruption in 1991 may have been precipitated when a 

large magma reservoir near failure was thermally destabilized by a dike intrusion while the 

1971, 1973 and 2011 eruptions did not re-activate the large reservoir. This might also mean 

that the magma chamber that erupted in 1971 released some of the magma overpressure to 

delay the large eruption until 1991 but it is speculative to suggest these two eruptions are 

from the same magma reservoir. If true, this would be a time-predictable model of eruption 

forecasting in which if accumulation of stress (or magma) somewhere at a constant rate is 

known, the time of eruption (when the failure stress is reached) could be forecast, though the 

size of the eruption could not.  

2.8. 5 What triggered the 2011 eruption? 
 

While the 1991 eruption is thought to have been triggered by a dike intrusion (e.g., Naranjo 

et al. 1993; Kratzmann et al. 2009), no trigger for the 2011 eruption has been reported. A 

dike intrusion is possible but will require geochemical observations to test.  We do not think 

an eruption trigger by earthquake is likely since no large earthquakes occurred nearby during 

the months preceding the eruption.  Therefore, we consider two possibilities: 1) pressure 

accumulated in the magma chamber until it was large enough to break the wall rock (section 

7.4), or 2) the eruption was triggered by a reduction in the ice load inside the caldera which 

may have reduced the magma chamber overburden pressure. Hudson is the Southern Andes' 

ice capped volcano with the largest ice loss, which resulted from the 1991 eruptions (Rivera 

and Bown 2013), so the removal and melting of part of the ice could have triggered the 2011 

eruption by bringing the magma chamber stress closer to failure (Albino et al. 2010). The 

possibility that ice-mass changes caused eruption is only plausible if the chamber had a 

particular geometry, a specific depth and was close to failure, because the magnitude of the 

stress changes produced by surface unloading (Albino et al. 2010) are the same or smaller 

than the Coulomb stress changes along the caldera ring faults. Although the modeled magma 

chamber is deeper than those calculated by Albino et al. (2010), the estimated ice removal 

between 1974 and 2000 was large – as much as 1.5 km3 (Andrés Rivera com. pers. 2013). 

This figure is one order of magnitude larger than that estimated to have resulted from 
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jökulhlaups that are suspected to have triggered eruptions in Iceland (Sigmundsson et al. 

2010). Thus, the ice loss could have increased the likelihood of the 2011 eruption, but not as 

the primary mechanism given the depth of the chamber, the small magnitude of the Coulomb 

stress change produced by ice retreat, and the 20 year time delay between ice loss and 

eruption during which the ice volume was mostly recovered (Andrés Rivera com. pers. 2013). 

Overall, the deformation data is not consistent with a solid-Earth response to ice load changes 

between 1993-1999 or 2004-2010 – the deformation amplitude and pattern could not be 

explained by the elastic or visco-elastic response to the changing ice volume change and so, 

magma intrusion is required. Since the volcano was inflating and magma was close to the 

surface a few months before the eruption (suggested by the enhanced hydrothermal activity 

detected by the hotspots) probably no other external trigger was required.  

2. 9 Conclusions 
 
The InSAR data show at least six years of preeruptive inflation at Hudson, interpreted to 

reflect magma accumulation before its 2011 eruption, and possibly unrelated to its previous 

eruption in 1991. In addition, the 2011 eruption was preceded by thermal anomalies of likely 

hydrothermal origin at least three and perhaps six months before the eruption. Despite these 

precursory signals of volcanic unrest, there were few satellite acquisitions and none of them 

in the critical weeks and days before the eruption to detect any change in the deformation 

and thermal patterns that can lead to an eruption. Thus, InSAR and ASTER thermal images 

in its current operating modes are unable to produce unambiguous eruption forecasts under 

the environmental conditions of Hudson, and more frequent acquisitions are required for both 

types of sensors to be useful as real time monitoring methods in isolated but highly active 

volcanoes such as Hudson. However, both kinds of imagery combined with close seismic 

stations provide valuable insights on volcano dynamics and hazard assessment in ice capped 

volcanoes and should be considered as standard monitoring methods in glaciated volcanoes 

close to populated regions elsewhere. 

 
Tables 
 

Table 2.1. Interferograms (dates, track, frame, satellite, baseline) and best-fitting parameters from 

single interferogram inversion. RMS (root mean square) Errors were calculated using the full-
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resolution (i.e., not resampled) interferogram in a 30 by 30 km box centered in the caldera. 

Interferograms used in the joint inversions are marked with a double asterisk and interferograms not 

used in the time series are marked with a single asterisk. All interferograms are shown in Figure 4.  

Satellite 

Track 

Frames 
(ALOS) / 
Orbits 
(ENVISAT) 

Dates 
(yymmdd) 

B perp 
(m) 

Longit
ude 

Latitud
e 

Depth 
(km) 

ΔV (106 
m3) 

ΔT 
(yrs) 

ΔV/ΔT 
(106 
m3/yrs) 

RMS 
(cm) 

ALOS** 
125 

6250 & 6260 100612 - 
071205 338 

-72.96 -45.93 12.43 55.72 2.52 22.10 0.76 

ALOS** 
125 

6250 & 6260 100125 - 
070304 985 

-73.00 -45.93 9.27 36.495 2.89 12.59 
 

0.67 

ALOS* 
125 

6250 & 6260 100125 - 
071205 -762 

-72.97 -45.93 14.74 67.27 2.26 29.65 
0.78 

ALOS* 
125 

6250 & 6260 100612  -
071020 611 

-72.98 -45.91 6.30 22.63 2.64 8.57 
0.96 

ALOS* 
125 

6250 & 6260 100125 - 
071020 -489 

-72.99 -45.93 6.38 14.6 2.26 6.44 
0.76 

ENVISAT 
196 

30811,  
9769 

080121 - 
040112 20 

-72.97 -45.96 11.93 63.88 4.02 15.86 0.15 

ENVISAT** 
196 

26803, 11272 070416 - 
040426 33 

-72.96 -45.95 11.10 30.54 3.00 10.28 0.39 

ENVISAT 
196 

38823,  
9769 

090316 - 
040112 76 

-72.98 -45.93 8.99 39.37 5.17 7.62 0.43 

ENVISAT 
161 

30776, 20756 080119 - 
060218 11 

-72.99 -45.92 8.41 27.9 1.91 14.55 0.48 

ENVISAT** 
161 

41798, 35285 100227 - 
081129 -16 

-72.98 -45.93 9.03 17.00 1.24 13.64 0.12 

ENVISAT** 
161 

41798, 31277 100227 - 
080223 -4 

-72.99 -45.92 10.46 25.43 2.01 12.62 0.33 

ENVISAT 
161 

41798, 30275 100227 - 
071215 -6 

-72.97 -45.94 12.42 33.52 2.2 15.20 0.2 

ERS-1/2 
196 

20090, 24232 990222 - 
960303 14 

-72.96 -45.93 6.04 50.81 2.97 17.07 
1.52 

 

Table 2.2. Interferograms and best-fitting parameters from different combinations of joint inversions. 

Interferograms 
Longitude 
(º) 

Latitude 
(º) 

Depth 
(km) 

070416-040426, 100227-081129 -72.97 -45.95 10.71 
070416-040426, 100125-070304 -72.99 -45.94 10.05 
100227-081129, 100125-070304 -73.00 -45.93 9.38 
100227-080223, 100125-070304 -73.00 -45.93 9.56 
070416-040426, 100227-080223 -72.98 -45.93 11.34 
070416-040426, 100612-071205 -72.97 -45.93 11.25 
100227-081129, 100612-071205 -72.97 -45.93 10.01 
100227-080223, 100612-071205 -72.98 -45.93 10.22 
100612-071205, 100227-080223, 070416-
040426 -72.97 -45.93 10.87 
100612-071205, 100227-081129, 070416-
040426 -72.97 -45.93 10.79 
100125-070304, 100227-081129, 070416-
040426 -72.99 -45.94 10.05 
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100125-070304, 100227-080223, 070416-
040426 -72.99 -45.93 10.12 

 

Table 2.3. Best estimate of the point source location of deformation from the joint inversions (Table 

2) and from the average of the 9 inversions of the single interferograms (Table 1). 

 Longitude 
(º) 

Longitude 
std (º) 

Latitude 
(º) 

Latitude 
std (º) 

Depth 
(km) 

Depth std 
(km) 

a Average 9 
interferograms 

-72.9832 0.0135 -45.9390 0.0133 10.45 1.59 

b Average joint 
inversions 

-72.9871 0.0116 -45.9375 0.0056 10.36 0.62 
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CHAPTER 3  
RECENT UNREST (2002-2015) IMAGED BY SPACE GEODESY AT THE HIGHEST 

RISK CHILEAN VOLCANOES: VILLARRICA, LLAIMA AND CALBUCO 

(SOUTHERN ANDES)2 

3.1 Abstract 
 

Villarrica, Llaima, and Calbuco volcanoes are the most active and dangerous volcanoes in 

the Southern Andes, and we use Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) 

observations from multiple satellites (ERS-2, ENVISAT, ALOS, RADARSAT-2, COSMO-

SkyMed, TerraSAR-X, Sentinel-1A and ALOS-2) to constrain ground deformation that 

spans episodes of unrest and eruption at all three volcanoes between 2002 and 2015. We find 

episodes of ground deformation at each volcano, which we invert using analytic elastic half-

space models to make some of the first geophysical inferences about the source depths of 

potential magma chambers. At Llaima, we interpret that the VEI 2 April 3 2009 eruption was 

preceded by ~6-15 cm of precursory ground uplift one month before from a source ~5 km 

below the surface on the western side of the edifice.  The VEI 2 March 3 2015 Villarrica 

eruption was followed by a short lived uplift of 5 cm in the SE part of the volcano from a 

source depth of ~6 km.  The VEI 4 April 22-23 2015 Calbuco eruption produced 12 cm of 

co-eruptive subsidence from a source depth 8-11 km and offset ~2 km S from the summit. 

Importantly, we do not find clear evidence that the January 1 2008, the March 3 2015 and 

April 22 2015 eruptions at Llaima, Villarrica and Calbuco volcanoes were preceded by either 

transient or continuous ground uplift. There are several possible explanations for the lack of 

precursory deformation at each volcano – it is possible that any precursory deformation 

occurred only hours before the eruption (e.g., at Calbuco), pre-eruptive inflation was 

canceled by co-eruptive subsidence (as we inferred happened during the April 2009 Llaima 

eruption), the pre-eruptive deformation was too small to be detectable in areas with persistent 

topography correlated phase delays, pressurized source are deep, or that open-vent volcanoes 

like Villarrica and Llaima do not pressurize. At all three volcanoes, X and C band 

                                                
2 Published as Delgado, F., Pritchard, M., Ebmeier, S., Gonzalez, P., Lara, L., 2017. Recent unrest 
(2002-2015) imaged by space geodesy at the highest risk Chilean volcanoes: Villarrica, Llaima, and 
Calbuco (Southern Andes). Journal of Volcanology and Geothermal Research, 344, 270-288. 
doi.org/10.1016/j.jvolgeores.2017.05.020 
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interferograms decorrelate in a few weeks due to vegetation, snow and ice, and have 

persistent atmospheric phase delays that we find cannot be reliably removed with available 

global weather models. The low number of SAR acquisitions therefore makes it challenging 

to reliably measure unaliased deformation. We recommend a multi-satellite observing 

strategy with short repeat periods, frequently acquired high-resolution digital elevation 

models, and with acquisitions during every satellite overflight that may improve the temporal 

resolution of measurements.  

3.2 Introduction 
Ground deformation measured by space geodetic techniques such as InSAR is one of the 

most used data sets to constrain the rates of magma transport and storage in active volcanoes 

and the geometry and location of the plumbing systems that produce eruptions (e.g., Dvorak 

and Dzurisin (1997);  Dzurisin (2003); Dzurisin and Lu (2006); Pinel et al. (2014); Acocella 

et al. (2015)). However, not all the eruptions are related to ground deformation and hence 

this relationship, unique to each volcano, is not always straightforward (e.g., Biggs et al. 

(2014); Acocella et al. (2015)). To understand the relation between deformation and 

eruptions for each volcano, we need dense temporal and spatial observations of ground 

deformation over several eruptions as well as periods of quiescence and unrest. Ground 

deformation should also be related to degassing and seismicity measurements, to provide 

more robust constrains on magma dynamics (Anderson and Poland, 2016) and because unrest 

detected by one of them might not be related to changes in the others (e.g., Heimisson et al. 

(2015); Delgado et al. (2016)).  With these goals in mind, we carried out an Interferometric 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) study focusing on three high priority volcanoes in the 

southern Andes of Chile. 

 

The Southern Volcanic Zone (SVZ) (33º-46ºS) of Chile and Argentina is one of the four 

distinct segments of the volcanic arc along the western margin of South America (Stern, 

2004), and one of the most active volcanic provinces in Latin America, with 64 volcanic 

centers thought to be active during the Holocene (Siebert et al., 2010). The most active 

volcanoes of this province are Villarrica and Llaima, both with eruptions every ~3-6 years 

(Dzierma and Wehrmann, 2010), while the province as a whole has a time averaged rate of 

~0.5 eruptions/year during the 20th century (Dzierma and Wehrmann, 2012). Holocene 
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postglacial eruptions of the SAVZ volcanoes span the full compositional range from basalt 

to silica rich, and with volcanic explosivity indexes (VEI) up to 6 (Stern, 2004). The SAVZ 

is thus an excellent research place to understand the relation between of ground deformation 

and volcanic eruptions. 

 

In this study we focus on Villarrica, Llaima and Calbuco volcanoes (Figure 3.1), the three 

most dangerous of the SVZ according to SERNAGEOMIN (Lara et al., 2011), 

http://www.sernageomin.cl/archivos/Ranking-de-Volcanes.pdf). In the absence of dense 

ground geodetic networks, we use satellite and airborne InSAR observations (e.g., Zebker et 

al. (2000); Dzurisin and Lu (2006); Simons and Rosen (2007); Lu and Dzurisin (2014); Pinel 

et al. (2014)) to establish the nature of ground deformation at each volcano.  Our observations 

span most of the period between 2002 and 2015 -- including eruptions and periods of unrest 

at each volcano.  We observe and model deformation at all three volcanoes, providing some 

of the first geophysical constraints on the location and dimensions of the plumbing systems, 

as remarkably little is known about their inner structure, mechanics of magma transport, 

storage, degassing and eruptive dynamics (e.g., (Bouvet de Maisonneuve et al., 2012; Bouvet 

de Maisonneuve et al., 2013); Witter et al. (2004); Palma et al. (2008); Castruccio et al. 

(2016); (Ruth and Calder, 2014; Ruth et al., 2016)). As we do not always find clear evidence 

of pre-eruptive ground deformation, we discuss plausible reasons, including the model of 

open-closed volcanoes (Chaussard et al., 2013) to explain the complex relation between 

eruption and deformation at these edifices. 
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Figure 3.1. Location map of Llaima, Villarrica and Calbuco volcanoes (red triangles) over the shaded 

SRTM topography with the footprint of all the analyzed SAR frames. The ERS-2 swath is the same 

as ENVISAT track 239. Black triangles are Holocene volcanoes (Siebert et al., 2010). Dashed and 
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solid black lines show the extent of the ENVISAT extended and nominal mission frames respectively. 

TSX swaths are shown for reference as we only processed a few interferograms (Table 1). Inset shows 

the location of the southern Andes within South America. The lower box shows the time span of the 

processed data sets for each platform as well as the different eruptions (purple dashed lines). 

 

From the outset, we note that the application of currently available InSAR to volcanic edifices 

like the three studied here is challenging for several reasons. The steep slopes produce 

geometric distortions in spaceborne SAR images, vegetation and ice produces signal 

decorrelation (e.g., Zebker et al. (2000); Pinel et al. (2011)), and variations in water vapor 

and hydrostatic pressure that correlate with topography can introduce significant phase 

delays in the radar line of sight (LOS) that can be mistaken as ground deformation (e.g., 

Beauducel et al. (2000); Remy et al. (2003)). Given this context, our approach is to use data 

from all available InSAR spaceborne and airborne platforms spanning a range of wavelengths 

(X, C, and L bands, roughly 3, 6 and 24 cm) and viewing geometries for each volcano in 

order to best separate real ground deformation from other signals.  Our goal is also to 

understand how radar wavelength, image swath width, and satellite/aircraft repeat interval 

impacts data quality under the environmental conditions of the SAVZ stratovolcanoes with 

an eye to assessing the utility of each type of observation for systematic monitoring. For 

example, it is known that decorrelation is more critical at shorter radar wavelengths (like X 

band) (Rosen et al., 1996), but X band data potential has not been properly assessed in the 

region -- to our knowledge it has mostly been used in the SAVZ at volcanoes in the eastern 

part of the region or with less vegetation (Feigl et al. (2014); (Le Mével et al., 2015); Delgado 

et al. (2016); (Lundgren et al., 2015b); (Lundgren et al., 2017) than the three volcanoes 

studied here. Further, to understand and possibly remove atmospheric artifacts on the 

interferograms, we use both empirical corrections and numerical weather models that have 

been shown to be useful elsewhere (e.g., Doin et al. (2009); Jolivet et al. (2011); Bekaert et 

al. (2015)). Based on the available data, we recommend a regional observation strategy that 

utilizes the unique capabilities of each satellite, considering the peculiarities of these three 

most dangerous volcanoes in the region. 
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3.3 Geological background and previous studies 

3.3.1 Llaima volcano  
Llaima (71.25ºW, 38.70ºS) is one of the most active volcanoes in the SAVZ, with more than 

50 eruptions since the XVII century (Naranjo and Moreno, 2005). It is a large stratocone built 

on top of a post-glacial shield volcano, with a maximum elevation of 3179 m, made up by 

two NS oriented summits (the northernmost one is the main eruptive vent), and surrounded 

by more than 40 cinder cones in its W, N and S flanks. Llaima has been active since before 

the last glacial maximum and most of its erupted products have basaltic to andesitic-basaltic 

compositions, with low intensity Hawaiian and Strombolian historical eruptions. However, 

as the volcano is covered by large glaciers (~0.5 km3 of ice), it is particularly hazardous for 

the surrounding communities (Naranjo and Moreno, 2005).  

 

The 2007-2009 eruptive cycle is the closest monitored to date at Llaima (Naranjo et al. 

(2009); Moreno et al. (2009)) and started on May 26 2007 with an overall increase in the 

seismicity above background levels and minor explosions and cinder emission. On January 

1 2008, a Strombolian eruption that lasted 12 hours emitted an eruptive column that reached 

up to ~11 km over the volcano summit and with an erupted volume of ~0.0013 km3 (Ruth 

and Calder, 2014). The eruption was followed by Strombolian and Hawaiian eruptions 

between January 21-February 2 and February 2-13 2008 respectively. Activity restarted on 

July 2008 when 5 mixed Strombolian-Hawaiian eruptions were ejected followed by short 

periods of calm. The second large paroxysm of the cycle was a mixed Strombolian and 

Hawaiian eruption that occurred on April 3 2009, lasted 72 hours and emitted three lava flows 

towards the W glacier (Figure 3.2) and an eruptive column that reached an elevation of 7 km, 

but to our knowledge no estimates of the erupted volume of this eruption are available. The 

volcano activity slowly waned until it ended in July 2009. The volcano seismic network 

recorded sudden increases in the real-time seismic-amplitude measurement (RSAM) a few 

hours or just before the eruptions, followed by a quick RSAM decrease as the eruptive 

activity waned (Basualto et al. (2009), Franco et al. (2015)). Petrological analysis of lava and 

tephra from historical eruptions, including the 2008 and 2009 events suggests that dikes of 

different magma batches are intruded across the NS oriented summits and that the dike 

volume controls the eruptive styles (Bouvet de Maisonneuve et al., 2012; Bouvet de 
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Maisonneuve et al., 2013). The time scales of magma recharge are ~1-2 years to several 

months before the eruption (Bouvet de Maisonneuve, 2011) and magmas are likely stored at 

dike-like reservoirs at depths shallower than 4 km beneath the volcano surface (Bouvet de 

Maisonneuve et al., 2012; Ruth et al., 2016). Other unrest in the studied period include a 

small eruption on April 09-11 2003 with a VEI of 1-2 (Naranjo and Moreno, 2005). 

 

Llaima is the only one of the three volcanoes that has been subject to previous detailed ground 

deformation studies. The 2007-2009 eruptive cycle was studied with ALOS data (Fournier 

et al., 2010), ENVISAT data (Bathke et al., 2011), and a reanalysis with both data sets plus 

independent estimates of precipitable water vapor (PWV) from MODIS and MERIS near 

infrared spectrometers (Remy et al., 2015). Fournier et al. (2010) and Remy et al. (2015) did 

not find unambiguous evidence for magmatic driven subsurface ground deformation except 

for a potential landslide located on the E part of the volcano likely triggered by the eruptive 

activity. Bathke et al. (2011) interpreted concentric fringes to reflect long term subsidence 

between 2003-2007 and co-eruptive uplift before and during the January 1 2008 eruption. 

We further discuss the difference between these interpretations in the results and discussion 

sections. 

Figure 3.2. Satellite false color images from (a) after the start of the Llaima April 3 2009 eruption 

which shows lava effusion over the summit glacier, and (b) after the start of the Villarrica March 3 

2015 eruption which shows the active lava lake and tephra that covers the summit glacier. Images 

from NASA EO-1 ALI instrument, EO1A2330872009098110PF_1T (09/04/08), and 
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EO1A2330872015064110KF (15/03/09), band combinations R10 G6 B4. Grid units are km in UTM 

coordinates, WGS84 datum, zone 19S. Color scales have been equalized to highlight the lava flows 

and the lava lake. 

3.3.2 Villarrica volcano 
Villarrica (71.93ºW, 39.42ºS) is one of the most active volcanoes of the SAVZ with more 

than 50 historical eruptions since the 16th century (e.g., Lara and Clavero (2004), Moreno 

and Clavero (2006)). It is an ice capped basaltic-andesitic stratovolcano, with a maximum 

elevation of 2847 m and the current stratocone is built on top of an older collapsed edifice. 

Since the last eruptive episode in 1984, the volcano crater has been filled with an actively 

degassing lava lake, 200 m in diameter (e.g., Witter et al. (2004); Palma et al. (2008); 

Moussallam et al. (2016)). The lava lake depth and explosions are correlated with the seismic 

tremor magnitude and the amount of outgassing and style of bubble bursting (Palma et al., 

2008). The volcano erupted basaltic andesites from the summit crater on March 3 2015 03:08 

local time and the eruption was preceded by a continuous increment in the background 

seismicity and small explosions of the lava lake (OVDAS, 2015). The eruption was 

transitional from strong Strombolian to Hawaiian, lasted 55 min and partially covered the 

crater rim with pyroclastic material (Naranjo, 2015) (Figure 3.2). The eruption ejected 

spatters ~1.5 km over the volcano crater and a column of gases and ash with an elevation of 

~6-8 km during the highest intensity peak, while the seismicity decreased to levels lower than 

before the eruption (OVDAS, 2015). Smaller Strombolian eruptions were later produced on 

March 17 and 30 2015 (OVDAS, 2015). The total erupted volume of the March 3 2015 

eruption is 0.0047 + 0.001 km3 (Bertin et al., 2015) 

3.3.3 Calbuco volcano 
Calbuco (72.61ºW, 41.33ºS) is an andesitic stratovolcano with an elevation of ~2003 m. Most 

of its Holocene activity has been explosive sub-Plinian to Plinian, including a large sector 

collapse after the last glacial maximum and the eruption of lavas and domes (Selles and 

Moreno, 2011). There is recorded evidence of at least 12 historical eruptions, and its largest 

historical eruptions occurred in 1893-1895, when a lava dome was formed inside the 

collapsed structure, and with the most recent large and minor eruptions in 1961 and 1972 

respectively (Selles and Moreno, 2011). The volcano was monitored by two seismometers 

since 2009, with the closest station 5 km to the west, and a tiltmeter 4 km west of the volcano. 
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The eruption started on April 22 2015 18:04 local with little warning as earthquakes increased 

over background levels only ~3 hours before, with no clear precursors 15 minutes before the 

onset and with no pre eruptive deformation detected from the tiltmeter (Valderrama et al., 

2015). The April 22 eruption was sub-Plinian (VEI 4), lasted ~1.5 hours and ejected a ~15 

km height eruptive column of andesitic (57% SiO2) and basaltic-andesite (54-55%) 

composition (Romero et al. (2016); Van Eaton et al. (2016)). A second eruption started on 

April 23 2015 01:08 local time and lasted for 6 hours with a column that reached ~15 km 

height, and with earthquakes with maximum ML magnitude of 3.6. A smaller column, with 

an elevation of ~2 km, was ejected one day later at 23:39 local time, and a third large eruption 

with a steam-driven column with an elevation of ~4 km that lasted ~2 hours occurred on 

April 30. Total erupted volumes estimates are 0.27 + 0.007 (Romero et al., 2016), 0.56 + 0.28 

(Van Eaton et al., 2016), and 0.38 km3 (Castruccio et al., 2016). The erupted volumes during 

the April 22 and 23 eruptions are 0.103 + 0.0027 and 0.167 + 0.0043 km3 respectively 

(Romero et al., 2016). 

3.4 InSAR processing and modeling 
InSAR data and processing details are described in the supplementary material, hence we 

only briefly describe the methods here. We use all the available ERS-2, ENVISAT and ALOS 

stripmap SAR data at the volcanoes spanning October 1997-December 2000, December 

2002-March 2012, and December 2011-March 2011, respectively, as well as some 

RADARSAT-2 (hereafter RS2), TerraSAR-X (TSX), COSMO-SkyMed (CSK), Sentinel-1A 

(S1A) and ALOS-2 data acquired between December 2012 and June 2015 (Table 3.1; Figure 

3.1). We also use L band UAVSAR (Uninhabited Aerial Vehicle Synthetic Aperture Radar) 

interferograms processed and provided by NASA/JPL between 2013 and 2015. ERS-1/2 data 

coverage at both Villarrica and Llaima is very sparse with only a single acquisition in 1997 

and five scenes in late 2000 (Stevens and Wadge, 2004) – the interferograms have low 

coherence so are not discussed in detail. ENVISAT observations include data from the 

nominal mission between December 2002 and October 2010, as well as images acquired in 

the extended mission between November 2010 and March 2012. The latter data cannot be 

combined with the former, but using both has the advantage that during the extended mission 

images were almost continuously acquired every 30 days, with 12-18 images per volcano. In 

contrast, ENVISAT nominal mission tracks contain 6-7 images per year between 2003 and 
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2005, but no more than 3 images per year between November 2005 and October 2010 (Table 

1). ENVISAT ScanSAR subswaths can be combined with stripmap images (Ortiz and 

Zebker, 2007) to fill gaps in the latter catalog (Pepe et al., 2011) but as there are only 16 

ScanSAR scenes and only two after November 2004, the poor data temporal sampling is not 

much improved and so the data were not analyzed further. Regarding TSX, stripmap data has 

only been systematically acquired at Calbuco since July 2016 and spotlight mode has been 

acquired at both Llaima and Villarrica since February and May 2012 respectively, with 

scenes every 11 – 22 days (1-2 orbital cycles). We processed a few TSX scenes acquired 

between March and May 2015 at Villarrica to compare with signals observed in CSK data. 

We note that Calbuco has less than half and one third of the ALOS and ENVISAT data sets 

respectively, compared to either Villarrica or Llaima.  Further, a data gap exists at Calbuco 

between the last ENVISAT image in March 2012 and the first RS2 acquisition in December 

2012, and neither CSK nor TSX acquired data suitable for either stripmap or spotlight 

interferometry before the 2015 eruption.  

 
For areas with sufficient ALOS, ENVISAT extended mode, CSK and S1A data (at least 10-

20 interferograms) we calculate time series of deformation (Berardino et al., 2002). We also 

try a variety of techniques to account for the persistent atmospheric phase delays observed in 

the volcanoes (e.g., Beauducel et al. (2000); Froger et al. (2007); Chaussard et al. (2013); 

Jolivet et al. (2014); Remy et al. (2015), Supplementary material). When observed, 

deformation signals were jointly inverted from several interferograms using standard 

algorithms for data downsampling and covariance matrix estimation (Lohman and Simons, 

2005) as well as standard solutions for pressurized sources in a linear elastic half space 

((McTigue, 1987); (Okada, 1985); Yang et al. (1988)) and with topographic corrections 

(Williams and Wadge, 1998). 

3.5 Results 
We describe here InSAR data that span eruptions and periods of known unrest including the 

2007-2009 Llaima eruptive cycle, and Villarrica and Calbuco during their 2015 eruptions. 

The rest of the data sets do not show unambiguous evidence of ground deformation and hence 

are described in detail only in the supplementary material. 
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3.5.1 Llaima volcano 
Both atmospheric corrected and uncorrected 2007-2011 ALOS time series (Figure 3.3) show 

a line of sight (LOS) increase (hypothetical subsidence), also observed by Remy et al. (2015). 

ENVISAT interferograms that overlap with the ALOS data show LOS decrease (hypothetical 

uplift) (Figure 3.4), with amplitudes up to ~6 cm. The analysis of whether these signals are 

ground deformation or atmospheric effects will be evaluated in the discussion section. The 

ALOS LOS increase trends are interrupted by a burst of LOS decrease (uplift) in early 2009 

as described in the next section.  

Pre eruptive inflation before the April 3rd 2009 eruption  
A distinct transient burst of uplift is observed before the April 3 2009 eruption in the two 

independent ALOS time series in the same part of the volcano (Figure 3.3, Figure 3.5). The 

uplift is an outlier in the overall trend in the time series and is above the + 7 cm uncertainty 

inferred for individual interferograms at Llaima volcano (Remy et al., 2015). Further, the 

uplift signal appears in only three interferograms calculated with two independent SAR 

acquisitions (Supplementary Material and Table 3.2) and is not correlated with topography 

as sometimes observed for signals of atmospheric origin. Thus we interpret it as real ground 

deformation instead of an atmospheric signal.  Remy et al. (2015) also observed this signal 

in the path 117 interferogram (Figure 3.5d, Table 3.2) and noted that the pair in question is 

not affected by a significant atmospheric phase delay in the volcano but did not interpret it 

as ground deformation. The signal is not observed in ENVISAT interferograms that cover 

the April 3 2009 eruption (Figure 3.4) but the former did not acquire SAR images ~1-2 

months before the eruption and the signal was presumably canceled out by post eruptive 

subsidence with net zero cumulative displacement. We interpret this signal as ground uplift 

most likely related to pre-eruptive magma intrusion before the April 2009 eruption, in 

agreement with time scales of magma intrusion on the order of several months to ~1-2 years 

interpreted on the basis of geochemistry (Bouvet de Maisonneuve, 2011). Had we observed 

the signal in a single interferogram as Remy et al. (2015) did, the interpretation as ground 

uplift would be more suspect. The non-optimal data availability hampers our ability to assess 

the uplift event time dependence, duration and precise timing, as it was temporally aliased 

by the almost complete lack of SAR acquisitions between July 2008 and February 2009. 
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To model the putative uplift signal before the 2009 eruption, we selected 3 interferograms 

(Table 3.2), masked most of them far from the volcano as well as the potential landslide 

signal (Fournier et al., 2010), but left enough non-deforming areas to estimate the data 

covariance matrix. As the deformation observed before the April 3 2009 eruption is 

elongated, a symmetrical source (like a single Mogi model) can be ruled out. As a joint 

inversion for a pressurized ellipsoid predicts an unrealistic small aspect ratio, we focused on 

the tensile dislocation model. We tested a variety of inversions with different combinations 

of interferograms, with and without the empirical atmospheric correction and the volcano 

topography taken into account in the source model. We find that because the deformation is 

larger in the path 116 interferograms than the path 117 interferogram, the inverted sill 

opening is ~8 cm larger, but the master scene on the former interferograms was acquired 

earlier than the latter. Given the limited number of SAR acquisitions, it is not possible to 

determine if the difference between the two paths is related to time variable deformation or 

to atmospheric effects. Hence, in the absence of further data to reduce the effect of the phase 

delays, we show the inversion results calculated with the three interferograms uncorrected 

for phase delays and for topographic relief that fits both tracks, but is not optimal for either. 

The best-fit model predicts a sill like geometry with the centroid depth of ~5.3 + 0.6 km 

beneath the volcano base (~1700 m) (Table 3.3) and a volume change of 0.0093 + 0.0078 

km3, which we compare to the petrologically inferred depth in the discussion.  

Deformation of non-magmatic origin  
Fournier et al. (2010) described a LOS increase signal in the east part of the volcano observed 

in both the ALOS and ENVISAT (Figure 3.4) data sets and interpreted it as a potential 

landslide, but such a process was not observed in that area. An alternative explanation 

involves flank instability inferred from the occurrence of new small flank vents where small 

explosions were sourced over this flank [Hugo Moreno, personal communication]. Hence, 

we re-interpret this geodetic signal as being produced by flank instability after the January 1 

2008 eruption. Although our dataset is significantly larger than the one analyzed by Bathke 

et al. (2011); Fournier et al. (2010) or Remy et al. (2015), the sparse ENVISAT/ALOS image 

catalog in early 2008 hampers our ability to provide better constrains on the flank instability 

timing, which occurred after December 7 2007, most likely following the January 1 2008 

eruption, and before March 4 2008. 
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Figure 3.3. Interferogram time series from ALOS at Llaima spanning January 2007- February 2011 

showing the mean line of sight ground velocities from two different satellite paths. a) Path 117 mean 

velocity, no empirical correction for atmospheric signal correlated with topography. b) Path 116 mean 

velocity, also no empirical correction. c) Path 117 mean velocity with empirical correction. d) Path 

116 mean velocity with empirical correction. The rectangle with no data in a to d east of Llaima is 

the area where Fournier et al., [2010] detected a possible flank instability signal, which has been 

masked out for the time series as it has unwrapping errors and is a localized signal that is not of 

interest in our search for edifice-scale deformation. The circles in figures a to d are the location of the 

deformation profiles shown in e to h, the black arrow is the flight direction and the grey arrow is the 

look direction with the incidence angle. e, f, g, h) Deformation time series for a, b, c, and d, 

respectively. In e to h, the vertical red bars are the January 1 2008 and April 3 2009 Llaima eruptions. 

The yellow circle in e to h shows the outlier in the time series interpreted as pre eruptive deformation 

before the April 3 2009 eruption (Figure 3.5). We do not think that the rest of the points in the 

deformation time series (a, b, c, and d) indicate real deformation because the rates are not consistent 

between the two paths and previous studies have found ALOS time series uncertainties are ~2.5 cm/yr 

(e.g., Philibosian and Simons (2011); Ebmeier et al. (2013)).  

Figure 3.4. Interferograms spanning the January 1 2008 and April 3 2009 eruptions at Llaima showing 

wrapped line of sight ground displacements. a, b, c, d and e) ENVISAT track 304 ascending 
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interferograms, f, g) ENVISAT track 10 descending interferograms, h) ENVISAT track 239 

descending interferogram. Red triangles are Llaima northern and southern summits. Horizontal bars 

beneath the interferograms show the time covered by each one. Red lines are the January 1 2008 and 

April 3 2009 eruptions. The fringes around the volcano are most likely produced by topography 

correlated atmospheric phase signals, while the black box in b and c shows a signal possibly produced 

by flank instability (Fournier et al., 2010). The latter signal is not evident in the rest of the 

interferograms due to decorrelation. The track 239 interferogram does not show ground deformation, 

most likely due to zero cumulative ground deformation during the covered time span – since inflation 

was observed before the eruption (Figure 3.5) this implies that any subsidence must have been equal 

and opposite of the inflation within measurement error. 

Figure 3.5. Llaima interferograms (a, d), model prediction (b, e) and residual between data and model 

(c, f) of the presumed ground deformation from a sill intrusion (model parameters in Table 3) before 

the April 3 2009 eruption.  See Figure 3.3 for these interferograms compared to the rest of the time 

series. The black lines are the surface projection of the inferred sill and the thick black line is the sill 

top. Red triangles are the north and south Llaima summits. The box in a to f east of Llaima with no 

data is the area where Fournier et al. (2010) detected a possible flank instability signal (Figure 3.4), 
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and has been masked in radar coordinates as it has unwrapping errors and deformation from the sill 

is not visible in the region. 

3.5.2 Villarrica Volcano 
The co-eruptive CSK and S1A time series spanning December 2014 to April 2015 (Figure 

3.6) show both LOS increase and decrease (hypothetical subsidence and uplift) respectively, 

but the signals have different signs for similar time periods. The analysis of whether these 

signals are ground deformation or atmospheric effects will be evaluated in the discussion 

section. 

Post eruptive inflation after the March 3rd 2015 eruption 
CSK interferograms calculated with several independent SAR images that span mid April to 

mid May 2015 (Figure 3.7, Table 4), show a persistent uplift signal located 5 km SE of the 

volcano, near the Holocene caldera rim, with maximum amplitudes between 4 and 6 cm. The 

uplift signal is not shown in Figure 3.6 because it was not possible to calculate coherent small 

baseline interferograms to include it in the CSK time series and due to the large magnitude 

of non-stationary topography correlated phase delays in the S1A interferograms. The 

amplitude scales with the covered time span consistent with a time dependent process, but 

there is not enough data to characterize the temporal evolution. The signal was detected by 

OVDAS on four cGPS stations and related to an increase in volcano tectonic seismicity 

(Córdova et al., 2015). The signal is not correlated with topography and appears in the same 

area in interferograms with independent acquisitions, but is absent in ascending TSX 

spotlight interferograms (Supplementary material) that cover only a small fraction of the 

deforming area. In order to model the uplift signal, we estimate and remove atmospheric 

phase delays correlated with the topography by inverting a Mogi source (Córdova et al., 

2015) with a topographic correction (Williams and Wadge, 1998), and then jointly invert the 

best six CSK interferograms. DEM errors produced by the retreat of the glacier that covers 

the volcano and close to the inferred uplift area were cropped so they will not bias the source 

model. The inversion results (Table 5) show that a source located ~4.2 km below sea level 

can reproduce the observed uplift signal, ~2 km deeper than the cGPS model with a 

cumulative volume change of 0.0075 km3 during the uplift period. The discrepancy between 

the InSAR – GPS model can be explained because the sparse GPS network does not capture 

the full extent of the deformation signal, therefore the InSAR inversion is modeled by either 

a deeper source or a source with a larger strength, a slight difference in the time period 
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covered by GPS and InSAR, or because the InSAR model is biased by using a single 

component of deformation. In the absence of further independent data sets we consider these 

explanations for the difference between the InSAR-GPS models equally likely. 

 

Figure 3.6. a-b) Mean ground velocities at Villarrica spanning the March 03 2015 eruption from CSK 

(a) and S1A (b) that show different velocities over a common time period in areas of high relief and 

so are interpreted to represent atmospheric effects and not real ground deformation. Time series 

uncertainties are + 1.6 and 2.2 cm/yr for S1A and CSK respectively. Thin black and blue lines are the 

2011 glacier limits and the debris covered glacier (Rivera et al., 2015). Blue and red lines are caldera 

1-2 and caldera 3 rims from (Moreno and Clavero, 2006). Red triangle shows volcanoes summit. 

Black and grey arrows are the satellite heading and line of sight direction. Blue and black squares are 

OVDAS continuous GPS and tiltmeters respectively and are shown for comparison.  c) Deformation 

time series for (a) and (b) (red and green respectively). Pixels error bars were calculated from the 

variance of each interferogram in non-deforming areas under the assumption that the phase delays 
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are spatially uncorrelated. Time series were not corrected for topography correlated phase delays 

because the small swath of the CSK data does not include enough high relief areas for a reliable 

correction.  Red line shows the time of the March 3 2015 eruption.   

Figure 3.7. Interferograms at Villarrica (a, d, g), model prediction (b, e, h) and residual (c, f, i) of 

what we think is real ground deformation after the March 3 2015 eruption using a Mogi source 

southeast of the summit (model parameters in Table 5). Blue and black squares are OVDAS 

continuous GPS and tilt meters respectively and are shown for comparison. Black point is the location 

of the Mogi source. Black dashed lines are the swath of TSX spotlight data that have been acquired 
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which do not completely cover the observed deformation signal. Other labels are the same as Figure 

3.6.  

 

3.5.3 Calbuco volcano 
Co-eruptive subsidence during the April 22-23 2015 eruptions and localized atmospheric 
signals? 
 

Sentinel-1A interferograms that span the April 22-23 2015 eruptions show a maximum 

subsidence of ~12 cm in the west part of the volcano for the ascending data (Figure 3.8), and 

a signal of similar amplitude in the east part of the volcano for the descending one, which is 

more decorrelated due to ash deposition during a longer time span. An ascending Sentinel-

1A interferogram that spans the April 22, 23 and 30 eruptions (not shown) shows a signal of 

the same amplitude as those that only span the first two eruptions. The subsidence signal is 

also observed in an ALOS-2 ascending stripmap (available at 

http://www.eorc.jaxa.jp/ALOS-2/en/img_up/dis_pal2_chl-volc_20150429.htm) and in 

descending ScanSAR interferograms (not shown). 1-day CSK descending interferograms 

calculated with images acquired between ~24 and ~72 hours after the April 22 2015 eruption 

show contrasting signals (Supplementary material). The first 1-day pair shows range increase 

(apparent subsidence) in the S part of the volcano and uplift in the N volcano flanks, but not 

in the edifice itself, both signals of ~2 cm, while the second 1-day pair shows uplift in the 

volcano and subsidence in its N flank, both signals with an amplitude of ~3.5 cm.  Given the 

lack of complementary data, it is unclear if these signals in the 1-day pairs correspond to real 

ground deformation. 

The co-eruptive subsidence signal in the Sentinel-1A interferograms can be modeled by a 

prolate pressurized spheroid located ~1 km SW of the volcano summit at a depth of ~8 km, 

or alternatively by a point source ~5.5 km SW of the volcano at a depth of 10.7 km (Figure 

3.8, Table 3.6, Table 3.7). Nevertheless, residuals are large as neither model can properly 

model both ascending and descending data. On the other hand, the subsidence signals 

observed in the 1-day CSK pairs, if real, are neither co-located with lahars (deposited over a 

smaller area than the phase anomaly) nor with the eruptive plume which was ejected towards 
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the E of the volcano as observed in GOES-13 (Romero et al. (2016), Van Eaton et al. (2016)), 

MODIS and EO-1 satellite imagery.  

 

As the co-eruptive deflation signals were observed in the Sentinel interferograms but not in 

the 1-day CSK pairs, the volcano magma chamber deflated during the extent of the April 22-

23 eruptions, in agreement with the tiltmeter records (Valderrama et al., 2015). The 

deformation is negligible for the April 30 eruption as evidenced by interferograms that only 

span the latter eruption. The fact that none of the source models can properly predict both the 

ascending and descending interferograms implies that the source is more complex than the 

simple models used here (Nikkhoo et al., 2016) and a different source model may be required 

– but all available models are consistent with a source depth between 8-11 km.  

 

To compare the volume of erupted material with that inferred from the geodetic model, we 

use the spheroid source model as a proxy of the magma chamber volume change because it 

has a smaller root mean square compared with the point source (Table 3.7). The chamber 

volume change of ~ -0.055 km3 can be converted to erupted volume by means of the formula

 (Mastin et al., 2008) with Ve the erupted volume, ΔVc the magma 

chamber volume, ρM and ρe the chamber and erupted magma densities, κC the magma 

chamber compressibility, and κm the magma compressibility. Amoruso and Crescentini 

(2009) showed that a prolate spheroid with an aspect ratio of 2.34 as in Calbuco has a 

chamber compressibility very similar to 3/4G with G the medium shear modulus, and 

characteristic of a spherical source, hence we use the latter value for the calculation. As no 

seismic velocity or volatile contents estimates of the erupted products are available for 

Calbuco, we use literature values of G = 5 GPa for somewhat fractured crust (Segall, 2010), 

κm = 2.5 – 5 x 10-10 MPa-1 for andesites (Mastin et al., 2009) and assume that ρM/ρe = 2.5. 

These figures yield a ratio of erupted volume versus magma chamber volume change between 

6.6 to 10.8, and erupted volumes of 0.37 – 0.6 km3, within uncertainties of the actual erupted 

volumes (Van Eaton et al. (2016), Romero et al. (2016), Castruccio et al. (2016)). 

Ve
ΔVc

= −
ρm
ρe

1+ κm

κc

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
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Figure 3.8. Calbuco Sentinel-1 interferograms showing ground deformation from the April 22-23 

2015 eruptions (a, d, g, j), model predictions (b, e, h, k) and residuals (c, f, i, l) with results for the 

joint inversions for spherical (a-f) and spheroidal (g-l) point sources. Purple square circle shows the 

location of the OVDAS tilt meter. Red circle shows the location of the best-fit sources (model 
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parameters given in Table 3.7). The spheroid volume change ΔV is the product of the source strength 

and its volume (Amoruso and Crescentini, 2009) and is ~0.055 km3. 

3.6 Discussion 

3.6.1 Discriminating deformation from atmospheric phase delays 
The co-eruptive Llaima and Villarrica data sets require a careful assessment of whether there 

could be real ground deformation or not (Remy et al., 2015). Below we describe a more 

detailed analysis of each volcano in turn. 

Lack of deformation at Llaima during the January 2008 eruption  
For the early 2007 - mid 2008 period, the eight co-eruptive Llaima ENVISAT interferograms 

show LOS decrease (Figure 3.4), although of different amplitude, while the ALOS path 116 

time series shows a slight LOS increase and the ALOS path 117 time series shows effectively 

no cumulative deformation when corrected for atmospheric effects (Figure 3.3). As all the 

data sets show different results, we conclude that no InSAR detectable subsurface magma 

driven ground deformation occurred during the 2008 eruptions and that all the observed 

patterns of LOS decrease in the ENVISAT data were produced by tropospheric phase delays 

-- in agreement with Fournier et al. (2010) and Remy et al. (2015), but differing from Bathke 

et al. (2011). Indeed, the mean velocities from the ALOS time series in 2007-2008 are smaller 

than the assumed ~2.5 cm/yr ALOS time series accuracy (Supplementary material). A 

synthetic Mogi model projected into ENVISAT and ALOS LOS, which takes into account 

both the topography and magma compressibility of the erupted tephra of the January 1st 2008 

eruption (Ruth and Calder, 2014) predicts that an inflating source located 7 km beneath 

Llaima summit (Bathke et al., 2011) produces at most 2 mm of LOS subsidence (not shown). 

Such a signal is one order of magnitude below the uncertainty of our time series for secular 

rates and interferograms for transient signals and is thus not resolved in our data.  

Lack of deformation during the 2015 Villarrica eruption 
The CSK / S1A time series show ground velocities of opposite sign and with random signals 

during, before and after the eruption. The erupted volume of the March 3 2015 eruption is 

equivalent to 0.002 + 0.0004 km3 of magma, if compressibility for a mostly degassed basalt 

is taken into account (e.g., Witter et al. (2004); Segall (2010)). The deflation signal produced 

by the evacuation of that volume is not evident in the time series (Figure 3.6) as a deflating 

source located beneath the volcano summit at the same depth of the deeper source responsible 
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for the 1971 eruption (Morgado et al., 2015) produces less than 1 cm of co eruptive 

subsidence. The signals observed in the S1A and CSK time series have larger amplitudes 

than the predicted subsidence and do not show systematic trends with the same amplitude 

and located in the same areas. Hence, we conclude that the available data set is not indicative 

of unambiguous evidence for pre-eruptive inflation and co-eruptive deflation, in agreement 

with the available GPS records (Córdova et al., 2015). 

 

Lack of deformation during the April 30 2015 Calbuco eruption 
Neither CSK nor S1A data show unambiguous deformation signals related to the third 

eruption in the April 2015 sequence. The lack of ground deformation could be related to the 

fact that the eruption products have low juvenile contents indicative of a steam-driven 

eruption with little involvement of magma (Van Eaton et al., 2016) and a volume that was an 

order of magnitude smaller volume than the April 22-23 eruptions [Daniel Bertin, personal 

communication]. Hence the eruption was not likely produced by the evacuation of magma 

from a chamber that could produce ground deformation. 

3.6.2 Implications for magma plumbing systems  
We provide the first geodetic measurements of ground deformation confirmed by multiple 

datasets at these most active and dangerous volcanoes in the SVZ. These are some of the first 

inferences of any kind about the depth and location of magma chambers that may feed the 

eruptions. We discuss each in turn.   

 

We interpret that the 2009 eruption at Llaima was preceded by the inflation of a sill at a depth 

of ~5.3 + 0.6 km beneath the volcano base on the western side of the volcano. This 

geophysical depth is at the extreme of the petrological inferences of the magma chamber 

depth that fed the Llaima eruptions (Bouvet de Maisonneuve et al., 2012), but both estimates 

barely overlap. If potential systematic errors in the geophysical estimate such as 

heterogeneity of the elastic structure beneath the volcano (Masterlark, 2007) are taken into 

account, both the InSAR and petrology estimates are in agreement as they show a relatively 

shallow magma chamber. Because there is no net deformation in interferograms that span the 

eruption, we infer that the sill must have emptied during the eruption with the same pattern 

and amplitude of ground deformation as seen in the pre-eruptive intrusion. The intrusion and 
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extrusion of magma or the pressurization and then depressurization of gas could cause the 

ground deformation, but to our knowledge no estimates of the erupted volumes are available 

for comparison with the sill volumetric change of 0.009 + 0.007 km3. 

 

At Villarrica, the ground uplift source after the March 2015 eruption is inferred to be located 

~5 km SE of the volcanic edifice at a depth of ~4.2 km below sea level and related to an 

increase in volcano tectonic seismicity in the same area (Córdova et al., 2015). However, the 

relation of this deformation source to the volcanic plumbing system is unclear. The 4.2 km 

geophysically inferred depth of the magma chamber is at the lower end of the depth inferred 

from petrology mentioned above ((Witter et al., 2004), Morgado et al. (2015)), but is clearly 

deeper than the depth of the seismic source which may be related to conduit processes 

(Richardson and Waite, 2013). No evidence for sources of hydrothermal origin have been 

recorded at Villarrica (Moreno and Clavero, 2006). Hence, we suggest that the inverted 

source is of magmatic origin, although with the limited data sets, the relation of this inflation 

source with the March 3 2015 eruption is unclear. Perhaps the deformation is related to the 

eruption either by a refilling of the Villarrica magma chamber after the area was evacuated 

by the eruption or a pressurization of the magma chamber caused by devolatilization driven 

by the expulsion of magma in the eruption. If so, why is there a delay of several weeks 

between the end of the eruption and the observed uplift and the location of the inflation source 

with respect to the volcano crater? However, such connection between the sources by a 

hypothetical dike (not shown) does not predict the uplift signal in the few coherent areas. 

Further geophysical investigations are necessary to test for links between the inflationary 

source and the conduit processes that characterize the current activity at Villarrica (e.g., 

Witter et al. (2004); Palma et al. (2008); Moussallam et al. (2016); (Richardson and Waite, 

2013)).  

 

The Calbuco subsidence occurred during the first and second eruptions on 22 and 23 April 

2015, caused by a source at ~8-11 km depth below the summit or slightly to the west 

depending on the source geometry (Table 6 and Nikkhoo et al. (2016)). This depth is about 

twice as deep as Villarrica and Llaima modeled sources and is one of the deepest compared 

with sources modeled from geodetic data at other volcanoes in the SAVZ (e.g., Wicks et al. 
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(2011); Feigl et al. (2014); Delgado et al. (2014); Jay et al. (2014); Velez et al. (2015); 

Delgado et al. (2016)). The main differences between Calbuco and both Villarrica and Llaima 

are the magma compositions as the former is andesitic (Selles and Moreno, 2011) and the 

latter are basaltic-andesitic edifices (Moreno and Clavero (2006), Naranjo and Moreno 

(2005)). The neutral buoyancy hypothesis (Walker, 1989) predicts that basaltic magmas 

should be stored at deeper chambers compared with more silicic magmas for similar ambient 

crust, hence the andesitic Calbuco chamber should be shallower than those beneath the 

basaltic and andesitic Llaima and Villarrica, but this is not consistent with our geodetic 

observations. The three edifices have similar stress regimes (Cembrano and Lara, 2009) 

hence it cannot explain the differences between the depth of the different modeled sources 

(Chaussard and Amelung, 2012). Tomographic and thermal models to compare the shallow 

plumbing systems and the crustal structure of the three volcanoes are not available, but we 

speculate that the hotter basaltic-andesitic magmas and more frequent eruptions at Villarrica 

and Llaima create a warmer thermal profile than at Calbuco that could allow for the shallower 

observed magma chambers. On the other hand, Castruccio et al. (2016) suggested that the 

eruption was triggered by either volatile exsolution or a small magma intrusion into the base 

of the magma chamber and with the same composition of the latter. We consider the dike 

intrusion a less likely mechanism than volatile exsolution because synthetic models for a 

dipping dike (not shown) with similar volumes as those from the source models do not predict 

the co-eruptive interferograms.  

 

3.6.3 What does the lack of ground deformation associated with some eruptions mean?  
In addition to our observations of deformation mentioned above, observations of null 

deformation during certain time periods provide some constraints on magma movements (or 

lack thereof) at these three volcanoes. But a key question is could the lack of observed 

deformation be due to the limited spatial and temporal sampling of the InSAR observations? 

This is an issue of special concern for ALOS data due to its 46 days orbital period and the 

satellite orbit reset in early 2009. For example, we observed deformation at least 1 and half 

months before the April 2009 Llaima eruption (Figure 3.5), but interferograms that span the 

eruption show no net deformation (Figure 3.3; Figure 3.4) indicating co-eruptive subsidence 

that canceled the pre-eruptive inflation.  So perhaps the nearly equal balancing of inflation 
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before and after eruptions could explain the lack of deformation associated with the March 

2015 Villarrica eruptions or the 2008 Llaima eruptions. On the other hand, there are 

interferograms up to one day before the April 22 2015 Calbuco, 24 days before the January 

1 2008 Llaima and 4 days before the March 3 2015 Villarrica eruptions that do not show any 

pre-eruptive inflation. Thus, the lack of deformation is a robust result within the limits of the 

atmospheric noise and coherence in those images. Deformation below the noise level and 

within decorrelated areas would of course be hidden, and we address observing strategies in 

the next section to reduce noise and increase coherence. 

 

A useful model for considering the relation between eruptions and ground deformation is the 

classification by Chaussard et al. (2013) of open and closed volcanoes – closed systems are 

volcanoes with ground deformation signals of subsurface magmatic origin, while those with 

a lack of those signals are considered open systems. This is a specific definition for ground 

deformation purposes and is used as such in the following sections unless explicitly stated. 

A magma chamber beneath a closed volcano can be pressurized by volatile exsolution or 

magma intrusion, as the conduit that connects it with the surface is obstructed by a solid plug 

or pyroclastic material, while chamber pressurization at open systems is relieved by passive 

degassing, lava dome growth, lava ejection and minor explosions. At such edifices, eruptions 

might be a consequence of subtle magma chamber changes (Chaussard et al., 2013). This 

might reflect the presence of a permanent or semi-permanent open conduit, which may result 

in deformation only near the volcano summit where InSAR data tends to be systematically 

decorrelated at the three volcanoes considered here. However, there are several limitations to 

this model. For example, a volcano with a conduit blocked by a pressurized viscous solid 

plug can produce deformation, but it can only be recorded by instruments located a few 

hundreds meters from the conduit (Albino et al., 2011). This type of deformation can be 

aliased by poor spatial sampling, but the lack of measured deformation does not imply that 

the volcano has a physically open conduit. A counterexample of the open-closed model is 

Kilauea volcano with physically open conduits, but with ground deformation with 

wavelengths of several km and during multiple eruptions (e.g., Baker and Amelung (2012); 

Poland et al. (2014); Patrick et al. (2015)). Further, the Kilauea lava lake levels are correlated 

with variations in the ground tilt (Patrick et al., 2015). 
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A different model for volcanoes with open conduits with either permanent or semi- 

permanent degassing is that passive degassing may lead to endogenous growth due to magma 

accumulation beneath a volcanic edifice (Francis et al., 1993), and therefore, the intrusion 

growth should produce ground deformation. This model might apply to Villarrica and 

Llaima, as both are systems that have permanent or semi-permanent passive degassing 

(Mather et al. (2004); Witter et al. (2004); Witter and Calder (2004); Gurioli et al. (2008); 

Palma et al. (2008); Palma et al. (2011); Bredemeyer and Hansteen (2014); Moussallam et 

al. (2016)). We assess the minimum depths where such sources could be located from SO2 

emissions under the assumption that they produce maximum ground deformation beneath the 

+ 2.5 cm/yr detection rate for the ALOS time series (e.g., Ebmeier et al. (2013)) by means of 

the formula (McTigue, 1987) with ΔV the predicted volume, uz the 

minimum detection threshold, d the source depth and ν the Poisson ratio equal to 0.25. Witter 

et al. (2004) used correlation spectrometry measurements in the austral summer of 2000 and 

2001 to estimate that 2.0 + 1.2 m3/s of magma are degassed from Villarrica volcano, 

equivalent to a yearly volume flux of 0.063 + 0.037 km3/yr. If an equivalent volume of 

magma is intruded into a spherical magma chamber beneath the volcano summit and 

corrected by a factor of 2.3 to take into account magma compressibility (Segall, 2010) such 

a source should lie between 10 and 20 km beneath Villarrica (Supplementary material). SO2 

fluxes have also been calculated at Llaima (Bredemeyer and Hansteen, 2014; Mather et al., 

2004), but in the absence of the sulfur lost from the melt, a figure needed to convert SO2 mass 

flux into volume flux (Kazahaya et al., 1994), we did not calculate the inferred reservoir 

depth. Witter et al. (2004) noted the lack of secular ground deformation at Villarrica for such 

a large volume change in a hypothetical magma chamber and concluded that magma 

convection driven by dense degasified magma batches that sink back into the conduit 

(Kazahaya et al., 1994) is the most likely heat and volatile transport mechanism. This is in 

agreement with the location of a stable seismic source 1 km beneath the volcano crater and 

inside the conduit related to the lava lake outgassing (Richardson and Waite, 2013). Although 

the open conduit and the endogenous growth models are not mutually exclusive, when both 

are compared with the geodetic and degassing data, the lack of secular ground deformation 

between 2002 and 2015 at Villarrica is most likely explained by the former. On the other 

ΔV = uzπd
2 / (1−ν )
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hand, the open-closed volcano model might apply for the 2007-2009 Llaima eruptive cycle 

as well, as aerial observations several days before the April 3 2009 eruption showed that the 

conduit was obstructed with pyroclastic material (OVDAS, 2009) but similar observations 

were not available before the January 1 2008 eruption. 

 

It has been observed that the 1957, 2008 and 2009 Llaima eruptions (Naranjo and Moreno 

(2005), Naranjo et al. (2009), Bouvet de Maisonneuve et al. (2012)) as well as the 1948-1949 

(Casertano, 1963a; Casertano, 1963b), 1963-1964 (Naranjo and Moreno, 2004) and 1971 

(Moreno, 1993) eruptions at Villarrica erupted lava and gas from dikes and fissures aligned 

with the N and S Llaima summits and close to the Villarrica summit.  Depending on the size 

of the dike intrusion, the ground deformation signature may not be detected in the available 

data. For example, a dike that opens 1 m and aligned with the Llaima volcano vents produces 

displacements in the limited coherent areas within the atmospheric noise amplitude 

(Supplementary material). However, larger dike intrusions at stratovolcanoes tend to produce 

LOS surface displacements larger than ~0.15 m (e.g., Currenti et al. (2011), Wauthier et al. 

(2012); (Lundgren et al., 2015a)) and above the InSAR detection threshold, but we cannot 

constrain the minimum amount of dike opening to be geodetically detected because the 

opening of these structures was not measured. It is also possible that many dike intrusions, 

like those described earlier are not likely to generate signals detectable with the available 

InSAR platforms because they occur on areas of the edifices that are systematically 

decorrelated. This motivates developing InSAR observing strategies that produce 

observations on the edifices (see final section). 

 

The open-closed conduit model cannot explain the lack of pre-eruptive ground deformation 

up to 1.5 days before the Calbuco eruption because there was not evidence of an open conduit 

with either permanent or semi-permanent degassing. The lack of pre-eruptive deformation 

could be related to the fast ascent of highly compressible gas-rich magmas that leave no 

geodetic overprint in the available InSAR data (e.g., Ebmeier et al. (2013), Biggs et al. 

(2014)), as in Chaitén (Fournier et al., 2010; Wicks et al., 2011) and Mt. St. Helens volcanoes 

(Poland and Lu, 2008) or magma recharge at rates below the detection threshold or during 

periods with no InSAR observations. If all the magma that was erupted was intruded in the 
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same reservoir with a secular rate since the previous eruption in 1972, the expected ground 

uplift LOS velocity is ~2.8 mm/yr, 1 order of magnitude below the accuracy of the time series 

and not resolvable with the available data.  

 

In summary, a variety of processes including temporal aliasing, volcanoes with open 

conduits, deformation that might only be detectable in areas likely to be systematically 

decorrelated, and signals below the detection threshold can be responsible for the lack of 

deformation at the studied volcanoes. All these alternatives must be further explored before 

a volcano with a complicated relation of eruption and ground deformation, with persistent 

atmospheric phase delays, and with a lack of measurements near the conduit can be classified 

as either an open or closed system. 

3.6.4 Coherence comparison between X, C and L band data 
To develop more effective satellite monitoring in the SAVZ, we compile observations of 

InSAR data quality (InSAR coherence) from different seasons, repeat intervals, and radar 

wavelengths in Table 3.8.  Although direct comparison of the different datasets is difficult 

because of variations in data availability, it is rare to have these observations for different 

seasons and time periods. Another caveat is that our analysis does not consider the use of 

persistent scatterers (PS) (Hooper et al., 2007). 

 

InSAR coherence is broadly similar at Llaima and Villarrica (they are less than 50 km from 

each other), but is much lower at Calbuco, which is located ~300 km farther S and closer to 

the ocean in a more humid area. However, coherence in ENVISAT nominal mission 

interferograms was sufficient on Llaima lava flows for more than 4 years, but not at Villarrica 

due to the higher slopes and more vegetation. Coherence is higher in the ENVISAT extended 

mission interferograms at both volcanoes because images were acquired more frequently and 

they have HH polarization instead of VV of the ENVISAT nominal mission, consistent with 

results from Mt. St. Helens comparing RADARSAT-1 HH data with both ERS and ENVISAT 

VV data (Poland and Lu, 2008). Volcano size is important in coherence, as smaller edifices 

such as Calbuco or Lonquimay decorrelate faster than larger ones and are only coherent on 

one side of the volcano (Supplementary material).  
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Sentinel-1A/B observations are routinely collected every 24 days (at the time of this writing 

in February, 2017) at all three volcanoes except during the 2015 eruptions when the repeat 

period was temporarily reduced to 12 days at Calbuco and Villarrica. We find that 24 days is 

not always short enough for interferograms with a posting of ~30 m to remain coherent in 

the vegetated areas that surround the volcanoes, hence the repeat period should be reduced 

to at least 12 days. These observations beyond the volcano edifice are essential to separate 

real deformation signals at the volcano from atmospheric noise as well as to detect magmatic 

deformation that can occur at several tens of km from the volcano (Henderson and Pritchard, 

2013).  

 

As many historical eruptions at Llaima and Villarrica have been from eruptive fissures near 

the summits (Naranjo and Moreno, 2004; Naranjo et al., 2009), it is important to assess the 

best suited InSAR data sets to study this type of ground deformation. Table 9 summarizes 

the maximum temporal baseline for interferograms to remain coherent in the summits. At 

Llaima, RS2 and CSK interferograms from a single orbital cycle are mostly decorrelated in 

the glacier-covered areas, but the summit seems to be coherent (Supplementary material). At 

Villarrica, the only data sets that are coherent over the glacier are 2-days UAVSAR and 1-

day CSK interferograms that show evidence of both widespread glacier movement and DEM 

errors, although coherence is not sustained over most of the glacier for X band (Figure 3.9). 

Hence the only option to image these areas with the available platforms is to use 1-day CSK 

pairs with incidence angles higher than 30º to avoid potential SAR layover and 

foreshortening. These interferograms have been shown to remain coherent over the 

Bárðarbunga ice-covered caldera with ground velocities as high as 0.6 m/day (Riel et al., 

2015; Sigmundsson et al., 2015). Nevertheless, these data sets are not tasked continuously 

and baselines are not always optimal for interferometry. The presence of ice implies that 

continuously updated DEMs are required, and with a high resolution if the target is the 

volcano conduit (Salzer et al., 2015).  
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Figure 3.9. Examples of 1-day CSK and 2-days UAVSAR interferograms covering Villarrica 

volcano. The season, repeat period and acquisition dates are labeled. All the interferograms are 

wrapped and only a and b were filtered. Black and blue squares are OVDAS continuous GPS and tilt 

meters respectively and are shown for comparison. Dashed black lines are the swath of TSX spotlight 

data (Supplementary material). Other labels are as in Figure 3.6. The fringes near the caldera rim in 

a and within the glacier outlines in c and d are produced by both glacier changes and DEM errors. 

3.6.5 Satellite Monitoring Strategies 
In summary, what is the best approach for monitoring these three most dangerous volcanoes 

in the SAVZ with InSAR, given the satellites currently available and the fast decorrelation 

in the area? To catch possibly short lived precursors and mitigate temporal decorrelation, in 

particular with X band data, observations during every satellite overflight would be desired 

and from platforms and beams that image multiple edifices, in order to use empirical 

corrections that correlate phase and topography to mitigate atmospheric phase delays. During 
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the winter months (i.e., interferograms in the months June to October), collecting data during 

every overflight is still useful -- coherence on the edifice and the surrounding area is reduced, 

depending on the satellite repeat interval and radar wavelength, but we have found useful 

coherence in some X and C band winter pairs (Table 8). There is a trade-off between having 

high spatial resolution on these three volcanoes and having a wide enough image to capture 

deformation near the edifice and include multiple edifices in order to use empirical 

corrections that correlate phase and topography to remove atmospheric errors. This is a 

particular complication of X band data because of the small area of stripmap swath (~50 x 

50 km2), and more so for TSX spotlight swaths (~11 x 11 km2). Despite the success of the 

latter mode to detect deformation produced by very shallow sources near volcano conduits 

(Salzer et al., 2015), we suggest other modes of observation at Llaima and Villarrica from 

this satellite.  Some signals such as the potential flank instability at Llaima and the post 

eruptive inflation at Villarrica are not completely imaged by its small swath, and its 11-day 

repeat period is not short enough to mitigate systematic decorrelation due to the glaciers on 

top of the volcanoes. Hence we suggest using C and L band data for regional scale monitoring 

and X band data for volcanic crisis when more frequent acquisitions are required. Further, 

frequently updated high-resolution DEMs possible from TanDEM-X and optical stereo 

imagery should be collected at these volcanoes. 

3.7 Conclusions 
We use multi-satellite X, C and L band InSAR observations at Villarrica, Llaima and Calbuco 

volcanoes in the SAVZ, and show evidence of ground deformation, periods with no clear 

deformation signal with and without eruptions, and provide guidance on future observing 

strategies for these three most dangerous volcanoes in Chile.  Specifically: 

 

1. We detect likely ground deformation at all three volcanoes:   

Llaima: Pre-eruptive uplift before the April 3 2009 eruption from a sill-like source at about 

5 km depth on the west side of the edifice. We infer that this signal was elastically recovered 

by a similar pattern of subsidence during the eruption itself. Any dikes that fed the eruption 

from this source depth would have been hard to detect because of InSAR decorrelation on 

the edifice, unless they had an opening significantly larger than 1 m. 
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Villarrica: Post-eruptive uplift following the March 3 2015 eruption from a depth of ~4.2 km 

and offset from the summit by 5 km to the SE. As at Llaima, deformation on the edifice itself 

is difficult to measure with available InSAR. 

Calbuco: Subsidence during the April 22-23 2015 eruptions from a source at a depth of 8-11 

km below the summit. 

 

2. The lack of ground deformation before the March 3 2015 Villarrica eruption, before the 

April 22-23 2015 and during the April 30 2015 Calbuco eruptions is constrained by 

observations within about 4, 1 and 4 days of the start of the events. During the 2008-2009 

Llaima eruptions the temporal sampling is not as good, and deformation could have been 

aliased. Co-eruptive deformation was only detected during the VEI 4 Calbuco eruption while 

for the rest of the eruptions (VEI 1-2 for Villarrica and Llaima) the potential ground 

deformation signals are likely ~1 order of magnitude smaller than the amplitude of the 

average atmospheric phase delays, and are not likely to be imaged near the volcano summit 

that are systematically decorrelated in the available InSAR data. To properly assess the 

relation of ground deformation and eruption more frequent InSAR sampling is needed with 

high-resolution topographic data, including measurements closer to the conduit than are 

routinely available for these three volcanoes. 

 

3. To date, observations from InSAR in the SAVZ have not been ideal for detecting ground 

deformation or separating real deformation from tropospheric changes. In order to assess 

these persistent atmospheric signals, we recommend SAR data with beams that cover several 

volcanic edifices and not small swaths as those from spotlight modes. We also recommend 

observations at these volcanoes during every satellite overflight even in the austral winter to 

mitigate systematic temporal decorrelation. 

 
Tables 
 
Table 3.1. List of all the processed InSAR data for the different volcanoes studied. The number of 

synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images analyzed and the number of interferograms used in time series 

are in the column labeled as “SAR” and “TS”. UAVSAR NW-SE pass means that the aircraft flew 

on a NW-SE direction. 
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Volcano Satellite Wavelengt
h (cm) 

Dates (yy/mm/dd) Track Pass Beam mode SAR Ints TS  

Llaima/Villarrica ERS-2 5.6 97/10/23-00/12/21 239 D ---- 6 6 --- 
Llaima/Villarrica ENVISAT 5.6 02/12/10-08/11/18 10 D IS2 26 135 --- 
Llaima/Villarrica ENVISAT 5.6 02/12/26-09/04/23 239 D IS2 24 142 --- 
Llaima/Villarrica ENVISAT 5.6 03/02/04-10/04/13 304 A IS2 31 186 --- 
Llaima/Villarrica ALOS 23.6 06/12/04-11/03/17 117 A FBD, FBS 16 92 22 
Llaima/Villarrica RADARSA

T-2 
5.5 12/12/21-15/03/17 --- D Wide Fine 2 10 43 --- 

Llaima/Villarrica Sentinel-1A 5.5 14/10/23-15/06/08 83 D IW 9 11 10 
Llaima/Villarrica Sentinel-1A 5.5 15/01/08-15/06/01 164 A IW 6 8 --- 
Llaima/Villarrica Sentinel-1A 5.5 14/10/11-15/05/27 91 A IW 10 15 --- 
Llaima/Villarrica ALOS-2 24.2 15/02/21-15/05/16 129 D WD1 3  3 --- 
Llaima ALOS 23.6 10/02/24-11/01/12 419 D FBS 2 2 --- 
Llaima ALOS 23.6 07/02/17-11/02/28 116 A FBD, FBS 18 104 27 
Llaima ENVISAT 5.6 10/11/01-12/03/25 61 A IS6 18 75 25 
Llaima CSK 3.1 11/07/18-11/07/19 --- D HIMAGE 2 1 --- 
Llaima CSK 3.1 11/12/26-14/05/23 --- D HIMAGE 25 56 --- 
Llaima UAVSAR 23.8 13/03/25-15/03/28 --- SE-NW PolSAR 3 3 --- 
Llaima UAVSAR 23.8 13/03/27-15/03/30 --- D PolSAR 3 3 --- 
Villarrica ALOS 23.6 08/01/15-11/01/12 419 D FBS 3 3 --- 
Villarrica ALOS 23.6 07/02/05-11/02/16 118 A FBD, FBS 17 87 27 
Villarrica ENVISAT 5.6 10/12/20-12/03/14 334 A IS6 12 37 --- 
Villarrica CSK 3.1 11/07/18-11/07/19 --- D HIMAGE 2 1 --- 
Villarrica CSK 3.1 12/03/14-12/03/15 --- D HIMAGE 2 1 --- 
Villarrica CSK 3.1 14/06/16-14/09/20 --- D HIMAGE 11 15 --- 
Villarrica CSK 3.1 14/12/01-15/05/26 --- D HIMAGE 31 66 15 
Villarrica UAVSAR 23.8 13/03/25-15/03/20 --- NW-SE PolSAR 6 8 --- 
Villarrica UAVSAR 23.8 13/03/25-15/03/30 --- D PolSAR 3 3 --- 
Villarrica UAVSAR 23.8 13/03/27-15/03/30 --- A PolSAR 4 6 --- 
Villarrica TSX 3.1 15/03/23-15/05/06 13 A Spotlight 4 4 --- 
Calbuco ENVISAT 5.6 03/06/19-05/09//01 239 D IS2 7 7 --- 
Calbuco ENVISAT 5.6 03/03/25-05/09/20 10 D IS2 8 10 --- 
Calbuco ENVISAT 5.6 04/01/04-10/03/28 75 A IS2 5 2 --- 
Calbuco ALOS 23.6 07/04/26-11/02/04 120 A FBD, FBS 13 78 17 
Calbuco ENVISAT 5.6 10/11/28-12/03/22 18 A IS6 17 70 25 
Calbuco RADARSA

T-2 
5.5 12/12/21-15/05/28 --- D Wide Fine 2 15 91 --- 

Calbuco UAVSAR 23.8 13/03/27-15/03/30 --- A PolSAR 3 3 --- 
Calbuco UAVSAR 23.8 13/03/27-15/03/30 --- D PolSAR 3 3 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1A 5.5 15/02/25-15/06/25 164 A IW 9 8 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1A 5.5 14/11/02-15/05/01 62 A IW 7 9 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1A 5.5 14/10/23-15/06/08 83 D IW 12 20 11 
Calbuco ALOS-2 24.2 15/03/04-15/04/29 36 A SM3 2 1 --- 
Calbuco ALOS-2 24.2 15/02/21-15/05/16 129 D WD1 3 3 --- 
Calbuco CSK 3.1 15/04/23-15/04/24 --- D HIMAGE 2 1 --- 
Calbuco CSK 3.1 15/04/24-15/04/25 --- D HIMAGE 2 1 --- 
Calbuco CSK 3.1 15/04/29-15/05/31 --- D HIMAGE 7 4 --- 
Total       422 1427  

 

Table 3.2. Llaima ALOS ascending interferograms used in the joint inversion for the inflation before 

the April 3 2009 eruption. Bperp is the perpendicular baseline in meters. RMS is the root mean square 

of the residual after the synthetic interferogram predicted by the best fit model has been subtracted 

from the data. 

ALOS Path Master – slave images (yy/mm/dd) Sill opening (m) RMS Bperp 
116 09/02/22 - 07/02/17 0.27 1.59 -861 
116 09/02/22 - 07/04/04 0.20 1.08 -1452 
117 09/03/11 - 07/03/06 0.14 0.71 -1089 
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Table 3.3. Llaima best fit sill model with error bounds. Xs centroid EW coordinate, Ys centroid NS 

coordinate, Zs centroid depth, θ strike, δ dip, L length, W width, U opening. Sill centroid position in 

WGS84 UTM 19S datum. 

Xs (km) Ys (km) Zs (km) θ (º) δ (º) L (km) W (km) U (cm) 
259.9 + 0.2 5710.8  + 0.2 5.2 + 0.6 354 + 10 16 + 4 9.8 + 1.1  6.8 + 0.8 14 + 11  

 

Table 3.4. Villarrica CSK descending interferograms used in the joint inversion for the inflation event 

after the March 3 2015 eruption. RMS and Bperp as in Table 3.2 with ΔV is the inverted volumetric 

variation. 

Master – slave images (yy/mm/dd) ΔV (km3) RMS (cm) Bperp 
15/04/12 - 15/02/11 0.006 0.56 29 
15/04/12 - 15/02/23 0.0073 0.46 133 
15/04/12 - 15/03/11 0.0057 0.45 -88 
15/05/10 - 15/02/19 0.0069 0.37 -14 
15/05/14 - 15/02/19 0.0075 0.39 -36 
15/05/14  -15/03/27 0.0097 0.42 153 

 

Table 3.5. Villarrica best fit Mogi source model for the inflation after the March 3 2015 eruption with 

error bounds. Xs source EW coordinate, Ys source NS coordinate, Zs source depth beneath sea level. 

Mogi centroid coordinates in WGS84 UTM 19S datum. 

 
 

 

Table 3.6. Calbuco S1A interferograms used in the joint inversion for the deflation signal during the 

April 22-23 2015 eruptions. RMS and Bperp as in Table 3.2. The spheroid source strength is the 

adimensional pressure to shear modulus ratio.  

Source Master - slave images (yy/mm/dd) Source strength RMS (cm) Bperp 
Sphere 15/04/26 - 15/04/14 0.055 km3 0.85 -44 
Sphere 15/05/03 - 15/03/23 0.035 km3 0.74 -20 
Spheroid 15/04/26 - 15/04/14 0.0733 0.80 -44 
Spheroid 15/05/03 - 15/03/23 0.0771 0.66 -20 

 

Table 3.7. Calbuco best fit source models. We fixed the spheroid semi-major axis, otherwise 

the inversion predicts an unrealistic large source (Pritchard and Simons, 2004). Xs centroid 

EW coordinate, Ys centroid NS coordinate, Zs centroid depth, a major semi axis, b minor 

semi axis. Centroid coordinates are in WGS84 UTM 18S datum.  

Xs (km) Ys (km) Zs (km) 
251.0 + 0.03 5629.6 + 0.04 4.2 + 0.1 
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Table 3.8. Summary of InSAR temporal coherence loss. We did not assess the coherence loss of ERS-

2, Sentinel-1A, ALOS-2 and TerraSAR-X data due to the sparse data sets we processed. (1) Equivalent 

to 2-3 repeat periods. (2) ALOS interferograms calculated with a winter scene and scenes from other 

seasons are coherent. (3) Not analyzed because of the satellite drifting orbit. (4) Not analyzed due to the 

small data set. (5) ALOS interferograms with temporal baselines longer than 3 years are not coherent 

due to geometrical rather than temporal decorrelation. 

Satellite Repeat 

period 

(days) 

Beam Polarization Maximum temporal baseline to 

sustain coherence in lava flows and 

forests  

Maximum temporal 

baseline to sustain 

coherence only in lava 

flows Summer Winter 

ENVISAT 35 IS2 VV 2 months (1) <35 days > 4 years 

ENVISAT 30 IS6 HH 2-3 months (1) < 35 days Not analyzed (3) 

RADARSAT-2 24 Wide Fine 2 HH 1.5 – 2.5 months (1) 24 days Not analyzed (4) 

ALOS 46 FBS HH > 3 years < 46 days (2) 3 years (5) 

CSK 1-16 HIMAGE HH 1 month 12 days Not analyzed (4) 

 

Table 3.9. Summary of InSAR temporal coherence loss on top of the glacier covered summits of 

Llaima and Villarrica. (1) Only 2-day pairs were available for the analysis. 

Satellite Beam Polarization Maximum temporal baseline to sustain 

coherence on Llaima and Villarrica summits 

ERS-2 -- VV < 35 days 

ENVISAT IS2 VV < 35 days 

ENVISAT IS6 HH < 30 days  

ALOS FBS HH < 46 days 

RADARSAT-2 Wide Fine 2 HH < 24 days 

CSK HIMAGE HH 1 day 

Sentinel-1A IW VV < 12 days 

TSX Spotlight HH < 11 days 

ALOS-2 WD1 HH/HV < 42 days 

UAVSAR PolSAR HH 2 days (1) 

 
  

Model Xs (km) Ys (km) Zs (km) a (km) b (km) Plunge 
(º) 

Trend (º) 

Spheroid 699.2 + 0.2 5419.0 + 0.3 7.78 + 0.3 1 (fixed) 0.42 + 0.04 77 + 2 293 + 7 
Sphere 696.3 + 0.3 5419.4 + 0.2 10.7 + 0.4 --- --- --- ---    
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CHAPTER 4  
RAPID RE-INFLATION FOLLOWING THE 2011-2012 RHYODACITE ERUPTION AT 

CORDON CAULLE VOLCANO (SOUTHERN ANDES) IMAGED BY INSAR: 

EVIDENCE FOR MAGMA RESERVOIR REFILL 3 

4.1 Abstract 
 
Cordón Caulle is a large fissural volcano that has erupted rhyodacitic magma of the same 

composition in its past three historical eruptions in 1921, 1960 and 2011-2012. There was 

significant ground deformation observed before and during the 2011-2012 eruption – here 

we use C and X band InSAR time series results to document post-eruptive uplift up to 0.8 m 

between March 2012 and May 2015, with line-of-sight rates up to 45 cm/yr that have been 

largely aseismic, along with subsidence in the 2011-2012 lava flow. The 2012 uplift rate is 

one of the largest for silicic systems, and was likely produced by the intrusion of ~0.125 km3 

of magma in the same tectonically controlled plumbing system that has been active during 

the historical eruptions. Nevertheless, the uplift ended before the reservoir refilled with the 

erupted volume, maybe due to a change in the pressure gradient produced by the 2011-2012 

eruption. 

  

                                                
3	Published as Delgado, F., Pritchard, M., Basualto, D., Lazo, J., Cordova, L., Lara, L., 2016. Rapid re-
inflation following the 2011-2012 rhyodacite eruption at Cordón Caulle volcano (Southern Andes) imaged by 
InSAR: evidence for magma reservoir refill. Geophysical Research Letters, 43, 9552–9562, 
doi:10.1002/2016GL070066.	
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4.2 Introduction 
The largest explosive eruptions on Earth are composed of silica rich magmas such as 

rhyolites and rhyodacites [e.g., Miller and Wark (2008); Bachmann and Bergantz (2008)), 

but there is little understanding of the processes that lead to such eruptions -- only a handful 

of these occur every century (e.g., Novarupta 1912, Quizapu 1932, Chaitén 2008, Cordón 

Caulle 2011-2012; Hildreth and Fierstein (2012); Hildreth and Drake (1992); Major and 

Lara (2013); Castro et al. (2013)). These eruptions are characterized by their explosivity, 

large volumes of erupted magma (> 0.5 km3), high viscosity and large volatile contents, 

consequences of their silica rich composition, and therefore with the capability to generate 

extremely tall (> 10 km) eruptive plumes which tend to shift towards lava flow effusion (e.g., 

Jaupart and Allegre (1991); Woods and Koyaguchi (1994); Dingwell (1996); Degruyter et 

al. (2012); Nguyen et al. (2014)). The magmatic plumbing systems associated with large 

eruptions at these silica rich volcanoes are complex and are currently understood as being 

driven by interstitial liquid extraction from long-lived crystal mushes (e.g., (Bachmann and 

Bergantz, 2008)). Due to the inaccessibility of the magma chamber and conduit and lack of 

records (i.e., these types of eruptions are fortunately rare), the interplay of these processes is 

mostly unknown. They are likely produced by a complex interaction between magma flow 

and degassing in the conduit, magma storage in the chamber and the rheological response of 

the surrounding medium, among other factors (e.g., Jaupart and Allegre (1991); Woods and 

Koyaguchi (1994); Huppert and Woods (2002); Jellinek and DePaolo (2003); Anderson and 

Segall (2011)). 

 

In this study we take advantage of a unique eruptive event, the Cordón Caulle 2011 eruption 

(VEI 4) that was the second scientifically instrumented rhyodacitic eruption, and the only 

one with instrumental records. The eruption was preceded by a complex sequence of at least 

four years of transient ground uplift (Jay et al., 2014) and two months of seismic unrest 

(Basualto et al., 2012; Basualto et al., 2015; Cardona et al., 2012). The eruption started on 

June 4th 2011 from an eruptive vent located on a NW-SE oriented fissure system that bounds 

a graben structure (Lara et al., 2006a) with the ejection of an eruptive column that reached 

elevations of ~9-12 km (Bonadonna et al., 2015). This first explosive stage ejected ~0.25 km3 

of dense rock equivalent, lasted 27 hours and waned until June 17th when a rhyolitic flow 

was produced (Bertin et al., 2015) from the same vent until March 2012, with a total volume 
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of ~0.45 km3 (Bertin et al., 2012). Co-eruptive subsidence of ~1.2 and 0.4 m was observed 

with InSAR at Cordillera Nevada caldera and at Puyehue volcano respectively during the 

first three eruption days, and subsequent subsidence of ~2 m was observed at the southern 

part of the graben during the rest of the eruption (Jay et al., 2014). The erupted magma has 

nearly the same chemical composition as those erupted from nearby vents in 1921-1922 and 

1960 (Castro et al., 2013), was stored at shallow reservoirs between 2.5 to 6 km (Jay et al. 

(2014); Castro et al. (2013)), and the eruption was not likely triggered by basaltic magma 

intrusion, as the latter occurred hundreds of years before (Jay et al., 2014). 

 

In this paper we analyze the post eruptive behavior of Cordón Caulle by means of InSAR 

(e.g., Simons and Rosen (2007), Dzurisin and Lu (2006), Pinel et al. (2014)). We show that 

the volcano surface rose 0.8 m in the 3.2 years since the end of the eruption with one of the 

largest uplift rates ever observed at silicic volcanoes. Most of the uplift was relatively 

aseismic and deformation ended before the volcano chamber refilled to match the erupted 

volume during 2011-2012. In addition, we document subsidence of the erupted lava flow in 

short time period interferograms. 

4.3 InSAR results 
We use SAR stripmap data acquired between March 2012 and May 2016 by the X band (3.1 

cm) COSMO-SkyMed (CSK) constellation of 4 satellites, the C band (5.6 cm wavelength) 

RADARSAT-2 (RS2) and Sentinel-1A (S1A) satellites and the L band (23.6 cm) Uninhabited 

Aerial Vehicle Synthetic Aperture Radar (UAVSAR) airborne platform (Figure 4.1, Figure 

4.2, Figure S1-5, Supplementary Table 1). InSAR processing, data set information and error 

analysis are described in detail in the supplementary material. We calculate mean ground 

velocities from NSBAS InSAR time series (Agram et al., 2013) for all the data sets except 

for UAVSAR. Due to rapid changes in the vegetation canopy surrounding the volcano, C and 

X band interferograms with temporal baselines longer than ~48 days and 2 weeks 

respectively are decorrelated in the vegetated volcano flanks given the available 

perpendicular baselines that range up to 300 m. Nevertheless, due to the lack of vegetation 

within the Cordon Caulle graben parts of the Cordillera Nevada caldera, coherence is 

persistent for more than 1 year for all the data sets, and shows a persistent uplift signal 

between March 2012 and early May 2015 (Figure 4.1, Figure S3-5). The signal is not evident 
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in either S1A or RS2 ascending time series due to the small signal to noise ratio and because 

they were acquired after the inflation ended. The signal is shifted from the center of the 

graben due to the ascending and descending viewing geometries. We conclude by pairwise 

logic that it is ground deformation and not an artifact produced by either atmospheric phase 

delays or DEM errors. 

The March 2012 - January 2013 CSK time series shows a maximum line-of-sight (LOS) 

displacement of ~45 cm/yr in the central part of the Cordón Caulle graben, while the 2013-

2015 CSK/RS2 descending time series show a maximum range change rate of ~16-17 cm/yr 

(Figure 4.2). Uplift started sometime between the last ENVISAT acquisition of Jay et al. 

(2014) on March 03 2012 and before the first CSK acquisition on March 14 2012, close to 

the end of the lava outflow on March 15 2012 (Tuffen et al., 2013), and ended in early May 

2015 (Figure 4.2). Uplift is also observed on the north flank of Puyehue volcano, although 

only between March and May 2012 due to decorrelation (Figure S4, red dot time series). The 

decomposition of the observed ground uplift from ascending and descending geometries into 

east-west and vertical displacements (Figure S6) (e.g., (Wright et al., 2004)) and the use of 

an inverse model (next paragraph) predicts maximum vertical velocities of ~40 cm/yr 

between March 2012 and January 2013 and ~19 cm/yr (Fig. S6) between January 2013 and 

May 2015. On the other hand, CSK and RS2 interferograms with short spatial and temporal 

(1-15 and 24-48 days respectively) baselines show a ground subsidence signal in the 2011-

2012 erupted lava flow, with range change rates of ~5-6 cm in 2 weeks (Figure S7).  
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Figure 4.1. Mean line-of-sight (LOS) surface velocities at Cordón Caulle from: a) descending CSK 

2012-2013, b) descending CSK 2013-2015, c) ascending CSK 2013-2015 and d) descending RS2 

2013-2015. The blue, orange, green and black points are the location of the time series maximum 

displacements and are shown in Figure 4.2 (except the black one), the thin black lines are faults, the 

black arrow is the satellite heading, the grey arrow is the satellite LOS, the number in the white box 

is the satellite incidence angle, the red polygon is the lava flow erupted during 2011-2012 and the 

triangles are the eruptive vents of the past three historical eruptions (Jay et al., 2014). Inset in d) 

shows the volcano location within South America. Red triangle is Cordon Caulle eruptive vent. Black 

triangles are Holocene volcanoes (Siebert et al., 2010). 
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Figure 4.2. Line-of-Sight (LOS) displacements for the CSK descending 2012-2015 (blue), 2013-2015 

CSK ascending (orange), RS2 descending (green) and S1A ascending time series near the location of 

maximum observed deformation (shown as points of the same color in Figure 4.1 and S5). The black 

line is the best fit function of the form ULOS = U(1-e-t/τ) of the CSK descending data (see discussion 

for details). The RS2, CSK and S1A ascending time series have been offset from the CSK descending 

data so the end of the inflation can be better assessed in the latter. The difference in the 2013-2015 

rates is produced by an increase in the look angle from 28º to 45º. which introduces more horizontal 

deformation into the LOS. Deviations from the best fit linear rates during the periods 2012-2013 and 

2013-2015 for each of the time series are interpreted as being produced by atmospheric phase delays. 

Error bars were only calculated for S1A as these are the interferograms that are coherent in areas far 

from Cordón Caulle. 

4.4 InSAR modeling 
We model the uplift signal with the four rate maps, as they provide a better fit to the different 

components of ground deformation (Wright et al., 2004). For the inversion of the data for the 

model parameters, we downsampled the rate maps with a resolution-based algorithm 
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(Lohman and Simons, 2005) and used the Neighborhood Algorithm (Sambridge, 1999), a 

nonlinear inversion technique that initially samples the whole model parameter space but 

then iteratively focuses on zones with the lowest data misfit. We do not calculate the data 

covariance matrix due to the lack of coherent non-deforming areas, and because atmospheric 

phase delays effects are largely (but not completely) reduced when mean ground velocities 

are considered from a collection of independent interferograms. Because we have only one 

component of deformation for the 2012-2013 time period, but three during 2013-2015, we 

have more confidence on the inversion results for the latter. Thus, we use the four data sets 

and weight the 2012-2013 rate map with twice the standard deviation than the 2013-2015 

data, so the inversion relies more on the latter. We use standard formulas for the surface 

displacements produced by small pressurized spheres (McTigue, 1987), a pressurized 

spheroid (Yang et al., 1988) and a tensile dislocation (Okada, 1985) embedded in a linear 

elastic half-space (Figures S9-11). The validity of the latter assumptions for the Southern 

Andes volcanoes is discussed elsewhere (Delgado et al., 2014), and we note that no local 

seismic tomography is yet available at this volcano to support more realistic models. Our 

starting assumption is that the source location for the entire 2012-2015 time period is the 

same (Supplementary material, Figures S12-S13). We jointly invert for a single source 

position, dimensions, but different source strengths and ramps for each rate map so all are 

referenced with respect to the same level and to account for any residual long-wavelength 

error. 

The ratio of the maximum radial displacements with respect to the maximum vertical 

displacement can be used as a proxy for the source geometry, as it is well known that different 

deformation sources have similar vertical but different horizontal displacements (Dieterich 

and Decker, 1975). We use the decomposed east-west displacement as a proxy for the 

horizontal displacement as data from right looking near polar ascending and descending 

orbits do not provide constrains on the magnitude of the NS displacement (Morishita et al., 

2016). Due to the overall lack of coherence in the areas with the largest EW displacement, 

we use the amplitude of the minimum displacement to calculate the ratio, which is 0.38, 

closer to oblate rather than prolate sources (Dieterich and Decker, 1975). The aspect ratio is 

also known to depend on the rheological structure (Geyer and Gottsmann, 2010) which might 

explain the deviation from values smaller than 0.3 as theoretically expected for sill-like 
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sources.  

The uplift signal is elongated in the NW-SE direction and can be modeled by several sources 

including two pressurized spheres ~4.5-5 km beneath the surface, an oblate spheroid at ~4.8 

km beneath the surface and a SW dipping sill with a centroid depth of ~6 km (Figures S9-

S13, Supplementary Tables 2-5). Finite element models (not included) show that the Mogi 

sources are far enough from each other so they can be summed to represent adjacent 

chambers (Pascal et al., 2014) and that the spheroid model is a valid approximation even 

though the Green’s functions used to generate the solution are relatively inaccurate because 

the spheroid radius of curvature is larger than its depth. Because of the relatively modest 

topographic relief of the area (~ 1 km) compared to the source depths (~5-6 km) the inclusion 

of the topography in the source inversions [Williams and Wadge, 1998] has only a small 

effect, so all of our depths are referenced with respect to the almost flat topped Cordón Caulle 

at ~1.6 km above sea level. We prefer the sill model because its root mean square is slightly 

smaller compared with the Yang and Mogi models and its characteristic predicted 

overpressure (Lister and Kerr, 1991) to produce ground uplift is below the tensile strength of 

the crust of ~10-40 MPa (Rubin, 1995) – a condition not met by the Mogi model. Unlike 

deformation data from before the 2011 eruption (Jay et al., 2014), the inverted models can 

properly fit both ascending and descending rate maps.  

 

The sill centroid is located ~6 km beneath the surface, and elongated in the same direction as 

the faults that delimit the Cordon Caulle graben, with a width of ~10 km, a length of ~2 km 

and openings of ~2.8 and ~1.1 m/yr during 2012-2013 and 2013-2015. Because the sill model 

still had a systematic residual, we developed a model with variable sill opening where the sill 

centroid and orientation were fixed based on the single sill inversion and we solve for opening 

in smaller sill patches (Figure 4.3,  Figure 4.4). The sill length and width were increased to 

10 and 20 km and subdivided in 1 x 1 km2 dislocations. We solve the linear system of 

equations Gm=d, with d the downsampled data, G the Green’s functions matrix that relates 

sill opening and ground uplift augmented to account for Laplacian smoothing and the 

condition that the opening tapers to zero at the sill borders, and m the opening model (e.g., 

Pedersen and Sigmundsson (2006)). The equations are inverted under positivity constrains 

and that the amount of model smoothing is defined by an “L-curve” corner (Aster et al., 2005) 
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and the fault mesh is tested by using a synthetic model of sill opening (Figure S14). The 

distributed opening model predicts up to ~1.35 m between March and December 2012 (i.e., 

~1.7 m/yr) and ~0.6 m/yr of maximum opening between March 2013 and May 2015 beneath 

the center of Cordón Caulle (Figure 4.4, Figure S15) with volume change rates of  ~0.065 

and ~0.028 km3/yr respectively. The total volume of the inflation event is ~0.125 + 0.007 

km3.and most of the opening occurs in the area bounded by the graben faults. We hypothesize 

that residuals in the maximum of the 2012-2013 CSK and 2013-2015 CSK ascending rate 

maps might reflect further source complexities that were not recorded during 2013-2015 or 

that are more evident to ascending data only. 
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Figure 4.3. Downsampled InSAR deformation rate maps (2012-2015) (a, d, g, j), model prediction 

(b, e, h, k), and residuals (c, f, i, l) comparing data and the model for the inversion of the distributed 

sill opening. Black lines show the extent of the augmented sill geometry. Thick black line shows the 

top of the sill.  
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Figure 4.4. Contours of inferred sill opening for 2012 (a) and (b) 2013-2015 data sets draped over the 

shaded SRTM topography representing 25 (a) and 10 (b) cm/yr of opening with the maximum 

opening shown by the colorbar. The black rectangles show the sill models (thick line shows its top). 

Red triangle and brown polygon are the 2011 eruptive vent and the outline of the erupted lava flow. 

Circles are inverted deformation sources (Jay et al., 2014) that deflated during the first three eruption 

days (orange) and between June 2011 and February 2012 (red) and inflated during 2007-2008 (blue) 

and 2009 (purple). CN Cordillera Nevada caldera, CC Cordón Caulle, PV Puyehue volcano. 

4.5 Discussion and Conclusions 
The 2012 uplift rate is one of the largest instrumentally recorded for silicic volcanoes, and is 

the first time such observations have been available immediately after a rhyodacitic eruption. 

To our knowledge, this inflation event was only surpassed by unrest at Campi Flegrei caldera 

in 1982-1984 with uplift rates of ~0.73 m/yr (Dvorak and Berrino, 1991). Inflation was 

observed prior to several Mt St Helens dacitic eruptions before and after the May 18th 1980 

paroxysm (Dzurisin et al., 1983) although as the observations were made with tiltmeters, a 

comparison with either vertical or LOS rates is not direct. The 2012 uplift rate is larger than 

the ~28 cm/yr observed between 2007 and 2012 at Laguna del Maule volcanic complex, 500 

km north of Cordón Caulle (Feigl et al., 2014) and the ~18 cm/yr during 2011 – early 2012 

at Santorini caldera (Newman et al., 2012). Other large scale silicic systems such as Lazufre, 
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Uturuncu (Henderson and Pritchard, 2013), Yellowstone (Chang et al., 2010; Chang et al., 

2007) and Long Valley (Feng and Newman, 2009; Montgomery-Brown et al., 2015) have 

been either continuously uplifting or had transient episodes of uplift albeit at rates 1 order of 

magnitude smaller than at Cordón Caulle. The uplift exponential decrease during 2012-2015 

is predicted by a recharge model of a magma chamber hydraulically coupled with a deeper 

source (Lengline et al., 2008) with a time scale τ of 1.7 years, similar to other silicic systems 

elsewhere (Le Mével et al., 2015). Changes in the uplift rate at Yellowstone (Dzurisin et al., 

2012), Three Sisters (Riddick and Schmidt, 2011) and Laguna del Maule (Le Mével et al., 

2015) have been related to seismic swarms, but there is no clear evidence of such at Cordón 

Caulle. An intriguing feature is that most of the uplift has been largely aseismic, as the 

majority of post-eruptive hypocenters are located near Puyehue volcano instead of Cordón 

Caulle (Figure S16). We note that long period earthquakes of magmatic origin were recorded 

only during March - April 2012 and February – March 2014 and were most likely produced 

by sources near the eruptive conduit rather than in the inflation area (Supplementary 

Material). Although the seismic network is sparse and there are errors in source locations, 

this difference in location appears real as the same instruments recorded considerable 

seismicity before and during the eruption in different locations (Basualto et al., 2012; 

Basualto et al., 2015; Bertin et al., 2015; Cardona et al., 2012). 

 

Ground deformation at volcanoes can be produced by a variety of processes including magma 

intrusion, volatile exsolution, hydrothermal circulation and viscoelastic relaxation. In the 

absence of chemistry of gas / water discharges and micro gravity measurements which 

provide constraints on density changes, directly related to either hydrothermal and magmatic 

processes, we solely rely on the source depth and unrest time scale to infer the deformation 

mechanism. The 2012-2015 inverted source depths are significantly deeper than the ~3 km 

predicted for the volcano hydrothermal system (Sepulveda et al., 2004), therefore we suggest 

that much of the observed ground is of magmatic origin. An alternative mechanism that can 

also predict the uplift exponential trend is a model of a spherical magma chamber surrounded 

by a viscoelastic shell with both constant and exponential decrease in pressurization (Segall, 

2010), with shell viscosities of ~1018 - 1019 Pa s.  
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We note that the shape and location of the post-eruptive inflation signal are different from 

the pre-eruptive uplift and co-eruptive deflation (Jay et al., 2014). The difference cannot be 

accounted for by the different LOS of the SAR satellites, therefore the sill source cannot 

properly explain the pre and co-eruptive interferograms -- it is a different source located 

between Cordón Caulle and Cordillera Nevada caldera (Figure 4.4). Even though both 

volcanoes have evolved independently during the Holocene (Singer et al., 2008), the sill 

depth is similar and overlaps in space with the plumbing silicic system that is inferred to be 

located beneath both edifices and Puyehue volcano (Jay et al., 2014). Hence, we suggest that 

the magmatic system responsible for the 2012-2015 uplift is the same as for the past three 

historical eruptions (Figure 4.5) and that different parts of this large, complex system have 

been active during distinctive stages of the longer-term eruptive cycle as at Yellowstone (e.g., 

Dzurisin et al. (2012), Tizzani et al. (2015)). The latter might complicate longer-term ground 

monitoring, as signals might be undetected unless instruments are deployed along the whole 

extent of the volcano. On the other hand, as both the ground deformation signal and the 

modeled sill are elongated in the direction of the volcanic chain, we suggest that the intrusion 

was tectonically controlled, as has been proposed for the long-term evolution of the volcano 

(Lara et al., 2006a) although the exact mechanism cannot be solely deduced based on InSAR 

observations.  

 

We suggest that the ground uplift was produced by magma intrusion in the same large 

magmatic plumbing system responsible for the 1921, 1960 and 2011 eruptions, and triggered 

by the co-eruptive pressure drop of three sources beneath Cordón Caulle, Cordillera Nevada 

caldera and Puyehue volcano that produced up to ~2.7 m of ground subsidence during the 

2011-2012 eruption (Jay et al., 2014). This can be explained by the Poiseuille law (e.g., 

(Jaupart, 2000)), which predicts that Newtonian magma flow in conduits is proportional to 

the pressure gradient which is largest after the end of an eruption due to chamber deflation 

(e.g., (Segall, 2013)). The chamber refill occurred in an area between but at similar depths 

with respect to the sources beneath Cordon Caulle and Cordillera Nevada (Figure 4.4), and 

also for at least 2 months after the eruption for Puyehue volcano (Figure S4). The basic 

physical mechanism is largely independent of the magma composition but has been observed 

previously only at basaltic volcanoes after eruptions (e.g., Lu et al. (2003), Lu et al. (2010), 
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Lengline et al. (2008), Chadwick et al. (2012), Bagnardi and Amelung (2012), Reverso et al. 

(2014)) and during unrest episodes at other silicic volcanoes (e.g., Dzurisin et al. (2009), Le 

Mével et al. (2016)). The recharge flow is not likely to have started right after the volcano 

erupted as only ground subsidence was observed (Jay et al., 2014), supported by analytical 

models that take into account magma recharge during eruption (e.g., Huppert and Woods 

(2002), Segall (2013)). Although the magma compositions are different than at Cordón 

Caulle, a comparison can be made with the second 2010 Eyjafjallajokull eruption in Iceland, 

as no co-eruptive deflation was recorded, which suggests that magma flowed from a deep 

source or that a small amount of magma drained from a shallow source (Sigmundsson et al., 

2010).  
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Figure 4.5. Cordón Caulle geological sketch that summarizes the estimated deformation sources 

between 2007-2012 (Jay et al., 2014) and 2012-2015 (this study) derived from InSAR modeling  and 

the inferred magma sources of the 1921-1922, 1960 and 2011-2012 eruptions from geological 

observations (Lara et al. (2006b), Singer et al. (2008), Castro et al. (2013), Jay et al., [2014]). The red 

polygon is the hypothetical mush zone (which could be a collection of discrete, connected reservoirs 

instead of a large, inter-connected zone) likely surrounded by a visco-elastic shell (orange polygon), 

the light blue and blue polygons are the inferred magma intrusions during 2007-2011 and 2012-2015 

respectively, and the green polygon is the hydrothermal system beneath the volcano (Sepulveda et 

al., 2004; Sepulveda et al., 2007).  Blue stars show the location of the historical eruptive vents, black 

stars are earthquakes beneath the volcano, horizontal lines with open triangles show the graben 
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bounding faults (Lara et al., 2006a), and LOFZ is the Liquiñe-Ofqui regional fault zone that crosses 

the volcano (Lara et al. (2006a), Cembrano and Lara (2009)). MASH zone refers to a hypothetical 

zone of magma melting, assimilation, storage and homogenization ((Hildreth and Moorbath, 1988), 

Singer et al. (2008)) that we infer as the source of magmas (see rationale in Jay et al. (2014)). Black 

points in the red polygon show crystals that might have settled at the bottom of the reservoir, thus 

reducing the magma viscosity (Castro et al., 2013) and enhancing interstitial liquid extraction, a 

condition likely required to produce eruptible magma in a silicic magma chamber (Bachmann and 

Bergantz, 2008). The sketch shows that the source of the 1921-1922, 1960 and 2011-2012 is the same 

reservoir located beneath Cordillera Nevada, Cordón Caulle and Puyehue volcanoes and where 

magma intruded during 2007-2008, 2009 and 2012-2015. InSAR data shows that magma flowed from 

Cordillera Nevada and Puyehue volcanoes towards the 2011-2012 eruptive vent during the first 3 

eruption days and then flowed from areas closer to the vent during the rest of the eruption. Note that 

the mush zone shape is hypothetical because no seismic tomography is available for the volcano. 

 

The March 2012 -May 2015 inferred intrusion had a cumulative volumetric variation of 

~0.125 + 0.007 km3 which is significantly smaller than the 0.4 + 0.1 km3 of volume change 

at depth required to account for the erupted material (Jay et al., 2014), hence the uplift event 

did not completely refill the reservoir with respect to before the 2011-2012 eruption. The 

discrepancy cannot be accounted for even if the source that deflated ~0.04 km3 beneath 

Puyehue volcano (Jay et al., 2014) was completely refilled after the eruption ( Figure 4.4, 

supplementary material). A magma compressibility model (Jay et al., 2014) as well as a 

simple rupture criteria (Browning et al., 2015) predicts that the intrusion overpressure was 

one order of magnitude below the tensile strength of rocks required to produce a magma 

filled crack and would have been reached in a few decades if the volume change rate would 

have continued or if transient episodes of inflation such as those recorded in 2007-2008 and 

2008-2009 might occur again (Jay et al., 2014). Because magma flow in a conduit is driven 

by the pressure gradient, we speculate that the 2011-2012 eruption modified the volcano 

plumbing system so the gradient decreased to zero before the chamber refilled with respect 

to the volumetric change of the 2011-2012 eruption. The exact composition of the intruded 

magma is hypothetical in the absence of direct data, but we favor a model of silicic magma 

batches as there has been little evidence for basaltic intrusions in the past 3 eruptions (Jay et 

al., 2014).  
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CHAPTER 5  

RENEWED POST-ERUPTIVE UPLIFT FOLLOWING THE 2011-2012 RHYOLITIC 

ERUPTION OF CORDON CAULLE (SOUTHERN ANDES, CHILE): EVIDENCE FOR 

TRANSIENT EPISODES OF MAGMA RESERVOIR RECHARGE DURING 2012-20184 

5.1 Abstract 
 

The Volcano Explosivity Index 4 rhyolitic eruption of Cordon Caulle volcano (2011-2012) 

in the Southern Andes of Chile was immediately followed by ~0.77 m of InSAR-detected 

exponentially decaying post-eruptive line of sight uplift between March 2012 and May 2015. 

In this study, we present evidence of additional transient pulses of magma injection in a 

shallow reservoir with InSAR time series during 2016 and 2018. We also assess if the 2012-

2015 uplift was produced by magma recharge combined with viscoelastic relaxation. InSAR 

detected ~12 cm of uplift between July 2016 and February 2017, and ~5 cm during May 2017 

and May 2018. The three post-eruptive inflation episodes have similar spatial scales, and can 

be modeled with the same inflating sill at a depth of ~6 km, but the time evolution of the 

2016-2017 and 2017-2018 inflation pulses are different than the 2012-2015 uplift. Finite 

element models of a pressurized magma reservoir surrounded by a viscoelastic shell 

(η~8*1016 Pa s) in a layered linear elastic medium with an exponential pressure function do 

not have a significantly better fit than a simple exponential function to the 2012-2015 InSAR 

time series. This suggest that magma injection is more important than viscoelastic relaxation. 

The spatial similarities of the 2012-2015 pulse with the 2016-2017 and 2017-2018 uplift 

episodes suggest that magma intrusion is also likely mechanism responsible for these last 

two pulses despite their significantly different time evolution and the time lag between them. 

These magma injection pulses provide the heat to remobilize the crystal mush that likely lies 

beneath the volcano on time scales of just a few months, similar to pre-eruptive pulses 

between January 2007 and May 2011. The end of the deformation in May 2015 and February 

2017 is not predicted by the existing magma recharge models, but we infer that inelastic 

mechanisms such as conduit blockage are responsible for their abrupt end. None of these 

                                                
4Manuscript under review. Delgado, F., Pritchard, M., Samsonov, S., Cordova, L., 2018. Renewed post-eruptive 
uplft following the 2011-2012 eruption of Cordon Caulle (southern Andes, Chile): evidence for transient 
episodes of magma reservoir recharge during 2012-2018. Journal of Geophysical Research. 
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uplift pulses were related to abnormal seismicity and we speculate that they are mostly 

aseismic because they caused stresses of lower magnitude than the co-eruptive stresses, as 

observed in the laboratory as the “Kaiser effect”. The complex sequence of meter scale 

displacement observed at Cordon Caulle between 2007 and 2018 suggests that the volcano 

undergoes episodic cycles of inflation like those observed in other restless silicic systems. 

 

5.2 Introduction 
Volcanic eruptions produce a significant pressure drop with respect to the deviatoric stress 

in the magma reservoir walls, leading to a significant pressure gradient between a deeper 

source and the shallow reservoir from where magma flowed during the eruption (Segall, 

2016). In some situations, the pressure gradient can trigger post-eruptive magma intrusion 

that can produce ground deformation signals with exponential decaying trends (e.g., Lu et al. 

(2003); Lu et al. (2010); Chadwick et al. (2012); Bagnardi and Amelung (2012); Reverso et 

al. (2014)). These signals are predicted by analytical models that couple a shallow pressurized 

source and magma flow from a deeper source (e.g., Dvorak and Okamura (1987); Lengline 

et al. (2008); Pinel et al. (2010)). The time constant of the exponential ground deformation 

is a function of the magma reservoir compressibility and viscosity (Le Mével et al., 2016), 

theoretically allowing an estimate of the recharging magma composition and the gas content 

of the magma reservoir. These injection pulses also have the potential to remobilize crystal 

mushes located beneath active volcanoes and to trigger future eruptions (Cooper, 2017). 

 

Alternatively, exponential signals in ground deformation data can be explained by 

viscoelastic models ((Newman et al., 2006; Newman et al., 2001); Dzurisin et al. (2009); 

(Segall, 2016)). In this type of model, stresses in the crust are relaxed as the pressure applied 

in the chamber walls is transmitted by ductile flow in the medium the pressurized reservoir 

is embedded in. These viscoelastic models (Bonafede et al. (1986); Dragoni and Magnanensi 

(1989); Masterlark et al. (2010)) have two important differences over the linear elastic 

models widely used in volcano geodesy (e.g., McTigue (1987); Okada (1985)). First, 

viscoelastic simulations require source overpressures that are closer to the tensile strength of 

the encasing rocks (Ts) of ~1-10 MPa, that are required to trigger a dike intrusion (Rubin, 

1995). These are much lower and more realistic than those predicted by analytic models with 
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overpressures that can be several orders of magnitude larger than Ts (Masterlark et al., 2010). 

Second, viscoelastic models can produce ground deformation in the absence of chamber 

pressurization, implying that exponential ground deformation signals might not require 

magma recharge (Zurek et al., 2012).  In the case of long-lived large silicic systems like 

Yellowstone and Long Valley, viscoelastic models better reflect the rheology of the materials 

that surround shallow reservoirs because the hot magma inside the reservoir is likely to have 

weakened the surrounding materials. Depending on the viscosity of the material, it is possible 

that viscoelastic effects are important even for short lived inflation periods following 

eruptions (Segall, 2016).  

 

However, viscoelastic models are computationally expensive and are even more non-unique 

than the widely used linear elastic models due to the choices of viscosities and rheologies as 

discussed here. Depending on the choice of these parameters, the signals predicted by 

viscoelastic relaxation models can be very similar to those produced by magma injection 

models (Le Mével et al., 2016). The situation can be more complicated when these 

exponential uplift pulses are recorded in complex sequences of transient events (e.g., 

Montgomery-Brown et al. (2015)). As the time scales of elastic pressurization and 

viscoelastic relaxation can overlap, it can be challenging to differentiate among both 

mechanisms, leading to further ambiguities in the interpretation of geodetic signals.  

 

In this study, we focus on a sequence of three post-eruptive inflation events recorded by 

InSAR in 2012-2015, 2016-2017 and 2017-2018 following the 2011-2012 rhyodacitic 

eruption of Cordon Caulle volcano, the best instrumentally recorded silicic eruption (Castro 

et al. (2013); Castro et al. (2016); Jay et al. (2014)). This study is divided in two parts. In the 

first one, we present an updated 6 year COSMO-SkyMED InSAR time series (Delgado et 

al., 2016), as well as new RADARSAT-2, Sentinel-1 and ALOS-2 observations that spans 

March 2012 to May 2018. This data set show that after the March 2012 - May 2015 inflation, 

uplift resumed in July 2016 until February 2017 and then from May 2017 and ongoing as of 

May 2018. The 2016-2017 pulse has already been documented by Euillades et al. (2017), but 

here we use an independent analysis with a much larger data set. This uplift pulse filled the 

same reservoir that was active during 2012-2015, albeit at a much-reduced inflation rate. In 
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the second part of this study, we address the ambiguity of interpreting post-eruptive 

exponential ground deformation during the 2012-2015 inflation. Delgado et al. (2016) 

interpreted this signal as being produced by magma recharge and here we assess if alternative 

mechanisms like non-magmatic viscoelastic relaxation with exponential pressurization might 

explain it. Finally, we discuss the implications of these non-linear transient reservoir recharge 

events in terms of crystal mush rejuvenation pulses that might lead to future eruptions in this 

volcano. We then compare it with other well studied silicic systems like Yellowstone 

(Tizzani et al., 2015) and Laguna del Maule (Le Mével et al., 2016) that have undergone 

recorded meter scale ground displacement over several years. 

   

5.3 InSAR data and 2016-2018 ground deformation 
We use InSAR data from the COSMO-SkyMED (CSK), RS2 (RADARSAT-2), Sentinel-1 

(S1) and ALOS-2 missions (Table 5.1) to produce time series and differential interferograms 

that span the complete inflation event.  These data sets were processed with standard 

algorithms described in detail in the supplementary material. The differential interferograms 

calculated with all the data sets show ~12 cm of uplift between June 2016 and February 2017 

(Figure 5.1 c-i), with a mean velocity of ~24 cm/yr (Figure 5.2), in agreement with an 

independent ALOS-2 ScanSAR time series (Euillades et al., 2017). This rate is intermediate 

between the ~45 cm/yr during 2012-2013 (Delgado et al., 2016) and the ~16-17 cm/yr during 

2013-2015 (Figure 5.2). Due to the lack of coherence in the winter for all the data sets, even 

in 1 day CSK interferograms, it is not possible to further pin down the onset of deformation. 

Given the surface velocity, the uplift likely started sometime in June - July 2017 (Euillades 

et al., 2017). The CSK and S1 descending and the ALOS-2 and RS2 time series do not show 

clear unambiguous uplift signals observed in all the data sets after February 2017, thus we 

interpret that the 2016-2017 inflation event ended during February 2017. The spatial footprint 

of the 2016-2017 inflation is very similar to that of the 2012-2015 event (Figure 5.1) and 

different from those of the pre- and co-eruptive deformation signals (Jay et al. (2014); Wendt 

et al. (2017); Euillades et al. (2017)). The InSAR and GPS time series time series indicate an 

additional pulse of ~5 cm/yr of inflation between May 2017 and April 2018 (Figure 5.2, 

supplementary material), although more data is required to thoroughly confirm this. As for 
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the 2016-2017 inflation, the spatial footprint of this third post-eruptive pulse is very similar 

to that of 2012-2015. 

Figure 5.1. Mean line-of-sight (LOS) surface velocities at Cordón Caulle from: a) ascending CSK 

2013-2015, b) descending CSK 2013-2015 (a-b after Delgado et al. (2016) and shown for comparison 

with the rest of the data sets), c) descending CSK 2016-2017, d) ascending RADARSAT-2 2016-

2017, e) descending RADARSAT-2 2016-2017, f) descending ALOS-2 2016-2017, g) ascending 
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Sentinel-1 2016-2017, h) descending Sentinel-1 2016-2017 i) ascending ALOS-2 2015-2016, j) 

descending CSK 2017-2018, k) descending RADARSAT-2 2017-2018, l) descending ALOS-2 2017-

2018. The colored circles show the location of the time series maximum displacements shown in 

Figure 5.2. The thin black lines are faults, the black arrow is the satellite heading, the grey arrow is 

the satellite LOS, the number in the white box is the satellite incidence angle, the brown outline is the 

lava flow erupted during 2011-2012 and the red triangle is the eruptive vent of the 2011-2012 

eruption. The diamonds in j) are the location of the continuous CGPs stations. Inset in i) shows the 

volcano location within South America. The red and black triangles in the inset are the Cordón Caulle 

2011 eruptive and Holocene volcanoes [Siebert et al., 2010].  

 
Figure 5.2. Line-of-Sight (LOS) displacements for ascending (squares) and descending (circles) 

COSMO-SkyMED, RADARSAT-2, Sentinel-1, ALOS-2 SM3 and GPS data (shown as points of the 

same color in Figure 5.1). ALOS-2 WD1 (ScanSAR) time series from Euillades et al. (2017). 

Abbreviations are shown in Table 5.1. The black line is the best fit function of the form ULOS = U(1-

e-t/τ) of the CSK descending data between March 2012 and January 2016 (see discussion for details). 

The grey dashed line shows the projection of the exponential fit to the rest of the CSK time series. 

The RS2, CSK and S1A ascending time series have been offset from the CSK descending data so the 
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end of the inflation can be better assessed in the latter. The ~5 cm of uplift recorded during May 2017 

– April 2018 in RS2 U16W2 is also observed in RS2 U12W2 data (supplementary material). RSAT-

2 WF2 and CSK ascending data are from Delgado et al. (2016) and only shown for comparison with 

the 2016-2017 inflation. Campaign GPS observations in February-April 2016 are described in 

Delgado et al. (2016) and continuous GPS (cGPS) are recorded since late November 2017 by OVDAS 

(Southern Andes Volcano Observatory). Velocities are only shown for the periods of ground 

deformation. 

5.3.1 Elastic Source Modeling of Ground Deformation during 2016-2017 
Elastic modeling approach 
 
The differential interferograms spanning the 2016-2017 uplift (Figure 5.1 c-e, g-h) were 

downsampled with a resolution based algorithm (Lohman and Simons, 2005) using an 

horizontal sill at a depth of 4 km. This sill structure is only used to increase the number of 

downsampled points in the area of maximum deformation, not for the source modeling 

(Pearse and Lundgren, 2013). These downsampled interferograms were inverted for the best-

fit sill geometry (Table 5.2) with the non-linear neighborhood algorithm (Sambridge, 1999). 

Source model error estimation (Lohman and Simons, 2005) due to atmospheric noise is not 

possible because the CSK differential interferogram does not have a covariance matrix due 

to the lack of coherence in non-deforming areas (see Delgado et al. (2016) for a detailed 

description of this issue). We used all the interferograms with equal weights for the inversion 

except for the ALOS-2 data because they are temporally aliased compared with the rest of 

the data sets. 

Elastic modeling results 
 

The best-fitting inverted source model is a NE oriented sub horizontal dipping sill with a 

centroid at ~6.6 km (hereafter M16-17) and located less than 0.5 km from the centroid of the 

2012-2015 inflation source (hereafter M12-15, Table 5.2). Because the sill model still had a 

systematic residual, we used a variable sill opening model to calculate the volume change. 

We fixed the source centroid and orientation based on the uniform opening sill inversion 

using both M16-17 and M12-15 locations (Delgado et al., 2016), and solved for opening in 

smaller sill patches of 1x1 km2 with a non-negative least squares inversion (Delgado et al., 

2016). The distributed sill opening model using M16-17 predicts a volume change of ~0.0225 
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km3 but with a slightly better data fit compared with a volume change of ~0.019 km3 for M12-

15, although both have similar residuals of ~1.5-2 cm (Figure 5.3). Because both the 

deformation signal and the source geometries of the 2012-2015 and 2016-2017 inflation 

events are so similar, we use M12-15 model to calculate the source volume change for the 

2016-2017 data (Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4).  
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Figure 5.3. Downsampled InSAR deformation rate maps for the 2016-2017 inflation event (a, d, g, j, 

m), model prediction (b, e, h, k, n), and residuals (c, f, i, l, o) comparing data and the model for the 

inversion of the distributed sill opening. Black lines show the extent of the augmented sill geometry. 
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The thin and thick black line show the outline and the top of the sill source. The color scale in m) is 

the same for all the downsampled and synthetic rate maps. The color scale in o) is the same for the 

all residuals. The red box in o) and f) shows an area with a systematic residual and is described in the 

text. 

The distributed sill model matches most of the deformation signal but with systematic 

residuals of ~1.5 -2 cm consistent in the same areas of the ascending data sets (red boxes in 

Figure 5.3). Extending the distributed sill opening model from 10 to 15 patches in length 

neither improves the residual nor significantly changes the sill volume change, so the 

residuals could reflect a more complex deformation source (Nikkhoo et al., 2016). Similar 

residual signals are also observed in the same area in the 2012-2015 inflation event (e.g., 

Figure 3i of  Delgado et al. (2016)) although not as clear as in 2016-2017 because only a 

single ascending track with poor coherence in the NE zone was available during the 2012-

2015 uplift. The total volumetric change during 2016 and 2017 is ~0.019 km3 which added 

to the volume of 0.125 km3 injected between 2012 and 2015, yielding a total post-eruptive 

sill volume change of ~0.145 km3. This figure is three times larger than the pre-eruptive uplift 

volume of  0.05 + 0.03 km3 injected between January 2007 and  May 2011 (Jay et al., 2014).  

 
Figure 5.4. Contours of total sill opening for 2012-2013 (a), 2013-2015 (b) and 2016-2017 (c) data 

sets draped over the shaded SRTM topography. Contour intervals are 25 cm of sill opening. The black 

rectangles show the extent of the sill models (thick line shows its top). The red triangle and brown 

outline are the 2011 eruptive vent and the outline of the erupted lava flow. 2012 and 2013-2015 

contours after Delgado et al. (2016). Circles are inverted deformation sources (Jay et al., 2014) that 

deflated during the first three eruption days (orange) and between June 2011 and February 2012 (red) 

and inflated during 2007-2008 (blue) and 2009 (purple). The green square is the centroid of the 
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spheroid used in the viscoelastic simulations. CNC is Cordillera Nevada caldera, CC is Cordón 

Caulle, and PV is Puyehue volcano.  

5.4 Time-dependent magma injection models during 2012-2015 
We use two different models to explain the time dependence of the 2012-2015 post-eruptive 

inflation signal (Figure 5.2). Both models assume that magma of viscosity ηm is intruded at 

a flow rate Qm(t) from a vertical conduit into a magma reservoir embedded in a linear elastic 

half space with shear modulus G and Poisson ratio ν (Figure 5.5). The reservoir refill 

increases the deviatoric stress Pc(t) which leads to surface ground uplift. The only difference 

between the two models (Figure 5.5) is that the medium of the first one is entirely elastic 

(hereafter the “analytic model”) while in the second one the reservoir is surrounded by a 

viscoelastic shell with viscosity η (hereafter the “viscoelastic model”) The presence of a 

viscous shell is plausible because it is likely that the intrusion of hot magma over several 

thousands of years has weakened the area around the reservoir. This implies that in addition 

to an instantaneous ground displacement due to pressurization in an elastic media there is a 

delayed response which is a function of the shell viscosity (Newman et al., 2001). In the 

subsequent sections we use the spheroid model of Delgado et al. (2016), because these 

magma injection models are defined for pressurized cavities and not for sills. This spheroid 

model also provides a very good data fit to the 2012-2015 InSAR data (Delgado et al., 2016). 

Figure 5.5. Cartoons that summarize the magma recharge models. In both models the reservoir is 

embedded in an elastic medium with shear modulus G and Poisson ratio ν and with magma influx 

Qm(t) proportional to the pressure gradient. This implies that the reservoir pressure is an exponential 
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of the form Pc(t)=Pf(1-e-t/T) (Pinel et al., 2010). The only difference between the elastic (left) and 

viscoelastic (right) models is the shell with viscosity η in the latter.  

  

Time-dependent analysis of transient signals of volcano ground deformation has been carried 

out focusing on a time series from a single point that is representative of the complete ground 

deformation or the point of maximum uplift (e.g., Newman et al. (2006), Le Mével et al. 

(2016), Parks et al. (2015)). To assess whether this assumption is valid or not for Cordon 

Caulle, we fit an exponential function of the form U=Uf(1-e-t/τ) to pixels that remained 

coherent in at least 80% of the CSK time series (Supplementary material). As the time 

constant τ is similar for pixels near the point of maximum uplift, we consider it as 

representative of the complete data set. In the following sections we apply models of magma 

recharge and viscoelastic relaxation to the time series of the point of maximum uplift only.  

5.4.1 Analytic exponential model 
The predicted ground displacement of the system made up of a pressurized spheroidal 

reservoir coupled to a deep source with constant overpressure has an analytic solution 

(Lengline et al. (2008); Le Mével et al. (2016)). The ground deformation U is given by 

U=Uf(1-e-t/τ), where Uf is a constant that is the product of the final source overpressure ΔP 

and terms that depend of the source geometry (Yang et al., 1988) and τ a time constant given 

by ` = abUcd(efgeh)

iMj
k  . Here L is the conduit length, ac the conduit radius, η the magma 

viscosity, V0 the reservoir volume and βm and βw the magma and reservoir compressibilities. 

For the reservoir compressibility we use the formula βw = 1/G  for a prolate spheroid 

(Amoruso and Crescentini, 2009), with G the shear modulus. The key parameter to constrain 

is the magma viscosity η because it provides information on the magma composition that is 

flowing into the reservoir, so the time constant formula is rearranged to solve for l =
miMjk

aUcd(efgeh)
. 
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Figure 5.6. Magma viscosity η as a function of conduit radius (ac), magma compressibility (βm) and 

shear modulus (G) derived from the time constant τ of the best exponential fit for the CSK data set 

time series of Figure 5.2. See text for details. Solid and dashed lines show calculations for 

incompressible (βm =0) and gas-rich compressible (βm =2.1x10-10 Pa-1) magmas for a set of shear 

modulus between 10 and 32 GPa. The calculations show that a relatively small range of conduit radius 

predicts a very large range of magma viscosities. The viscosity is a proxy for the magma composition, 

so in the absence of further observations to narrow the range of conduit radius it is not possible to 

assess the injecting magma composition.  

 

This analytic model predicts most of the ground deformation for τ=1.7 years inverted from 

the CSK time series (Figure 5.2). However, and as noted by Delgado et al. (2016), the magma 

recharge model cannot explain the abrupt end of the deformation in May 2015. Given this 

time constant,  and values from the prolate spheroid model of Delgado et al. (2016) (a=8.2 

km, b=1 km) of and assuming a deep magma source in the Moho at a depth of ~33 km (L=28 
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km) (Hildreth and Moorbath, 1988) we estimate η as a function of G, ac and βw in Figure 5.6 

for τ =1.7 years. We use a range of conduit radius between 1 and 50 m, slightly higher than 

those modeled and observed for sub aerial vents (Fukushima et al., 2010), shear modulus 

between 10 and 32 GPa and magma compressibilities of 0 and 2.1·10-10 Pa-1 for both 

incompressible and very compressible magmas (Jay et al., 2014). For fixed conduit radius, 

the range of shear modulus and magma compressibilities change the magma viscosity by one 

order of magnitude so their effect is of second order. However, for a conduit radius between 

1 and 50 m the magma viscosity varies over seven orders of magnitude, almost within the 

entire range of magmas from mafic to felsic compositions and with 0-3 wt% of dissolved 

H2O (Lesher and Spera, 2015). Alternatively, the conduit radius can be calculated with 

knowledge of the magma viscosity, flux rate, source overpressure and density gradients 

(Fukushima et al., 2010). However, given the strong dependence of the viscosity with respect 

to the fourth power of the conduit radius and the lack of geophysical observations of such 

structures, we do not attempt to further pin down the recharging magma properties.  

5.4.2 Finite element linear viscoelastic model 
Analytic solutions for pressurized reservoirs surrounded by viscoelastic shells with a 

Maxwell rheology (Dragoni and Magnanensi (1989), Segall (2010), Segall (2016)) predict 

ground displacement with exponential decaying trends, very similar to the elastic model. But 

a severe limitation of viscoelastic models applied to volcano geodetic data is that these 

analytic solutions are available only for spherical sources with either constant, linear, 

trapezoidal or exponential pressure functions (e.g., Bonafede et al. (1986); Del Negro et al. 

(2009); Segall (2010); Segall (2016); Parks et al. (2015)). Hence, viscoelastic models for 

volcanic sources of arbitrary shapes and pressurization functions must be calculated by 

numerical techniques that are computationally expensive, rendering many inversion 

algorithms difficult to implement and very time consuming. 

 

An example of the complexity of viscoelastic simulations applied to volcano geodetic data is 

shown in Table 5.3, which shows that there is no agreement upon the choice of viscous 

rheology and medium. The reservoir pressurization functions vary from linear (Hickey et al., 

2013) to transient pulses (Newman et al., 2001), which requires an a priori guess of the 

unknown pressurization time evolution. Inversions of geodetic data with viscoelastic models 
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are scarce in the scientific literature (e.g., Masterlark et al. (2010); Hickey et al. (2016)). 

Previous studies have relied on modeling either a single time series (e.g., Newman et al. 

(2001), Newman et al. (2006), Parks et al. (2015)) and then using the synthetic model derived 

from the best fit parameters to predict the rest of the available data sets or a set of time 

averaged displacements (e.g., Del Negro et al. (2009), Masterlark et al. (2010), Pearse and 

Fialko (2010), Fialko and Pearse (2012), Hickey et al. (2013), Gregg et al. (2013)). 

Viscoelastic studies on surface loading with InSAR data (e.g., Cavalie et al. (2007), Auriac 

et al. (2013), Auriac et al. (2014), Doin et al. (2015)) have relied on the same assumptions.  

 

Given these drawbacks of viscoelastic modeling, we take the following approach for the 

Cordon Caulle data. First, we explore the dependence of the shell viscosity given values 

inferred from the time scales of exponential fits to the 2012-2015 CSK time series using a 

model for a spherical source. However, we do not use the analytic model of Segall (2016) 

because the source geometry is different than the one that deflated during the 2011-2012 

eruption (Delgado et al., 2016). Rather, we use finite element simulations. Further, because 

the 2012-2015 InSAR data can be fit by an exponential function and in the absence of a 

formal way to assess the non-uniqueness of complex pressurization histories, we only try a 

simple exponential pressurization history.  

Finite element model 
We use the finite element method to model the ground displacement produced by a 

pressurized spheroidal source calculated in our previous paper (Delgado et al., 2016) and 

surrounded by a viscous shell. We use the Cubit software to create a 3D mesh with linear 

tetrahedral elements and the finite element open source software Pylith (Aagaard et al., 2013) 

for the viscoelastic simulations. The mesh size was chosen to be a trade-off in terms of 

computational load and accuracy to benchmark well known analytic linear elastic (McTigue 

(1987); Yang et al. (1988)) and linear viscoelastic solutions (Segall, 2010). We find that the 

difference between the finite element and the approximate analytic solution of Segall (2010) 

is at most ~3% for a small pressurized sphere (Supplementary material), which is well within 

the uncertainties of individual epochs in the CSK time series. Although other studies have 

assumed that most of the medium is viscoelastic (e.g., Del Negro et al. (2009); Hickey et al. 

(2013)), we consider this an unlikely situation for the short time scales of ground deformation 
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(months to years) and because all the pre, co and post-eruptive deformation sources (Jay et 

al. (2014) are shallow (depths between 4 and 6 km) and located just beneath Cordon Caulle. 

We incorporate the effect of 1D elastic layering using the seismic velocity model of Basualto 

et al. (2015) and the density models of Tasarova (2007) and  Sepulveda et al. (2005). 

 

Once the model geometry has been set, the shell viscosity and the pressurization history must 

be specified. Literature values for shell viscosities span one order of magnitude, from 

4.7x1015 Pa s (Parks et al., 2015) to 7.5x1016 Pa s (Masterlark et al., 2010) with an average 

of ~1016 Pa s for a felsic shell surrounding a felsic magma chamber (Newman et al., 2001). 

As the CSK time series follows an exponential trend and was recorded just after the end of 

the 2011-2012 eruption, the data is consistent with a simple pressurization function of the 

form P(t) = Pf(1-e-t/T) (Lengline et al., 2008) with T a time constant that we vary between 

0.3 and 0.9 years and Pf = 5 MPa. Hence, we do not try complex pressure functions with 

transient steps such as those shown by Newman et al. (2006) or Hickey et al. (2016). Different 

models with lower final overpressures can be tried by just scaling Pf because the chamber 

overpressure is a linear parameter in the finite element model. 

Viscoelastic rheology 

A variety of linear viscoelastic rheologies are available (Table 5.3), including the Maxwell, 

generalized Maxwell, Kelvin-Voight and standard linear solid models (Segall, 2010). The 

main difference between these models is the number of springs and dashpots that represent 

the linear elastic and viscoelastic elements respectively and the way they are arranged. 

Geodetic studies of post-seismic deformation (Freed and Burgmann, 2004) have shown that 

in some situations the Maxwell model is inaccurate and power law rheologies are required to 

properly model GPS velocities. However, Table 5.3 shows that most of the studies have relied 

on either a Maxwell or generalized Maxwell rheology to simulate viscoelastic deformation 

at volcanoes. Only Pearse and Fialko (2010), Hickey et al. (2013); Hickey et al. (2015), 

Hickey et al. (2016) and  Le Mével et al. (2016) have used a power law and a standard linear 

medium respectively, most likely because they have considered ground deformation with 

time scales of decades rather than a few years. Our calculations comparing a generalized 

Maxwell rheology with equal fractional components of the shear modulus do not show 

significant differences compared with a Maxwell rheology. In the absence of external 
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information about the viscoelastic structure of the shell that likely surrounds the pressurized 

reservoir beneath Cordon Caulle, we use the simplest of all these rheologies which is the 

Maxwell model.  

Shell radius and viscosity  

We implement our models with a shell radius of 1 km after Newman et al. (2001). This figure 

is essentially unconstrained due to the lack of subsurface seismic observations but we note 

that there is an inverse trade-off between shell radius and pressure because increasing the 

shell radius will reduce the overpressure required to model a given uplift signal. The most 

critical parameter in the simulation is the shell viscosity because it controls the time scale of 

the viscous relaxation but it can vary several orders of magnitude depending on the rock 

composition, water content, and temperature among other factors.  

 

Newman et al. (2001) used petrological arguments and experimental models to constrain the 

shell viscosity given the medium thermal state and rheology underneath Long Valley caldera. 

These figures span two orders of magnitude (~1015 – 1017 Pa s) and agree with those derived 

from time constant derived from exponential data fits, representative of largely crystallized 

rhyolites near its solidus but not of partially molten rocks. Thermal models that could be used 

to provide more realistic estimates of shell viscosity by means of a power law function (e.g., 

Del Negro et al. (2009)) are not available at Cordon Caulle, hence we use a constant shell 

viscosity only. Nevertheless, most of the published viscoelastic models (Table 5.3) have 

relied on either a parametric forward exploration (Pearse and Fialko, 2010) or just assuming 

a fixed figure (Hickey et al., 2013), thus the shell viscosity will be calculated directly from 

the data.  

 

The initial shell viscosity of the source responsible for the 2012-2015 deformation signal is 

calculated with a spherical shell as an initial model, even though the ground deformation 

signal is clearly non-symmetric. The viscosity n of a spherical shell of radius R2 surrounding 

a spherical reservoir of radius R1 is l = omp()gq)

r()-q)

s,
s.

r
, with tu the relaxation time and G the 

shear modulus (Equation 7.98 of Segall, 2010). The result of the time series inversion for a 

source with a radius of 1 km and a shell radius of 2 km at a depth of ~7 km (Supplementary 

Material) is within the range of values valid for the Mogi model radius to depth ratio and can 
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fit the CSK time series for pressurization and relaxation times of 0.175 and 1.725 years 

respectively for a maximum pressure of ~270 MPa. Given shear modulus between 5 to 35 

GPa, the shell viscosity varies between 1.8*1016 and 1.3*1017 Pa s (Supplementary material), 

within the estimates of Newman et al. (2001). 

Viscoelastic numerical model with exponentially decreasing pressure function  

The finite element simulations best-fit exponential pressurization time constant and shell 

viscosities are sought with a grid search algorithm (Figure 5.7). The best-fit viscoelastic 

model for the CSK time series has a pressurization time constant of 219 days (0.6 years) and 

a shell viscosity of 8·1016 Pa s, within the range of the viscosities of the analytic model of 

Segall (2010). The best fit viscoelastic model predicts very little deformation during 2016 

(Figure 5.8), although it under predicts ground uplift during late 2014-early 2015.  

 

Figure 5.7. Root mean square (RMS) in cm between the March 2012- January 2016 CSK time series 

(Figure 5.2) and the synthetic signal predicted by finite element viscoelastic models with variable 

shell viscosity η and pressurization time scale τ. The white point shows the best-fit model parameter 
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and the white line is the confidence interval, defined as a variation of 10% with respect to the RMS 

minimum. 

 
Figure 5.8. CSK InSAR time series (red dots, Figure 5.2) compared with the best-fit magma recharge 

viscoelastic and analytic models (blue and dashed black lines respectively). The black dashed box 

shows the area where the viscoelastic model has a better data fit than the elastic one.  

 

5.5 Discussion 

5.5.1 Magma reservoir pressurization with and without viscoelastic relaxation  

As shown in the previous sections, both models of magma reservoir pressurization with and 

without a viscous shell can model the exponential decrease in the CSK time series. The slight 

deviations from a linear trend during the onset of inflation in March-May 2012 (Figure 5.8) 

are similar to transient viscoelastic signals observed at the onset and end of inflation episodes 

in the Santorini caldera (Parks et al. (2015)), although their magnitudes are of second order 

with respect to the main quasi-exponential or quasi-linear trends. The inferred shell viscosity 
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of 8·1016 Pa·s is similar to other volcanoes (Newman et al., 2001), and the maximum source 

overpressure of 5 MPa is much lower than the ~100 MPa calculated by Delgado et al. (2016), 

based on incorporating both the viscous shell and the elastic layering. The source 

overpressure can be further decreased with a larger spheroid, but such sources are difficult to 

calculate because inversions for finite-sized shallow prolate spheroids are very inaccurate 

when the source radius of curvature is larger than its depth (Yang et al., 1988). The InSAR 

time series can be modeled with the same pressurized spheroid of Delgado et al. (2016) but 

with b=2.5 and 3 km rather than 1 km and with G=20 GPa, representative of a more brittle 

crust rather than the traditionally used figure of 32 GPa. This finite sized spheroid predicts 

overpressures of just 8.4 and 4.7 MPa respectively to explain the ~77 cm of ground uplift 

(Supplementary material), with no need for the viscoelastic shell nor elastic layering, in 

agreement with other studies (Le Mével et al., 2016). Although, the viscoelastic model is 

more geologically realistic, its residuals are slightly higher than those from a purely elastic 

model, hence it does not provide an unambiguous better data fit to the CSK time series. This 

does not rule out that other viscoelastic simulations using more complex pressurization 

functions can provide a better fit to the data, but these potential better-fitting models are very 

difficult to invert with a three dimensional numerical simulation (Newman et al., 2006). 

 

The importance of viscoelastic relaxation depends on the timescales of the recharge time 

scale and the Maxwell relaxation time. The Maxwell relaxation time tv = n/x for n = 

8·1016 Pa s and G between 25 and 35 GPa varies between 37 and 25 days, which is one order 

of magnitude smaller than the best-fit exponential pressurization time scale and might explain 

the slight deviations from a pure exponential signal during the onset of uplift in March-May 

2012 (Figure 5.8). However, stresses have been already relaxed during the rest of the inflation 

period, thus viscoelastic effects only have a secondary effect and the uplift signal is produced 

by magma recharge. Indeed, the purely elastic model with a time constant of 1.7 years 

provides a better data fit (Figure 5.8). It is likely that in other systems the effects of relaxation 

are more important for timescales of several years or decades, but at Cordon Caulle viscous 

effects are of second order compared with magma recharge in an elastic medium.  
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Neither the elastic nor the viscoelastic models predict both the deformation during late 2014-

early 2015 and the end of the inflation in May 2015, so other inelastic mechanisms are 

required to explain the abrupt end of magma injection. These include effects such as conduit 

clogging as the magma flow rate dropped by a decrease in the pressure gradient between the 

shallow reservoir and a deep source (Delgado et al., 2016). A similar situation was observed 

during the waning of the Bárðarbunga-Holuhraun effusive in Iceland eruption where lava 

extrusion ended before the prediction of exponential trends by similar coupled reservoir - 

conduit models (Gudmundsson et al. (2016); Coppola et al. (2017)). The very large range of 

allowed magma viscosities (Figure 5.6) imply that it is not possible to infer the recharging 

magma composition in a shallow reservoir from ground deformation data only. 

Unfortunately, no existing geophysical technique can image these deep structures with the 

required resolution (~10-100 m).  

 

The geodetic modeling (Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4) shows that the same source was active during 

2012-2015 and 2016-2017. This is the first time at Cordon Caulle since the onset of high 

quality geodetic measurement in January 2007 with the ALOS-1 satellite that the same source 

has been active in two different time periods. Euillades et al. (2017) reached this same 

conclusion using a prolate spheroid source model at a depth of 8-10 km, although the 

distributed sill opening model used here provides a better fit to the data. However, the 

temporal evolution of the 2012-2015 and 2016-2017 inflation events follows very different 

functions. The 2012-2015 inflation can be modeled by an exponential decay whereas the 

2016-2017 is a linear function with some resemblance to a double exponential 

(Supplementary material). The exponential decay implies a deep source that feeds a shallow 

reservoir with a constant pressure (Pinel et al., 2010), the double exponential indicates a 

linear pressure increase followed by a constant pressure in the deep magma source (Le Mével 

et al., 2016), and a linear pressure increase implies that the intrusion occurred during a much 

shorter time scale than the one characterized by the system time constant. 

 

However, none of these models can explain why the magma flow abruptly ended in February 

2017 before the deformation signal either decreased or reached a value close to the 

asymptotic threshold as it did during 2012-2015 and why there was a time lag of ~1 year 
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between both inflation pulses. Unfortunately, existing time dependent simulations of magma 

injection do not have predictive capabilities to forecast the onset and the end of ground 

deformation (Pinel et al. (2010); Reverso et al. (2014); Le Mével et al. (2016)). Also transient 

viscoelastic effects as observed at the end of the 2011-2012 inflation of Santorini (Parks et 

al. (2015)) are not evident at the end of inflation in January – February 2017. As for the end 

of the 2012-2015 inflation in May 2015, we consider that inelastic effects such as conduit 

clogging due to magma solidification might be responsible for the abrupt uplift end in 

February 2017. 

 

Changes in the hydrothermal systems in silicic calderas can also explain ground deformation 

signals (Hurwitz et al., 2007). However, we consider that neither the 2012-2015 nor the 2016-

2017 inflation can be explained by these processes because the hydrothermal system depth 

of ~2-3 km (Sepulveda et al., 2004; Sepulveda et al., 2007) is much shallower than the 

inflation sources. It is possible that some of the ground deformation might be buffered by the 

hydrothermal system with smaller shear modulus than the surrounding rock, but detailed 

constraints on the subsurface elastic structure are not available. Currently Cordon Caulle has 

neither volatiles nor gas flux monitoring, and to our knowledge its gas flux has only been 

measured with ground data before the 2011-2012 eruption (Sepulveda et al., 2004; Sepulveda 

et al., 2007). Hence, the relation between the inflation events, seismicity, the degassing flux 

and potential changes in the volcano hydrothermal system is currently unknown. Unlike at 

Campi Flegrei and Yellowstone we cannot relate the extent that seismic swarms are related 

to fluid injection produced by breaching of a sealed layer in the brittle – ductile  transition 

(Hurwitz and Lowenstern, 2014). Finally, we cannot completely discard other driving 

mechanisms for generating the source overpressure such as H2O exsolution in a cooling felsic 

crystal mush. The effect of other volatiles exsolution such as CO2 can be discarded because 

their solubility is much lower than H2O in these magmas (Tait et al., 1989). We recommend 

additional volatile and gas flux observations at Cordon Caulle. 

 

In summary, volcano deformation exponential signals are inherently ambiguous to interpret, 

and in the absence of external information, it is difficult to discriminate between elastic and 

viscoelastic models of magma recharge because both predict similar time series. This 
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limitation has been observed in other large scale magmatic systems with inflation signals that 

last several years and where only geodetic data is available (Henderson et al. (2017); 

Henderson and Pritchard (2017); Lundgren et al. (2017)). One way to rule out gas exsolution 

produced by crystallization of anhydrous minerals with respect to magma recharge is by 

means of time-lapse micro gravity observations (Carbone et al., 2017) that can track mass 

changes resulting from magma intrusion. Time-lapse microgravity data has been useful to 

show that uplift at Three Sisters required a significant viscoelastic response (Zurek et al., 

2012), while uplift events at Laguna del Maule (Miller et al., 2017a), Yellowstone (Tizzani 

et al., 2015) and Long Valley (Battaglia et al., 1999) have been produced by magma injection, 

although a recent study  (Hildreth, 2017) has challenged this interpretation for the latter 

volcano. The intrusion of 0.125 and 0.019 km3 of basalt with a density of 2850 kg/m3 in a 

spherical reservoir at a depth of 6 km produces a maximum gravity change of 66 and 10 µGal 

for the 2012-2015 and 2016-2017 inflation events respectively. The former signal should be 

detectable while the latter is within the uncertainty of time-lapse surveys (Williams-Jones 

and Rymer, 2002) unless magma is intruded at a much shallower depth of 3 km increasing 

the gravity change to 40 µGal. Although time-lapse microgravity surveys have only been 

carried out in four volcanoes in South America (Carbone et al., 2017) and despite of the small 

predicted gravity changes, such measurements can shed light on the driving mechanism of 

uplift events at Cordon Caulle and reduce the inherent ambiguity in the interpretation of 

ground deformation data. Therefore, we recommend additional microgravity measurements 

at Cordon Caulle. 

5.6.2 Relation between deformation and seismicity 

An intriguing feature of the 2012-2015 and 2016-2017 inflation events is the overall lack of 

abnormal seismicity (Delgado et al., 2016). No alerts of abnormal seismicity have been 

reported [http://www.sernageomin.cl/volcan.php?pagina=2&iId=38] since the onset of 

inflation in March 2012 and the only abnormal earthquake had a local magnitude ML of 3.0 

recorded on June 08 2016, which could be related to the onset of the second inflation event 

in June-July 2016 (Figure 5.9). A similar situation has also been observed at Long Valley 

caldera where only some of the seismicity is correlated with inflation events in its resurgent 

dome (Montgomery-Brown et al., 2015), but different than other systems like Yellowstone 

where cycles of inflation-deflation are correlated with seismic swarms (Hurwitz and 
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Lowenstern, 2014). We speculate that the Kaiser effect (Heimisson et al., 2015) is an 

explanation for the overall lack of abnormal seismicity in the three post-eruptive inflation 

events. The Kaiser effect predicts that the seismicity rate remains low until the pressurization 

in the magma reservoir is larger than the maximum of previous stressing cycles. Testing this 

hypothesis requires both geodetic and seismic data recorded in several unrest episodes like 

at Krafla caldera in Iceland (Heimisson et al., 2015), but such dense records are not available 

at Cordon Caulle.  

 

 
Figure 5.9. Compilation of selected InSAR time series between January 2007 and March 2018 (Jay 

et al. (2014); Delgado et al. (2016); this study) from the ALOS-1, ENVISAT, CSK and Sentinel-1 

satellites. Asc and dsc are ascending and descending data. Volcanotectonic and long period 

earthquakes are shown as daily and cumulative sums between April 2010 and June 2017 on a 

logarithmic scale (Wendt et al. (2017) and updated from the OVDAS-SERNAGEOMIN data catalog. 

The ALOS-1 path 119 (p119) time series shows the maximum ground uplift compiled from individual 

interferograms (Jay et al., 2014). The ENVISAT data is from the IS6 beam and is presented with 

different colors because it records deformation from four deformation sources: pre-eruptive in the 
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Cordon Caulle graben (dark blue dots) and co-eruptive deflation at Puyehue volcano (Pv, orange line), 

Cordillera Nevada caldera (CNc, brown line) and the Cordon Caulle graben (red line).  

Before 2010 the sparse volcano seismic network recorded an increase in the seismicity 

between June 2007 and January 2008 (Wendt et al., 2017), coincident with ~20 cm of uplift 

during 2007-2008 (Jay et al., 2014). However, detailed earthquake statistics are only 

available after April 2010 (Figure 5.9). Because the volcano has continuous GPS 

measurement only since November 2017 (Figure 5.2), all the available measurements of 

magma injection rely upon InSAR data that have been acquired since 1996, although with 

very poor quality observations before the start of ALOS-1 acquisitions in early 2007 

(Pritchard and Simons (2004); Fournier et al. (2010); de Ruyt (2013); Jay et al. (2014)). The 

lack of instrumental records before 1996 precludes testing the Kaiser effect hypothesis. 

Continuous acquisition of geodetic, seismic and geochemical data during future uplift pulses 

of uplift will help to further clarify this point. 

5.6.3 Evidence for geodetically detected crystal mush rejuvenation events 

As currently understood, magma reservoirs underlying silicic systems are made up of crystal 

mushes, semi-rigid sponges of crystals (>40-50%) with small fractions of melt (Hildreth 

(2004), Bachmann and Bergantz (2008); Cooper (2017)). Radiometric ages suggest that these 

mushes are rejuvenated by discrete and ephemeral intrusions of magma batches that provide 

the heat and volatiles that prevent the thermomechanical locking of the mush and can 

eventually trigger an eruption. The intrusion time scales are several decades to centuries 

(Bachmann and Huber, 2016) inferred from either zircon geochronology (Cooper, 2017) or 

diffusion modeling in zoned crystals (Costa and Dungan, 2005). However, given the shorter 

temporal sampling of geodesy it is possible to resolve mush rejuvenation events that occur 

on much shorter time scales of just a few months. Alternative views on silicic reservoirs 

suggest that these discrete events do not provide enough source overpressure above the 

tensile strength of the wall rock, so other mechanisms like volatile exsolution must be 

accounted for in order to trigger an eruption (Putirka, 2017). 

 

We speculate that the underlying system beneath Cordon Caulle is a crystal mush given the 

petrological and geochemical similarities of the erupted rhyolites in the 1921-1922, 1960 and 
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2011-2012 eruptions that are thought to be fed from the same reservoir (Castro et al. (2013); 

Jay et al. (2014)) (Figure 5.10). To test this hypothesis requires additional data sets that are 

currently unavailable such as detailed zircon geochronology studies of these rhyodacitic lava 

flows and high resolution geophysical imaging of the volcano subsurface. The source 

volumetric changes from geodetic inversions before and after the eruption are ~0.01 – 0.04 

km3/yr (Jay et al. (2014), Delgado et al. (2016)), ~1-2 orders of magnitude larger than the 

volcano average extrusion rate during the past 300 Kyr volcano (Singer et al., 2008) and the 

average growth rate of plutons in the upper crust (Annen (2009), Menand et al. (2015)). Thus, 

we propose than the crystal mush underlying Cordon Caulle is rejuvenated by transient and 

short lived episodes of magma recharge that could last only a few months as in 2016-2017. 

Nonetheless, the 2016-2017 uplift did not trigger an eruption because its source pressure 

change was ~1-2 orders of magnitude below the tensile strength of the rocks as predicted by 

a simple rupture criteria (Browning et al., 2015). The chemical composition of the intruding 

magma cannot be constrained from geodetic data only, and it is not known how many 

injection events are required to trigger an eruption. Nevertheless, numerical models applied 

to the 2011-2012 unrest episode of Santorini caldera show that they must be larger and last 

longer than a given threshold which is a function of the magma properties and plumbing 

system (Degruyter et al., 2016). Within the framework of this model, the 2012-2015 inflation 

is interpreted as the refilling of the crystal mush that deflated during the 2011-2012 eruption. 

Advances in crystal mush modeling due to transient magma recharge should couple ground 

deformation and seismic data, the crust response due to reservoir pressurization, conduit flow 

from a deeper source and the fluid dynamics and chemical evolution of the reservoir, 

although these models are very complex and yet to be completed (Bachmann and Huber, 

2016). 
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Figure 5.10. Cordón Caulle conceptual geological cross section (updated from Delgado et al. (2016)) 

that summarizes the estimated deformation sources between 2007–2012 (Jay et al., 2014), 2012–2016 

(Delgado et al., 2016) and 2016-2017 (this study) derived from InSAR modeling and the inferred 

magma sources of the 1921–1922, 1960, and 2011–2012 eruptions from geological mapping (Lara et 

al. (2006b); Singer et al. (2008); Castro et al. (2013); Jay et al. (2014)). The red region is the 

hypothetical mush zone (which could be a collection of discrete, connected reservoirs instead of a 

large, interconnected zone), likely surrounded by a viscoelastic shell (orange region). The light blue 

and blue regions are the inferred magma intrusions for 2007–2008, 2009, 2012–2015 and 2016-2017, 

and the green region is the hydrothermal system beneath the volcano (Sepulveda et al., 2004; 

Sepulveda et al., 2007). Blue stars show the location of the historical eruptive vents, black stars are 

earthquakes beneath the volcano (Delgado et al. (2016); Wendt et al. (2017)), horizontal lines with 
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open triangles show the graben bounding faults, and LOFZ is the Liquiñe-Ofqui regional fault zone 

that crosses the volcano (Lara et al., 2006a). MASH zone refers to a hypothetical zone of magma 

melting, assimilation, storage, and homogenization (Hildreth and Moorbath, 1988) that we infer to be 

the source of magmas (see rationale in Jay et al. (2014)). Black points in the red regions show crystals 

that might have settled at the bottom of the reservoir, thus reducing the magma viscosity (Castro et 

al., 2013) and enhancing interstitial liquid extraction, a condition likely required to produce eruptible 

magma in a silicic magma chamber (Bachmann and Bergantz (2008); Cooper (2017)). The sketch 

shows that the source of the 1921–1922, 1960, and 2011–2012 eruptions is the same reservoir located 

beneath Cordillera Nevada, Cordón Caulle, and Puyehue volcanoes and where magma intruded 

during 2007–2008, 2008-2009, 2012–2015, 2016-2017 and 2017-2018. InSAR data are interpreted 

to show that magma flowed from the Cordillera Nevada and Puyehue volcanoes towards the 2011-

2012 eruptive event during the first three eruption days and then flowed from areas closer to the vent 

during the rest of the eruption. Note that the mush zone shape is hypothetical because no seismic 

tomography is available for the volcano.  

5.6.4 Meter scale displacement in silicic volcanoes 

Aside from Cordon Caulle, only a few other silicic systems have similar instrumentally 

recorded meter scale inflation and deflation cycles with non-linear trends. These include the 

restless Campi Flegrei, Rabaul and Long Valley calderas (Battaglia et al., 1999; 

Montgomery-Brown et al., 2015) and the Laguna del Maule volcanic complex (Le Mével et 

al., 2015; Le Mével et al., 2016). Although Cordon Caulle is not a caldera, its geodetic time 

series resemble those of restless silicic caldera scale systems (Figure 5.11) with multiple 

inflation events in several decades (Biggs and Pritchard, 2017). The onset and end of these 

of inflation and deflation episodes is currently not predicted by magma recharge models 

(Lengline et al. (2008); Pinel et al. (2010); Reverso et al. (2014)). However, recent models 

show that non-eruptive subsidence following uplift is related to a decrease in the influx mass 

rate (Giudicepietro et al., 2017). Uplift signals in calderas tend to display an increase in the 

uplift velocity followed by either decreased or constant rates than can be explained by a 

double exponential model where the pressure from a deep source increases linearly and then 

becomes constant (Le Mével et al., 2015). This double exponential model shows time series 

with a characteristic convex - concave shape, while post-eruptive inflation signals tend to be 

concave because they only display a single exponential decay. The temporal trend of the 

2016-2017 inflation lies within the framework of this double exponential model, as could the 
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poorly constrained 2007-2011 inflation pulses. On the other hand, the exponential signal 

recorded during 2012-2015 is a post-eruptive reservoir refill pulse with a concave shape only, 

different than the uplift signals observed in other silicic systems, and indicative of no pressure 

increase in the deep magma source (Figure 5.11). Despite the similarity of the deformation 

trends, this does not imply that Cordon Caulle is a caldera nor that its plumbing system is 

caldera sized. For example, the Laguna del Maule volcanic complex has inflated more than 

2.5 m in ~ 10 years (Le Mével et al., 2015), albeit with a different temporal pattern and with 

a plumbing system of only ~30 km3 (Miller et al., 2017b). The actual dimensions of the 

Cordon Caulle plumbing system are unknown as no detailed geophysical imaging has been 

carried out, but it is likely that it is larger than 30 km3 based on the spheroid source model 

for the 2012-2015 inflation. 

 

Figure 5.11. Time series of normalized ground deformation at silicic volcanoes. The compilation 

includes both meter scale signals like at Laguna del Maule and signals with amplitudes of 10-20 cm 

as in Santorini. The data were normalized by dividing by the maximum displacement and the total 
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duration of each inflation event. The time series are plotted for the points of maximum displacement. 

Data sources: 1(Chang et al., 2010), 2(Newman et al., 2012), 3(Henderson et al., 2017), 4,5 ((Delgado 

et al., 2016); this study), 6(Le Mével et al., 2015), 7(Henderson and Pritchard, 2017), 8(Battaglia et al., 

1999). The Yellowstone and Santorini data sets are GPS vertical displacements from the WLWY and 

NOMI stations respectively processed by the Nevada Geodetic Laboratory 

(http://geodesy.unr.edu/magnet.php). Data from Long Valley caldera (Montgomery-Brown et al., 

2015) has not been included because the uplift signals recorded since the mid 1970s are interpreted 

as being produced by volatile exsolution rather than magma injection (Hildreth, 2017). The 2004-

2009 Yellowstone inflation resembles a similar concave function, but it displays a convex shape at 

the onset of the inflation produced by a short-lived increase in the pressure in a deep source. 

5.7  Conclusions  
In this study we have presented InSAR time series at Cordon Caulle volcano that show a 

second and potential third pulse of post-eruptive inflation in 2016-2017 and 2017-2018 

respectively following the 2011-2012 silicic eruption and the 2012-2015 subsequent 

inflation. The 2012-2018 uplift cycle with a total inflation of ~0.9 m is unique at Cordon 

Caulle because it is the first time since the onset of high quality geodetic measurements in 

2007 that the same reservoir has been active twice, a sill elongated in the direction of the 

volcano at a depth of ~6 km. Numerical models of ground deformation for a viscoelastic shell 

that surrounds a pressurized reservoir do not provide a better data fit to the exponential 

inflation signal during 2012-2015 than a simple elastic model of magma recharge. 

Nevertheless, the viscoelastic model has a more realistic pressure increase than the elastic 

model. The uplift temporal evolution and the similarity in the source geometry suggests that 

both the 2012-2015 and 2016-2017 inflation pulses were produced by magma injection in 

the crystal mush that likely underlies the volcano, both related to low seismicity levels. 

Between January 2007 and May 2018, the volcano showed a complex cycle of 6 transient 

pulses of meter scale inflation that resemble sequences of magma injection in caldera scale 

systems elsewhere. The short duration of geodetically detected inflation pulses in the crystal 

mush that likely underlies Cordon Caulle suggest that they have time scales of several 

months, much shorter than the decades to hundreds of years inferred from radiometric ages. 

 

As repeatedly discussed in the volcano geodesy literature, several physical processes can 

explain ground uplift signals (Dzurisin (2003); Carbone et al. (2017); Hurwitz et al. (2007); 
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Henderson et al. (2017)). Nevertheless, it is not possible to unambiguously disentangle the 

driving mechanism of ground uplift in silicic systems from geodetic data alone. Joint analysis 

of independent data sets including thermal fluxes, gas emissions, microgravity and seismicity 

combined with multiphysics numerical methods are required to greatly reduce the non-

uniqueness of geodetic data interpretation. Given the meter scale of inflation at Cordon 

Caulle, we further suggest a continuous multiparametric monitoring strategy in addition to 

the continuous stream of data recorded by the civilian SAR constellation. 
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Tables 
 

Satellite λ (cm) Dates (yy/mm/dd) Pass Path θ(º) Mode, Beam # SAR # Ifg 
COSMO-SkyMed 3.1 12/03/14-18/05/10 D N/A 28 HIMAGE, H4-02 117 400 
COSMO-SkyMed 3.1 16/07/06-16/09/24 A N/A 45 HIMAGE, H4-13 19 61 
RADARSAT-2 5.5 15/05/04-17/03/30 D N/A  35 Wide Fine 2 5 8 
RADARSAT-2 5.5 16/01/30-18/05/19 A N/A  38 U12W2  15 30 
RADARSAT-2 5.5 16/02/06-18/05/26 D N/A  43 U16W2 16 37 
Sentinel-1 5.5 15/01/08-18/03/05 A 164 36 IW 25 34 
Sentinel-1 5.5 14/10/23-18/05/05 D 83 38 IW 33 46 
ALOS-2 24.2 16/03/10-18/05/03 D 130 34 SM3, F2-5 5 6 
ALOS-2 24.2 15/12/09-17/11/22 A 36 35 SM3, F2-6 3 2 

Table 5.1. Details of the processed SAR data sets. The columns show the satellite name, radar 

wavelength (λ), date range (year/month/day), whether the satellite is in an ascending (A) or 

descending (D) orbit, satellite path (if available, otherwise labeled as N/A), average incidence angle 

(θ), mode and beam, number of synthetic aperture radar images (SAR) per track and the number of 

interferograms used in the time series (Ifg). For RADARSAT-2 Wide Fine 2, COSMO-SkyMED 

ascending and ALOS-2 SM3 F2-6 Ifg indicates the number of processed pairs. Sentinel-1 descending 

data has been processed up to April 2018 but it has not been possible to update the time series beyond 

May 2017 due to the poor coherence of the data. The Sentinel-1 ascending time series shown in Figure 

5.1 and Figure 5.2 end in January 2017 because interferograms calculated with the next image in 

February 2017 have ramps that cannot be removed with simple polynomial functions. Acquisitions 

were stopped in this track and resumed only during July 2017 and February – March 2018.  

 
Model Xs (km) Ys (km) Zs (km) θ (º) δ (º) L (km) W (km) 
2012-2015 736.3 5514.2 6.2 39 11 1.9 10.07 
2016-2017 736.0 5514.2 6.7 39 7 1.0 10.16 

 
Table 5.2. Inverted Okada source model parameters. Xs, Ys, Zs sill centroid coordinates, θ strike, δ 

dip, L length, W width. The source strike θ was fixed because the signal is oriented in the NW-SE 

direction (Delgado et al., 2016). For a thorough description of the stability of the inversion in the 

absence of a proper data covariance matrix see Delgado et al. (2016). 
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Volcano Signal Dataset Model 

Geometry 
Viscous 
medium 

Viscoelastic 
Rheology 

Pressure 
function 

Viscosity 

Long 
Valley1 

Exponential 
inflation 

EDM TS Spheroid 
2Dax 

Shell Maxwell Arbitrary  Rheology 
and exp 
fits (1016) 

Etna2 Mean 
inflation 

GPS vectors Sphere 
2Dax 

HS GenMaxwell 
(µ1=µ2=0.5) 

Constant Power 
law T 2D 

Okmok3* Coeruptive 
deflation 

Interferogram  Sphere 
2Dax 

Shell Maxwell Constant 7.5*1016  

Socorro4 Constant 
inflation 

InSAR mean 
velocity 

Sill 3D HS 
except 
upper 
12 km 

Power Law Constant 1019 
(forward) 

Santorini5** Transient 
inflation 

GPS vectors 
 
 
 
GPS TS 

Spheroid 
2Dax 
 
 
Sphere 3D 

HS 
 
 
 
Shell 

GenMaxwell  
 
 
 
Maxwell 

Constant  
 
 
 
inverted 

5*1018 
(fixed)  
 
 
4.7*1015 

Taal6 Transient 
inflation 

GPS TS Sphere 
2Dax 

Shell Maxwell Arbitrary Several 

Uturuncu7 Constant 
inflation 

InSAR mean 
velocity 
 
 
 
Interferogram 
 
 
 
 
InSAR mean 
velocity 

Diapir 3D 
 
 
 
 
Spheroid 
2Dax 
 
 
 
2Dax 
diapir 

HS 
except 
upper 
10 km  
 
HS 
except 
upper 
05 km 
 
HS 

Maxwell 
 
 
 
 
Standard 
linear 
 
 
 
GenMaxwell 
(µ1=µ2=0.5) 

Constant  
 
 
 
 
Linear 
 
 
 
 
Stepwise 

Power 
law, T 
 
 
 
1017 
(fixed) 
 
 
 
Power 
law T 2D 

Laguna del 
Maule8 

Exponential 
inflation 

InSAR TS Spheroid 
2Dax 

HS Standard 
linear 

Constant 106 mafic 
(fixed) 
1012 

felsic 
(fixed) 

Soufriere 
Hills9 

Constant 
inflation 

GPS vectors Spheroid 
2Dax 

HS GenMaxwell 
(µ1=µ2=0.5) 

Stepwise Power 
law T 2D 

Aira10*** Ramped 
inflation 

GPS TS and 
vectors 

Spheroid 
3D 

HS Standard 
linear 

Stepwise Power 
Law T 
2D 

Cotopaxi11*** Transient 
inflation 

EDM vectors Spheroid 
3D 

HS Standard 
linear 

Step Power 
Law 3D 

 
Table 5.3. Comparison of viscoelastic setups used to model volcano geodetic data. Abbreviations are 

as follows: 2Dax two-dimensional axis-symmetric model, 3D three-dimensional model, HS half 

space, TS time series, GenMaxwell generalized Maxwell viscoelastic rheology. All the examples are 

forward models except for: * where a grid search was used to search for the best-fit model viscosities 

and pressures, ** where the data were inverted with an analytic formula and *** where a non-linear 
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inversion algorithm implemented in the COMSOL Multiphysics finite element software was used. 

References: 1(Newman et al., 2006), 2(Del Negro et al., 2009), 3(Masterlark et al., 2010), 4(Pearse and 

Fialko, 2010), 5(Gregg et al. (2013), (Parks et al., 2015)); 6(Galgana et al., 2014), 7(Fialko and Pearse 

(2012), Hickey et al. (2013), Gottsmann et al. (2017)), 8(Le Mével et al., 2016), 9(Gottsmann and 

Odbert, 2014), 10(Hickey et al., 2016), 11(Hickey et al., 2015). 

 
Depth [km] Vp [km/s] Vs [km/s] Density [kg/m3] 
0 4.70 2.65 2650 
0.5 4.90 2.81 2650 
1.5 5.05 2.84 2650 
2.5 5.10 2.87 2650 
3.5 5.15 2.92 2650 
4.5 6.05 3.40 2650 
5.5 6.38 3.62 2650 
6.5 6.46 3.63 2650 
7.5 6.47 3.63 2650 
8.5 6.50 3.65 2700 
12 6.60 3.76 2850 
15 6.70 3.88 2850 
30 6.90 4.10 3100 
45 7.00 4.27 3230 
65 7.30 4.44 3230 

 
Table 5.4. Seismic wave velocities (Basualto et al., 2015) and densities used in the finite element 

model. The density of the first 8.5 km is from the gravity model of Sepulveda et al. (2005) and was 

used as the background value of the upper crust. The rest of the densities are from the gravity model 

of Tasarova (2007). 
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CHAPTER  6  
A PHYSICOCHEMICAL ERUPTIVE MODEL FOR THE 2011-2012 RHYOLITIC 

ERUPTION OF CORDON CAULLE VOLCANO (SOUTHERN ANDES, CHILE): 

COUPLING GROUND DEFORMATION, EXTRUSION RATES AND MAGMA 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES IN SILICA RICH EFFUSIVE ERUPTIONS5 

 
6.1  Abstract 
 

The 9 month long 2011-2012 eruption of Cordon Caulle (Southern Andes, Chile) is the best 

instrumentally observed rhyolitic eruption to date and the first time that the effusion of a 

rhyolitic flow has been observed in detail. We use a unique data set of InSAR deformation 

and radar amplitude data from the ENVISAT, TerraSAR-X and RADARSAT-2 missions and 

TanDEM-X DEMs to track both the co-eruptive subsidence and the lava flow extrusion 

during the eruption effusive stage. InSAR recorded ~2.2 - 2.5 m of deflation throughout the 

eruption, which can be simulated by a finite element finite sized spheroid at a depth of ~5 

km, with a pressure drop of ~20 MPa, and elongated in the NW-SE direction of the local 

graben structure. The large dimensions of this source imply a large hydraulically connected 

plumbing system active throughout the eruption spanning from the neighboring Cordillera 

Nevada caldera in the NW to Puyehue volcano in the SE. The spheroid source depth and 

centroid changed < 1 km in October-December 2012, in accord with an increase in the time 

averaged lava discharge rate and the quasi-harmonic tremor, associated with a renewed pulse 

of lava extrusion. TanDEM-X DEMs record the extrusion of both the rhyolitic lava and the 

intrusion of a shallow laccolith around the eruptive vent, with thicknesses up to ~150 and 

more than ~250 m of uplift respectively. The combined total volume of the lava flow and the 

laccolith is ~1.2 km3 DRE. Radar amplitude images show that the shallow laccolith was 

emplaced during the first month of the eruption, during both the eruption explosive and 

effusive stages. Both the reservoir pressure drop and the extruded volume time series follow 

quasi-exponential trends typically observed in effusive eruptions. The eruption can be 

                                                
5	Manuscript	in	preparation.	Delgado,	F.,	Kubanek,	J.,	Anderson,	K.,	Lundgren,	P.,	Pritchard,	M.,	2018.	A	
physicochemical	 eruptive	 model	 for	 the	 2011-2012	 rhyolitic	 eruption	 of	 Cordon	 Caulle	 volcano	
(southern	Andes,	Chile):	coupling	ground	deformation,	extrusion	rates	and	magma	physical	properties	
in	silica	rich	effusive	eruptions.	To	be	submitted	to	Earth	and	Planetary	Science	Letters.	
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modeled by a simulation that couples the reservoir pressure drop, time and pressure 

dependent variations in the magma properties inside of the reservoir with conduit flow. This 

model predicts the extruded volume and the pressure drop time series, the eruption end after 

8.5 months and a magma compressibility of ~1*10-10 Pa-1, half than for the eruption explosive 

phase. Further, the model predicts that the reservoir dissolved H2O at the onset of lava 

effusion is 1.1-2.7 wt. %, with no exsolved CO2 and H2O in the reservoir throughout the 

eruption. This is in accord with a magma that was significantly degassed after the sub Plinian 

explosive phase and the almost gas free rhyolitic lava flow. These remaining volatiles might 

have been responsible for magma fragmentation, consistent with the hybrid explosive and 

effusive style observed during the waning of the eruption. 
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6.2  Introduction 
A long standing challenge in volcanology is the ability to forecast both the onset and end of 

effusive and explosive eruptions (Sparks (2003); Sparks et al. (2012); Sparks and Cashman 

(2017); Bonny and Wright (2017)). These forecasts have been made traditionally by real-

time ground monitoring data such as seismicity (Chouet, 1996), SO2 emissions (Fischer et 

al., 1994) and deformation (Linde et al., 1993). However, significant technical advances in 

the past two decades including the growing constellation of spaceborne SAR (e.g., 

TerraSAR-X, TanDEM-X, COSMO-SkyMED, RADARSAT-2, Sentinel-1, ALOS-2) and 

optical missions (e.g., SPOT, Pléiades, WorldView) have provided a wealth of ground 

deformation and topographic data respectively that can be used to gain insights on the 

processes that control effusive eruptions. Despite the benefits of the growing amount of 

satellite data, their application to study real time magma transport in many of these events 

that last 1-30 days has been limited because real time eruption tracking requires exceptionally 

short repeat periods and serendipitous acquisitions (Pinel et al., 2014). However, these 

requisites are difficult to meet due to the much longer repeat cycle of all the available SAR 

missions, currently at best 1 image every 1 and 6 days for COSMO-SkyMED and Sentinel-

1, respectively. So far, the eruption with the best SAR temporal coverage is the 5 day, 2011 

Kamoamoa eruption at Kilauea volcano where the SAR civilian constellation recorded 3 co-

eruptive interferograms allowing to track the evolution of dike opening (Lundgren et al., 

2013). Short repeat periods (less or equal than 12 days) have also provided key data to 

discriminate among multiple sources of deformation active at different times during the 2015 

Wolf (Xu et al., 2016) and 2017 Erta Ale (Xu et al., 2017) eruptions, the collapse mechanism 

of the Bárðdarbunga caldera in 2014 (Riel et al., 2015), the complexity of dike intrusions at 

Piton de la Fournaise (Peltier et al., 2017), and summit reservoir deflation during the 2018 

Kilauea East Rift Zone dike intrusion and subsequent eruption 

(https://disasters.nasa.gov/kilauea-hawaii-eruption-2018/jaxa-alos-2-interferograms-

kilauea-eruption). 

 

Co-eruptive ground and satellite geodetic data that record magma reservoir deflation have 

been traditionally modeled by kinematic inversions that provide key information on the 

source location, shape and volume/pressure change (e.g., Okada (1985);  McTigue (1987); 

Yang et al. (1988);  Fialko et al. (2001); Nikkhoo et al. (2016)). Unfortunately, these models 
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lack predictive capabilities because they are half-space linear elastic static analytic solutions 

and do not consider physical processes such as magma flow in a conduit and volatile 

exsolution due to depressurization. Despite these limitations, these models are widely used 

in volcano geodesy (Dzurisin (2003), Pinel et al. (2014)) and are useful during the early 

stages of volcanic crisis when first order estimates on the location and volumetric variation 

of magma reservoirs are required (Pritchard et al., 2018). However, the physics of effusive 

eruptions is controlled by the coupling between magma reservoir depressurization and 

magma flow in a conduit (e.g., Machado (1974); Wadge (1981); Dvorak and Okamura 

(1987); Stasiuk et al. (1993); Huppert and Woods (2002); Woods and Huppert (2003); 

Rowland et al. (2003); Mastin et al. (2008); Mastin et al. (2009); Anderson and Segall (2011); 

Segall (2013)). These models show that the extruded volume and the ground deformation 

temporal evolution follow functions of the form f(t)=fe(1-e-t/τ) with fe and τ constants that are 

a function of the plumbing system geometry and magma properties. Indeed, ground 

deformation and the lava extruded volume in many basaltic (e.g., Wadge (1981); Tilling and 

Dvorak (1993); Rowland et al. (2003); Montgomery-Brown et al. (2011); Lundgren et al. 

(2013); Hreinsdottir et al. (2014);  Heimisson et al. (2015); Ripepe et al. (2015);  

Gudmundsson et al. (2016); Coppola et al. (2016); Coppola et al. (2017a); Kubanek et al. 

(2017)) and silicic (e.g., Stasiuk et al. (1993);  Nakada et al. (1999); Schilling et al. (2008); 

Diefenbach et al. (2013); Dzurisin et al. (2015); Pallister et al. (2013); Jay et al. (2014); Bertin 

et al. (2015); Nakada et al. (2017); Hotta et al. (2017); Coppola et al. (2017b)) effusive 

eruptions show quasi-exponential trends. These simple exponential models have been useful 

to forecast the end of several eruptions (e.g., Dzurisin et al. (2015);  Gudmundsson et al. 

(2016); Coppola et al. (2017c); Bonny and Wright (2017)), although silicic effusive eruptions 

also display complex cyclic patterns of lava extrusion. These arise due to the non-linear 

coupling of the conduit flow, extrusion rate, magma rheology and degassing induced magma 

crystallization (Barmin et al., 2002; Melnik and Sparks, 1999; Melnik and Sparks, 2005).  
 

An approach that can overcome the limitations of using geodetic kinematic models and 

exponential functions to model extrusion rates independently are physicochemical eruption 

models (Anderson and Segall, 2011) based on numerical solutions to coupled equations 

between magma chamber deflation, conduit flow, magma physical properties and 
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geophysical observables. The latter include extrusion and geodetic (InSAR, GPS, tilt) data, 

and possibly volatile rate estimates. Unfortunately, the combined data sets have been seldom 

available during most of the eruptions because. It is very rare to have an extrusion time series 

that shows an exponential trend because creation of such time series using DEMs requires 

the use of expensive airborne methods (e.g., Pallister et al. (2013); Diefenbach et al. (2013); 

Dzurisin et al. (2015); https://asdc-

arcgis.larc.nasa.gov/portal/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=011c85cebbd4487baf261d4d52

78425b). Nevertheless, when both topographic and geodetic data are combined, it is possible 

to calculate key parameters such as the magma compressibility, which is a function of the 

magma volatile phases (Anderson and Segall, 2013). The magma compressibility controls 

both the total erupted volume and the eruption duration (Huppert and Woods, 2002) and can 

explain differences in the source volume change and extruded volume (Rivalta and Segall, 

2008). Hence, more realistic and time dependent eruption models are required to improve 

eruption forecasting, which requires time-lapse records of extruded volume and ground 

deformation. 

 

In this study we combine both InSAR ground deformation and TanDEM-X topographic data 

with physicochemical models (Anderson and Segall, 2011) to gain insights on the dynamics 

and evolution of the effusive phase of the 9 month 2011-2012 Cordon Caulle (CC) rhyolitic 

eruption. This eruption is in many aspects a unique event because it is the best instrumentally 

recorded rhyodacitic eruption (Jay et al. (2014); Castro et al. (2013); Schipper et al. (2013); 

Castro et al. (2016); Wendt et al. (2017)), and one of the few effusive eruptions where both 

co-eruptive satellite geodetic (Jay et al., 2014) and topographic time-lapse data were 

recorded, rather than bracketing the whole event. The scarcity of such observations makes 

CC one of the few volcanoes where the minimum data sets required by a physicochemical 

eruption model are available. Due to the volcano remoteness and difficult environmental 

conditions there were very few ground sensors (Wendt et al., 2017) that could provide real 

time data to track the eruption. Hence, satellite data were key to forecast the evolution of the 

eruptive plume and the extruded lava flow (Bignami et al. (2014); Bertin et al. (2015); 

Coppola et al. (2017b)), revealing the complexity of the reservoir and conduit evolution 

during the purely explosive to hybrid explosive - effusive transition (Jay et al. (2014); Castro 
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et al. (2016)). Here, we expand the available InSAR ENVISAT co-eruptive data with new 

RADARSAT-2 and TerraSAR-X interferograms. These data sets are modeled with a new 

spheroidal source model that provides a significantly better data fit than previously published 

spherical sources (Jay et al. (2014); Wendt et al. (2017) and Euillades et al. (2017)). We also 

document a change in the source model halfway through the effusive phase that correlates 

with an increase in the seismicity and on the time averaged extrusion rate (TADR) (Bertin et 

al. (2015); Coppola et al. (2017b)). We then present lava flow volumes calculated from 

bistatic TanDEM-X data and compare them with other independent estimates (Castro et al. 

(2016); Coppola et al. (2017c); Bertin et al. (2015)). Finally, both the geodetic and 

topographic data sets are combined in a physicochemical eruption model that incorporates 

pressure and time dependent magma properties to predict the magma volatile budget and the 

eruption evolution. 

 

6.3  The 2011-2012 rhyolitic eruption of Cordon Caulle 
The VEI 4-5 2011-2012 eruption of Cordon Caulle lasted ~9 months, between 18.45 UTC 

June 4th 2011 until March 2012, and was the first eruption of the volcano since the VEI 4 

1960 event (Lara et al., 2004). This last eruption was likely triggered by the Mw 9.5 Valdivia 

earthquake (e.g., Barrientos (1994); Walter and Amelung (2007)). The 2011-2012 eruption 

was preceded by at least three pulses of ground uplift between 2007 and 2011 (Jay et al., 

2014) and by 2 months of seismicity above background levels (Wendt et al., 2017). The 

eruptive vent was located on the northern fissure that bounds the graben structure that makes 

up the volcano (Figure 6.1). The climactic phase of the eruption (~27 hours, VEI 4) ejected 

a ~9-12 km high eruptive column with a mass flow rate (MFR) of 107 kg/s, which then 

decreased to ~106 kg/s (Bonadonna et al., 2015). The eruption style shifted from purely 

explosive to hybrid explosive – effusive (Schipper et al. (2013), Castro et al. (2014)) on June 

15, with the extrusion of ~0.6 km3 of rhyodacitic lava (Coppola et al., 2017b), MFR <106 

kg/s and correlated with an increase in the quasi-harmonic tremor (Bertin et al., 2015). The 

lava time averaged discharge rate (TADR) calculated from MODIS thermal imagery 

decreased exponentially since the onset of extrusion until October-November 2011 when a 

second pulse of extrusion (Figure 6.5) increased the quasi-harmonic tremor and TADR until 

March 2012  (Bertin et al. (2015); Coppola et al. (2017b)). The lava flow front advance 
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continued for more than one year after the end of the eruption (Tuffen et al. (2013); 

Farquharson et al. (2015);  Magnall et al. (2017)). A shallow laccolith with a volume of ~0.8 

km3 was emplaced at depths of 0.2-0.4 km during the first month of the eruption in the 

transition from purely explosive to hybrid explosive-effusive activity, and likely due to 

conduit shrinkage (Castro et al., 2016) (Figure 6.1). Ground observations in early January 

2012 showed that the lava extrusion was coeval to a weak eruptive column, gas and ash 

jetting punctuated by short Vulcanian blasts (Schipper et al., 2013).  

 

InSAR data acquired during the first three eruption days (June 4-7 2011), show that two 

magma reservoirs located beneath Cordillera Nevada caldera (CNc) and Puyehue volcano 

(Pv) deflated ~1.2 and ~0.4 m respectively. However, during the rest of the eruption a single 

reservoir located beneath Cordon Caulle deflated with a quasi-exponential trend (Jay et al. 

(2014); Bignami et al. (2014); Wendt et al. (2017) and Euillades et al. (2017)). The eruption 

was immediately followed by ~1 m of largely aseismic ground uplift starting in March 2012 

and ongoing in May 2018, interpreted as magma recharge, but in a different location than the 

pre and co-eruptive ground deformation sources (Delgado et al. (2016); Euillades et al. 

(2017)).  

 

The erupted magma has a rhyolitic composition (explosive phase pumice 69.5% SiO2, lava 

71-72% SiO2) and overlaps with the total alkali silica and rare earth elements composition of 

the 1960 and 1921-1922 eruptions (Castro et al. (2013); Jay et al. (2014)). The pumice is 

nearly aphyric, with 5% volume percent of phenocrysts, while the lava samples have up to 

40-50% of phenocrysts (Castro et al. (2013); Farquharson et al. (2015)). The mineralogy is 

the same in the lava and the tephra and is made up of euhedral plagioclase, orthopyroxene, 

clinopyroxene, magnetite and ilmenite. The lava flow contains minor but ubiquitous mafic 

crystal rich enclaves, with one of the most primitive basaltic compositions of the Southern 

Andes volcanoes (Ruprecht and Winslow, 2017), in agreement with previous studies 

(Gerlach et al., 1988). Volatile contents vary between 0.74 to 3.9 wt.% H2O for the explosive 

phase (Castro et al. (2013); Jay et al. (2014)) and <0.2 wt.% for the lava flow (Tuffen et al. 

(2013)). Magma was stored at depths between 2.5 and 6 km based on experimental phase 

equilibria and Fe-Ti barometry (Castro et al. (2013); Jay et al. (2014)), geodesy, and 
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seismicity (Jay et al. (2014); Wendt et al. (2017)), and that three different magmas sources 

were tapped during the paroxysmal phase of the eruption (Alloway et al., 2015). These 

storage depths are also the same for the 1921-1922 and 1960 eruptions (Fidel Costa, personal 

communication). 

 

 

Figure 6.1. Left. March 2012 airborne photograph of the 2011-2012 lava flow (courtesy of Daniel 

Bertin, Programa de Riesgo Volcánico, SERNAGEOMIN). The area inside the blue dashed box was 

uplifted 250 m during the first month of the eruption by the intrusion of a shallow laccolith (Castro 

et al., 2016). The red circle shows the location where visual observations of the lava flow were carried 

out on January 2017. Right. Cordon Caulle location map with SRTM shaded topography, eruptive 

vents (color triangles), the 2011-2012 lava flow (brown outline) and faults (black lines). All the 

eruptive vents are located in the NW-SE direction faults that bound the graben structure that makes 

up Cordon Caulle. The inset shows location within South America, where the red and black triangles 

are Cordon Caulle and Holocene volcanoes, respectively. 

6.4  Data sets 
6.4.1 InSAR and GPS 
We use 16 ENVISAT IS6 interferograms from the satellite extension mission processed by 

Jay et al. (2014) and include five new TerraSAR-X (TSX) and RADARSAT-2 (RS2) 

interferograms (Figure 6.1, Figure 6.2). The ENVISAT data has been also previously 

analyzed by Bignami et al. (2014); Wendt et al. (2017) and Euillades et al. (2017). The TSX 

and RS2 interferograms were processed with the ISCE software (Rosen et al., 2012) 

following standard approaches (Delgado et al., 2016). All of the coherent interferograms 
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(Supplementary material) are ascending except for a single TSX pair and the RS2 

interferogram that were recorded during the eruption onset and waning respectively. Despite 

the temporal sampling of 30 days of the ENVISAT IS6 data, we do not use InSAR time series 

because the eruption occurred in the austral winter and deposited more than 1 m of ash on 

top of the volcano, which leads to widespread decorrelation on top of the volcano. The only 

interferograms with useful coherence on top of the volcano were recorded during the eruption 

waning between December 2011 and March 2012. The TSX X-band short radar wavelength 

(3.1 cm) implies a much faster coherence loss than C-band data (5.6 cm), hence the only 

useful TSX interferograms for deformation modeling were acquired during mid-late June 

2011 with temporal baselines of only 11 days. All of the ENVISAT, TSX and RS2 

interferograms record the temporal evolution of subsidence rather than bracketing the whole 

eruption, with variable amplitudes of ~5-20 cm. Wendt et al. (2017) presented time series of 

two GPS stations located ~15-25 km away from the eruptive vent between June 12-18 and 

early December. Although both stations moved towards the volcano, they were located too 

far to record the characteristic exponential deflation signals of effusive eruptions, so we do 

not consider them for modeling. In addition to InSAR deformation data, we also analyze 

ALOS-1, ENVISAT, COSMO-SkyMED and TSX Single Look Complex (SLC) radar 

amplitude images (Figure 6.3). These data sets allow to track qualitative changes in the 

eruptive vent during the explosive - effusive transition, similar to previous studies (Castro et 

al., 2016). 
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Figure 6.2. Top. Co-eruptive InSAR data. Interferograms cover the first three eruption days (a), first 

(b-f) and second deflation (g-i) stages. Interferograms b-e are shown wrapped because the poor data 

coherence hampers phase unwrapping. The black lines in f, h-k show profiles of deformation in Figure 

6.7.  Bottom. The horizontal black lines below the interferograms show the time span of each 

interferogram with respect to the eruption timing (vertical lines). The red line, brown and blue lines 

show the eruption onset, lava effusion onset and eruption end respectively. 
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Figure 6.3. Selected SLC amplitude images of the eruptive vent and lava flow from the ALOS (a) and 

TSX (b-d) satellites. The full catalog of amplitude images is shown in the supplementary material. 

These amplitude images cover the pre-eruptive (a), pure explosive (b-c), and hybrid explosive – 

effusive (d) phases. The red and blue boxes highlight the area where the shallow laccolith was 

emplaced and syn-eruptive deformation structures that were active at different times, respectively. 

The bulging produced by the shallow laccolith intrusion is shown in the red box in b-d, which implies 

that the laccolith started to be emplaced during the pure explosive stage.  

 

6.4.2 TanDEM-X topographic data 
The lava flow volume was calculated with a set of six Coregistered Slant range Single look 

Complex (CoSSC) TanDEM-X (TDX) bistatic images (Figure 6.4). TDX data were 

processed with both the ISCE and the DORIS software, following the methodology of 

3.3 km

a) ALOS-1 2011/03/05 b) TerraSAR-X 2011/06/06

c) TerraSAR-X 2011/06/11 d) TerraSAR-X 2011/06/17
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Kubanek et al. (2017). Here we briefly summarize the main processing steps. The CoSSC 

active image is multiplied with the complex conjugate of the passive image, and the resulting 

topographic phase is removed with the SRTM DEM. These bistatic interferograms were 

filtered and then unwrapped with the SNAPHU (Statistical Network Approach to Phase 

Unwrapping) algorithm (Chen and Zebker, 2001) and any long wavelength residual signals 

were then removed with a linear polynomial fit. This resulting phase shows topographic 

changes recorded after the acquisition of the SRTM DEM in February 2000. The SRTM 

reference phase is added back to properly geocode the data, and the resulting slant range 

unwrapped phase is converted to ground height with the Schwabisch algorithm (Kubanek et 

al., 2017). The result is a high-resolution DEM with a pixel size of 6.6 m. The elevation 

changes for sequential DEMs (hereafter TDM) were calculated after referencing each DEM 

to a 10 by 10 pixel area with no topographic change (Supplementary Material). Topographic 

changes in the lava flow have magnitudes up to 150 m, but E of the eruptive vent they have 

amplitudes up to 250 m, produced by the emplacement of a shallow laccolith during the 

eruption (Castro et al., 2016). The signal produced by the laccolith emplacement is absent in 

the pre-eruptive TDM (Figure 6.4), thus it can be discarded as an SRTM error. The procedure 

to determine the lava flow volume from mapping and cropping is described in detail in the 

supplementary material. 

 

The DEM differencing provides bulk estimates of lava flow volume that do not consider the 

porosity produced by gas release during the magma ascent. For the dense rock equivalent 

(DRE) calculation, we use lava flow porosities that vary between 21 and 32% (Schipper et 

al., 2015). The magma emplaced in the shallow laccolith is unlikely to be as porous as the 

lava flow, but as it is not possible to separate the volume of both bodies we use an 

intermediate porosity of 10% (Anderson and Segall, 2013). The DRE TADR is then 

calculated by dividing the TDM volume change by its time span (Figure 6.5) except for the 

March 09-25 2012 TDM. This last TDM only shows minor topographic changes in the lava 

flow (Figure 6.4), related to post-emplacement breakout lobes around the edges (Tuffen et 

al. (2013), Magnall et al. (2017)) -- hence its TADR is set to zero. The 2011-2012 DRE 

TADR is one of the largest that have been quantified for silica rich effusive eruptions (Bertin 

et al. (2015); Pallister et al. (2013)) up to 150 m3/s during the first 2.5 months of the eruption 
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(Figure 6.5) and decreasing quasi-exponentially until the end of the eruption, as recorded 

elsewhere (e.g., Wadge, 1981). 

 

 

Figure 6.4. Differential DEMs (TDM) of the rhyolitic lava flow. All of these products are the 

differences between two TDX DEMs except a) which is the difference between SRTM and a TDX 

CoSSC. The topographic changes are produced by the extrusion of the lava flow (black line) and by 

the intrusion of a shallow laccolith and subsequent subsidence (dashed black line), with a maximum 
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of ~250 m. The bottom panel shows the time span of the TDM. The vertical red lines are the start and 

end of the eruption. The vertical dashed red line is the onset of lava effusion.  

 

Figure 6.5. a) Time series of extruded lava and shallow laccolith intrusion DRE volume. The time 

series are from TanDEM-X data (blue, black and red circles), Pléiades tristereo imagery (green circle) 
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(Castro et al., 2016) and MODIS data (Coppola et al., 2017b) (small blue dots). The black dashed line 

is the best fit for a function of the form Ve=Vf(1-e-t/τ) with Vf = 1.27 km3 and τ = 51 days. b) TADR 

from TanDEM-X, optical and TerraSAR-X amplitude imagery planimetry (Bertin et al., 2015) and 

MODIS. The vertical dashed yellow shows the onset of the second pulse of lava extrusion (Coppola 

et al., 2017b). 

6.5  Effusive phase models  
6.5.1 Interferogram inversion 
We use the 6 most coherent ENVISAT ascending interferograms and the TerraSAR-X and 

RADARSAT-2 descending interferograms for the source model inversion. The 

interferograms were downsampled with a model-resolution algorithm (Lohman and Simons, 

2005) using a horizontal sill at a depth of 4 km. This sill model is only used as the input 

source geometry to concentrate the downsampled points in areas with deformation, not to 

invert the source geometry responsible for the ground deformation signal. The resulting 

downsampled interferograms were inverted using the neighborhood algorithm (Sambridge, 

1999), a nonlinear inversion method that iteratively searches for the best fit model 

parameters, for a pressurized sphere (McTigue, 1987), a pressurized spheroid (Yang et al., 

1988) and a point source compound dislocation model (CDM) (Nikkhoo et al., 2016).  

 

To estimate the model parameter uncertainties from atmospheric errors, we use a diagonal 

data covariance matrix. The data do not have enough coherent areas with significant spatially 

correlated atmospheric phase delays to reliably estimate the covariance correlation distance. 

The only areas in these interferograms that are useful to calculate the data covariance matrix 

are the flat areas around CC, and the data variance in these far field non-deforming areas 

varies between 4 and 36 mm2. These values are unrealistically small and not representative 

of the spatial correlation of phase delays, especially at volcanoes like CC with significant 

turbulent and topographic correlated phase delays. Indeed, inversions with a non-diagonal 

covariance matrix calculated with these small variances predict unrealistically large sources 

(next section). Any potential bias produced by interferograms with strong atmospheric 

anomalies is minimized by the ensemble of interferograms that are inverted. Ideally, a joint 

inversion should be carried out with several interferograms calculated with independent SAR 

images to minimize the effect of atmospheric noise in any of them (Pritchard and Simons, 

2004). However, the four selected ENVISAT interferograms that span June-October 2011 
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share a common scene and we use them because their coherence is much higher than the rest 

of the interferograms. 

 
6.5.2 Kinematic model 
Inversions of the ENVISAT and TSX interferograms with a sphere model (McTigue, 1987) 

yield similar results to previous studies (Jay et al. (2014); Wendt et al. (2017); Euillades et 

al. (2017)), a source slightly offset from the eruptive vent and located at ~6 km below the 

average volcano surface. Although this model provides a good data fit, we do not use it due 

to several limitations: a) it does not provide an estimate of the source overpressure without 

assumptions on the source radius, it cannot explain well both b) the uplift amplitude NE of 

the eruptive vent during June-October 2011 and c) the NW-SE signal elongation during the 

eruption waning in October 2011 – Feb 2012. Inversions for a CDM source during October 

2011-March 2012 predict a source at ~6 km, but cannot model well the RS2 interferogram, 

hence we do not use this specific interferogram further (Supplementary Material). Instead, 

we use a spheroid model for subsequent calculations. The spheroid model includes the 

overpressure as a model parameter, allowing to couple it with physicochemical simulations 

described in detail later. 

 

For the spheroid inversion, we fix the plunge to zero so the source is horizontal and the minor 

semi-axis to 1 km. The latter condition must be enforced, otherwise the inversion, especially 

if weighted by the ill-defined diagonal data covariance matrix, predicts a source model with 

an unrealistically large minor semi-axis b of 2-3 km with respect to its radius of curvature 

(Yang et al., 1988). These analytic spheroid models with a large semi-minor axis are not 

accurate with respect to a finite element benchmark. However, the inversion with b=1 km 

that is numerically accurate predicts unrealistic source overpressures of ~300 MPa, much 

larger than the tensile strength of the rock of ~1-40 MPa. One way to retrieve realistic 

pressure drops is with a large spheroid, which can only be calculated with numerical 

techniques. The finite sized spheroids are calculated with the finite element Pylith software 

(Aagaard et al., 2013) and use the fixed geometry of the non-linear inversion as an input, but 

varying only the fixed semi-minor axis radius from 1 to 2, 2.5 and 3 km. Wendt et al. (2017) 

calculated a 1-D seismic velocity model that provides a shear modulus of ~35 GPa but it is 

likely that the static shear modulus is much lower than those inferred from seismic waves  
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(Anderson and Segall, 2011). Hence, we use a value of 20 GPa, intermediate between highly 

fractured rock (<1 GPa) and strong rock as predicted by seismic waves (~35 GPa). Using a 

set of models with finite semi minor axis between 2 and 3 km and a shear modulus of 20 

GPa, the inverted source pressure drops are ~20-50 MPa, within the tensile strength of the 

rock. The spheroid radius choice is clearly non-unique but the range of figures between 2 and 

3 km provides a wide array of models that fit the data with very small residuals (Figure 6.6). 

It must be noted that fixing the source geometry and using a diagonal data covariance matrix 

does not allow to properly estimate the source and magma model parameter uncertainties and 

makes the physicochemical eruption model developed in the next section geometry 

dependent. 

 

The inversion predicts a ~10 km long spheroid below CC and spanning from CNc to Pv 

(Figure 6.6) at a depth of ~5 km (hereafter M1), close but slightly different from the one 

reported by Delgado et al. (2016) for the 2012-2015 post-eruptive inflation (Table 6.1). The 

spheroid centroid is offset ~3 km NW from the eruptive vent (Figure 6.6). A source radius 

increase from 2 to 3 km has a negligible effect in the residual of the interferograms that span 

June and October 2011 but a slight increase in the residual of the October 2011-February 

2012 interferograms (Figure 6.6, Supplementary Material). This arises because the data 

recorded during June – October 2011 are not coherent on top of the volcano, so they are 

insensitive to the finite element spheroid dimensions. The spheroid is elongated along the 

NW-SE direction of the local graben structure. 

 

As M1 cannot fit both the June-October 2011 and October 2011- March 2012 interferograms 

with residuals of similar amplitude, we invert the latter data independently (Figure 6.6). The 

best-fitting inversion for the eruption waning is a slightly deeper spheroid (5.8 vs. 5.2 km for 

M1) and elongated along the NW-SE direction of the local graben structure. This second 

source model (hereafter M2) is consistent with the plumbing system changing during the 

eruption waning, in agreement with a second pulse of magma intrusion (Coppola et al., 

2017b), and with profiles that show that the shape of the deformation signal changes (Figure 

6.7). Because most of the ground deformation and lava extrusion were recorded during June 

– October 2011, and the M1 and M2 residual root mean square are not statistically significant, 
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we use M1 as the effusive phase source model. There is also a potential change in the source 

evidenced in the deformation profiles between October-December 2012 and December 2011-

February 2012, albeit of much lower magnitude (Figure 6.7). 

 

 

Figure 6.6. Downsampled TerraSAR-X (a) and ENVISAT (f, k, p, u) interferograms; M1 model 

predictions (z~ 5.2 km, a ~10.4 km) (b, g, l, q, v ); M1 residuals comparing data and the model for the 

inversion of the finite element spheroid with a minor semi-axis of 2.5 km (c, h, m, r, w); M2 model 
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prediction (z~ 5.8 km, a ~8.6 km) (d, i, n, s, x); M2 residuals comparing data and the model for the 

inversion of the finite element spheroid with a minor semi-axis of 2.5 km (e, j, o, t, y). Green circle 

and black lines show the spheroid centroid and axis.  The red triangle is the eruptive vent. The color 

scales are the same for the interferogram and model predictions in each row. All the residuals have 

the same color scale. The residual RMS are shown in the supplementary material. 

 
Figure 6.7. Profiles of deformation of five ENVISAT interferograms (A and B location in Figure 6.2). 

The scaled lines are the June - October 2011 profiles multiplied by a scalar to match the amplitude of 

the October 2011 – February 2012 data. If the source responsible for the ground deformation was the 

same throughout the eruption, then a profile from an interferogram during the eruption onset would 

not differ from an interferogram from the eruption waning when multiplied by a constant. As the 

scaled profiles cannot match the rest of the data sets, it implies that there was a slight change in the 

deformation source between October and December 2011. 

The eruption evolution is constrained with a time series of pressure change (e.g., Delgado et 

al., 2014). As discussed earlier, the spheroid inverted with the Yang model is not realistic 
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because its pressure drop is unrealistically high, so we use the M1 spheroid for semi-minor 

radius of 2.5 and 3 km. The M1 spheroid with a semi-minor radius of 2 km is not considered 

in these calculations because its pressure drop (~50 MPa) is slightly higher than the tensile 

strength of the rock (~1-40 MPa). The inversion procedure and uncertainty calculation are 

described in detail in the supplementary material. The inverted spheroid time series shows a 

quasi-exponential pressure drop between 28 and 20 MPa for radii of 2.5 and 3 km 

respectively, although the smaller radius has the lowest residuals for the bulk set of 

interferograms (Figure 6.8). The time series calculated with these two models will be used in 

the following sections. The maximum subsidence predicted by these best fit finite element 

spheroids varies between 2.2 and 2.5 m between June 7 2011 and the end of the eruption in 

March 2012.  
 

 

Figure 6.8. Spheroid pressure drop inverted for a source with a semi-minor radius of 2.5 km from the 

co-eruptive ENVISAT and TSX interferograms that span both the explosive and effusive phases (blue 
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points). The red dashed and thick lines are the linear pressure drop recorded during the first month of 

the eruption and during the purely explosive stage. The linear trend during the explosive stage was 

subtracted from the data (blue points) to retrieve a pressure drop time series from the effusive phase 

only (orange points). The vertical black lines are the start and end of the eruption and the vertical blue 

line is the onset of lava effusion.  

 
6.5.3 Physicochemical model 
The physicochemical model follows closely the studies of Mastin et al. (2008) and Anderson 

and Segall (2011), although with significant differences. These simulations allow to forecast 

the eruption evolution and to calculate the dissolved and exsolved volatiles in the reservoir, 

and require both ground deformation and extruded volume time series. The model consists 

of a pressurized spheroidal reservoir in a linear elastic half space under lithostatic conditions 

that contains magma made up of melt, crystals, exsolved and dissolved volatiles. The 

spheroid centroid is clearly offset from the eruptive vent (Figure 6.6), so for simplicity we 

assume a dipping conduit that connects its top with the eruptive vent. Unfortunately, the lack 

of coherence on top of the volcano precludes an actual assessment of the conduit geometry 

from the InSAR data. As magma outflows from the reservoir, the flow rate is controlled by 

its viscosity which is a function of the dissolved H2O and the crystal volume. During the 

eruption, magma piles up on top of the eruptive vent increasing the load on the reservoir, and 

reducing the pressure gradient that drives the conduit flow. The reservoir is also recharged 

from a much deeper pressurized magma source in response to the co-eruptive pressure drop. 

The model is isothermal and does not consider other processes such as crystal nucleation or 

H2O exsolution due to magma crystallization in the reservoir (Tait et al., 1989).  

The major difference between our model and that of Anderson and Segall (2011) is the we 

neglect effects from the conduit itself. Although conduit effects are important for eruption 

dynamics (Jaupart, 2000), our model cannot constrain well these processes due to the poor 

spatio-temporal sampling of both the deformation and topographic data sets. Because all of 

the geodetic observations of the CC eruption were recorded at distances of ~15-20 km from 

the vent, except during the eruption waning, the data set is not likely to be sensitive to signals 

produced by either very shallow sources (z < 2 km) or conduit blockage (Albino et al., 2011). 

The only exception is the August 2011 TDM, which shows the intrusion of a shallow 
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laccolith that was probably emplaced due to an overpressure increase due to conduit 

shrinkage (Castro et al., 2016). Also, TerraSAR-X pixel tracking records ~20 m of range 

displacement due to the emplacement of the shallow laccolith (Supplementary Material), but 

their use is beyond the scope of this study because they are much noisier and of lower spatial 

resolution than either the TDM or the InSAR data.  Field observations of the vent during the 

eruption are scarce in the scientific literature. Schipper et al. (2013) observed on 4-10 January 

2012 a pancake-shaped proto-dome and hybrid effusion of lava contemporary with 

Vulcanian blasts and passive outgassing. We do not consider these effects because mass flow 

rates of the eruptive column flow are only available during the first two weeks of the lava 

effusion and because their uncertainties (Bonadonna et al., 2015) are significantly higher than 

those from either geodetic or topographic data. Unlike many silica rich effusive eruptions, 

there was no evidence of a solid plug on top of the conduit that moved upwards with a stick-

slip behavior that could reduce the pressure gradient, and then decreasing the magma flux 

(e.g., Albino et al. (2011), Anderson and Segall (2011)). Neglecting temporal variations in 

the magma properties in the conduit leads to a significant simplification in the model as the 

set of time dependent differential equations described next is solved only for the shallow 

reservoir and the conduit inlet.  

 

The physicochemical eruptive model is defined by the following set of equations (Anderson 

and Segall, 2011; Anderson and Segall, 2013) (variables are defined in Table 6.2): 

 

Equation Definition 

0 =
z{
zI
+ |O} sin H +

8lÅ
7*

(1) 

 

Momentum balance in a dipping conduit 

for laminar flow (Jaupart and Tait, 1990) 

9{
9L

= 	
Ω ÉÑ − { − =7*Ö
Üá àO + àâä

(2)	 

 

Pressure variation in the reservoir 

(Anderson and Segall, 2011) 

{á = |ã} Iå − ç + Éâä
á  (3) 

 

Overpressure at the top of the source at the 

eruption onset 
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Magma and reservoir compressibilities 

respectively (Segall, 2010) 
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Magma density (Anderson and Segall, 

2011) 

|ê =
Ah

ísh
+ Aj

ísj
	(6) Exsolved gas phase density (Anderson and 

Segall, 2011) 

|# = |#
á 1 + à#Δp 		F = %, Z, ? (7) 

 

Phenocrysts (%), melt (?) and disolved gas 

phase (c) densities (Anderson and Segall, 

2011) 

l = lï èÑ
ñ, ó l$ %ò  (8) 

 

Viscosity of a rhyolitic melt as a function 

of dissolved volatiles (Hess and Dingwell, 

1996) and with the Einstein Roscoe 

equation to account for the crystal cargo 

(Farquharson et al., 2015) 

èÑ
ñ = èí

ñ − èBñ = !ñ 6ñ,6â, {, ó  (9) 

èÑ
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Total (T), dissolved (d) and exsolved (e) 

water vapor (w) and carbon dioxide (c) 

(Liu et al., 2005) 

ÜB[_ösõ L = (1 − úò(L′))û(L′)
N
á 9L′ (11) 

 

DRE extruded volume 

 

Under some simplifications, the system of equations can be solved analytically and we use 

these solutions as the starting point for our simulations. However, a realistic model with time 

dependent magma compressibility as expected in a large silicic eruption must be calculated 

numerically. Thus, the highly non-linear complete set of differential equations is solved with 

the MATLAB ode23s solver for stiff systems for a prescribed initial source overpressure. 
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We model the time series of extruded volume (Figure 6.5) and pressure change inverted from 

the complete set of interferograms (Figure 6.8). We only model the reconstructed time series 

using the M1 spheroid model with semi-minor axes of 2.5 and 3 km because it is the source 

that had the largest pressure drop, and extruded lava during most of the eruption. It is possible 

to calculate a two-pulse magma discharge analytic model (Supplementary material), but we 

do not use it due to the poor temporal sampling of both the ground deformation and the 

extruded volume time series.  

 

The inversions are carried out with the data sets weighted for their uncertainties with a 

diagonal covariance matrix, with the Levenberg-Marquardt and the neighborhood algorithms 

(Sambridge, 1999) for the exponential and physicochemical eruptive models (next section), 

respectively. The inversions solve for the pressure drop, magma compressibility and conduit 

conductivity in the exponential model and for the total H2O and CO2 contents, initial source 

overpressure and conduit radius in the physicochemical model. The most relevant parameters 

of volcanological interest are the magma compressibility and the total volatile content. The 

conduit radius and conduit conductivity directly control the magma flow rate in the conduit, 

but are of secondary interest for this study compared with the magma volatile phases. Model 

uncertainties are calculated with the Monte Carlo method, where noise generated from the 

data covariance matrix is added to the synthetic signals predicted by the best fit model 

parameters and reinverted 100 times. The final model parameter uncertainties are calculated 

from the standard deviation of these resulting models (Lohman and Simons, 2005).  

 

One of the largest ambiguities in the model of the effusive phase is the separation of the 

ground deformation and the extruded volume produced by the purely explosive phase, the 

shallow laccolith intrusion, and the lava flow. This problem arises because of the poor 

temporal sampling of the observations -- ~2-3 months for TDX and ~1 month for ENVISAT. 

The volume and pressure drop produced by the intrusion of the shallow laccolith in the 

explosive stage are addressed differently for each data set. The pressure drop time series 

shows a linear decrease during the first month of the spheroid deflation, hence we remove a 

linear trend to the data during the 11 days that record the explosive phase but not the lava 

effusion (Figure 6.8). The issue is more problematic for the TDM data because the first data 
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point was acquired 2.5 months after the eruption onset, so it is not possible to unambiguously 

separate the volume change produced by the laccolith intrusion and lava flow. This problem 

could be alleviated with the extruded volume time series of Coppola et al. (2017b) which has 

an almost daily temporal sampling, but it is not used because it does not include the volume 

of the laccolith. SAR amplitude image analysis described in detail later in the paper (Figure 

6.3) and Castro et al. (2016) show that the laccolith intrusion started during the explosive 

phase. In the absence of external constrains, we consider that both the extruded volume 

change of the lava and the laccolith follow a single exponential trend and then remove the 

model prediction during the explosive phase (Figure 6.5). Although this could clearly remove 

some of the lava flow volume, it is the most acceptable numerical criteria to separate both 

signals in the absence of other observations.  

 

Exponential model 
Equations (1-3) can be solved analytically for constant magma properties with no recharge 

(Anderson and Segall, 2011), and we hereafter call this the exponential model: 

 

Equation Definition 

ΔÉ L = 	−{âä 1 − "-
N m 12  Pressure drop in the shallow reservoir 

ΔÜ L = Üá àO + àâ {âä 1 − "-
N m (13) Extruded volume 

{âä = {âäá − |O}üâä 14  Final pressure drop 

` = Üá àO + àâ Z 	 15  Exponential time constant  

Z = Z† üâä 16  

Z† = =7¢ 8l 17  

 

Conduit conductivity cb 

	

Despite its simplicity, we use this exponential model in our first set of inversions because it 

has been shown that it can fit data well in many eruptions (e.g., Coppola et al. (2017c); 

Nakada et al. (2017); Hotta et al. (2017)).  
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The exponential model predicts the overall shape of both the reservoir depressurization and 

the extruded volume, with β• =1.06*10-10 Pa-1 (Figure 6.9, Table 6.3), but it cannot model 

well the pressure drop during the first two months of the lava effusion. The 2.5 half month 

temporal sampling of the first TDM since the onset of lava effusion likely misses key 

extrusion details, so the time series is likely biased due to the poor temporal sampling of the 

TDM data. An alternative is that both the deformation and extrusion trends record two 

distinct pulses of deflation (Coppola et al., 2017b) and hence a deflation model made up of a 

single pulse does not record such complexities, although the poor sampling of the TDM data 

precludes such assessment. Because this simple model can fit the data well, we do not 

consider co-eruptive magma injection in the reservoir (Arnold et al., 2017) in the subsequent 

simulations. 

 

Lava load model 
The pressure drop pch (t) and extruded volume Vex (t) in a reservoir under the effect of an 

increasing surface load produced by the extrusion of the lava flow of thickness h(t) are given 

by Mastin et al. (2008). This model is hereafter defined as the lava load model, and is 

composed of the following equations:  

 

Equation Definition 
ÑA

ÑN
= 	 isk

abcd efgej¶ Ugä(N)
EFGH(|O}ℎ(L) + |}ü) − p (18) Momentum balance in a 

dipping conduit 

ℎ L = äd
ß®©	(™)

1 − "-
´
¨ (19) Vent surface height 

change in the conduit 

direction 

ÜB[ L = û(L)
N
á 9L (20) Extruded volume 

 

Equation (18) can be analytically solved to recover Equation 12 if the vent final elevation h0 

is set to 0 and θ = 90. The sine of the dipping conduit angle must be included in the 

calculations because the effect of the gravity is decreased in a dipping conduit but the conduit 

length is increased with respect to the case of a vertical conduit (θ = 90). We solve equations 

18-20 numerically using the conduit conductivity cb defined in equations (21-22):  
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ÑA

ÑN
= 	 âÆ

cd efgej¶ Ugä(N)
EFGH(|O}ℎ(L) + |}ü) − p (21) 

Z† =
isk

ab
(22) 

The load produced by the extruded lava and laccolith can have a significant effect on the 

eruption evolution (Stasiuk et al., 1993) so we account for it with a lithostatic load with an 

exponential function (Anderson and Segall, 2013) calculated in a 20 by 20 box centered in 

the eruptive vent (Supplementary material). The inverted magma compressibility and conduit 

conductivity change very little compared with the model with no surface load (Figure 6.9, 

Table 6.3). The major difference between the exponential and the lava load models is on the 

initial reservoir overpressure. In order to compensate for the increasing surface load, the 

initial overpressure is smaller than in the case with no surface load. Nevertheless, the magma 

compressibility, which is the key parameter, is very similar between both models (Table 6.3). 

Since the magma compressibilities calculated for semi-minor axes of 2.5 and 3 km are very 

similar, the magma compressibility model parameter is not very sensitive to the source semi-

minor axis. In the following calculation we only use a semi-minor axes of 2.5 km.  

 

Physicochemical model 
In this model, we allow for gas to exsolve in the reservoir due to magma decompression. 

Then, the gas exsolution changes both the magma compressibility and the viscosity, the latter 

controlling the conduit flow rate. Unlike the previous inversions, we weight the TDM data 

to match the uncertainties of the pressure drop time series, otherwise the inversion 

underestimates the pressure drop despite its much better temporal sampling. We find that the 

only well constrained parameter in this model is the pressure drop with respect to the 

lithostatic load because inversions with the total CO2 as a free model parameter show 

multiple local minima. This model parameter strongly trades-off with the conduit radius and 

total H2O, and is dependent on the search scheme in the inversion algorithm. This problem 

can be partially alleviated by setting the total CO2 content to a small value of 50 ppm, which 

avoids an unphysical discontinuity in the H2O exsolution curve during decompression 

(Anderson and Segall, 2011). This is justified since the CO2 is low enough that the rhyolitic 

magma can be considered as devoid of this gas (see Discussion section). The model predicts 

a source overpressure of ~17.5-18.5 MPa, a conduit radius of 30-70 m, and H2O of 1-2.7 

wt%, with no exsolved gas phase in the reservoir. However, the physicochemical model does 
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not provide a significantly better fit to the data than the exponential and the lava load models 

(Figure 6.9, Table 6.3). 

 

 

Figure 6.9. Joint reservoir pressure and extruded volume models. The red and blue dots are the M1 

pressure drop for a spheroid with a semi-minor axis of 2.5 km (ΔP) and DRE extruded volume time 

(VDRE) series. The thick lines, dashed lines and points are the synthetic signals predicted by the best 

fit model parameters from the exponential, lava load and physicochemical eruption models. 

6.6  Discussion 
 

6.6.1  Volcano plumbing system source models: evidence for two co-eruptive lava 
discharge pulses  
 
The spheroid source M1 located beneath Cordon Caulle that fits the data during the effusive 

phase is elongated along the NW-SE direction from CNc to Pv, and implies a large 

hydraulically connected system located beneath these three edifices at shallow depths (z ~4-
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6 km). This likely implies lateral magma transfer during the whole eruption and not only 

during the first three eruption days (Jay et al., 2014). Nevertheless, this interpretation could 

be biased by the lack of ground deformation on top of the volcano during most of the eruption. 

It also implies that the eruption was likely tectonically controlled (Wendt et al., 2017), 

although unraveling the exact mechanism is beyond the scope of this study. The source 

elongation suggests a structural control during the complete eruption, as for the long term 

volcano evolution (Lara et al., 2006) and for the post-eruptive inflation (Delgado et al., 2016) 

(Table 6.1). 

 

There is clear evidence during the effusive phase for a slight change in the deformation source 

in October – December 2011 (Figure 6.2, Figure 6.7), an increase in the TADR when it 

reached ~15 m3/s in October 2011 (Coppola et al., 2017b), and an increase in the quasi-

harmonic tremor during October – November 2011 (Bertin et al., 2015). These changes are 

interpreted to be produced by a second pulse of lava extrusion during the effusive eruption 

waning (Figure 6.5). The second extrusion pulse is not observed in the TDM nor in the GPS 

data of Wendt et al. (2017) because of the poor temporal sampling of the former and because 

the GPS stations were located far from the volcano. The spheroid that can explain the 

deformation data during this second pulse between October 2011 and March 2012 (M2) is 

slightly deeper than M1 but it is also located within the large hydraulically connected 

plumbing system. Renewed lava effusion pulses during the eruption waning have also been 

observed during the 2008-2009 Chaiten rhyolitic eruption (Pallister et al., 2013) as well at 

several basaltic systems (Bonny and Wright, 2017; Harris et al., 2011). Maybe the pressure 

drop between June and October 2011 was large enough to remobilize magma from 

interconnected reservoirs at similar depths, but not to trigger additional intrusions from a 

deeper source as it happened right after the end of the eruption (Delgado et al., 2016). The 

latter might require a much larger pressure gradient achievable only when the TADR reached 

its minimum at the end of the eruption. We speculate that magma from a different part of the 

large crystal mush that likely underlies the volcano was remobilized during the second 

effusive pulse, although alternative explanations that involve non-linear processes such as 

crystallization and degassing are also plausible (Melnik and Sparks, 2005). Further 
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petrological studies should consider this hypothesis in geochemical and field samples textural 

interpretations. 

6.6.2  Lava flow extrusion and shallow laccolith intrusion  
 
We compare TDM observations of the thicknesses and volume of CC lava to other 

independent estimates (Figure 6.5). The lava flow laccolith and volumes are 1.21 km3 DRE, 

1.3 km3 bulk (Castro et al., 2016), and 0.6 km3 bulk for the lava flow (Coppola et al., 2017b). 

Our lava flow thicknesses are similar to those calculated by Castro et al. (2016) with a 

Pleiades tri-stereo DEM acquired in March 2014 and the pre-eruptive ASTER GDEMv2 and 

by Girod et al. (2017) with ASTER DEMs from February 2003 and January 2013. This is in 

agreement with our own visual observations in January 2017 in the N side of the flow, with 

a thickness of ~30 m (Figure 6.1). However, the TDM lava flow thickness is 4 times larger 

than the 35 m assumed by Bertin et al. (2015) and Tuffen et al. (2013). Because the flow was 

emplaced in a topographic depression (Bertin et al., 2015), field measurements from its edges 

are not representative of its actual thickness (e.g., Lu et al. (2003), Albino et al. (2015)), as 

the topographic depression hides the flow extreme thickness. This is only measurable 

subtracting post and pre-eruptive DEMs. The volume changes are twice as large than those 

calculated from MODIS (Coppola et al., 2017b) (Figure 6.5) because the latter does not 

consider the intrusion of the shallow laccolith. The volume difference between the GDEM – 

Pleiades and the TDM (Figure 6.5) might be due to the higher uncertainties of the GDEM 

with respect to TDM. The extruded volumes from either DEMs or MODIS thermal imagery 

consider neither outgassing nor tephra deposition during the hybrid lava effusion – explosive 

fragmentation (Schipper et al., 2013). These extruded volumes (Figure 6.5) must be then 

regarded as the minimum for the total erupted volume during the effusive phase because there 

are no measurements to constrain the volume of this fragmented material between July 2011 

and March 2012 (Bonadonna et al., 2015). Castro et al. (2016) proposed that the flow 

thickness is ~50 m and most of the ~150 m of topographic change in the flow itself was 

produced by the shallow laccolith intrusion. If this would be true, there should be a higher 

topographic change closer to the eruptive vent and in the middle of the lava flow, but this is 

not the case because the flow thicknesses are similar W, S and N of the eruptive vent and 

only abruptly decrease in its edges (Figure 6.4).  
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Significant topographic changes with amplitudes of ~250 m are observed E of the eruptive 

vent area in the January - August 2011 TDM (Figure 6.4) and interpreted by Castro et al. 

(2016) as being produced by the emplacement of a shallow laccolith at depths between 220 

and 400 m during the first eruption month. The DRE volume of the laccolith and the lava 

flow is ~1.45 km3, while the bulk volume of the lava flow from MODIS imagery is ~0.6 km3, 

equivalent to ~0.54 km3 DRE. The difference of these two figures is ~0.91 km3 DRE for the 

shallow laccolith, higher than the bulk ~0.8 km3 reported by Castro et al. (2016). The shallow 

laccolith emplacement also produced a distributed uplift signal to the SE of the eruptive vent 

(supplementary material) as well as a clear topographic decrease of ~40 m in the area of the 

laccolith itself (Figure 6.4). There are also topographic changes with magnitudes up to 50 m 

also observed SE of the eruptive vent between August and December 2011 (Figure 6.4). A 

thorough analysis of these signals related to the laccolith intrusion is beyond the scope of this 

study.  

 
Castro et al. (2016) argued that the shallow laccolith was emplaced during the first month of 

the eruption, during both the explosive and effusive stages based on geomorphic analysis of 

TSX amplitude images around the eruptive vent. The most unambiguous time constraint for 

the onset of intrusion is before the first TDM of August 23 2011, although the exact timing 

cannot be determined with this data set. ALOS-1, ENVISAT, TSX radar amplitude images 

that complement the Castro et al. (2016) analysis shows that significant geomorphologic 

changes occurred during the explosive stage. There was clear uplift in the area of the eruptive 

vent on June 6 (Figure 6.3, supplementary material), implying that a significant part of the 

laccolith was emplaced before the onset of lava extrusion and coeval with magma 

fragmentation. The laccolith was emplaced at depths similar to those predicted by magma 

fragmentation models (Mastin, 2002), although for the physicochemical eruption model we 

assume it is made up of non-fragmented magma. The analysis of the mechanism that could 

lead to its emplacement at the same level of magma fragmentation is also beyond the scope 

of this study. 

 

6.6.3  Comparison between exponential and physicochemical eruption models 
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Although both the exponential and physicochemical models can fit the data reasonably well, 

there are some differences in the model predictions (Figure 6.9). The main difference arises 

in the extruded volume time series fit as the physicochemical model predicts a slightly higher 

magma volume for a compressibility of ~1.17*10-10 Pa-1 with 1.1-2.7 wt% of H2O in the 

reservoir, whereas the exponential model predicts a magma compressibility of ~1.06*10-10 

Pa s. Regardless of the type of model, these compressibilities are half of those calculated by 

Jay et al. (2014) from field samples for the explosive phase and are only attainable if the 

magma in the reservoir had little or no exsolved gas. Hence, magma compressibility 

variations are only produced by pressure changes in the melt and crystal fractions. It is 

possible to improve the fit of the extruded volume data if the melt and crystal 

compressibilities are reduced, although thermodynamical modeling preclude smaller figures 

(Mastin et al., 2008). We speculate that the slightly poorer data fit of the physicochemical 

model to the extrusion volume time series is due to the removal of some of the lava flow 

volume when accounting for the volume of the laccolith intruded during the explosive phase. 

This results in a slightly lower compressibility in the exponential model inversion that is not 

possible to reach in the physicochemical model. On the other hand, differences between the 

models and the data can be explained by the eruption being made of two pulses of lava 

extrusion rather than one (Coppola et al., 2017b), although this is difficult to constrain with 

the poor temporal sampling of both the ground deformation and DEM data. The slight 

differences in the temporal evolution predicted by the exponential and physicochemical 

models can also be explained by the time constant. In the exponential model the flow rate is 

controlled by the conduit conductivity, a function of the conduit radius, length and magma 

viscosity, whereas in the physicochemical model these figures are decoupled, as the viscosity 

is a function of the dissolved H2O content.  

 

There are few estimates in the scientific literature of the volatile phase of the CC lava flow. 

Jay et al. (2014) showed that pumice erupted in the explosive phase was stored in a reservoir 

with ~4 wt% H2O and 220 ppm CO2, Castro et al. (2013) measured 0.44-1.23 wt% H2O  and 

38-71 ppm CO2 in the Plinian fall deposit and Tuffen et al. (2013) reported glass H2O 

contents < 0.2 wt% but no CO2 measurements. The dissolved water content of a rhyolitic 

magma in the upper crust can be approximated by Henry’s law for a CO2 free magma, which 
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is 4.1*10-6*P-1/2, with P the pressure in Pa (Jaupart, 2000; Jaupart and Tait, 1990). Magma 

stored at a depth of 5.2 km in a crust with a density of 2700 kg/m3 has 4.8 wt% of H2O, which 

is much lower than the ranges of 1.1-2.7 wt% predicted by the physicochemical model. These 

calculations imply that the magma in the reservoir at the onset of the lava effusion was 

already degassed with respect to its equilibrium condition, due to the violent decompression 

during the explosive phase. However, the measured dissolved water in the lava flow is much 

lower, < 0.2 wt% (Tuffen et al., 2013), which implies a variety of gas loss mechanisms. Some 

of these mechanisms include a) most of the volatiles were degassed as magma ascended in 

the conduit resulting in an almost gas free flow (Eichelberger, 1995), b) the volatiles 

remained in the magma leading to magma fragmentation in the upper conduit resulting in 

hybrid lava extrusion coeval to explosive Vulcanian blasts (Schipper et al., 2013), and c) 

some volatiles were lost through flow in the permeable conduit (Jaupart and Allegre, 1991). 

The actual syn-eruptive vesiculation and degassing mechanisms in the conduit and when the 

magma loses its volatiles to yield the Vulcanian blasts are beyond the scope of this study and 

are discussed elsewhere (Schipper et al. (2013); Castro et al. (2014)).  

 

Observations of the conduit geometry are also scarce. A visual overflight on June 20 2011 

reported an elliptic conduit of 50 x 100 m (Castro et al., 2013). These dimensions are within 

the range of model predictions of ~30-70 m for the conduit radius (Table 6.3). It is likely that 

the conduit geometry and dimensions changed during the 8.5 months of lava effusion as it 

happened during the 1988-1990 Lonquimay eruption (Stasiuk et al., 1993), which can explain 

deviations from a quasi-exponential trend in the extruded volume time series (Castruccio et 

al., 2017). However, there are no further observations to constrain co-eruptive conduit 

changes. Hence, the conduit radius predicted by the model must be regarded as an average 

during the eruption. 

 

In summary, both models predict well the evolution of the eruption with magma 

compressibilities of ~1.1*10-10 Pa-1 in a partially degassed rhyolitic reservoir with a wide 

conduit. The compressibility variations are due to changes in the crystal and liquid phases, 

not in the gas phase. However, the poor temporal sampling of the data precludes the use of 

more complex magma compressibility and degassing models to better constrain the model 
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parameters. If the goal is to forecast the eruption and the magma compressibility in volcanoes 

with poor temporal sampling data, there is no real gain using a fully numerical model because 

the inverted magma compressibilities are very similar for both the physicochemical and 

exponential models (Figure 6.9). Clearly the pressure drop inverted from the exponential 

model is biased because it does not consider the effect of the surface load that 

counterbalances the pressure gradient that drives the conduit flow. However, this effect can 

be neglected for most eruptions with lava flow thicknesses lower than ~50 m. Finally, these 

models do not consider inelastic effects such as conduit clogging that might end the eruptions 

earlier than the quasi-exponential predictions, as observed during the Bardarbunga eruption 

(Gudmundsson et al. (2016); Coppola et al. (2017c)). 

 

6.6.4  Explosive - effusive transitions 
 
The main mechanism thought to control transitions between explosive fragmentation and 

passive lava effusion is the magma ascent rate. If the magma ascends fast, it retains its volatile 

budget allowing for explosive fragmentation, whereas if it ascends slowly, there is enough 

time for the magma to passively degas, increasing its viscosity and leading to the extrusion 

of either a lava flow or dome (e.g., Woods and Koyaguchi (1994); Degruyter et al. (2012); 

Nguyen et al. (2014); Gonnermann (2015)). Such a mechanism has been proposed to explain 

the effusive – explosive transition in June 15 2011 at CC. In this model, magma transported 

by a hypothetical dipping dike experiences longer ascent times compared with transport in a 

vertical conduit, allowing more time for the magma to efficiently degas its volatile phase, 

and hampering explosive fragmentation (Castro et al., 2013). The reservoir pressure time 

series suggest a complementary mechanism. Although this time series has poor temporal 

sampling, it shows a linear pressure drop (Figure 6.8) during the onset of lava effusion. For 

this analysis, we do not consider the deflation produced during the first three eruption days 

because magma flowed from two other sources, and the source overpressure of these is 

difficult to calculate given the insensitivity of the small spherical source model (Jay et al., 

2014). The explosive – effusive transition occurs when the spheroidal reservoir pressure had 

dropped ~5 MPa, so it is inferred that a lava flow is extruded when the reservoir pressure 

drop reaches this value, although data in other eruptions is required to thoroughly test this 

hypothesis.  
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6.6.5  Limitations of physicochemical eruptive models constrained with satellite data 
 

Despite the key results obtained by the combination of InSAR and physicochemical eruption 

models, there are several limitations that preclude the systematic use of this type of model. 

A geometry-independent inversion for a shallow and finite sized oblate spheroid with 

overpressures within the tensile strength of the rock and coupled with magma physics and 

conduit flow is currently not possible. Such an inversion requires coupling a finite / boundary 

element software with a non-linear inversion algorithm, which significantly increases the 

computational load of the numerical simulations. Further, due to the poor temporal sampling 

of the TDM data, it is not possible to separate the volume of the shallow laccolith from the 

lava flow. As shown earlier, an inaccurate separation of these two signals can bias the 

extruded volume time series and the inverted model parameters.  

  

Aside from this study, only Anderson and Poland (2016) have used InSAR and TDM data in 

physicochemical models of magma supply, storage and eruptions rates. In contrast, their 

study at Kilauea volcano used time averaged data sets rather than time-lapse observations. 

Advances in these eruption models applied to effusive eruptions lasting several months, and 

that display pulses of renewed extrusion, require extruded volume time series with a much 

better temporal resolution than those currently achievable from either airborne LIDAR or 

airborne photogrammetry (~1 week to ~1 month) (e.g., Diefenbach et al. (2013), Dzurisin et 

al. (2015)) and from the TanDEM-X mission (11 days). To our knowledge, the only 

exception is the airborne NASA GLISTIN Ka-band interferometer that recorded five DEMs 

during the first month of the 2018 Kilauea eruption (https://asdc-

arcgis.larc.nasa.gov/portal/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=011c85cebbd4487baf261d4d52

78425b). As the TanDEM-X mission was designed to create a global DEM rather than 

tracking time-lapse topographic changes on the Earth’s surface (Krieger et al., 2007; Rizzoli 

et al., 2017), its repeat period is not optimal for studying lava flow extrusion. Furthermore, 

CoSSC acquisition was stopped in several volcanoes of the Southern Andes between January 

2015 and January 2016. To our knowledge only Cordon Caulle, Tolbachik (Kubanek et al., 

2017), Reventador (Arnold et al., 2017), Kilauea (Poland, 2014), and Shiveluch (Heck et al., 

2017) volcanoes have TDM time series of lava extrusion. Only the first three show typical 

exponential time series of lava discharge, and these have variations on time scales of a few 
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weeks that are biased by the TDX poor temporal sampling (Poland, 2014). Of these, the 2012-

2013 Tolbachik eruption is the best imaged by TanDEM-X with ~1 CoSSC per month over 

the 9 months of the eruption (Kubanek et al., 2017). However, development of a 

physicochemical model is limited by the poor temporal sampling of InSAR deformation data 

(Lundgren et al., 2015).  

 

The DEM temporal sampling is even more problematic for optical stereo systems such as 

SPOT (Nakada et al., 2017), Pléiades (Bagnardi et al., 2016) and World View (Dai and 

Howat, 2017) because these images are also limited by the cloud coverage, which is a 

systematic problem at many volcanoes. For example, the first high resolution DEM from 

optical imagery of the 2013-2016 Sinabung effusive eruption was acquired more than one 

year after the beginning of the eruption (Nakada et al., 2017). On the other hand, there are 

many more stereo optical satellites and if their observations could be coordinated over 

erupting volcanoes, better time series could be possible.  Currently high temporal resolution 

TADR can only be achieved from high temporal, but low spatial resolution (~1 km/pixel) 

systems such as MODIS or AVHRR thermal imagery by means of an energy balance (Harris 

et al., 2011). However, the reliability of this approach over a broad range of lava bodies is 

still a matter of debate (Dragoni and Tallarico, 2009). Further, these models should be 

complemented by geodetic observations recorded near the eruptive vents to track changes in 

the conduits. Given the low frequency of these long-lasting effusive eruptions months, future 

improvements in this type of models will likely rely on photogrammetric DEMs acquired by 

drones, more frequent CoSSCs, and a better use of the constellation of high resolution optical 

satellites. 

 
6.7  Conclusions 
 
A unique data set of SAR observations including radar amplitude, TanDEM-X DEMs, and 

ground deformation interferometry provide an unprecedented view of the effusive phase of 

the 2011-2012 Cordon Caulle eruption. Further, a physicochemical eruption model 

constrained with these data sets provides insights into the temporal evolution of the eruption 

and the volatile budget of the extruded rhyolitic flow. This is the first time that these sets 
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have been available during a rhyolitic eruption and that these models have been constrained 

using satellite data only. 

 

InSAR data records ~2.2 – 2.5 m of co-eruptive deflation throughout the eruption effusive 

phase, produced by deflation of a shallow and finite sized spheroid at a depth of ~5 km. The 

spheroid location and geometry slightly changed in October 2011, interpreted to be related 

to a second pulse of lava extrusion. The large deformation source that spans the complete CC 

volcanic chain implies a hydraulically connected reservoir active throughout the effusive 

phase. DEMs and radar amplitude images constrain both the extrusion of the lava flow and 

the intrusion of a very shallow laccolith, the latter inferred to be during the first month of the 

eruption. The lava flow and laccolith maximum topographic change are ~150 and 250 m 

respectively, with a combined joint volume of ~1.2 km3 DRE. A physicochemical eruption 

model simulation predicts both the quasi-exponential reservoir deflation trend and total 

extruded volume, and that the reservoir total H2O was halfway between a degassed rhyolite 

and a gas rich reservoir, with no exsolved gas phase in the reservoir. Additional gas loss 

occurs in the conduit, in agreement with observations of hybrid lava effusion and explosive 

activity.  

 

Despite the good spatial coverage of InSAR data, the low number of SAR acquisitions and 

systematic decorrelation produced by tephra deposition precludes a more detailed assessment 

of the reservoir geometry, potential changes and temporal evolution. Complex eruptive 

sequences require a very high temporal sampling rate to discriminate between multiple 

sources of deformation and their temporal evolution. Future advances in physicochemical 

models constrained with InSAR data require TanDEM-X or other DEMs acquired at a much 

higher temporal sampling rate than the currently available, at best ~1 CoSSC every 11 days, 

but in practice they are more infrequent. 

 

Tables 
 
Table 6.1. Yang spheroid best fit source models. See text for details on the rationale behind M1 and  

M2 models. The spheroid plunge and semi-minor axis are fixed to 0º and 1 km. The horizontal 

spheroid simplifies coupling this source with the physicochemical model. The fixed semi-minor axis 
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must be enforced, otherwise the inversion predicts a model that is not accurate because the source 

radius of curvature is close to the source depth (Yang et al., 1988). Xs centroid EW coordinate, Ys 

centroid NS coordinate, Zs centroid depth, a major semi axis, b semi-minor axis. Centroid coordinates 

are in WGS84 UTM 18S datum.  

 

Table 6.2. Model parameters used in the eruption models. Magma temperature from (Jay et al., 2014). 

Mass fraction of phenocrysts from Farquharson et al. (2015). * and ** indicate a fixed and 

numerically  calculated parameter The rest of the variables from (Anderson and Segall, 2011) and 

(Mastin et al., 2008). Compressibilities have been calculated for water saturated rhyolite at a pressure 

of 220 MPa with the thermodynamic software MELTS (Mastin et al., 2008). 

Parameter Description Value 
P Reservoir pressure Inverted 
PL Lithostatic stress produced by the lava 

load  
** 

|O Magma density ** 
g Gravitational acceleration 9.81 m/s2 
H Conduit dip * 
l Magma viscosity ** 
Å Magma velocity ** 
R Conduit radius ** 
Pd Deep source overpressure ** 
V0 Spheroid volume ** 
àO Magma compressibility ** 
àâä Reservoir compressibility 2*3/4G 
{á Reservoir overpressure  ** 
|ã Wall rock density 2700 kg/m3 
zs Depth to the spheroid top  ** 
b Spheroid semi-minor axis 2.5 – 3 km 
Éâä
á  Initial magma overpressure Initial condition 
% Mass fraction of chamber phenocrysts  50% 
|ê Density of exsolved gas ** 
|â Density of dissolved volatiles ** 
|ë Density of melt ** 
|$ Crystal density ** 

{ñ, {â H2O and CO2 partial pressure ** 
Rw, Rc Ideal gas constant for H2O and CO2 461.5, 188.9 kg-1 K-1 

Model Xs (km) Ys (km) Zs 
(km) 

a (km) b (km) Plunge (º) Trend 
(º) 

Spheroid M1 738.3 5512.0 5.2 10.4 1 (fixed) 0 (fixed) 50 
Spheroid M2 737.6 5511.1 5.8 8.6 1 (fixed) 0 (fixed) 46 
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T Magma temperature 1175 K 
ρ∞á Host rock density 2700 kg/m3 
ρ±
á Nominal melt density 2200 kg/m3 

ρ≤á Nominal dissolved gas density 741 kg/m3 

ρ≥á  Nominal crystal density 2600 kg/m3 

β± Melt compressibility 2.00 · 10-10 Pa-1 
β¥ Phenocrysts compressibility 2.00 · 10-11 Pa-1 
β≤ Dissolved volatiles compressibility 1.38 · 10-10 Pa-1 
β• Magma compressibility Inverted 
c Conduit conductivity Inverted 

lï, l$ Magma viscosity as a function of 
dissolved H2O and crystal cargo 

** 

èí
ñ, èÑ

ñ, èBñ, !ñ	 H2O total, dissolved, exsolved and 
solubility function 

Numerically calculated 
and inverted  

èí
â , èÑ

â , èBâ, !â CO2 total, dissolved, exsolved and 
solubility function 

Numerically calculated 
and inverted 

6ñ,6â Mole fractions of H2O and CO2 ** 
ÜB[_ösõ DRE extruded volume ** 
û Magma flow ** 
úò Gas volume fraction ---- 
G Shear modulus 20 GPa 

 
Table 6.3. Eruption models best fit source parameters. See  Table 6.1and Table 6.2 for definitions of 

parameters. * indicates a fixed parameter. As the data uncertainties are unrealistically small (see main 

text), the model parameters uncertainties predicted from Monte Carlo error propagation are at most 

2% of the inverted values, hence we do not report them.  

Model b (km) P (MPa) c (m4 Pa-1 s-1) βm (10-

10 Pa-1) 
èí
ñ 

(% 
wt) 

èí
â  

(ppm) 
R 
(m) 

φ 
(%) 

Exponential 2.5 24.5 0.043 1.06 --- --- --- --- 
Exponential 3 17.1 0.058 1.05 --- --- --- --- 
Lava load 2.5 15.0 0.036 1.06 --- --- --- --- 
Lava load 3 9.7 0.049 1.05 --- --- --- --- 
Physicochemical 2.5 17.5 – 18.5 --- --- 1.1-

2.7 
50* 30-

70 
50* 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS 

 
Magma storage and plumbing systems geometry 
 

The plumbing systems detected by InSAR geodesy during episodes of unrest on the SVZ 

vary significantly between the different volcanoes. Magma is stored in several sub-horizontal 

sills and elongated spheroids at Cordon Caulle, in a sub-horizontal sill at Llaima, in a near 

vertical spheroid at Calbuco, and in spherical reservoirs at Villarrica and Hudson. However, 

the poor data quality in the last two volcanoes precludes estimation of a more realistic 

plumbing system geometry. These deformation sources are offset from the eruptive vents at 

Cordon Caulle, Llaima and Villarrica, but not at Calbuco and Hudson. The deformation 

sources at Llaima, Cordon Caulle and Villarrica are shallow, with depths between 4 and 6 

km, while those at Calbuco and Hudson are deeper, with depths between 8 and 10 km. There 

is no geodetic evidence for plumbing systems deeper than 11 km in the SVZ, differentiating 

them from the Central Andes volcanoes (Pritchard and Simons (2004a); Henderson and 

Pritchard (2013); Chaussard and Amelung (2014)). Similar sill structures to those at Llaima 

and Cordon Caulle have been observed in the SVZ at Chaiten (Wicks et al., 2011), Laguna 

del Maule (Feigl et al., 2014) and Copahue (Lundgren et al., 2017) volcanoes. 

 

Hudson and Cordon Caulle are the only volcanoes studied in this thesis in the SVZ where 

InSAR detected pulses of magma intrusion lasting more than two months. Pulses of similar 

length are also recorded at Laguna del Maule (Feigl et al., 2014) and Copahue (Lundgren et 

al., 2017) volcanoes. These transient pulses of uplift have inferred magma injection rates of 

~1-3 *10-2 km3/yr, much higher than the geological time averaged rates of 10-4 – 10-3 km3/yr 

(Menand et al. (2015); Bachmann and Huber (2016)). This implies that these pulses are 

episodic and that they may provide the heat and magma to remobilize and extract fluids from 

the crystal mushes that likely underlie these edifices. The temporal evolution of the 

deformation pulses is also highly variable. The deformation data at Hudson shows a constant 

source pressurization while at Cordon Caulle shows a complex function with both 

exponential and linear pressurization, but at the same time interleaved with repose periods 
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with no deformation. The end of the deformation and the time lag between the magma 

injection pulses cannot be predicted by existing models of magma injection.  

 

Magma transport and triggering of eruptions 
 

There is very little geodetic evidence that magma was transported by dikes from shallow 

reservoirs to their eruptive vents for the SVZ volcanoes, a significant difference with other 

restless stratovolcanoes like Etna (Bonforte et al., 2013; Lundgren and Rosen, 2003). At 

Llaima, despite the strong geological evidence for fissural eruptions during 2008-2009 

(Naranjo et al., 2009), there are no unambiguous geodetic records of such structures. At 

Villarrica, magma was transported by a conduit in the 2015 eruption with no evidence for a 

dike intrusion. For the 2011 Hudson eruption, the lack of co-eruptive data precludes any 

assessment of the structure responsible for magma transport. On the other hand, magma was 

also transported in conduits during the much larger VEI 4-5 2015 Calbuco and 2011-2012 

Cordon Caulle eruptions, but here the large size of these events imply that potential dike 

intrusions are unlikely to have been unnoticed. Whether the lack of geodetic signals of dike 

intrusions is real or a bias due to the short temporal sampling of InSAR geodesy is not known. 

Hence, the poor spatio-temporal sampling of InSAR data and the lack of clear ground 

deformation signals precludes an assessment of the eruption mechanism in several of these 

smaller eruptions (VEI 1-2). 

 

In general, eruptions on the SVZ volcanoes are likely to be triggered by transient pulses of 

magma injection of varying magnitudes. The VEI 1-2 2009 Llaima and 2011 Hudson 

eruptions were most likely triggered by magma injection. The lack of clear pre-eruptive 

ground deformation signals in the VEI 1-2 Strombolian eruptions of both Llaima in 2008 and 

Villarrica in 2015 precludes estimation of the triggering mechanism from geodesy. However, 

mineral zoning in the erupted basaltic andesite at Llaima (Bouvet de Maisonneuve et al., 

2013) and an increase in the CO2/SO2 gas ratio at Villarrica (Aiuppa et al., 2017) suggests 

they were also likely triggered by injection of small magma batches. The VEI 4 2015 Calbuco 

eruption is a different case, because the lack of pre-eruptive unrest suggest that the eruption 

was triggered by volatile exsolution rather than by magma injection. The lack of a clear 
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precursory signal detected by InSAR before the 2008 Llaima and 2015 Villarrica eruptions 

could reflect either spatio-temporal aliasing, atmospheric noise, potential signals below the 

detection threshold or a real lack of ground deformation.  

 

Eruption dynamics 
 
As discussed in Chapter 6, InSAR time-lapse studies of eruptions are scarce due to the short 

durations of these events compared with the longer satellite repeat periods (Pinel et al., 2014), 

which is currently an average of 1 SAR image per satellite track every 12 days. The only 

event analyzed in this thesis with InSAR time-lapse observations is the effusive phase of the 

2011-2012 Cordon Caulle eruption. A single reservoir at a depth of ~ 5 km and elongated in 

the NW-SE direction of the volcanic chain can explain the deformation signal during the 

eruption effusive phase, although with slight changes in the eruption waning, correlated with 

renewed extrusion pulses. Furthermore, some of this rhyolitic magma was not extruded, but 

instead injected as a shallow laccolith during both the explosive and the beginning of the 

extrusive phase. The DRE volume of the lava flow and the shallow laccolith is ~1.2 km3. 

Finally, a physicochemical model constrained with both deformation and topographic data 

shows that the eruption ground deformation and extruded lava volume time series can be 

modeled with a simple exponential function and that the shallow reservoir had 1.1-2.7 wt.% 

H2O at the onset of the lava effusion. This value is halfway between a water rich rhyolitic 

magma (4-5 wt%) and the almost gas free lava flow (<0.2 wt.%), and consistent with 

Vulcanian blasts coeval with the effusive activity. This is the first time that such results can 

be inferred using only InSAR data. 

 

Recommendations to improve magma storage, transport and eruption models  
 

Since the launch of the ERS-1 mission in 1991, space agencies have increased the amount of 

SAR data by several orders of magnitude, but the interpretation and modeling methods used 

to analyze these data sets have essentially remained the same since the late 1990s. The large 

amount of geodetic data currently available and that will continue to grow highlights the need 

for the development of more advanced and realistic models of magma reservoir dynamics. 

For example, I note that standard analytic models for spheroidal cavities with two different 
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semi-axes (Yang et al., 1988) are unable to properly model both ascending and descending 

interferograms during the 2015 Calbuco eruption. However, a generalized source geometry 

composed of three perpendicular tensile dislocations that simulates an spheroid with three 

different semi-axes can overcome these limitations (Nikkhoo et al., 2016). The standard 

analytic models are still useful in other volcanoes as shown in the rest of the thesis, but their 

validity must be assessed for each volcano and unrest episode.  

 

One of the biggest limitations of the pressurized cavities and sill models is that they do not 

provide any insight into the rich variety of processes that occur inside of these magma 

reservoirs. A promising tool to overcome this problem are physicochemical simulations 

based on coupled equations of mass, heat and water conservation for the magma reservoir 

evolution in response to magma injection (Degruyter and Huber, 2014). These simulations 

show that magma injection during the 2011-2012 uplift event of Santorini caldera was not 

large enough to trigger an eruption (Degruyter et al., 2016). Physicochemical models can 

also improve models of effusive eruptions (Anderson and Segall, 2013) because the 

TanDEM-X mission allows us to measure highly accurate time lapse lava discharge rates for 

the first time (e.g., Poland, 2014). Also, these kind of models can benefit directly from 

Kalman filter time-dependent inversions that use the complete InSAR time series rather than 

the mean velocities (Zhan and Gregg (2017); Zhan et al. (2017)). These new techniques and 

models can also yield new and exciting insights into volcanic processes. 

  

Recommendations for current and future InSAR missions with a focus in volcanic 
geodesy 
 

Significant technological advances have occurred since the first InSAR study of the SVZ 

spanning the 1990s (Pritchard and Simons, 2004b), when ERS-2 images were seldom 

acquired more than twice per year and only in a few areas only. Despite the current wide 

swath missions like ALOS-2 and Sentinel-1 that cover the whole SVZ with acquisitions every 

12 days, there are still significant issues that preclude the use of InSAR as a monitoring tool 

in the SVZ in all cases and at all spatio-temporal scales. The short temporal scales of magma 

transport and strombolian eruptions (less than 300 s) (Houghton et al., 2016) in volcanoes 

like Villarrica and Llaima imply that SAR acquisitions should be made with the shortest time 
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possible and with every overflight of the satellite in order to potentially catch precursory 

signals and to mitigate temporal decorrelation. This implies reducing the repeat period of 

Sentinel-1 and ALOS-2 ScanSAR in the SVZ from their current 12 and 42 days, respectively, 

to their minimum possible repeat period of 6 and 14 days, respectively. However, the most 

important problem is the lack of coherence during the austral winter and on the summits of 

glacier covered restless volcanoes. Despite the variety of radar data with multiple 

wavelengths, modes and beams, none of the data sets used in this thesis could sustain 

coherence on volcanoes in the austral winter, and it is unclear if the ALOS-2 ScanSAR mode 

with acquisitions every 42 days can do so either. Also, it was not possible to achieve 

interferometric coherence on the summit of Villarrica to detect potential signals related to 

the lava lake dynamics with any of the spaceborne platforms used in this work. It is unclear 

whether any of the future SAR missions (e.g., PAZ, SAOCOM, COSMO-SkyMED second 

generation, RADARSAT constellation, TanDEM-L, NISAR) will be able to sustain 

coherence in the austral winter. Further, more work is required to reduce atmospheric phase 

delays (e.g., Parker et al. (2015); Bekaert et al. (2015); Jolivet et al. (2014)) which are a 

systematic problem in all the SVZ volcanoes. 

  

In terms of the specific issues of different SAR satellites, the Sentinel-1 mission should 

consider experimental acquisitions in beams with HH polarization like the RADARSAT-2 

satellite, which have been shown to have higher coherence than the default VV in all of ESAs 

SAR missions (Poland and Lu (2008); Delgado et al. (2017); Pritchard et al. (2018)). The 

repeat period of Sentinel-1 should be reduced from 12 to 6 days, as to sustain coherence in 

vegetated areas. Given the higher coherence of L-band data in areas with vegetation and the 

higher spatial resolution of the stripmap mode, ALOS-2 should consider more frequent 

acquisitions of this kind at select vegetated and restless volcanoes in the SVZ like Cordon 

Caulle, Calbuco and Hudson. The TerraSAR-X satellite should incorporate a background 

acquisition program for stripmap data, because currently only Laguna del Maule (Le Mével 

et al., 2015) and Calbuco volcanoes have this kind of data in the SVZ. Although TerraSAR-

X spotlight data has been acquired in many volcanoes of the SVZ, I do not recommend this 

mode for reasons discussed in detail in chapter 3. The COSMO-SkyMED images should have 

shorter spatial baselines because sometimes it is difficult to have interferograms that meet 
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both the small spatial and temporal baseline requisites for time series analysis. RADARSAT-

2 acquisitions have been rarely available due to the restricted data policies of this mission, 

but they should prioritize continuous acquisitions from beams that have different 

characteristics than those of Sentinel-1 (Pritchard et al., 2018). Finally, the TanDEM-X 

mission should acquire more CoSSCs to track topographic changes at the SVZ volcanoes and 

to further update global DEMs like SRTM and WorldDEM.   
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APPENDIX 1 

CHAPTER 2 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

 
Table 1.1. List of all processed ENVISAT ASAR and ALOS PALSAR interferograms (Bperp = 

perpendicular baseline). 

 
Satellite Track Bperp Dates 
ENVISAT 2161 -192 070414-060218 
ENVISAT 2161 39 070519-060218 
ENVISAT 2161 -34 071215-070414 
ENVISAT 2161 -192 070414-060218 
ENVISAT 2161 39 070519-060218 
ENVISAT 2161 -272 070519-070414 
ENVISAT 2161 11 080119-060218 
ENVISAT 2161 203 080119-070414 
ENVISAT 2161 -29 080119-070519 
ENVISAT 2161 3 080119-060218 
ENVISAT 2161 -151 080119-070414 
ENVISAT 2161 120 080119-070519 
ENVISAT 2161 -35 080223-070414 
ENVISAT 2161 -1 080223-071215 
ENVISAT 2161 199 081025-070519 
ENVISAT 2161 -91 081025-071110 
ENVISAT 2161 -216 081129-060218 
ENVISAT 2161 -23 081129-070414 
ENVISAT 2161 10 081129-071215 
ENVISAT 2161 11 081129-080223 
ENVISAT 2161 -64 090103-071110 
ENVISAT 2161 27 090103-081025 
ENVISAT 2161 -73 090207-070414 
ENVISAT 2161 -39 090207-071215 
ENVISAT 2161 -38 090207-080223 
ENVISAT 2161 -50 090207-081129 
ENVISAT 2161 -202 091219-060218 
ENVISAT 2161 -9 091219-070414 
ENVISAT 2161 24 091219-071215 
ENVISAT 2161 -213 091219-080119 
ENVISAT 2161 26 091219-080223 
ENVISAT 2161 14 091219-081129 
ENVISAT 2161 64 091219-090207 
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ENVISAT 2161 105 100123-071110 
ENVISAT 2161 170 100123-090103 
ENVISAT 2161 -39 100227-070414 
ENVISAT 2161 -5 100227-071215 
ENVISAT 2161 -4 100227-080223 
ENVISAT 2161 -16 100227-081129 
ENVISAT 2161 34 100227-090207 
ENVISAT 2161 -30 100227-091219 
ENVISAT 2161 -91 100403-090314 
ENVISAT 2161 164 100925-071110 
ENVISAT 2161 58 100925-100123 
ENVISAT 2196 117 070416-021223 
ENVISAT 2196 33 070416-040426 
ENVISAT 2196 20 080121-040112 
ENVISAT 2196 -95 080121-070521 
ENVISAT 2196 76 090316-040112 
ENVISAT 2468 49 071201-041211 
ENVISAT 2468 -75 090124-071201 
ALOS 124 589 070402-070215 
ALOS 124 1088 070703-070215 
ALOS 124 498 070703-070402 
ALOS 124 1791 071003_070215 
ALOS 124 1201 071003_070402 
ALOS 124 1482 071118_070402 
ALOS 124 281 071118_071003 
ALOS 124 801 080218-071118 
ALOS 124 7 080705-070215 
ALOS 124 -582 080705-070402 
ALOS 124 -1783 080705_071003 
ALOS 124 -1073 090220-070215 
ALOS 124 -1662 090220-070402 
ALOS 124 -1080 090220-080705 
ALOS 124 277 090708_070215 
ALOS 124 -312 090708_070402 
ALOS 124 -1514 090708_071003 
ALOS 124 -1795 090708_071118 
ALOS 124 269 090708_080705 
ALOS 124 1350 090708-090220 
ALOS 124 325 091008-070215 
ALOS 124 -263 091008-070402 
ALOS 124 -1465 091008-071003 
ALOS 124 -1746 091008_071118 
ALOS 124 318 091008_080705 
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ALOS 124 1398 091008_090220 
ALOS 124 48 091008-090708 
ALOS 124 1690 100223-070215 
ALOS 124 1101 100223-070402 
ALOS 124 -99 100223-071003 
ALOS 124 -380 100223-071118 
ALOS 124 -1182 100223-080218 
ALOS 124 1683 100223_080705 
ALOS 124 1413 100223_090708 
ALOS 124 1364 100223-091008 
ALOS 124 1932 100711_070402 
ALOS 124 731 100711_071003 
ALOS 124 450 100711-071118 
ALOS 124 -352 100711-080218 
ALOS 124 830 100711-100223 
ALOS 124 1371 110111-080218 
ALOS 124 1778 110226-080218 
ALOS 124 405 110226-110111 
ALOS 125 1473 071020-070304 
ALOS 125 1746 071205-070304 
ALOS 125 272 071205-071020 
ALOS 125 -1235 090309-070304 
ALOS 125 985 100125-070304 
ALOS 125 -489 100125-071020 
ALOS 125 -761 100125-071205 
ALOS 125 610 100612-071020 
ALOS 125 338 100612-071205 
ALOS 125 1099 100612-100125 
ALOS 125 646 100728-071020 
ALOS 125 374 100728-071205 
ALOS 125 1135 100728-100125 
ALOS 125 36 100728-100612 
ALOS 125 1821 110128-100612 
ALOS 125 1784 110128-100728 
ALOS 125 401 110315-110128 
ALOS 414 772 080111-071011 
ALOS 414 1481 080226-071011 
ALOS 414 709 080226-080111 
ALOS 414 -515 100116-071011 
ALOS 414 -1287 100116-080111 
ALOS 414 -1996 100116-080226 
ALOS 414 1348 110119-080111 
ALOS 414 639 110119-080226 
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Table 1.2. List of all analyzed ASTER AST08 thermal images (yyyy/mm/dd). 

 
2002/12/16 2008/06/07 
2003/06/26 2008/06/23 
2004/05/11 2010/01/29 
2005/02/16 2010/03/02 
2005/04/05 2010/07/15 
2005/04/12 2011/01/16 
2005/07/17 2011/01/23 
2005/11/15 2011/02/08 
2006/02/19 2011/03/21 
2006/04/15 2011/05/24 
2006/07/20 2011/07/18 
2006/10/08 2011/08/19 
2006/10/24 2011/10/31 
2007/03/10 2011/12/09 
2007/03/17 2011/12/25 
2007/03/26 2012/01/12 
2007/04/02 2012/02/11 
2007/05/13 2012/08/05 
2007/05/29 2012/08/14 
2007/07/07 2012/10/17 
2007/07/16 2012/11/18 
2007/12/30 2012/12/04 
2008/03/03 2013/03/01 
2008/04/29  
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APPENDIX 2  
CHAPTER 3 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

A2.1 InSAR data processing and modeling 

A2.1.1 Interferogram Formation 
We process the ERS, ENVISAT and ALOS interferograms with the JPL/Caltech ROI_PAC 

software (Rosen et al., 2004), selecting pairs with perpendicular baselines shorter than 400, 

400 and 2000 m respectively. The ENVISAT acquisition modes are IS2 and IS6 during the 

nominal and extended missions, while ALOS images were acquired as both FBS (fine beam 

single) and FBD (fine beam double), the latter converted to the former during our processing 

(Sandwell et al., 2008). We use precise orbital information for ERS and ENVISAT data 

(Scharroo and Visser, 1998) and the 3 arcsec SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission) 

Digital Elevation Model (DEM) (Farr et al., 2007) to remove the topographic phase. 

ENVISAT and ALOS interferograms were spatially averaged to 5 and 2 looks respectively 

to get approximately square pixels, then 4 looks to match the SRTM posting and 4 times 

more for ALOS to enhance coherence. Interferograms were filtered with power-spectrum 

(Goldstein and Werner, 1998) coefficients of 0.5 (ENVISAT) and 0.75 (ALOS). To avoid 

filtering errors near the volcanoes of interest, ALOS data were filtered before spatial 

averaging the interferogram for phase unwrapping. We unwrapped the phase with the branch 

cut algorithm (Goldstein et al., 1988) for pixels with a coherence threshold of 0.1. On the 

other hand, ENVISAT extended mission interferograms were unwrapped at both 4 and 8 

looks, depending on the coherence and the temporal baseline. We only re-estimated the 

baseline for ALOS interferograms with clear planar or quadratic signals of orbital origin 

across the image (Rosen et al., 1996) and used only for source modeling. We searched for 

unwrapping errors in both ALOS and ENVISAT by testing for phase discontinuities between 

patches of coherent phase and manually corrected or cropped them prior to further analysis.  

 

We process the RS2, CSK and TSX data with the JPL/Caltech ISCE software (Zebker et al. 

(2010); Rosen et al. (2012)). RS2 and TSX were processed from focused single look complex 

(SLC) images, while CSK data from unfocused raw images. We used prototype additions to 

the ISCE software to process the zero-Doppler RS2 data. Because of the higher spatial 

resolution of these data, we used the 1 arcsec SRTM, and the interferograms were unwrapped 

with SNAPHU (Chen and Zebker, 2001) at a pixel size similar to the DEM posting. The S1A 
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data was acquired as Interferometric Wide Swath (Terrain Observation with Progressive 

Scan, TOPS, mode) and processed with the ISCE software except for the Calbuco co-eruptive 

interferograms that were processed with the GAMMA software because during the eruption 

(April 2015) the latter was the only available for TOPS processing. For the GAMMA 

processing, we multilook the SLCs to a posting of ~30 m/pixel.  Co-registration of TOPS 

SLCs in the azimuth direction must be accurate to approximately 0.001 of a pixel to avoid 

offsets between bursts (Prats-Iraola et al., 2012). This was achieved by improving our initial 

estimation from amplitude and topography iteratively, and then using the spectral diversity 

between burst overlaps to refine the coregistration. S1A topographic phase was removed with 

the 1 arcsec SRTM and unwrapped using both SNAPHU and the branch and cut algorithms. 

For the S1A time series we only use pairs with temporal baselines up to of 48 days so 

coherence is high in the burst overlap areas as required by the enhanced spectral diversity 

algorithm used to coregister the interferograms due to the azimuth-dependent Doppler 

centroid of the TOPS mode (Fattahi et al., 2017). These interferograms were unwrapped with 

a posting of 90 m, otherwise they are not coherent in the vegetated areas that surround the 

volcanoes –coherence around the volcanoes is required to properly remove a ramp to account 

for residual long-wavelength signals.  

 

ALOS-2 ScanSAR data were processed from focused full-aperture SLCs with the GMTSAR 

software. We only processed the swath that contains the volcanoes of interest and with 

images acquired after February 2015 because earlier data has no burst synchronization, a 

condition required for wide swath interferometry (Lindsey et al., 2015). Due to the lower 

spatial resolution of the data compared with stripmap SLCs, the topography was removed 

with the 90 m SRTM. Interferograms were also unwrapped with SNAPHU and masked out 

with a coherence threshold of 0.15. We minimized the effect of ionosphere signals by 

cropping the interferograms and removing quadratic ramps. This simple approach does not 

always reduce the effect of the ionosphere compared with more advanced techniques such as 

the split-spectrum method (Gomba et al., 2017). 

A2.1.2 Time series analysis 
For areas with sufficient ENVISAT extended mission, ALOS, CSK and S1A data (at least 

20, 15, 15 and 10 interferograms, respectively) we combine them into a time series of 
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deformation using a modification of the SBAS method (e.g., Berardino et al. (2002); 

Henderson and Pritchard (2013)) (Table 1). CSK time series were calculated with the GIAnT 

toolbox (Agram et al., 2013). ENVISAT nominal mission and RS2 time series cannot be 

calculated despite the amount of images due to spatial decorrelation. Indeed, only a single 

ENVISAT track has ~1 year of data that could be used for such purposes. For the time series, 

we use interferograms with perpendicular baselines at most 400, 1500, 200 and 200 m for 

ENVISAT, ALOS, CSK and S1A. For ALOS, we allow specific coherent interferograms 

with baselines up to 2000 m in order to ensure the proper connectivity of the interferometric 

network.  We masked out the E part of Llaima because it shows ground deformation 

interpreted as a landslide by Fournier et al. (2010). This signal does not unwrap properly in 

about half of the interferograms, is of limited spatial extent, and does not impact our estimates 

of edifice-scale deformation. All the time series were calculated for coherent pixels in at least 

80% of the interferograms, except for the Llaima ENVISAT time series that was calculated 

with coherent pixels in all of the interferograms. ALOS interferograms with clear ionospheric 

delays were discarded, except in two specific cases of path 117 (Figure S 2.1), where the 

ionospheric signature can be approximated by a quadratic ramp and because the scene that 

contain the ionospheric signature is an image that was acquired less than 1 month before the 

January 1 2008 Llaima eruption. We solve for a velocity time series (Berardino et al., 2002) 

and include a DEM error correction (e.g., Samsonov (2010); Fattahi and Amelung (2013)) 

augmenting the G matrix with a column that includes the interferometric ambiguity height 

and interpolating the perpendicular baseline to the azimuth coordinate of the volcanoes of 

interest. The DEM error correction was only applied to ALOS as the satellite perpendicular 

baselines consistently drift in time (which can be interpreted as a deformation signal), but we 

find that the errors have amplitudes of ~1-2 m, within the uncertainties of the SRTM 

(Rodriguez et al., 2006). The inverted velocities were then numerically integrated to retrieve 

the cumulative displacements, under the assumption that the displacement is zero at the first 

acquisition, and that the velocity is constant between SAR acquisitions. No temporal or 

spatial filtering was applied to the time series.  
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A2.1.3 Atmospheric phase delays estimation and correction 
Tropospheric phase delays in interferograms are produced by either changes in the PWV (wet 

delay) or by pressure changes (hydrostatic delay) and are important to consider at volcanoes 

as these are often correlated with topography and can mimic the ground deformation pattern 

[e.g., Beauducel et al. (2000); Remy et al. (2003)). Theoretically, when a large time series 

data set is used, tropospheric phase delays should average to zero due to the random 

characteristics of these signals in time. However, when the number of interferograms is small, 

the time series does not mitigate them and external methods are required to reduce or assess 

them. Some of these methods include: 1) comparison of deformation rates among close 

volcanoes to isolate deformation and tropospheric signals (e.g., Chaussard et al. (2013)), 2) 

simple empirical functions that relate phase, topography and a ramp to account for 

atmospheric and additional residual long wavelength signals (e.g., Doin et al. (2009); Jolivet 

et al. (2011); Bekaert et al. (2015a)).  Sometimes the empirical functions include the inversion 

of a simple source model (e.g., Beauducel et al. (2000); Pritchard and Simons (2004a)), band 

pass filtering (Lin et al., 2010), or spatial variation of the empirical function (Scott and 

Lohman, 2016); 3) PWV estimates from near infrared MERIS and MODIS spectrometers 

(e.g., Gao and Kaufman (2003); Froger et al. (2007); Barnhart and Lohman (2013)) or GPS 

data (e.g., Li et al. (2005)), and 4) atmospheric models from global meteorological reanalysis 

(e.g., Pinel et al. (2011); Jolivet et al. (2011); Jolivet et al. (2014)). However, none of these 

methods has been systematically successful under all the environmental conditions, 

especially in steep stratovolcanoes.  Most of the volcano InSAR studies have relied on 

methods #1 and #2. We try all of these methods except #3 as we could not use PWV retrieved 

from either MERIS and MODIS because most of the SAR images used in the time series 

were acquired in ascending orbits during the night, and these products work only for daytime 

and cloud free conditions. Furthermore, there are not sufficient GPS networks to estimate 

useful PWV for the interferograms. We calculated the time series with and without 

atmospheric corrections and present both results in most of the figures that follow. We use 

interferograms that contain scenes with atmospheric signals (Figure S 2.1), as this approach 

increases the amount of coherent pixels instead of routinely a priori removing scenes with 

obvious tropospheric artifacts (Philibosian and Simons, 2011). 
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We first describe method #4 (use of the ERA-Interim global atmospheric reanalysis models as implemented in the GIAnT 

toolbox (Agram et al., 2013)) because we find it was not effective. Global atmospheric reanalysis models have been used 

with variable degrees of success at Etna (e.g., Wadge et al. (2002); Wadge et al. (2010); Gonzalez and Palano (2014)), 

Mauna Loa (Foster et al., 2006; Jolivet et al., 2014), Westdahl, Fisher and Shishaldin (Gong et al., 2015); Colima and 

Popocatepetl (Pinel et al., 2011); Mt. St. Helens (Foster et al., 2013); Lassen and Medicine Lake (Parker et al., 2015); 

Long Valley (Montgomery-Brown et al., 2015) and El Hierro (Bekaert et al., 2015b) volcanoes. These models are made 

with an assimilation of surface and satellite meteorological data and provide several meteorological parameters at multiple 

levels over the surface on a ~75 km pixel grid, which is several orders of magnitude larger than the pixel size of a multilooked 

interferogram. The model pressure, water vapor, and dry air partial pressure from the model are interpolated to each 

interferogram pixel, and used to predict the line of sight tropospheric delay as a function of elevation. Our tests with the 

ERA-I model to remove the topographically correlated phase delays at Villarrica and Llaima volcanoes show that the model 

resolution is too coarse to properly reduce these signals (Figure S  2.2), in contrast with its success to account for long 

wavelength signals (Jolivet et al., 2014). Although some interferograms show a variance decrease, most of them do not -- 

therefore the ERA-I corrected interferograms were not considered further. Our result agree with Remy et al. (2015) who 

also found that for Llaima the ERA-I model does not reduce the effect of atmospheric phase delays compared with empirical 

corrections. 

The use of method #2, solving for a simple empirical function between phase and topography 

for tropospheric variations is justified as it matches with direct observations of MODIS PWV 

estimates that show phase delays in small regions near volcanoes are often correlated with 

the topography following a first or second order polynomial (e.g., Pavez et al. (2006); Froger 

et al. (2007); Remy et al. (2015)). We solve for tropospheric phase delays and residual long 

wavelength signals by a least squares fit of a function of the form ϕ = ax + by + cxy + dx2 

+ey2 +fz + gz2 + h, where x and y are the interferogram range and azimuth coordinates, and 

z the pixel elevation from the SRTM topography. This assumes that most of the volcanoes in 

the area do not deform above the detection threshold, which is likely the case as no clear 

ground deformation signal was observed elsewhere in the region. The volcano of interest was 

masked for the estimation of the function, so if any deformation signal is present, it will not 

bias the empirical correction. We did not estimate the tropospheric phase delays in the 

Calbuco ALOS and ENVISAT time series due to the small coherent area -- therefore we only 

removed a bilinear ramp function. The ALOS ramp quadratic terms are justified as some 

interferograms contain co and post-seismic fringes from the 2010 Maule earthquake (e.g., 

Lin et al. (2013)), an approach used to account for these signals over small spatial scales 

(Pritchard et al., 2013) and because a quadratic rather than a linear function better predicts 

the correlation between topography and phase.  
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We use a similar method to estimate the magnitude of the topography correlated phase delays 

at Villarrica. We invert the CSK and S1A interferograms used in the time series shown in 

Figure 3.6 for a ramp of the form r = ax + by + cz + d, with x and y the horizontal coordinates 

and z the elevation. Because phase delays can be spatially non-stationary over spatial scales 

of a few km (Barnhart and Lohman, 2013) and because more than half of the CSK 

interferograms are only coherent in the volcanic edifice, we crop all the interferograms in a 

10 by 10 km box centered on the volcano, so the inferred phase delays are estimated from 

Villarrica itself only. The inverted phase delays have an average value of 1.52 + 1.11, 1.18 + 

0.68 and 1.5 + 0.96 cm/km for CSK, S1A descending and S1A ascending respectively. This 

simple model cannot account for all the signals in the data, because the CSK interferograms 

show residual small wavelength turbulent signals not correlated with the topography (not 

shown).  

 

We use the maximum value of the CSK phase delays as a proxy for the tropospheric variation 

at Villarrica, with figures of ~1.52  + 1.11 cm/km, up to 2.6 cm/km. Interferograms are 

coherent up to elevations of 2 km, therefore we assume a conservative threshold of at least 4 

fringes, ~6 cm of line-of-sight surface displacement for the average ground deformation 

detectability for single interferograms at this volcano in the absence of further external data, 

similar to the detection threshold for Llaima volcano (Remy et al., 2015). The threshold can 

be lower if the atmospheric artifacts are reduced due to particular dates with only small 

changes in the PWV, if the signal is present in multiple data sets, or if the signal is not 

correlated with topography such as a dike intrusion. Under these conditions, we conclude 

that transient deformation correlated with the volcano topography is difficult to be 

unambiguously detected with data from a single InSAR track and therefore multiple 

independent data sets are required. 

 

A2.1.4 Data uncertainties 
InSAR uncertainties are difficult to quantify in the absence of external data such as GPS 

records (Finnegan et al., 2008) or PWV estimates (Barnhart and Lohman, 2013). There is 

limited ground truth deformation data during our time period as continuous GPS 

measurements started at Llaima in October 2011, at Villarrica in September 2012, and there 
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have been no GPS observations at Calbuco at the time of writing (January 2017). A campaign 

GPS network measured between 2003 and 2014 at Villarrica volcano did not show clear 

evidence of ground deformation of magmatic origin [Andrés Rivera, personal 

communication]. As was already mentioned, most of our observations are at night and PWV 

observations from MODIS would not be a reliable indicator of the time series noise. ALOS 

time series accuracy has not been thoroughly assessed, but in the case of continuous signals 

observed at volcanoes with an average of 11-18 SAR acquisitions (as we have), we assume 

a lower detection bound of ~2.5 cm/yr (e.g., Philibosian and Simons (2011); Ebmeier et al. 

(2013)), although lower rates of ~1-2 cm/yr with uncertainties of + 0.5-1 cm/yr have been 

reported (e.g., Chaussard et al. (2013); (Samsonov et al., 2011); Parker et al. (2014)) 

supported from either additional ENVISAT time series, with ~30 ALOS acquisitions, or in 

areas with fewer topography correlated phase delays. On the other hand, C band time series 

uncertainties can get as low as ~0.5 cm/yr in low relief areas with hundreds of interferograms 

spanning multiple years (e.g., Finnegan et al. (2008); Barnhart and Lohman (2013)), but these 

small uncertainties are not representative for the ENVISAT extended mission because it 

spans only 18 months, and as it has been rarely used for volcano geodesy (although see 

Gonzalez et al. (2013); Jay et al. (2014); Parks et al. (2015)), the data errors are not well 

known. There are unfortunately no overlapping ENVISAT extended mission data at the three 

volcanoes to estimate uncertainties for the same set of pixels in two independent tracks 

(Finnegan et al., 2008). To estimate the rate uncertainties for individual pixels in the weighted 

CSK and S1A time series, we use error propagation for linear inverse problems. The model 

parameters standard deviations σm for a weighted linear inversion are given by 

with G the design matrix and Cd the data covariance matrix (Biggs 

et al., 2010). We assume that the Cd is a diagonal matrix with variances calculated from each 

interferograms under the assumption that phase delays are spatially uncorrelated. This 

method provides reasonable uncertainties for short time series such as those from S1A and 

CSK, but do not for ENVISAT because the predicted figures are much smaller than the 

amplitude of the spatially correlated signals in the latter. 

  

σ m = diag GTCd
−1G( )

−1( )
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Short time transient deformation (as opposed to secular rates) can be difficult to separate 

from atmospheric phase delays particularly at stratovolcanoes in the absence of multiple 

InSAR data sets or ground instrumentation. In the case of ALOS interferometry, transient 

signals in single interferograms in the Southern Andes have been estimated to have an 

uncertainty ~+ 5-7 cm (Jay et al., 2014; Remy et al., 2015), therefore we restrict our analysis 

to either long term continuous signals or transient signals of this size that can be separated 

from tropospheric phase delays and observed with multiple, independent datasets. We use 

the following criteria to assess whether a transient signal is ground deformation or an 

atmospheric artifact: a signal must be observed in multiple interferograms with independent 

images that span the same period, with the same sign and in the same area, and if the signal 

is correlated with the topography, it must be absent at several close volcanic edifices 

(Pritchard and Simons, 2004a).  

A2.1.5 Deformation modeling 
When observed, deformation signals were jointly inverted from several interferograms. This 

joint inversion has the advantage that the effect of data noise is reduced by increasing the 

number of data points, and can provide better constraints on the source geometry by 

considering different ascending and descending orbits (e.g., Pritchard and Simons (2004a); 

Wright et al. (2004)). Before performing the inversion, we downsample the interferograms 

with a resolution-based algorithm, and estimate the full covariance matrix resulting from 

spatially correlated atmospheric noise (Lohman and Simons, 2005). We use the 

Neighborhood Algorithm (Sambridge, 1999) a nonlinear inversion technique that initially 

samples the whole model parameter space, but then iteratively focuses on zones with the 

lowest data misfit. We used standard formulas for the surface displacements produced by a 

sub horizontal tensile dislocation (Okada, 1985), a small pressurized sphere (McTigue, 1987) 

and an spheroid (Yang et al., 1988) embedded in a linear elastic half space and inverted for 

different source strengths in each interferogram. Elastic heterogeneity is known to bias source 

model estimates from homogeneous models, but as no seismic velocity studies have been 

carried out at the three volcanoes, we assume that the subsurface structure is homogeneous. 

Topography can also bias models based on a half space, and so we try the simple model of 

Williams and Wadge (1998) to take into account the topography.  
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It has been long known that the vertical displacements of pressurized sources can be similar, 

but the horizontal displacements are different (Dieterich and Decker, 1975). Therefore, both 

ascending and descending interferograms are required to incorporate the EW component of 

the horizontal displacement to discriminate among the multiple source geometries. However, 

as deformation signals are observed in only a few interferograms per volcano, and mainly 

from a single flight direction, separation of the vertical and horizontal components is not well 

determined. Inversion uncertainties arising from the interferogram noise structure were 

estimated with the Monte Carlo method, in which the synthetic data predicted by the best 

source model was perturbed by random spatially correlated noise generated with the data 

covariance matrix (Lohman and Simons, 2005) and then inverted 100 times. The 

uncertainties are then calculated as the standard deviation of all the inverted model 

parameters -- these are a lower bound as they do not take into account any systematic errors 

derived from the non-homogeneous upper crust rheological structure, thermal effects, 

volcano topography or complex turbulent noise in the interferograms not taken into account 

in the covariance matrix.  

A2.2 Description of interferograms and time series during periods with no unrest 

A2.2.1 Llaima volcano 1997-2007 and 2010-2015 
A 3-year 1997-2000 ERS-2 interferogram (Figure S  2.3) does not show clear evidence of 

ground deformation. The 2003-2007 ENVISAT interferograms are mostly decorrelated, with 

coherence only in the lava flows surrounding the volcano and show + 1–2.5 concentric 

fringes of LOS decrease (hypothetical ground uplift) (Figure S  2.4), as previously observed 

by Bathke et al. (2011) and Remy et al. (2015). During 2010/11-2012/03 ENVISAT 

extension mission time series (Figure S  2.5), the sign of the inferred signal changes again to 

LOS increase (hypothetical subsidence). The more recent RS2 and CSK interferograms 

(Figure S  2.6) have the same coherence conditions as ENVISAT, and show fringes of 

different signs and amplitudes only near the volcano that will be evaluated in the following 

section.  

Lack of deformation at Llaima before the January 1 2008 and after the April 3 2009 
eruption  
 
Before the January 01 2008 eruption started, the volcano had a small eruption on April 9-11 

2003, but the single interferogram available did not show clear deformation signals (not 
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shown). Bathke et al. (2011) calculated 4 interferograms from ENVISAT track 10 spanning 

November 2003 - March 2004 to April-May 2007 that showed two fringes of LOS range 

increase interpreted as ground subsidence. Interferograms from ENVISAT tracks 239 

(ascending) and 304 (descending), not processed by either Bathke et al. (2011) or Remy et 

al. (2015), that cover March 2003 to May 2007 and similar time spans show up to 2.5 

topography correlated fringes at Llaima and nearby volcanoes (Figure S  2.4). However the 

number of fringes does not scale in time as interferograms that cover shorter time spans also 

display 2 fringes. Hence we conclude that no secular deflation between January 2003 to 

December 2007 can be inferred from the available ENVISAT data. In addition, the number 

of fringes correlated with the topography is different for volcanoes at distances of ~40 km 

from each other, evidence that atmospheric variations are highly non-stationary in the area 

(Figure S  2.4).  

 

The ALOS time series in early 2010 from both satellite paths time series show LOS increase 

(hypothetical subsidence) relative to 2007-2008 in the W part of the volcano, but of different 

spatial wavelength (Figure 3.3). As the difference in incidence angle between both ALOS 

paths at Llaima is less than 5 degrees, we expect that any deformation signal should be 

located on the same side of the volcanic edifice and with nearly the same amplitude in both 

paths. Nevertheless, similar LOS increase areas are also observed elsewhere in non-volcanic 

areas (not shown), which suggests that the inferred ground subsidence around Llaima 

observed in the track 116 time series after 2010 is an atmospheric artifact. If the images with 

clear phase delay are removed from the time series, the path 117 rate map does not 

significantly change but the path 116 rate map does, as it is strongly dependent on the amount 

of acquisitions used. Thus, we conclude that the amount of data is too small to effectively 

reduce the atmospheric phase delays and to draw any conclusion regarding the long-term 

behavior of the volcano during the observed period.  

 

The 2010-2012 ENVISAT extended mission time series (Figure S  2.5) shows similar signals 

for pixels near the maximum LOS increase (hypothetical subsidence) at Llaima and the close 

Lonquimay volcano, both signals correlated with the topography, which suggests that most 

of the observed signals are phase delays and not ground deformation. This analysis is valid 
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because there is no evidence of ground deformation at the latter volcano besides subsidence 

on a lava flow erupted in 1988-1990 (Fournier et al., 2010). For the time period 2012-2015, 

as observed by RS2 and CSK data (Figure S  2.6), interferograms that cover nearly the same 

time span show different number of fringes, so we conclude that these signals are also 

dominated by tropospheric signals.  

 

A2.2.2 Villarrica volcano 2003-2014 
ENVISAT nominal mission interferograms that span more than 3 years between 2003 and 

2010 (not shown due to higher decorrelation than at Llaima) show signals with variable 

amplitudes between 0 and 2 fringes with both LOS increase and decrease. Similarly, ALOS 

interferograms and time series between 2007 and 2011 (Figure S  2.7), ENVISAT extended 

mission interferograms between 2010 and 2012 (Figure S  2.8), as well as the 2012-2015 

RS2 interferograms (Figure S  2.6) show zero, positive and negative signals correlated with 

the volcano topography.  

Lack of deformation at Villarrica during 2003-2015 
The Villarrica InSAR phase patterns correlated with topography and changing sign over 

different time periods are similar to Llaima, with either zero or up to 2 fringes of LOS change 

for the ENVISAT nominal and extended mission interferograms. The random signals 

observed in the ENVISAT, ALOS and RS2 interferograms as well as the CSK and S1A time 

series suggests that the interferograms do not show unambiguous evidence of secular ground 

deformation but of persistent phase delays. 

 

A2.2.3 Calbuco volcano 2007-2015 
 
Earlier work at Calbuco from ERS-1/2 data acquired between 1996 and 1999 showed no 

measurable deformation (Pritchard and Simons, 2004b), and ENVISAT data between 2003 

and 2010 are too sparse and decorrelated to yield any conclusion regarding the volcano 

behavior during that time span. ALOS and ENVISAT extended mission time series do not 

show clear evidence of ground uplift between April 2007 – February 2011 and November 

2010 – March 2012 respectively. Further, S1A time series between October 2014 up to April 

21, 2015 -- 1 and a half days before the first eruption, also do not show conclusive evidence 

of ground deformation (Figure S  2.9). 
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A2.3 Supplementary Figures 

Figure S 2.1. Llaima ALOS data baseline plots a) path 116, b) path 117. The different observed signals 

related to specific acquisitions and data artifacts are shown by distinct colors in the legend, and the 

evolution of the 2007-2009 eruptive cycle is superposed with vertical bars and shaded areas. SAR 

images labeled as “deformation” or “phase delays” mean that interferograms calculated with these 

acquisitions show ground deformation or clear topography correlated phase delays. Dashed lines 

shown as “inflation” and “deflation” highlight interferograms that show the inferred inflation and 

deflation signals before and after the April 3 2009 eruption. All the dashed and solid lines show 

interferograms used in the time series. 
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Figure S  2.2. Comparison of ALOS and CSK interferogram variances after correction for 

atmospheric effects using two approaches: empirical function of topography correlated phase delays 

and ERA-I reanalysis model. We also removed quadratic and bilinear ramps respectively from all 

ALOS and most CSK data – some CSK data was decorrelated and no ramp could be estimated. a) 

ALOS track 116. b) ALOS track 117. c) CSK track at Villarrica volcano. Black stars show the 

variance of uncorrected interferograms (a and b), while blue and red points are interferograms are 

respectively corrected with the prediction of the ERA-I reanalysis model and with empirical 

functions. Due to decorrelation in vegetated areas, we cannot always estimate and remove a ramp in 

non-deforming areas for the CSK interferograms, therefore we do not show the raw data variance. 
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Figure S  2.3. Llaima ERS-2 1997-2000 interferogram. It does not show clear ground deformation 

signals. No eruptive activity was observed during the time period covered by the interferogram 

(Naranjo and Moreno, 2005) but due to the lack of independent overlapping data sets we are uncertain 

about the origin of the signal in the black box.  
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Figure S  2.4. Examples of coherent wrapped interferograms at Llaima spanning 2003-2007 from the 

three available ENVISAT tracks. Horizontal bars beneath the interferograms show the time covered 
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by each one. Red triangles show Holocene volcanoes. Fringes NE of Lonquimay volcano are likely 

produced by lava flow subsidence (Fournier et al., 2010). The different signals at Llaima that are 

correlated with topography but not correlated with time interval suggesting that they are likely of 

atmospheric origin (Remy et al., 2015). Interferograms from track 10 were not shown by previous 

work (Bathke et al., 2011). 

 

Figure S  2.5. Llaima ENVISAT extension mode 2010/11/01-2012/03/25 time series mean line of 

sight ground velocities. a) No empirical atmospheric correction. b) Empirical correction. c, d) 

Deformation time series for a,b). Red and black points in a and b show the locations at Llaima and 

Lonquimay volcanoes respectively where time series were calculated. Points at Llaima and 

Lonquimay are at 1.5 and 2.2 km of elevation approximately. Red triangles show Holocene volcanoes. 
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We do not believe that the observed signals are real ground deformation. The empirical atmospheric 

correction reduces the amount of topography correlated phase delays in individual interferograms but 

the uncorrected mean velocity is smaller than the corrected one because the assumption of a constant 

rate does not provide a good fit to the time series in c and d. 

Figure S  2.6. Llaima CSK (2012-2014) (a, b, c) and regional (including Llaima, Villarrica and other 

volcanoes) RS2 (2012-2015) (d, e, f) wrapped interferograms where we interpret all signals to 

represent atmospheric noise. CSK data was unwrapped and then rewrapped to the same color scale 

as the RS2. Signals observed in individual interferograms (e.g., the S flank of Llaima in a and b) are 

not considered real ground deformation because they are not consistent in the different data sets. 
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Figure S  2.7. Villarrica volcano ALOS time series that do not show real ground deformation. Path 

118 mean line of sight ground velocities uncorrected (a) and empirically corrected (b) for topography 
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correlated phase delays. Path 117 mean line of sight ground velocities uncorrected (c) and empirically 

corrected (d) for topography correlated phase delays. The red circles in a to b and black in c to d are 

the location of the deformation profiles shown in e to f and g to h respectively. The black arrow is the 

flight direction and the grey arrow is the look direction with the incidence angle. Red triangle is 

Villarrica volcano. Thin black and blue lines in a to d are the 2011 glacier limits and the debris covered 

glacier (Rivera et al., 2015). e, f, g, h) Deformation time series for a, b, c, d respectively. We do not 

think that the time series show unambiguous deformation because previous work has found ALOS 

time series uncertainties are ~2.5 cm/yr (e.g., Philibosian and Simons (2011); Ebmeier et al. (2013)), 

larger than the rates observed here . In addition, there is no consistent signal in the same areas between 

the two overlapping data sets. 

 

Figure S  2.8. Villarrica ENVISAT extended mission stacks for the 2010-2011 (a) and 2011-2012 (b) 

time periods that do not show real ground deformation. Red triangles are Holocene volcanoes. Thin 

black and blue lines are the 2011 glacier limits and the debris covered glacier (Rivera et al., 2015). 

Each stack was calculated with 5 interferograms that span austral spring to early fall scenes and are 

uncorrected for atmospheric phase delays. There is no consistent signal on the ground between panels 

a and b that might indicate real ground deformation. 
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Figure S  2.9. Calbuco volcano pre-eruptive time series from ALOS (a), ENVISAT (b) and S1A (c) 

showing no unambiguous ground deformation. Blue triangles and text shows Holocene volcanoes. 

Time series uncertainties are calculated as for Llaima and Villarrica volcanoes with magnitudes of 

~2.5 cm/yr for ALOS and ~1.1 cm/yr for S1A. The interferograms used in the S1A time series were 

empirically corrected for topography correlated phase delays due to its large magnitude. There is no 

consistent ground deformation observed in all of the available data. 

 

Figure S  2.10. Interferograms of Calbuco volcano from 1 day CSK pairs -- (a) acquired ~24 and ~48 

hours and (b) ~48 and ~72 hours after the April 22 2015 eruption showing no unambiguous ground 

deformation. Thin black lines show inferred atmospheric phase delays. 
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Figure S  2.11. Villarrica TSX spotlight interferograms spanning a time period of three weeks to 2 

months after the 2015 eruption and including the inflation episode on the SE part of the volcano 

(Figure 7) showing signals that we just interpret to be atmosphere. Thin black and blue lines are the 

2011 glacier limits and the debris covered glacier (Rivera et al., 2015). Red circle is the location of 

the inflating source after the March 2015 eruption. Interferogram a is slightly coherent in the N flank 

near the summit but we speculate it is produced by ash deposition after the March 2015 eruption over 

the glacier covered flanks and hence it is not persistent over time. 

 

Figure S  2.12. Minimum volumes that can pressurize a chamber at Villarrica volcano and leave no 

geodetic signal below the detection threshold as a function of depth and uplift rate. Blue dots are the 
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minimum and maximum gas fluxes emitted by the volcano (Witter et al., 2004) corrected for magma 

compressibility (Segall, 2010). Thick grey and black lines show the chamber volume change for 

maximum uplift rates of 2.5, 1 and 10 cm/yr. Vertical dashed black lines show the inferred depth 

range of a pressurized chamber beneath the volcano that would result in ground uplift with rates below 

the detection level for ALOS time series (2.5 cm/yr). Areas above and beneath the thick grey lines 

are InSAR detectable and undetectable combinations of chamber depth and volume changes. See text 

for details. 

 

Figure S  2.13. Predicted LOS ground displacement by 1 m of opening of a vertical dike (black dashed 

line) oriented across the N and S Llaima summits (red triangles) and with the volcano topography 

taken into account (Williams and Wadge, 1998). The footprint is the same as the ALOS path 117 

interferogram shown in Figure 5. The dike bottom is at a depth of 5 km beneath the sea level, with a 

width of 4.5 km and a length of 1 km. The predicted LOS displacements are within the noise level of 

the ALOS interferograms. 
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Figure S  2.14. Examples of short temporal baseline interferograms at Llaima showing fringe visibility 

-- a) 46 days filtered ALOS interferogram unwrapped then rewrapped to a rate of 11.8 cm. b) 24 days 

unfiltered wrapped RS2 interferogram. c-d) 1 day unfiltered wrapped CSK interferogram. Red 

triangles are Llaima north and south summits. Black circles show OVDAS continuous GPS stations. 

Dashed black lines are the footprint of the available TSX spotlight data and shown for reference. The 

signals observed in a are most likely DEM errors, areas that are decorrelated in pairs with longer 

temporal baselines. The interferograms show that it is possible to get coherence in the volcano flanks 

if SAR images are acquired every few weeks (the exact time separation depends on the season and 

radar wavelength, see main text). 

A2.4 List of all the interferograms used in the stacks and time series 
 

 Satellite Path Volcano Interferogram Bperp (m) 
1 ALOS 117 Villarrica / Llaima 070606-070306 801      
2 ALOS 117 Villarrica / Llaima 080122-070306 1891 
3 ALOS 117 Villarrica / Llaima 080308-080122 491      
4 ALOS 117 Villarrica / Llaima 080423-080122 671      
5 ALOS 117 Villarrica / Llaima 080423-080308 182      
6 ALOS 117 Villarrica / Llaima 090311-070306 -1083 
7 ALOS 117 Villarrica / Llaima 100314-080122 -648 
8 ALOS 117 Villarrica / Llaima 100429-071207 328 
9 ALOS 117 Villarrica / Llaima 100429-080122 -143 
10 ALOS 117 Villarrica / Llaima 100429-080308 -634 
11 ALOS 117 Villarrica / Llaima 100429-080423 -817 
12 ALOS 117 Villarrica / Llaima 100429-100314 505 
13 ALOS 117 Villarrica / Llaima 100614-071207 431 
14 ALOS 117 Villarrica / Llaima 100614-080122 -40 
15 ALOS 117 Villarrica / Llaima 100614-080308 -532 
16 ALOS 117 Villarrica / Llaima 100614-080423 -715 
17 ALOS 117 Villarrica / Llaima 100614-100314 608 
18 ALOS 117 Villarrica / Llaima 100614-100429 103  
19 ALOS 117 Villarrica / Llaima 110130-080308 939 
20 ALOS 117 Villarrica / Llaima 110130-080423 756 
21 ALOS 117 Villarrica / Llaima 110130-100429 1573 
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22 ALOS 117 Villarrica / Llaima 110317-110130 270 
 

 Satellite Path Volcano Interferogram Bperp (m) 
1 ALOS 116  Llaima 070404-070217 592 
2 ALOS 116  Llaima 071005-070404 944 
3 ALOS 116  Llaima 071005-070705 620 
4 ALOS 116  Llaima 071120-070404 1179 
5 ALOS 116  Llaima 071120-071005 235 
6 ALOS 116  Llaima 080707-070217 95 
7 ALOS 116  Llaima 080707-070404 -497 
8 ALOS 116  Llaima 080707-070705 -822 
9 ALOS 116  Llaima 080707-071005 -1442 
10 ALOS 116  Llaima 090222-070217 -866  
11 ALOS 116  Llaima 090222-070404 -1458  
12 ALOS 116  Llaima 090222-080707 -952  
13 ALOS 116  Llaima 091010-070217 281 
14 ALOS 116  Llaima 091010-070404 -311 
15 ALOS 116  Llaima 091010-070705 -636 
16 ALOS 116  Llaima 091010-080707 178 
17 ALOS 116  Llaima 091010-090222 1147  
18 ALOS 116  Llaima 100528-071005 599 
19 ALOS 116  Llaima 100528-071120 365 
20 ALOS 116  Llaima 100528-080522 -1283 
21 ALOS 116  Llaima 101128-080522 -86 
22 ALOS 116  Llaima 101128-100528 1198 
23 ALOS 116  Llaima 110113-080522 256 
24 ALOS 116  Llaima 110113-101128 342 
25 ALOS 116  Llaima 110228-080522 663 
26 ALOS 116  Llaima 110228-101128 749 
27 ALOS 116  Llaima 110228-110113 406 

 
 Satellite Path Volcano Interferogram Bperp (m) 
1 ALOS 118 Villarrica 090628-070205     -316 
2 ALOS 118 Villarrica 090628-081226     1166 
3 ALOS 118 Villarrica 090928-070205     416 
4 ALOS 118 Villarrica 090928-070923     -1173 
5 ALOS 118 Villarrica 090928-090628     732 
6 ALOS 118 Villarrica 100213-070923     -256 
7 ALOS 118 Villarrica 100213-071224     -938 
8 ALOS 118 Villarrica 100213-090928     917 
9 ALOS 118 Villarrica 100331-070923     542 
10 ALOS 118 Villarrica 100331-071224     -140 
11 ALOS 118 Villarrica 100331-100213     798 
12 ALOS 118 Villarrica 100701-071224     -61 
13 ALOS 118 Villarrica 100701-100213     877 
14 ALOS 118 Villarrica 100701-100331     79 
15 ALOS 118 Villarrica 100816-071224     150 
16 ALOS 118 Villarrica 100816-100213     1088 
17 ALOS 118 Villarrica 100816-100331     291 
18 ALOS 118 Villarrica 100816-100701     212 
19 ALOS 118 Villarrica 101001-071224     478 
20 ALOS 118 Villarrica 101001-100213     1416 
21 ALOS 118 Villarrica 101001-100331     619 
22 ALOS 118 Villarrica 101001-100701     540 
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23 ALOS 118 Villarrica 101001-100816     328 
24 ALOS 118 Villarrica 110101-100331     1449 
25 ALOS 118 Villarrica 110101-101001     830 
26 ALOS 118 Villarrica 110216-101001     1216 
27 ALOS 118 Villarrica 110216-110101     385 

 
 Satellite Path Volcano Interferogram Bperp (m) 
1 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 101231-101201 61 
2 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 110130-101201 66 
3 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 110130-101231 4 
4 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 110301-101201 60 
5 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 110301-101231 -2 
6 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 110301-110130 -6 
7 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 110331-101201 7 
8 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 110331-101231 -2 
9 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 110331-110130 -59 
10 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 110331-110301 -53 
11 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 110430-110130 -23 
12 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 110430-110301 -17 
13 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 110430-110331 36 
14 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 110530-110301 158 
15 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 110530-110430 175 
16 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 110927-110530 -135 
17 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 111027-110927 -156 
18 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 111126-111027 2 
19 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 111226-111027 81 
20 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 111226-111126 79 
21 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 120125-111226 366 
22 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 120224-111226 0 
23 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 120224-120125 -139 
24 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 120325-120125 129 
25 ENVISAT 61 Llaima 120325-120224 268 

 
 Satellite Path Volcano Interferogram Bperp (m) 
A1 ENVISAT 334 Villarrica 110218-101220 74 
A2 ENVISAT 334 Villarrica 110320-101220 -23 
A3 ENVISAT 334 Villarrica 110320-110218 -97 
A4 ENVISAT 334 Villarrica 110419-110218 60 
A5 ENVISAT 334 Villarrica 110419-110320 157 
B1 ENVISAT 334 Villarrica 111215-111115 237 
B2 ENVISAT 334 Villarrica 120114-111215 18 
B3 ENVISAT 334 Villarrica 120213-120114 170 
B4 ENVISAT 334 Villarrica 120314-120114 -12 
B5 ENVISAT 334 Villarrica 120314-120223 -182 

 
 Satellite Path Volcano Interferogram Bperp (m) 
1 CSK -- Villarrica 150207-150126 -38 
2 CSK -- Villarrica 150219-150110 118 
3 CSK -- Villarrica 150219-150126 -154 
4 CSK -- Villarrica 150219-150207 -115 
5 CSK -- Villarrica 150223-150211 -103 
6 CSK -- Villarrica 150227-150126 100 
7 CSK -- Villarrica 150227-150207 139 
8 CSK -- Villarrica 150227-150223 -179 
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9 CSK -- Villarrica 150311-150211 119 
10 CSK -- Villarrica 150327-150219 -188 
11 CSK -- Villarrica 150327-150315 116 
12 CSK -- Villarrica 150331-150307 -85 
13 CSK -- Villarrica 150331-150311 75. 
14 CSK -- Villarrica 150412-150311 -87 
15 CSK -- Villarrica 150412-150331 -163 

 
 Satellite Path Volcano Interferogram Bperp (m) 
1 Sentinel-1A 83 Villarrica/Llaima 141116-141023 101 
2 Sentinel-1A 83 Villarrica/Llaima 141210-141023 -32 
3 Sentinel-1A 83 Villarrica/Llaima 141210-141116 -128 
4 Sentinel-1A 83 Villarrica/Llaima 150103-141210 78 
5 Sentinel-1A 83 Villarrica/Llaima 150220-150103 -13 
6 Sentinel-1A 83 Villarrica/Llaima 150304-150220 -49 
7 Sentinel-1A 83 Villarrica/Llaima 150328-150220 14 
8 Sentinel-1A 83 Villarrica/Llaima 150328-150304 54 
9 Sentinel-1A 83 Villarrica/Llaima 150421-150304 -40 
10 Sentinel-1A 83 Villarrica/Llaima 150421-150328 -90 

 
 Satellite Path Volcano Interferogram Bperp (m) 
1 ALOS 120  Calbuco int_070611_070426 -671 
2 ALOS 120 Calbuco int_070911_070426 -573 
3 ALOS 120 Calbuco int_070911_070611 98 
4 ALOS 120 Calbuco int_090616_090129 941 
5 ALOS 120 Calbuco int_090801_070911 -1040 
6 ALOS 120 Calbuco int_090801_090129 1312 
7 ALOS 120 Calbuco int_090801_090616 371 
8 ALOS 120 Calbuco int_100201_070426 -437 
9 ALOS 120 Calbuco int_100201_070911 136 
10 ALOS 120 Calbuco int_100201_090801 1176 
11 ALOS 120 Calbuco int_100804_100201 1081 
12 ALOS 120 Calbuco int_100919_100201 1598 
13 ALOS 120 Calbuco int_100919_100804 517 
14 ALOS 120 Calbuco int_101220_100804 1240 
15 ALOS 120 Calbuco int_101220_100919 723 
16 ALOS 120 Calbuco int_110204_100919 1235 
17 ALOS 120 Calbuco int_110204_101220 512 

 
 Satellite Path Volcano Interferogram Bperp (m) 
1 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 101228-101128 135 
2 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 110127-101128 153 
3 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 110127-101228 18 
4 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 110226-101128 156 
5 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 110226-101228 21 
6 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 110226-110127 3 
7 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 110328-110226 -36 
8 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 110427-110328 93 
9 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 110527-110427 215 
10 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 110626-110328 120 
11 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 110626-110427 27 
12 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 110626-110527 -188 
13 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 110726-110626 -18 
14 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 110825-110527 16 
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15 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 110825-110626 205 
16 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 110825-110726 223 
17 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 110924-110726 27 
18 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 110924-110825 -196 
19 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 111024-110626 99 
20 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 111024-110825 -105 
21 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 111123-110924 -110 
22 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 111223-111123 121 
23 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 120221-120122 -18 
24 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 120322-120122 78 
25 ENVISAT 18 Calbuco 120322-120221 96 

 
 Satellite Path Volcano Interferogram Bperp (m) 
1 Sentinel-1A 83 Calbuco 141116-141023 107 
2 Sentinel-1A 83 Calbuco 141210-141023 -28 
3 Sentinel-1A 83 Calbuco 141210-141116 -129 
4 Sentinel-1A 83 Calbuco 150103-141116 -59 
5 Sentinel-1A 83 Calbuco 150103-141210 72 
6 Sentinel-1A 83 Calbuco 150220-150103 -12 
7 Sentinel-1A 83 Calbuco 150304-150220 -48 
8 Sentinel-1A 83 Calbuco 150328-150220 16 
9 Sentinel-1A 83 Calbuco 150328-150304 57 
10 Sentinel-1A 83 Calbuco 150421-150304 -35 
11 Sentinel-1A 83 Calbuco 150421-150328 -89 
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APPENDIX 3  
CHAPTER 4 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

 

A3.1 InSAR data and processing 

RS2, CSK and S1A interferograms (Figure 4.1, 4.2, Figure S 3.1, Figure S 3.2, Figure S 3.4, 

Figure S 3.5) were processed with the Caltech/Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL) InSAR Scientific 

Computing Environment (ISCE) software (Rosen et al., 2012), while the UAVSAR data 

(Figure S 3.3) was processed by JPL. RS2 data was provided as focused zero-Doppler single 

look complex images and was processed using prototype additions to the ISCE software, 

while the CSK data was focused from raw data. Interferograms were calculated with 

perpendicular baselines up to 200, 300 and 200 m for the CSK, RS2 and S1A data (Figure S 

3.2). CSK and RS2 interferograms were spatially averaged to 30 m, so their resolution match 

the 1 arcsec Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission (SRTM) digital elevation model (Farr et al., 

2007) that was used to remove the topographic phase. The processing was different for the 

S1A data due to its TOPS (Terrain Observation by Progressive Scans) wide swath mode. We 

only processed the subswath that covers the volcano and interferograms with temporal 

baselines shorter than 48 days in order to sustain coherence in the burst overlap regions. This 

step is required to properly co-register the SAR images with an accuracy of 0.001 of a pixel, 

otherwise the interferograms will end up with sharp phase discontinuities in the burst edges 

produced by the high Doppler centroid differences as the radar antenna is steered from 

backward to forward (e.g., Prats-Iraola et al. (2012), Yague-Martinez et al. (2016)). 

Interferograms were filtered with power spectrum coefficients between 0.3 and 0.5 

(Goldstein and Werner, 1998) and unwrapped with both the branch and cut (Goldstein et al., 

1988) and minimum cost flow SNAPHU (statistical network approach to phase unwrapping) 

(Chen and Zebker, 2001) algorithms. Unwrapping errors were identified by testing for phase 

discontinuities between patches of coherent phase, and manually corrected or cropped prior 

to modeling. 

Due to the large ground displacement recorded during the 2011-2012 eruption, errors in the 

use of the SRTM DEM (created from data collected in February 2000) must be assessed in 

interferograms from after the eruption at the regional scale (localized effects from the lava 

flow will be assessed later). The three deflating sources modeled by Jay et al. (2014) during 
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the 2011-2012 eruption produced vertical subsidence with a maximum amplitude of ~2.7 m 

and more than 1 m of tephra was deposited near the eruptive vent (Pistolesi et al., 2015). 

Hence the cumulative topographic change is ~-1.7 m which is smaller than the ~6 m of the 

average vertical accuracy of the SRTM in South America (Rodriguez et al., 2006). We assess 

the net effect of the eruption in the topographic phase by means of the formula

 with Δϕtopo the phase produced by topographic change Δz, Bperp the 

interferogram perpendicular baseline, ρ the slant range and θ the look angle (Simons and 

Rosen, 2007). Using RS2 and CSK orbital parameters and maximum perpendicular baselines 

we find that the combined -1.7 m of topographic change produced by the source deflation 

and ash deposition is equivalent to at most 2 mm of topographic LOS signal, which is 

negligible and thus validates the use of the SRTM. 

Due to the high temporal density and the availability of hundreds of coherent interferograms 

(Figure S 3.2), we used the NSBAS InSAR time series method (Lopez-Quiroz et al., 2009) 

as implemented in the GIANT toolbox (Agram et al., 2013) to better retrieve the ground 

deformation time evolution. Time series techniques exploit the redundancy of multiple 

interferograms that can reduce but not completely eliminate the effect of atmospheric phase 

delays (Fattahi and Amelung, 2015), thus increasing the data accuracy. Due to the lack of 

coherent non-deforming areas in all the data sets, we used a model based flattening scheme 

to remove long wavelength residual signals. We selected the most coherent ascending CSK 

and RS2 interferograms that cover the same time span and calculated a joint inversion for a 

sill source. Under the assumption that the source responsible for the deformation is constant 

over time, we inverted each coherent interferogram for the amount of sill opening and a linear 

ramp, and removed the latter. Unwrapped coherent pixels in at least 50% and 66% of the 

ascending and descending interferograms respectively were inverted for the time series. We 

do not solve for subsidence rates in the area of the 2011-2012 lava flow due to fast temporal 

decorrelation (Figure S 3.3, Figure S 3.7) – thus, DEM errors were not considered further. 

The reconstructed cumulative displacements were then fit pixel by pixel with a linear model 

to retrieve the mean line-of-sight (LOS) ground velocity for the 2012-2013 and 2013-2015 

periods as the uplift rate is approximately constant during each interval (Figures 4.2 and S 

3.4). A similar procedure was applied for the S1A and RS2 2015-2016 time series (Figure S 

Δφtopo =
2BperpΔz
ρ sin(θ )
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3.5), although for the former we had to spatially average the interferograms pixels to a posting 

of 90 m, otherwise the vegetated areas that surround the volcano are decorrelated even in 24-

days pairs. These areas surrounding Cordon Caulle must be coherent so the long-wavelength 

ramp can be removed in every interferogram. We also significantly cropped the 

interferograms, so the ramps can be removed with a linear function. Due to the lack of 

coherent S1A interferograms between June 2015 and January 2016, we also added a 

regularization constrain such that the velocity is constant during the time spans with no data, 

otherwise it is set to zero (Lopez-Quiroz et al., 2009). The time series for S1A descending 

track 83 starts in December 2015 because we could only process a single 24-day 

interferogram that was coherent in the volcano between March and December 2015, the time 

period when the inflation ends. We did not incorporate the RS2 descending interferograms 

calculated with the 2016 scenes in the time series because we cannot reliably estimate a ramp 

as there are neither far field coherent areas or a clear deformation signal that could be used 

for such purposes. Rather we present wrapped examples (Figure S 3.5). 

A3.2 InSAR time series and model parameters uncertainties 

Assessment of InSAR time series uncertainties at Cordón Caulle is difficult because several 

standard methods cannot be used.  Comparison of InSAR and GPS stations (e.g., Finnegan 

et al. (2008)) cannot be done because there are no continuous GPS stations due to logistical 

difficulties. The first GPS station in the area of largest deformation was a campaign site 

deployed by OVDAS during February – April 2016 that did not show clear deformation 

signals because it does not overlap in time with the inflation episode (Figure S 3.5). Methods 

that use data from coherent non deforming areas (Gonzalez and Fernandez, 2011) to assess 

uncertainties will not work with the available Cordón Caulle data because of the lack of such 

coherent areas. Instead, we use a different approach to assess the time series uncertainty 

between March 2013 and May 2015 using the method of Finnegan et al. (2008). This method 

relies on the comparison of at least two overlapping, independent time series from either 

descending or ascending orbits, thus we used the 2013-2015 RS2 and CSK descending 

datasets. The mean LOS velocities and the synthetic interferograms predicted by the best-fit 

sill model parameters are converted into pseudo vertical velocities dividing by the cosine of 

the look angle and then plot all the pixels. We then add random Gaussian synthetic noise with 

variable standard deviation to the synthetic interferograms until the data and the model match 
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with each other. The latter figure is then used as a metric of the time series uncertainties. 

Although this is a simplistic approach because does not take into account the spatial 

correlation of phase delays, it provides approximate bounds for the data uncertainties, and is 

the best available given the data available. We find that the white noise distribution that best 

fits recorded the data has a standard deviation of 0.2 cm/yr, two orders of magnitude smaller 

than the amplitude of the deformation signals (Figure S  3.8). We assume this uncertainty for 

the CSK ascending and 2012-2013 CSK descending time series because they were calculated 

in the same way as the previous data sets. 

 

One of the most popular methods to estimate source model parameter uncertainties derived 

from InSAR data is to use Monte Carlo sensitivity analysis. This is based on the use of a data 

covariance matrix calculated in coherent non deforming areas (e.g., Lohman and Simons 

(2005), Parsons et al. (2006)). Once the best-fit model parameters are found, the covariance 

matrix is used to calculate synthetic spatially correlated noise that is added to the synthetic 

data predicted by the best-fit model and then inverted several hundreds of times. Then the 

model parameter standard deviation is used as a metric of their uncertainties. In this case the 

latter reflect only the effect of spatially correlated phase delays in the InSAR data, not other 

systematic sources of error such as elastic heterogeneities, inelastic effects, or multiple local 

minima in the inversion itself. The situation is more severe for distributed opening models 

because the error bounds derived from Monte Carlo analysis only reflect the effect of noise, 

not uncertainties derived from the inversion of the source geometry and location. For the 

available Cordón Caulle datasets, such approaches cannot be applied because we cannot 

estimate the data covariance matrix in non-deforming areas. An alternative would be to 

calculate several covariance functions from short temporal baseline interferograms and then 

get an average of both the variance and the spatial correlation distance, but this approach is 

not satisfactory because such estimates based on individual interferograms will overestimate 

the uncertainty in the time series. In situations where the time series rate maps are not 

weighted by the covariance matrix, model parameters uncertainties are estimated by the 

spread arising from the Monte Carlo random sampling and assessed by means of posterior 

probability density functions (e.g., Pearse and Lundgren (2013), Bagnardi and Amelung 

(2012), Remy et al. (2014)). 
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To estimate model parameter uncertainties derived from multiple local minima for the sill 

geometry (our preferred model, Figure S 3.11), we use two different approaches. First, we 

run the inversion several hundred times with different search schemes and find that the sill 

centroid and length are accurate within ~0.2 km, the strike and dip are accurate to ~2º, and 

the sill length is accurate to ~0.3 km. These bounds also account for the choice of data 

weighting for the inversion. Second, we calculate root mean square (RMS) trade-off plots 

(Cervelli et al., 2001) for several combinations of model parameters by fixing the rest of them 

(Figure S  3.12, Figure S  3.13). We do not include the sill centroid horizontal coordinates 

because its location is well constrained from the inversion. We use as a proxy for the 

confidence intervals the 0.7 and 1.1 cm RMS contours for the 2012-2013 and 2013-2105 

time periods respectively. These rather arbitrary values are defined by rounding up the best-

fit model RMS to the highest first decimal figure and show model parameter combinations 

near the global minimum that are equally likely to fit the data. The trade-off plots show that 

the solution lies within the confidence interval and that it relies more on the 2013-2015 than 

in the 2012-2013 datasets. The source dip shows a variation of ~20º, but it is still indicative 

of a sub-horizontal sill. Besides the well-known trade-off between source depth and strength 

(Cervelli et al., 2001), we find correlations between the sill length and both the centroid depth 

and opening. The 2012-2013 rate map inversion predicts a sill source ~0.7 km shallower, a 

narrower length and a slightly steeper dip than the joint inversion but still within the 

confidence intervals, hence we consider that a single source can fit the four data sets. 

 

For the total volumetric change, we calculate error bounds arising from uncertainties only in 

the sill depth and dip. We vary the source depth between 6 and 6.4 km and the dip between 

9 and 13º and use the standard variation of the volumetric change within these ranges as a 

proxy of the volume uncertainty. The sill horizontal centroid variation is within a single cell 

of the distributed opening model, hence its effect in the volume inversion is negligible and 

the sill strike is well defined from the spatial orientation of the InSAR signal. The error 

volume is 0.007 km3, one order of magnitude smaller than the error bars of the co-eruptive 

sources presented by Jay et al. (2014). 
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Throughout the manuscript we compare the sill model with respect to Mogi models calculated 

for the 2007-2012 time periods (Jay et al., 2014). They estimate that the total volumetric 

variation of the co-eruptive sources is 0.4 + 0.1 km3 they but did not provide error bounds 

for the source location and depths. Our volume error bounds are based on the variability of 

the location of the sill centroid and are about 0.005 km3, more than one order of magnitude 

smaller than those derived for the pre and co-eruptive data. As stated before, this is because 

our data contains far less noise than the interferograms and stacks modeled by Jay et al. 

(2014). We have re-inverted the co-eruptive data set and estimated error bounds using the 

Monte Carlo method. We find that the co-eruptive sources locations are accurate within 0.1 

km (not shown), hence the difference between our post-eruptive solution and the co-eruptive 

solution is larger than the error bounds.  

A3.2.1 Magma compressibility  

The volume of intruded magma Vi into an existing chamber is given by 
 

(Mastin et al., 2008), with ΔVc the magma chamber volume change, ρM and ρi the reservoir 

and injected magma densities, κC the magma compressibility, and κm the magma chamber 

compressibility. We use κm = 2.1(+0.4) * 10-10 Pa-1 calculated for field samples of the 2011-

2012 eruption (Jay et al., 2014) and assume that ρM is equal to ρi and κc = P-1 for a penny 

shaped crack with P the crack overpressure (Rivalta and Segall, 2008). We use this crack 

model as a proxy of the sill overpressure P because the latter figure is not a model parameter 

in the Okada formulation. The sill pressure is obtained by means of the formula 

, with G the shear modulus, ν the Poisson ratio, ΔV the crack volume variation 

and a the crack radius (Fialko et al., 2001). We use G = 35 GPa and ν=0.27 from a local 1-D 

seismic velocity model (Basualto et al., 2015), ΔV = 0.12 km3 and a ~6 km from the 

distributed opening sill inversions and get an overpressure of ~10 MPa. For such a small 

overpressure the volume of intruded magma is less than 1% larger than the sill volumetric 

variation, hence the effects of magma compressibility can be neglected. 

A3.2.2 Co and post-eruptive pressure changes 

The 2011-2012 eruption source model are derived from InSAR ascending data only and is 

Vi = ΔVc
ρM
ρi

1+ κm

κc

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

P = 3GΔV
8a3(1−υ)
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made up of three Mogi sources that do not provide an estimate of the magma overpressure 

because the data is insensitive of the source radius (McTigue, 1987). This problem might be 

accounted for with either descending InSAR data or by means of a seismic tomography to 

assess the source geometry (Masterlark et al., 2010), but none of these results exist. Hence, 

the co-eruptive pressure drop is largely unconstrained. However, we can estimate pressure 

bounds under certain assumptions. If the source radius is less than 0.25 times the source 

depth, the model is insensitive to its finite size (e.g., Lisowski (2006), Battaglia et al. (2013)). 

The co-eruptive sources are located at depths between ~4 and 6 km (Jay et al., 2014), so the 

former condition is enforced for source radius between 1 and 1.5 km. We use the formula 

(Segall, 2010) to convert the co-eruptive volume changes ΔV into magma 

overpressure ΔP, with G the shear modulus derived from a local 1-D seismic velocity model 

(Basualto et al., 2015) and a the source radius. Under these assumptions the co-eruptive 

magma overpressure varies between ~1500 and 500 MPa. On the other hand, the post 

eruptive overpressure can be estimated from the spheroid source model (Supplementary 

Table 3) multiplied by the medium shear modulus and the time span of every inflation event. 

The cumulative over pressure for the inflation event is 110 MPa, thus we can conclude that 

the co and post-eruptive overpressures have a difference of more than 1 order of magnitude, 

and thus far beyond error bounds arising from atmospheric phase delays not accounted for in 

the time series. 

 

A3.3 Seismic data analysis  

We use data recorded by the volcano monitoring seismic network managed by OVDAS 

(Observatorio Volcanológico de los Andes del Sur) (Bertin et al., 2015) during February 

2012 – December 2015. The network is made up of five broad band stations with Reftek151-

30A sensors (0.03-50 Hz) with periods of 30 s and with Reftek 130B digitizers. Events were 

classified based on their spectral characteristics and waveforms based on the criteria of 

Chouet (2003) and Lahr et al. (1994). Hypocenters were located with the HYPO71 software 

(Lee and Lahr, 1975) and with a 1-D seismic model calculated with the VELEST software 

(Kissling et al., 1994) with data from the 2011 eruption (Basualto et al., 2015). The network 

recorded a total of 3985 seismic events during the studied period, with 1027 events classified 

ΔP = GΔV
πa3
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as volcano tectonic (VT) earthquakes. The largest of these had a local magnitude ML of 3.3 

and was located 5 km SW of the 2011 eruptive vent. The VT earthquakes hypocenters (Figure 

S 3.16) suggest three main sources, the first one located around the 2011 vent, the second 

one located 5 km SW of the 2011 vent and related to the Liquiñe-Ofqui fault zone and the 

last one near the Cordillera Nevada caldera, most likely related to the intersection of the 

former with the CC graben of NW-SE orientation (Lara et al., 2006). 

 

We also classified 2778 events as long period (LP) earthquakes related to magma flow within 

the volcanic complex (Chouet, 1996). We carried out a cross-correlation of all the recorded 

LP events (Green and Neuberg, 2006) to highlight a family of events which is observed 

throughout the studied period, but with the largest amount of earthquakes recorded during 

April-May 2012 (Figure S 3.16). Waveform polarization (Matsumara, 1981) of this family 

of events with data from three seismic stations (FUT, PHU and POC) shows body waves 

with incidence angles between 70 and 85º and with azimuths directed towards the 2011 

eruptive vent, thus indicating the latter as the LP source. We conclude that most of the 

seismicity of magmatic origin is not spatially related to the inflation signal observed at 

Cordon Caulle, although we cannot assess if the seismicity at Puyehue volcano is related to 

an inflation source active during May 2012-May 2015 due to the lack of persistent 

interferometric coherence in that area. 

 

A3.4 Supplementary Figures 
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Figure S 3.1. Location of Cordón Caulle volcano over shaded SRTM topography. The polygons are 

the surface projection of the SAR data sets. Red triangle is Cordón Caulle 2011 eruptive vent. Orange 

triangles are other Holocene volcanoes (Siebert et al., 2010). Magenta line is the Chile – Argentina 

border. CC, Cordón Caulle. CNC, Cordillera Nevada caldera; PV, Puyehue volcano. Inset shows the 

figure location within South America.  
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Figure S 3.2. Baseline plot of all the interferograms used in the time series. Red lines in RS2 

descending show interferograms that were calculated (Figure S5) but not included in the time series 

(see supplementary text for details). 
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Figure S 3.3. UAVSAR interferogram that spans 2013-2014. The LOS signal in the 2011-2012 

lava flow is a DEM error. The purple triangle shows the 2011-2012 eruptive vent. Data courtesy of 

NASA/JPL-Caltech. 
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Figure S 3.4. a) Descending CSK March - May 2012 mean ground velocity. Blue and orange circles 

show the locations of the profiles shown in b. Other symbols as in Fig. 2. b) Time series profiles for 

the locations shown in a. Due to the limited number of interferograms available, atmospheric phase 
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delays do not average to zero, therefore we remove atmospheric errors using a standard approach by 

estimating a linear function between  phase and topography (Froger et al., 2007) in addition to a 

horizontal ramp and the amount of sill opening. Ground uplift is also observed at Puyehue volcano, 

but we do not have better timing constrains of this event due to the lack of coherence in this area with 

interferograms calculated after May 2012. 

 

Figure S 3.5. Examples of post inflation interferograms and time series calculated between March 

2015 – June 2016. a) RS2, b) S1A ascending, c) S1A descending time series mean ground velocity; 

d, e) RS2 wrapped interferograms calculated. Legend as in Figure 4.1. The purple circle in d shows 

the location of the time series shown in Figure 4.1 and the black dot is the location of a campaign 

GPS station deployed between February and April 2016. Despite the magnitude of the observed 

signals in a and b, the lack of systematic patterns in the five data sets indicates that the signals are 

most likely of atmospheric origin and are not indicative of ground deformation. We assess the level 

of noise in interferograms in c and d by means of the data standard variation which is ~0.5 cm.  
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Figure S 3.6. a) East – west, and b) vertical ground velocities inverted from the 2013-2015 CSK and 

RS2 rate maps. Black square in b) shows the point of maximum uplift.  
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Figure S 3.7. Short temporal and spatial baseline RS2 (a, b) and CSK (c, d) interferograms showing 

mostly lava flow subsidence at the 2011-2012 rhyolitic dome. Part of the signal is a DEM error but 

we cannot properly separate it from the deformation because the region decorrelates very fast and so 

there are only a few interferograms with a small range of perpendicular baselines available. This 

signal also includes horizontal displacement as noticed from field observations (Tuffen et al., 2013), 

but this effect cannot be assessed from the InSAR data only. 
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Figure S  3.8. Plot of time series uncertainties. Black points show the pseudo vertical velocities for 

the 2013-2015 descending tracks, blue points show the synthetic pseudo vertical velocities predicted 

by the best fit sill model plus random noise and the 1:1 agreement line is shown in red. See text for 

details. 
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Figure S 3.9. Rate maps (a, d, g, j), model prediction (b, e, h, k) and residuals (c, f, i, l) comparing 
data and the model for the spherical sources inversion. The black points are the sources location. 
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Figure S 3.10. Rate maps (a, d, g, j), model prediction (b, e, h, k) and residuals (c, f, i, l) comparing 
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data and the model for the spheroid geometry inversion. The black points is the source location.

 

Figure S 3.11. Rate maps (a, d, g, j), model prediction (b, e, h, k) and residuals (c, f, i, l) comparing 
data and the model for the single sill geometry inversion. 
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Figure S  3.12. Root mean square (RMS) trade-off plots in cm for several combinations of 

the sill model parameters for the 2013-2015 rate maps. The white line is the 0.7 cm contour. 

The red and black dot show the inversion results and the RMS minimum.  

 

Figure S  3.13. Root mean square (RMS) trade-off plots in cm for several combinations of the sill 

model parameters for the 2012-2013 rate map. The white line is the 1.1 cm contour and the rest of 

the legend as in Figure S 12. 
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Figure S 3.14. Synthetic test for the distributed opening model fault geometry. a) Input model used 

to generate synthetic data. b) Inverted model. We conclude that the inversion can recover most of the 

opening model, although with a smaller amplitude due to model parameter smearing as the model 

resolution decreases for deeper sill patches.  

Figure S 3.15. Distributed sill opening models. a) March – December 2012. b) March 2013 – June 

2015. 
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Figure S 3.16. a) Cordón Caulle 2012/03/01-2015/09/25 hypocenter locations. Blue circles are 

hypocenters, black bars are location error bars and the size of the hypocenters is proportional to its 

local magnitude, green triangles and labels show the location of the seismic stations and red star is 

the 2011-2012 eruptive vent.  CNc, Cordillera Nevada caldera; CCg Cordón Caulle graben, Pv, 

Puyehue volcano. Note the overall lack of events over the Cordón Caulle graben compared with 
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Puyehue volcano. b) Histograms of VT and LP seismicity. The left and right axes show the number 

of earthquakes and the local magnitudes respectively. 

A3.5 Supplementary Tables 
 

Supplementary Table 1. Summary of all the processed SAR data. D: descending orbit, A: ascending 

orbit, θ: look angle, Ints: processed interferograms; TS ints: interferograms used in the different time 

series. 

Satellite λ (cm) Dates (yy/mm/dd) Pass Track θ(º) Beam mode Acquisitions Ints 
RADARSAT-2 5.5 12/12/21-16/04/28 D --- 35 Wide Fine 2 8 30 
RADARSAT-2 5.5 16/01/30-16/05/05 A --- 38 Wide UltraFine 12  5 5 
COSMO-SkyMed 3.1 13/05/11-16/01/29 A --- 44 HIMAGE 37 117 
COSMO-SkyMed 3.1 12/03/14-16/02/26 D --- 28 HIMAGE 86 297 
UAVSAR 23.8 14/04/28-13/03/27 D --- 23-68 PolSAR 2 1 
Sentinel-1A 5.5 15/03/21-16/01/27 A 164 36 IW 13 19 
Sentinel-1A 5.5 15/12/17-16/06/02 A 83 38 IW 8 9 

 

Supplementary Table 2. Inverted Mogi sources model parameters. Horizontal coordinates are UTM 

coordinates, WGS84 ellipsoid, 18S zone. 

Source X (km) Y (km) Z (km) 
Mogi 1 734.5 5515.4 4.8 
Mogi 2 738.4 5512.5 4.6 

 

Supplementary Table 3. Inverted Yang source model parameters. X, Y, Z spheroid centroid 

coordinates, θ trend, δ plunge, a major semi-axis, b minor semi axis. The latter was fixed to 1 km so 

the inverted model is finite sized (Pritchard and Simons, 2004). 

X (km) Y (km) Z (km) θ (º) δ (º) a (km) b (km) 
736.6 5513.9 4.6 129 9 7.2 1 

 

Supplementary Table 4. Inverted Okada source model parameters. Xs, Ys, Zs sill centroid 

coordinates, θ strike, δ dip, L length, W width. The source strike was fixed as it does not change 

significantly. 

X (km) Y (km) Z (km) θ (º) δ (º) L (km) W (km) 
736.3 5514.2 6.2 39 11 1.9 10.07 

 

Supplementary Table 5. Source strength and root mean square (RMS) per source and for each full 

resolution rate map. 
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Source Rate map Source strength RMS (cm) 
Mogi CSK desc 2012 0.0241 km3 /yr 1.37 
Mogi CSK desc 2013-2015 0.0580 km3 /yr 0.36 
Mogi CSK asc 0.0225 km3 /yr 0.75 
Mogi RS2 desc 0.0229 km3 /yr 0.44 
Yang CSK desc 2012 2*10-3 MPa/GPa/yr 1.13 
Yang CSK desc 2013-2015 8*10-4 MPa/GPa/yr 0.40 
Yang CSK asc 7.5*10-4 MPa/GPa/yr 0.65 
Yang RS2 desc 7.7*10-4 MPa/GPa/yr 0.47 
Okada CSK desc 2012 2.85 m/yr 1.06 
Okada CSK desc 2013-2015 1.15 m/yr 0.40 
Okada CSK asc 1.18 m/yr 0.87 
Okada RS2 desc 1.10 m/yr 0.49 

 
Table 5. List of SAR images used in this study. Date format is year-month-day.  

Satellite and track SAR date 
RS2 descending 13-03-27 
RS2 descending 14-03-22 
RS2 descending 14-04-15 
RS2 descending 14-06-02 
RS2 descending 14-12-11 
RS2 descending 15-01-28 
RS2 descending 15-02-21 
RS2 descending 15-05-04 
RS2 descending 16-03-11 
RS2 descending 16-04-04 
  
CSK ascending 13-05-11 
CSK ascending 13-05-19 
CSK ascending 13-10-18 
CSK ascending 13-10-19 
CSK ascending 13-11-03 
CSK ascending 14-01-14 
CSK ascending 14-01-30 
CSK ascending 14-02-15 
CSK ascending 14-02-27 
CSK ascending 14-03-15 
CSK ascending 14-03-31 
CSK ascending 14-04-04 
CSK ascending 14-04-16 
CSK ascending 14-05-02 
CSK ascending 14-05-06 
CSK ascending 14-05-14 
CSK ascending 14-10-05 
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CSK ascending 14-10-21 
CSK ascending 14-11-06 
CSK ascending 14-11-10 
CSK ascending 14-11-22 
CSK ascending 14-11-23 
CSK ascending 14-11-30 
CSK ascending 14-12-16 
CSK ascending 15-01-13 
CSK ascending 15-01-29 
CSK ascending 15-02-14 
CSK ascending 15-02-27 
CSK ascending 15-03-14 
CSK ascending 15-05-01 
CSK ascending 15-05-09 
CSK ascending 15-06-02 
CSK ascending 15-12-15 
CSK ascending 15-12-31 
CSK ascending 16-01-13 
CSK ascending 16-01-20 
CSK ascending 16-01-29 
CSK ascending 13-05-11 
CSK ascending 13-05-19 
CSK ascending 13-10-18 
CSK ascending 13-10-19 
CSK ascending 13-11-03 
CSK ascending 14-01-14 
CSK ascending 14-01-30 
CSK ascending 14-02-15 
CSK ascending 14-02-27 
CSK ascending 14-03-15 
CSK ascending 14-03-31 
CSK ascending 14-04-04 
CSK ascending 14-04-16 
CSK ascending 14-05-02 
CSK ascending 14-05-06 
CSK ascending 14-05-14 
CSK ascending 14-10-05 
CSK ascending 14-10-21 
CSK ascending 14-11-06 
CSK ascending 14-11-10 
CSK ascending 14-11-22 
CSK ascending 14-11-23 
CSK ascending 14-11-30 
CSK ascending 14-12-16 
CSK ascending 15-01-13 
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CSK ascending 15-01-29 
CSK ascending 15-02-14 
CSK ascending 15-02-27 
CSK ascending 15-03-14 
CSK ascending 15-05-01 
CSK ascending 15-05-09 
CSK ascending 15-06-02 
CSK ascending 15-12-15 
CSK ascending 15-12-31 
CSK ascending 16-01-13 
CSK ascending 16-01-20 
CSK ascending 16-01-29 
  
CSK descending 12-03-14 
CSK descending 12-03-18 
CSK descending 12-03-31 
CSK descending 12-04-03 
CSK descending 12-04-07 
CSK descending 12-04-15 
CSK descending 12-04-19 
CSK descending 12-04-23 
CSK descending 12-05-01 
CSK descending 12-05-02 
CSK descending 12-05-05 
CSK descending 12-05-09 
CSK descending 12-05-25 
CSK descending 12-10-09 
CSK descending 12-10-12 
CSK descending 12-10-16 
CSK descending 12-10-24 
CSK descending 12-11-01 
CSK descending 12-11-09 
CSK descending 12-11-10 
CSK descending 12-11-13 
CSK descending 12-11-17 
CSK descending 12-11-29 
CSK descending 12-12-03 
CSK descending 12-12-19 
CSK descending 12-12-28 
CSK descending 12-12-31 
CSK descending 13-01-04 
CSK descending 13-01-12 
CSK descending 13-01-20 
CSK descending 13-01-28 
CSK descending 13-02-13 
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CSK descending 13-03-02 
CSK descending 13-03-09 
CSK descending 13-03-17 
CSK descending 13-03-25 
CSK descending 13-04-02 
CSK descending 13-04-18 
CSK descending 13-04-26 
CSK descending 13-05-04 
CSK descending 13-05-12 
CSK descending 13-05-20 
CSK descending 13-11-04 
CSK descending 13-11-12 
CSK descending 13-11-20 
CSK descending 13-11-28 
CSK descending 13-12-06 
CSK descending 13-12-14 
CSK descending 13-12-22 
CSK descending 13-12-30 
CSK descending 14-01-15 
CSK descending 14-01-31 
CSK descending 14-02-16 
CSK descending 14-02-24 
CSK descending 14-03-04 
CSK descending 14-03-20 
CSK descending 14-04-09 
CSK descending 14-04-21 
CSK descending 14-05-11 
CSK descending 14-05-23 
CSK descending 14-11-19 
CSK descending 14-12-01 
CSK descending 14-12-09 
CSK descending 14-12-17 
CSK descending 14-12-25 
CSK descending 15-01-02 
CSK descending 15-01-10 
CSK descending 15-01-26 
CSK descending 15-02-11 
CSK descending 15-02-19 
CSK descending 15-02-27 
CSK descending 15-03-07 
CSK descending 15-03-15 
CSK descending 15-03-23 
CSK descending 15-03-31 
CSK descending 15-04-08 
CSK descending 15-04-12 
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CSK descending 15-04-16 
CSK descending 15-05-10 
CSK descending 15-05-14 
CSK descending 15-05-18 
CSK descending 15-05-26 
CSK descending 15-06-03 
CSK descending 15-12-20 
CSK descending 16-01-09 
CSK descending 16-02-10 
  
RS2 ascending 16-01-30 
RS2 ascending 16-02-23 
RS2 ascending 16-03-18 
RS2 ascending 16-04-11 
RS2 ascending 16-05-05 
  
S1A ascending 15-03-21 
S1A ascending 15-04-14 
S1A ascending 15-04-26 
S1A ascending 15-05-08 
S1A ascending 15-05-20 
S1A ascending 15-06-01 
S1A ascending 16-01-03 
S1A ascending 16-01-27 
S1A ascending 16-02-20 
S1A ascending 16-03-15 
S1A ascending 16-04-08 
S1A ascending 16-05-02 
S1A ascending 16-05-26 
  
S1A descending 15/12/17 
S1A descending 16/01/10 
S1A descending 16/02/27 
S1A descending 16/03/10 
S1A descending 16/03/22 
S1A descending 16/04/15 
S1A descending 16/05/09 
S1A descending 16/06/02 
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APPENDIX 4 

CHAPTER 5 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 
 

A4.1 INSAR DATA PROCESSING AND TIME SERIES ANALYSIS 
 

The data processing follows the same approach as Delgado et al. (2016), so we only point 

out the differences with respect to our previous work. RADARSAT2 (RS2), COSMO-

SkyMED (CSK), Sentinel-1 (S1) and ALOS-2 stripmap interferograms (Figure S 4.1) were 

processed with the Caltech/Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL) InSAR Scientific Computing 

Environment (ISCE) software [Rosen et al., 2012]. RS2 and ALOS-2 data were provided as 

focused zero-Doppler single look complex (SLC) images and were processed using prototype 

additions to the ISCE software that include geometric coregistration using the an external 

DEM and the satellite state vectors (Sansosti et al., 2006). The CSK data were focused from 

raw data in a motion compensated geometry (Zebker et al., 2010). CSK, RS2 and ALOS-2 

interferograms were spatially averaged to 30 m, so their resolution matches the 1 arcsec 

Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission (SRTM) digital elevation model (Farr et al., 2007) that 

was used to remove the topographic phase. Interferograms were filtered with power spectrum 

coefficients between 0.3 and 0.5 (Goldstein and Werner, 1998) and unwrapped with the 

minimum cost flow SNAPHU (statistical network approach to phase unwrapping) (Chen and 

Zebker, 2001) algorithms. Unwrapping errors were identified by testing for phase 

discontinuities between patches of coherent phase, and manually corrected or cropped prior 

to time series inversion. Ionospheric long wavelength signals in ALOS-2 data were removed 

with linear ramps. Phase delays in interferograms were reduced using a simple elevation-

dependent atmospheric correction for all the data sets except for CSK where no correction 

was applied because some interferograms are not coherent in non-deforming areas. This 

empirical correction is preferred over calculations with global atmospheric models because 

previous work in volcanoes of southern Chile has shown that the latter do not significantly 

reduce the phase variance produced by atmospheric phase delays compared with empirical 

techniques (Remy et al. (2015), Delgado et al. (2017)).  
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Figure S 4.1. Location of Cordón Caulle volcano over shaded SRTM topography. The colored 

polygons are the swaths of the different SAR data sets. Red triangle is the Cordón Caulle 2011-2012 

eruptive vent. Black triangles are other Holocene volcanoes (Siebert et al., 2010). Black dashed line 

is the Chile – Argentina border. Inset shows the figure location within South America. 
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Figure S 4.2. Additional RADARSAT-2 Wide Fine 2 (WF2) (a-d),  Wide Ultra Fine 12 (U12W2) (e), 

and ALOS-2 stripmap (f) interferograms. The lower panel shows the timing of the different data sets. 

These data sets could not be included in the InSAR time series due to systematic decorrelation in non-

deforming areas for RS2 and in the deforming area respectively for ALOS-2. The RADARSAT-2 

Wide Ultra Fine (e) interferogram was calculated from the InSAR time series (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). 

Interferograms a-d and f and are shown wrapped. These interferograms are consistent with other data 

sets (Figure 5.1) and show ~12 cm of inflation during July 2016 – January 2017 (a-d), and 4-6 cm of 

uplift between April 2017 – May 2018 (e-f), although more data is required to further confirm the 

latter.  

The processing was different for the S1 data due to its TOPS (Terrain Observation by 

Progressive Scans) wide swath mode. We only processed the swath that covers the volcano 

and interferograms with temporal baselines shorter than 48 days. This step is required to 

properly co-register the SAR images with an accuracy of 10-3 of a pixel with the enhanced 

spectral diversity (ESD) algorithm which relies on high coherence in the burst overlap 

regions (Fattahi et al., 2017). Otherwise, the interferograms can end up with sharp phase 
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discontinuities in the burst edges produced by the high Doppler centroid differences as the 

radar antenna is steered from backward to forward (e.g., Prats-Iraola et al. (2012); Yague-

Martinez et al. (2016)). As there is no coherence on top of the volcano in the winter in any 

of the S1 interferograms, such strict requisites imply that the time series is made up of well-

connected interferometric subsets during the mid-spring to late austral fall but disconnected 

during the winter. These gaps in the time series are problematic because the singular value 

decomposition time series inversion sets the velocity to zero between these gaps (Lopez-

Quiroz et al., 2009). To overcome this limitation and properly connect the S1 interferograms 

between the non-winter epochs into a self-consistent network, we must rely on summer to 

summer interferograms that have very poor coherence in the volcano vegetated flanks, 

contradicting the requisites of the ESD algorithm. We address this issue by calculating 

interferograms with temporal baselines up to 1 year and carefully checking the data for 

potential azimuth misregistration errors. We did not find any such discontinuities arising 

from misregistration, so we used ~10 of these ~1 year long interferograms that are coherent 

in the volcano and with moderate coherence in some of the vegetated flanks that surround it. 

We prefer to use this approach for disconnected sets of interferograms rather than 

regularization algorithms (Lopez-Quiroz et al., 2009) because the latter rely on the 

assumption that the deformation follows a trend like a linear function which is not true at 

Cordon Caulle. The S1 interferograms also had to be spatially averaged to a posting of 90 m, 

otherwise the vegetated areas that surround the volcano might be decorrelated (Delgado et 

al., 2016); Delgado et al. (2017)), even in some 12-days pairs (Pritchard et al., 2018). These 

areas surrounding Cordon Caulle must be coherent so any residual long-wavelength ramp 

can be properly removed. 

 

We used the NSBAS InSAR time series method (Lopez-Quiroz et al., 2009) implemented in 

the GIANT toolbox (Agram et al., 2013) to retrieve the ground deformation time evolution 

and to reduce the effects of topography-correlated atmospheric noise. Due to the lack of 

coherent non-deforming areas in some of the CSK interferograms, we use a model-based 

ramp removal algorithm for this data set inverting every interferogram for the amount of sill 

opening and a linear ramp and, and then removing the latter (Delgado et al., 2016). Pixels 

that remained coherent in at least 66% of the CSK interferograms and all the S1, RS2, ALOS-
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2 data sets were inverted in the time series. We did not update the RS2 Wide Fine 2 

descending time series from Delgado et al. (2016) with the new 2016-2017 interferograms 

because of the very poor temporal sampling of the data set. Instead, we present wrapped 

examples (Figure S 4.2). Finally, because the data temporal sampling of the different 

satellites is highly uneven, especially for RS2 and ALOS-2, we do not fit a linear trend to the 

period of deformation. Rather, we calculate differential interferograms between dates that are 

closer in time to the period of ground uplift using the reconstructed time series.  

 

DEM error corrections (e.g., Fattahi and Amelung (2013); Samsonov (2010)) have little 

effect in the time series due to the small baseline interferograms, in agreement with tests with 

other data sets (Fattahi and Amelung, 2013).  We mask the 2012-2012 lava flow and the 

laccolith that was intruded in the eruptive vent (Castro et al., 2016), hence we do not solve 

for subsidence these areas. A proper assessment of ground deformation in these areas requires 

processing the data set at a full resolution with a higher resolution and more accurate DEM 

than SRTM, which is beyond the scope of this study. 

 

The cumulative interferograms uncertainties were assessed with the method of Finnegan et 

al. (2008). We calculate pseudo vertical displacement dividing the cumulative interferograms 

by the cosine of the look angle for the descending S1 and RS2 data sets as well as their 

synthetic interferograms predicted by the individual sill model of Delgado et al. (2016). We 

then add synthetic Gaussian noise to the synthetic data until they match with the observed 

data. The perturbed synthetic data set plus white noise with an amplitude of 6 mm matches 

the differential interferograms, so we use this figure as a measure of the data uncertainty 

(Figure S 4.3). 

A4.2 GPS DATA PROCESSING  
 

GNSS data are recorded by 2 continuous stations, instrumented with Trimble NetR9 receivers 

and Choke Ring antennas. These stations were installed by OVDAS during late November 

2017 and are located 4km westward (VRND) and 3,5 km eastward (PIWQ) from the uplift 

source. GNSS data were processed with the Trimble 4DControl software using a differential 

approach with respect to reference station. The reference station, PAJA (from the Centro 
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Sismológico Nacional, CSN), is located ca. 20 km SSE from the maximum uplift, 8 km south 

of Puyehue volcano, and outside of the deformation area.  

 

 

 

 

Figure S 4.3. Plot of RADARSAT-2 (RS2) and Sentinel-1 (S1) descending comparing ground 

deformation in the same points. Black points show the pseudo vertical velocities for the 2016-2017 

descending tracks, blue points show the synthetic pseudo vertical velocities predicted by the best fit 

sill model plus random noise and the 1:1 agreement line is shown in red. See text for details. 

Deviations from the 1:1 line are due to the use of differential interferograms rather than mean ground 

velocities. 
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Figure S 4.4. Inverted sill opening models for 2012-2013 (a), 2013-2015 (b) and 2016-2017 (c) from 

RS2, S1 and CSK data using the model of Delgado et al. (2016). These are the same models presented 

in Figure 5.4.  

 

Figure S 4.5. Benchmark between the analytic but approximated formula (Segall, 2010) for the 

ground displacement predicted by the constant pressurization P0 of a spherical cavity at depth z0 of 

radius R1 surrounded by a viscoelastic shell of radius R2 and a finite element (FE) simulation. Model 
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parameters are z0 = 5 km, R1=0.5 km R2=0.75 km, G=30 GPa, ν =0.25, η = 2*1017 Pa s, P0 = 1 GPa. 

A) Vertical (Uz) and radial (Ur) ground displacements predicted by the instantaneous elastic response 

of the viscoelastic problem (McTigue, 1987). B) Maximum Uz as a function of time between the 

analytic and FE solutions. C) Difference in percentage between the FEM model and the analytic 

solution.  

 

Figure S 4.6. Downsampled InSAR rate maps from Delgado et al. (2016) (left column), pressurized 

sphere model prediction (middle column), and residuals comparing data and model prediction (right 

column).  Ascending and descending rate maps are labeled as asc and dsc respectively. The 2012-

2013 rate map was given half the weight than the other data sets as discussed in Delgado et al. (2016). 

The spherical geometry resulting from the inversion was used as the starting geometry for the 

viscoelastic analytic simulation. 
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Figure S 4.7. Spatial variations in the time scale τ of the 2012-2016 CSK descending time series of 

ground deformation in the ground deformation calculated by a least squares fit of the function ULOS = 

U(1-e-t/τ). Only pixels that remained coherent in 80% of the 2012-2016 CSK time series were 

included. The blue circle is the location of the time series shown in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure S 4.8. a) CSK descending time series (orange points) and best-fit pressurized sphere 

viscoelastic model (black line) using equation 7.113 from Segall (2010). The variables searched for 

in the inversion are the relaxation (τR) and pressurization (τS) time scales. b) Inferred shell viscosity 

(η) as a function of the shear modulus (G). c) Root mean square misfit function (in cm) between the 

CSK data and synthetic models that are function of τR and τS (in years). The red dot shows the best 

fit model parameters that were used to calculate the synthetic model in (a). 
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Figure S 4.9. Best fit double exponential model (blue line) for the 2016-2017 CSK time series (red 

dots). The double exponential model is equation 22 of Le Mével et al. (2016). 
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Figure S 4.10. Mean ground velocities (left column) (Delgado et al., 2016) synthetic velocities 

predicted by a finite sized spheroid at a depth of 4.6 km (middle column) and difference between 

rate maps and synthetics (right column). RMS is the root mean square for each residual. The 

spheroid maximum pressure is just 8.4 MPa and is achieved by increasing the size of the spheroid 

semi-minor axis from 1 to 2.5 km (same model of Delgado et al., 2016).   
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APPENDIX 5  
CHAPTER 6 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

 

A5.1 TanDEM-X data uncertainties 
Volume change uncertainties were calculated with the method of Poland (2014) under the 

assumption that neighboring pixels are spatially uncorrelated. We calculate the standard 

deviation of the elevation change in a 500 by 500 pixels area with no topographic change for 

the five DEMs combinations used in the time series, and finding that the mean elevation 

uncertainty is 4.89 m (Figure S 5.2). The theoretical uncertainty µc	of the difference between 

two DEMs with uncertainties µ)	and µ* is given by µc = ∂ G(µ)* + µ**), with n the 

number of pixels and A the pixel area. Assuming µ) = µ* =	4.89 m and A=6.62 m2, we get 

µc = 0.15 x 10-3 km3. For the January - August 2011 TDM, we assume that µc is twice the 

latter figure because of the errors introduced by the cropping procedure described in the next 

section. The elevation differences in areas with no topographic change are twice as large as 

those of Tolbachik volcano (Kubanek et al., 2017), probably due to the much rougher 

topography of Cordon Caulle compared with the smoother flanks of Tolbachik. Although the 

Cordon Caulle TDM volume uncertainties are one order of magnitude larger than those 

reported for Kilauea volcano (Poland, 2014), they are several orders of magnitude smaller 

than the previously reported lava flow volumes of 0.5-0.6 km3 (Castro et al. (2016); Coppola 

et al. (2017b)).  

 

A5.2 Lava flow volume calculation 
The lava flow must be separated with respect to background values before any volumetric 

calculation can be made. The lava flow area was calculated with the lava contours derived 

from TerraSAR-X radar amplitude and EO-1 and WorldView panchromatic images by Bertin 

et al. (2015). However, the dates of these contours do not match the dates of the TDM. Hence, 

the lava flow was cropped with a post-eruptive contour from April 2012. Due to significant 

tephra deposition around the lava flow during the eruption, we do not map its contours with 

monostatic interferometric coherence (Dietterich et al., 2012). Other lava flow mapping 

methods such as radar shadowing (Arnold et al., 2017) are not feasible because of the small 

size of the shadow (2-3 pixels) and the small pixel size (~11 m for ENVISAT IS6 and ~2 m 
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for TSX). Furthermore, radar shadows do not incorporate the shallow laccolith volume and 

only estimate the lava flow volume under the assumption of a constant thickness. 

 

Volumes were calculated by integrating the sequential elevation changes and multiplying 

them by the pixel area except for the January - August 2011 TDM. We also remove pixels 

with negative topographic change, with amplitudes below the TDM standard deviation and 

after applying a 3 by 3 median filter to remove additional isolated pixels. The January - 

August 2011 TDM includes the elevation changes produced by both the lava flow and the 

shallow laccolith. Because it is not possible to unambiguously separate the lava flow from 

the shallow laccolith in this TDM, we calculate the total volume change from all the pixels 

in a box that contains both signals (Figure S 5.3). The TDM data record a topographic uplift 

diffuse signal SE of the eruptive vent that is not completely recorded in the January - August 

2011 TDM. This additional volume is assumed to have occurred by August 2011 and is 

accounted for with the same masking and filtering procedure applied to the January and 

December 2011 pair (Figure S 5.3).  

A5.3 Reservoir pressure time series inversion and uncertainty analysis 
 

We use five pre-eruptive ALOS and ENVISAT interferograms (Figure S 5.4) to estimate the 

ground displacement data variance on the volcano, and to weight the source overpressure 

inversion. Although atmospheric noise is well known to be non-stationary (Lohman and 

Simons, 2005), for simplicity and due to limitations in the coherence, we assume no spatial 

correlation (Biggs et al., 2010). The interferograms standard deviation in the volcano varies 

between 0.8 and 2.5 cm, with a mean of 1.3 cm. Nevertheless, given the size of the small data 

set, we use the upper bound of 2.5 cm to weight the inversion. The 20 interferograms are 

individually inverted for a ramp and the finite element spheroid source strength weighted 

with Cd, the diagonal data covariance matrix. The pressure uncertainties for every 

interferogram are calculated then as the diagonal of the model covariance matrix Cm = 

(GTCd
-1G)-1 (Biggs et al., 2010). The time series of source overpressure is then calculated 

with another linear inversion Gwm=dw with Gw the weighted design matrix, m the pressure 

drop velocity for every time interval and dw the weighted data. The pressure covariance is 

calculated with the same formula, but for every SAR epoch rather than for the interferograms. 
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Finally, the inverted pressure drop velocities are numerically integrated to retrieve the 

pressure drop time series. These uncertainties reflect both the effect of the atmospheric noise 

and how well the interferograms are linked with the rest of the interferometric network 

(Ebmeier et al., 2013). 

 

A5.4 Laminar flow in the conduit 
 

The validity of conduit laminar flow during the lava extrusion is assessed by means of the 

Reynolds number 7" = ∑∏*s

π
. Here ρ the magma density, ∫ is the mean velocity, R is the 

conduit radius and η is the magma viscosity. Assuming values of |=2500 kg/m3, R=50 m, 

∫=20 m/s and a rhyodicatic magma with a very low viscosity of η=105 Pas, we get Re=5 

which is several orders of magnitude below the laminar - turbulent transition threshold (Re 

~ 2000) (Jaupart and Tait, 1990). 

 

A5.5 Reservoir compressibility 
 
The oblate spheroid source compressibility is calculated with the numerical model of 

Anderson and Segall (2011). The compressibility βc of a shallow penny shaped reservoir with 

similar dimensions as the one at CC is about twice the compressibility of a sphere, equal to 

βc =2*(3/4G), with G the shear modulus. This value is used for all the subsequent 

calculations.  

 

A5.6 Lava effusion model with coeval magma recharge 
 

The differential equation that controls the coupling between conduit flow and magma 

chamber depressurization with coeval magma recharge is given by Anderson and Segall 

(2011) and Segall (2013) (all variables are defined in Table 6.2): 

9É
9L

= 	−
Ω ÉÑ − É + ú É − |}ü

Üáà
	 ∂1  

This equation is solved by direct integration 

1
Ω + ú

9Éª

ΩÉÑ + |}üú
Ω + ú − Éª	

º N

ºd

= −
9L
Üáà

N

á
∂2  
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É L = Éá +
ΩÉÑ + ú|}ü

Ω + ú
−Éá 1 − "-N/m ∂3  

The pressure drop with respect to the magmastatic pre-eruptive state is given by P(t)-P0 -> 

P(t) 

É L =
Ω(ÉÑ−Éá) + ú(|}ü−Éá)
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The extruded volume Vex is given by 
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Figure S 5.14 shows a comparison between this solution (A3 and A6) and the solution of 

Segall (2013). These formulas are equivalent for the case with no recharge (Ω = 0), but they 

differ for the case with magma recharge (Ω ≠ 0). We compare these analytic solutions with 

a numerical solution calculated with MATLAB ode45 finite difference solver for Equation 

A1 and numerically integrating Equation A5 (Figure S 5.14). The numerical simulation 

shows that formulas A4 and A6 are the correct solution. 

 

A5.7 Lava effusion model with instantaneous recharge 
 

The differential equation that controls the coupling between conduit flow and magma 

chamber depressurization is given by Anderson and Segall (2011) 

 

9É
9L

= 	−
É − |}ü

`
	(@1) 

τ = Üáà Z 

with β the sum of the magma and reservoir compressibility, V0 the reservoir volume and c 

the conduit conductivity. For a single deflation cycle until time t1, the solutions for the source 

pressure drop and the extruded volume are given by Equations A4 and A6 but with Ω = 0. 
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For a second deflation cycle that starts at t1 for a new magma batch with compressibility à* 

and time constant `*, Equation B1 can be integrated between epochs t1 and t2: 

9É′
É′ − |}ü

º.(N)

º,

= − `*
N

N,

9L(@2) 

Equation B2 solution is: 

É* L = É)	– É) − |}ü 1 − "
-
N-N,
m. , L) < L	(@3) 

É) = É(L)) = Éá– Éá − |}ü 1 − "
-
´,
¨, (B4) 

The extruded volume Vex is given by: 
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N

á
9L @5  
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N
m @6  

The total extruded volume at time t2 is given by: 

ÜB[ = Ü) + û L
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N.

N,
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-
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m. (@9) 

The final solution is a piecewise continuous function given by Equations A4 and A6 with 

Ω = 0 for 0 < t < t1 and by Equation B3 and B9 for t1 < t.  
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Figure S 5.1. Shaded relief SRTM topography that shows the ENVISAT, TerraSAR-X, TanDEM-X 

and RADARSAT-2 swaths (color polygons) over Cordon Caulle (red triangle). Thin black lines are 

local faults. Red, orange, yellow and black triangles are the 2011-2012, 1960, 1921-1922 eruptive 

vents and Holocene volcanoes (Siebert et al., 2010). Thick dashed black line is the Chile – Argentina 

border. The inset shows the location of Cordon Caulle in the Southern Andes. 
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Figure S 5.2. Top) Example of the elevation uncertainties calculated for the January 2012 and March 

09 2012 TDM. The grid shows the elevation difference in m in the lava flow and in areas with no 
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surface change. The black cross is the reference area and the red box is the area of no topographic 

change used to calculate the uncertainties. The x and y coordinates show the pixel number. Bottom) 

Histograms of difference change due to data uncertainty in areas with no elevation change for all the 

TDM pairs used in the lava flow time series. The blue lines are the histogram bins and the red line 

shows the best fit Gaussian function. The histograms titles show the data mean and standard deviation 

in m. The histogram vertical axis shows the number of pixels. 

Figure S 5.3. Procedure to calculate the volume of the lava flow and the shallow laccolith in the 

January - August 2011 TDM. The x and y coordinates show the pixel number. a) Raw TDM grid with 

color scale clipped to -20 to 50 m. The red box contains both the lava flow and the shallow laccolith. 

b) TDM grid after removing pixels outside the red box, with negative topographic changes (most 

likely unwrapping errors in areas of steep relief), with amplitudes below the TDM standard deviation 

of 4.4 m and after applying a 3 by 3 median filter. The volume change of the TDM increases 0.01 

km3 if the median filter box size is decreased to 2 by 2, which is at most 1% of the total flow times 

series volume. c) TDM between January - December 2011 that shows an area of diffuse uplift SE of 
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the eruptive vent, and not covered by the January - August 2011 TDM. d) Elevation changes in the 

January - December 2011 TDM not recorded in the January - August 2011.  

 

Figure S 5.4. ALOS-1 and ENVISAT pre-eruptive interferograms that show atmospheric noise. 

Only a-e were used to calculate the variance on top of the volcano as a proxy for the phase delays 

because f-h show a potential pre-eruptive signal (Jay et al. (2014); Euillades et al. (2017)).  
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Figure S 5.5. SLC amplitude images of the eruptive vent and lava flow acquired during the first month 

of the eruption. ALOS-1 (a), ENVISAT (b, d), TSX (c, e-p). Pre-eruptive (a-b), pure explosive (c-g), 

hybrid explosive – effusive (h-p) phases. The red and blue boxes highlight the area of emplacement 

of the shallow laccolith and syn-eruptive deformation structures that were active at different times. 

Note the bulging produced by the shallow laccolith intrusion observed in c-d, which is more clear in 

e-g. This implies that the shallow laccolith started to be emplaced during the purely explosive stage. 
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Figure S 5.6. Left column: downsampled TerraSAR-X and ENVISAT interferograms; middle 

column: model prediction, right column, residuals comparing data and the model for the inversion of 
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the finite element spheroid with a minor semi-axis of 2.5 km. The green dot and the black lines show 

the location of the spheroid centroid and its semi major and minor axes.  

 

Figure S 5.7. Left column: downsampled TerraSAR-X and ENVISAT interferograms; middle 

column: model prediction, right column, residuals comparing data and the model for the inversion of 
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the finite element spheroid with a minor semi-axis of 2.5 km. The green dot and the black lines show 

the location of the spheroid centroid and its semi major and minor axes. The source geometry was 

derived using only the October 2011 – February 2012 interferograms. 

 

Figure S 5.8. Left column: downsampled TerraSAR-X and ENVISAT interferograms; middle 

column: model prediction, right column, residuals comparing data and the model for the inversion of 
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the finite element spheroid with a minor semi-axis of 3 km. The green dot and the black lines show 

the location of the spheroid centroid and its semi major and minor axes. 

 

Figure S 5.9 Left column: downsampled TerraSAR-X and ENVISAT interferograms; middle column: 

model prediction, right column, residuals comparing data and the model for the inversion of the finite 
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element spheroid with a minor semi-axis of 3 km. The green dot and the black lines show the location 

of the spheroid centroid and its semi major and minor axes. The source geometry was derived using 

only the October 2011 – February 2012 interferograms. 

Figure S 5.10. Root mean square (RMS) in cm for both the M1 and M2 spheroidal models inverted 

from the downsampled ENVISAT interferograms. The horizontal axis shows the spheroid model 

(either M1 or M2) with the semi-minor axis (2, 2.5 and 3 km), whereas the vertical axis shows the 

pairs dates (year/month/day). The figure highlights that M1 and M2 fit better the June-October 2011 

and October 2011-February 2012 interferograms, respectively. Because the June-October 2011 

interferograms are decorrelated on top of the volcano, these data are relatively insensitive to the finite 

size of the spheroid, which means that an increase of 2 to 3 km in the spheroid semi-minor axis does 

not significantly change the RMS.  
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Figure S 5.11. Downsampled interferograms (a, d, g), model prediction (b, e, h), and residuals (c, f, 

i) comparing data and the model for the inversion of compound dislocation model (CDM) during the 

waning of the eruption (October 2011 – February 2012). Color scales show the line of sight ground 

displacement in meters. CDM model parameters xs = 738 km, ys = 5510 km, zs = 6.1 km (point 

centroid along the X, Y and Z axes), ωx = 343º, ωy = 62º, ωz = 137º (clockwise rotation angles along 

the X, Y and Z axes), ax = 2.1 km, ay =1.2 km, az =1.8 km (semi-axes along the X, Y and Z axes).  
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Figure S 5.12. TerraSAR-X azimuth (a) and range (b) offsets in radar coordinates calculated between 

11/07/04 and 11/07/26. Pixel offsets were calculated with windows of 64 by 64 pixels to increase the 

signal to noise ratio. Azimuth offsets are much smaller than range offsets that show ~20 m of 

displacement in the area of the shallow laccolith. 
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Figure S 5.13. Times series of elevation changes at the eruptive vent calculated from the TDM data. 

The elevation changes are included in the lava load and physicochemical eruption models to account 

for the surface load produced by the lava flow, which changes the force balance in the conduit Blue 

dots are cumulative elevation since the eruption onset. Blue line is the best fit exponential function. 

Dashed blue line is the exponential fit minus a linear increase of elevation before the onset of lava 

extrusion.  
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Figure S 5.14. Comparison of the solutions of Equation A1 (pressure) and A5 (erupted volume) by 

Segall (2013) and this study with both analytic (labeled as Delgado 2017) and numerical (labeled as 

Numerical) solutions. The figure shows that formulas A4 and A6 are the correct solution to Equations 

A1 and A5 for the case with magma recharge. 
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Table 1. List of all the SAR data sets. λ is the radar wavelength. We use the perpendicular 

baseline (Bp) as an indication of the interferogram sensitivity to errors in the SRTM DEM, 

except for the TDX bistatic data (marked with an asterisk) where we use the ambiguity height 

(Ha), the elevation change that produces a 2π phase change. 

Satellite λ (cm) Mode/Beam Path Pass Bp / Ha (m) Dates 
TanDEM-X 3.1 SM bistatic 35 Descending -42* 11/01/27 
TanDEM-X 3.1 SM bistatic 111 Descending -45* 11/08/29 
TanDEM-X 3.1 SM bistatic 35 Descending 95* 11/12/23 
TanDEM-X 3.1 SM bistatic 111 Descending 61* 12/01/08 
TanDEM-X 3.1 SM bistatic 35 Descending -136* 12/03/09 
TanDEM-X 3.1 SM bistatic 111 Descending -79* 12/03/25 
ALOS
  

23.8 FBD 118 Ascending 404 11/02/16-11/01/01 

ALOS  23.8 FBD 119 Ascending 535 11/03/15-11/01/18 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending -32 11/03/09-11/02/07 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending -256 11/04/08-11/02/07 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending -224 11/04/08-11/03/09 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending -13 11/05/08-11/02/07 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending 19 11/05/08-11/03/09 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending 243 11/05/08-11/04/08 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending 98.63 11/06/07-11/05/08 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending -147 11/07/07-11/06/07 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending -161 11/08/06-11/06/07 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending -13 11/08/06-11/07/07 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending 41 11/09/05-11/06/07 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending 189 11/09/05-11/07/07 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending 203 11/09/05-11/08/06 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending 132 11/10/05-11/06/07 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending 279 11/10/05-11/07/07 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending 293 11/10/05-11/08/06 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending 90 11/10/05-11/09/05 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending -133 11/12/04-11/10/05 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending 223 12/01/03-11/12/04 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending 33 12/02/02-11/12/04 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending -189 12/02/02-12/01/03 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending 162 12/03/03-11/12/04 
ENVISAT 5.6 IS6 176 Ascending 129 12/03/03-12/02/02 
RADARSAT-
2 

5.5 WMLF 23 --- Descending -125 12/01/20-11/12/03 

TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 104 Ascending -49 11/06/23-11/0612 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 104 Ascending -11 11/07/04-11/06/12 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 104 Ascending -60 11/07/04-11/06/23 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 104 Ascending 45 11/07/15-11/06/23 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 104 Ascending 7 11/07/15-11/07/04 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 104 Ascending -74 11/07/26-11/07/04 
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TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 104 Ascending -81 11/07/26-11/07/15 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 104 Ascending -116 11/08/06-11/07/15 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 104 Ascending -35 11/08/06-11/07/26 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 111 Descending -94 11/07/27-11/07/16 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 111 Descending 339 11/08/07-11/07/16 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 013 Ascending 115 11/06/17-11/06/06 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 013 Ascending 197 11/06/28-11/06/06 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 013 Ascending 81 11/06/28-11/06/17 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 013 Ascending -127 11/07/20-11/06/28 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 013 Ascending -97 11/07/31-11/07/20 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 013 Ascending 230 11/08/11-11/07/20 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 013 Ascending 327 11/08/11-11/07/31 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 035 Descending -205 11/06/19-11/06/08 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 035 Descending -293 11/06/30-11/06/08 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 035 Descending -88 11/06/30-11/06/19 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 035 Descending 171 11/07/22-11/06/30 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 035 Descending 115 11/08/02-11/07/22 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 035 Descending -248 11/08/13-11/07/22 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 035 Descending -363 11/08/13-11/08/02 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 089 Ascending 64 11/06/22-11/06/11 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 089 Ascending 3 11/07/14-11/06/22 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 089 Ascending -100 11/07/25-11/07/14 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 089 Ascending -58 11/08/05-11/07/14 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 089 Ascending 42 11/08/05-11/07/25 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 028 Ascending 218 11/06/29-11/06/18 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 028 Ascending -179 11/07/21-11/06/29 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 028 Ascending -85 11/08/01-11/07/21 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 028 Ascending 349 11/08/12-11/07/21 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 028 Ascending 434 11/08/12-11/08/01 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 126 Descending -184 11/07/06-11/06/25 
TerraSAR-X 3.1 SM 126 Descending -126 11/08/08-11/07/28 
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APPENDIX 6  

ADDITIONAL INSAR OBSERVATIONS AT VILLARRICA, CORDON CAULLE, 

CALBUCO AND HUDSON VOLCANOES 

 

This appendix shows additional interferograms and InSAR time series at Villarrica, Cordon 

Caulle, Calbuco and Hudson volcanoes recorded by the COSMO-SkyMED, TerraSAR-X, 

Sentinel-1, RADARSAT-2 and ALOS-2 sensors that were not available when chapters 2, 3 

and 4 were published. 

 
Figure 6.1. COSMO-SkyMED (CSK) perpendicular baseline (Bperp) plot at Villarrica volcano 

between November 2013 and May 2015. The blue dots are the 73 CSK SAR images and the black 

lines are small baseline interferograms (Bperp < 200 m) that are coherent in the vegetated flanks that 

surround the volcano.  The red line is the March 3 2015 eruption. The connected network that spans 
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the March 2015 eruption was used in Chapter 3. The plot shows that it is not possible to achieve a 

completely connected interferometric network for interferograms processed with 15 and 13 looks in 

range and azimuth for a pixel size of ~30 m and with the SRTM DEM to remove the topographic 

phase. A higher resolution DEM like WorldDEM with fewer errors than SRTM could allow to process 

coherent interferograms with slightly longer Bperp up to 250 m. However, it is not clear if approach 

could enhance the interferometric coherence allowing to connect the interferometric network. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 6.2. Villarrica co-eruptive RADARSAT-2 Wide Fine 2 and TerraSAR-X spotlight 

interferograms. The RS2 interferogram was processed for Chapter 3 but not shown. Legend as in 

Figure 3.6. None of these pairs show ground unambiguous deformation, in agreement with the 

Sentinel-1 and CSK time series (Figure 3.6). 
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Figure 6.3. a) Sentinel-1 path 83 frame 725 mean ground velocity at Villarrica volcano. b) Time 

series profile of deformation at the red point in a). The blue line is the March 2015 eruption. The data 

set is the same used for Cordon Caulle volcano in chapter 5. The Sentinel-1 time series shown in 

chapter 3 is also from path 83 but from frame 720. However, none of these time series show clear 

evidence of ground deformation at Villarrica, Quetrupillan and Lanin volcanoes. 
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Figure 6.4. RADARSAT-2 Wide Ultra Fine 12 (U12W2) time series at Cordon Caulle volcano. This 

is the same data set used in chapter 4 but processed with one of the high-resolution TanDEM-X DEMs 

used in chapter 6 that include the extruded lava flow and the shallow laccolith. The time series covers 

early January – May 2016 because that is the only time with C-band high resolution (~2 m/pixel) data 

with no deformation of magmatic origin and shows subsidence in both the lava flow and the shallow 

laccolith. The only difference between a and b is the color scale that has been clipped to enhance 

signals of different amplitude. 
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Figure 6.5. Top. Calbuco time series of ground deformation for the pixel of maximum displacement 

(Figure 4.8). ALOS-1 and ENVISAT ascending time series are calculated for the same pixel than 
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Sentinel-1 ascending. The time series shows that the only clear ground deformation was recorded 

during the April 22-23 eruptions. Bottom. Sentinel-1 time series only. 

 

 

Figure 6.6. Calbuco pre-eruptive (a), co-eruptive descending (b) and ascending (c) and post-eruptive 

(d-f) ALOS-2 interferograms. All the interferograms are from the default ScanSAR mode except c 

which is stripmap. The red box in b shows co-eruptive subsidence. Blue triangles are Holocene 

volcanoes. Black and grey arrows are the satellite heading and line of sight. The deformation signals 

in b-c have the same amplitude and spatial footprint as those observed in the Sentinel-1 

interferograms processed and modeled in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 6.7. Hudson volcano 1-day COSMO-SkyMED interferogram acquired right after the October 

2011 eruption. Red triangles are the 2011 eruptive vents. The black line is the caldera rim. This 

interferogram is the closest in time to the eruption and given the small perpendicular it only shows 

ice motion inside of the caldera.  

 

 
 
Figure 6.8. Hudson volcano 2014-2017 ALOS-2 mean velocities from stripmap time series (a, c) and 

displacement from ScanSAR interferogram (b). Blue triangles are the October 2011 eruptive vents 

(Delgado et al., 2014). Orange and red triangles are the eruptive vents of the first and second phase 

of the August 1991 eruption respectively (Naranjo et al., 1993). Black triangle and yellow circle are 
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the deformation sources for 2004-2010 (Delgado et al., 2014) and 1996-1999 (Pritchard and Simons, 

2004). None of the data sets show clear evidence of ground deformation. 

 
Tables 
 

Volcano Satellite Mode Track Direction Interferogram Bperp (m) 
Hudson  TerraSAR-X SM 13 A int_111107_111027 -221 
Hudson  TerraSAR-X SM 111 D int_111114_111103 -60 
Hudson  TerraSAR-X SM 89 A int_111112_111101 119 
Hudson  TerraSAR-X SM 89 A int_111123_111101 23 
Hudson  TerraSAR-X SM 89 A int_111123_111112 -96 
Hudson  TerraSAR-X SM 89 A int_111204_111101 93 
Hudson  TerraSAR-X SM 89 A int_111204_111112 -26 
Hudson  TerraSAR-X SM 89 A int_111204_111123 69 
Hudson  COSMO-SkyMED HIMAGE --- A int_111110_111109 55 
Hudson  COSMO-SkyMED HIMAGE --- A int_111113_111109 -663 
Hudson  COSMO-SkyMED HIMAGE --- A int_111113_111110 -608 
Hudson  COSMO-SkyMED HIMAGE --- A int_111112_111031 405 
Hudson  ALOS-2 SM3 A 38 141220_141011 -31 
Hudson  ALOS-2 SM3 A 38 150328_141011 331 
Hudson  ALOS-2 SM3 A 38 150328_141220 362 
Hudson  ALOS-2 SM3 A 38 161217_161008 -27 
Hudson  ALOS-2 SM3 D 129 150502_150418 -160 
Hudson  ALOS-2 SM3 D 129 160528_160319 -266 
Hudson  ALOS-2 SM3 D 129 170318_160319 -218 
Hudson  ALOS-2 SM3 D 129 170318_160528 48 
Hudson  ALOS-2 SM3 D 129 170527_160319 -141 
Hudson  ALOS-2 SM3 D 129 170527_160528 125 
Hudson  ALOS-2 SM3 D 129 170527_170318 78 
Hudson  ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 160109_150221 --- 
Hudson  ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 160109_150404 --- 
Hudson  ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 160402_150221 --- 
Hudson  ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 160402_150404 --- 
Hudson  ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 161126_150221 --- 
Hudson  ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 161126_150404 --- 
Hudson  ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 161126_160109 --- 
Hudson  ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 170107_150221 --- 
Hudson  ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 170107_150404 --- 
Hudson  ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 170107_160109 --- 
Hudson  ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 170218_150221 --- 
Hudson  ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 170218_150404 --- 
Hudson  ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 170218_160109 --- 
Hudson  ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 170218_160402 --- 

 
Table 6.1. List of TerraSAR-X, COSMO-SkyMED and ALOS-2 interferograms processed for 

Hudson volcano.  
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Volcano Satellite Mode Track Direction Interferogram Bperp (m) 
Calbuco ALOS-2 SM1 D 129 151226_150207 -23 
Calbuco ALOS-2 SM3 A 36 150429_150304 195 
Calbuco ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 150404_150221 --- 
Calbuco ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 150516_150221 --- 
Calbuco ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 150627_150516 --- 
Calbuco ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 151017_150516 --- 
Calbuco ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 151017_150627 --- 
Calbuco ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 151128_150516 --- 
Calbuco ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 151128_150627 --- 
Calbuco ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 160514_150516 --- 
Calbuco ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 160514_150627 --- 
Calbuco ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 160514_151017 --- 
Calbuco ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 160514_151128 --- 
Calbuco ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 160625_150516 --- 
Calbuco ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 160625_150627 --- 
Calbuco ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 160625_151017 --- 
Calbuco ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 160625_151128 --- 
Calbuco ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 170107_160109 --- 
Calbuco ALOS-2 WD1 D 129 170107_160625 --- 
       
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW D 83 141116_141023 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW D 83 141210_141023 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW D 83 141210_141116 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW D 83 150103_141116 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW D 83 150103_141210 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW D 83 150220_150103 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW D 83 150304_150220 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW D 83 150328_150220 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW D 83 150328_150304 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW D 83 150421_150304 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW D 83 150421_150328 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW D 83 150503_150421 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW D 83 150515_150403 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW D 83 150515_150421 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW D 83 150515_150503 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW D 83 150608_150421 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW D 83 150608_150503 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW D 83 150608_150515 --- 
       
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW A 164 150321_150225 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW A 164 150414_150225 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW A 164 150414_150321 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW A 164 150426_150321 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW A 164 150426_150414 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW A 164 150508_150414 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW A 164 150508_150426 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW A 164 150520_150426 --- 
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Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW A 164 150520_150508 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW A 164 150601_150508 --- 
Calbuco Sentinel-1 IW A 164 150601_150520 --- 

 
Table 6.2. List of ALOS-2 and Sentinel-1 interferograms processed for Calbuco volcano.  
 

Volcano Satellite Mode Track Direction Interferogram Bperp (m) 
Villarrica TerraSAR-X Spotlight 13 A int_150312_150207 33 
Villarrica TerraSAR-X Spotlight 13 A int_150312_150218 42 
Villarrica TerraSAR-X Spotlight 35 D int_150314_150209 -11 
Villarrica TerraSAR-X Spotlight 35 D int_150314_150220 -4 

 

Table 6.3. List of Villarrica co-eruptive TerraSAR-X spotlight interferograms.  
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APPENDIX 7 

INSAR OBSERVATIONS OF UNREST AND ERUPTIVE ACTIVITY AT PETEROA, 

CALABOZOS, NEVADOS DE CHILLAN, COPAHUE AND CHAITEN VOLCANOES 

 

This appendix shows interferograms and InSAR time series at several volcanoes of the SVZ 

that either erupted or experienced signs of unrest during 2002-2018, but were not included in 

other parts of this thesis. These results have been included as part of a regional compilation 

of satellite observations in Latin American volcanoes (Reath et al., 2018) including Peteroa 

(Figure 1), Nevados de Chillan (Figure 3), Copahue (Figure 4) and Chaiten (Figure 5, Figure 

6) but some of them are presented here for the first time like unrest at Calabozos caldera 

(Figure 2). All the data sets were processed and analyzed with the same algorithms and 

strategies used in the rest of thesis. I recommend to process the full catalog of ENVISAT and 

ALOS-1 data with InSAR time series at Nevados de Chillan because the volcano has had 

three small eruptions in the past 15 years, and to assess the potential of Sentinel-1 time series 

at Chaiten volcano. In terms of geological processes, the data display complex deformation 

signals at Calabozos caldera (Figure 2) and a complicated pattern of coupled ground 

deformation and dome extrusion signals during the 2008-2009 Chaiten eruption (Figure 6). 
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Figure 1. Top: Peteroa volcano ALOS-1 and ENVISAT extension mission mean ground velocities. 

The red triangle is Peteroa volcano and the red and blue points show the location of the time series 
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plotted in the same colors in the panel below. Despite the eruptive activity of the volcano during 2010 

and mid 2011 (Haller and Risso (2011);  Aguilera et al. (2016);   Tassi et al. (2016)), InSAR data 

shows no evidence of ground deformation. As in chapter 2, the lack of deformation could be due to a 

variety of processess including open conduits, temporal aliasing and inflation balanced by deflation. 

The subsidence signal observed south of Peteroa is likely due to fluid extraction from the Calabozos 

caldera (Pritchard et al., 2013). Bottom: time series of line-of-sight (LOS) displacements for ALOS-

1 (red) and ENVISAT (blue) near the eruptive vent. 

 

Figure 2. Selected ENVISAT extension mission wrapped interferograms of the Calabozos caldera 

(Grunder et al., 1987) that show ~8 cm of ground uplift during May – December 2011. Grey circles 

are hot springs (Benavente et al., 2016). Red triangle is Peteroa volcano. The thin black line is the 

Chile – Argentina international border. Black and grey arrows show the satellite heading and line of 

sight. The number next to the black arrow is the satellite look angle. As the signal is observed in 

interferograms calculated with different master and slave images it is likely real deformation and not 

an artifact associated with specific acquisitions. The small wavelength of the deformation signal and 

its closeness with the hot springs suggest that the uplift is of likely hydrothermal origin. The caldera 

experienced a pulse of ground subsidence right after the Mw 8.8 Maule earthquake and was likely 

produced by the extraction of hydrothermal fluids related to an increase in the ground permeability 

right after the earthquake (Pritchard et al., 2013). Alternatively, the signal could be related to a 
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shallow earthquake. The only shallow earthquake in the area (70.7352ºW, 35.4065ºS) at the time of 

the inflation was recorded on June 23 2011 by the ISC catalog, with a body-wave magnitude of 4.4 

at a depth of 3.5 km. 

   

Figure 3. Selected ENVISAT (a, b), ALOS-1 (c, d) and Sentinel-1 (e, f) wrapped interferograms at 

Nevados de Chillan volcano that span the August – September 2003 (Naranjo and Lara, 2004), 

February – September 2008 (Coppola et al., 2016) eruptions and the December 2017 – January 2018 

lava dome extrusion (OVDAS, 2018) respectively. In the bottom frame, red, purple and blue boxes 

show the 2003, 2008 and 2016-2018 VEI 1-2 eruptions. All the interferograms were processed at 

their native resolution to square the pixels with 5 azimuth looks for ENVISAT, 2 azimuth looks for 
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ALOS-1 and 4 range looks for Sentinel-1. None of these interferograms show ground deformation in 

agreement with a previous study that used ALOS-1 data between 2007 and 2010 (Pritchard et al., 

2013). The fringes observed near the black triangle in c and d are a DEM error produced by the 

extrusion of a small lava flow during February and September 2008 (Coppola et al., 2016) but are not 

observed in e and f due to the higher ambiguity height of Sentinel-1 data which makes it less sensitive 

to DEM errors. The Sentinel-1 data was processed with the SRTM DEM upsampled from 30 to 15 

m. 
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Figure 4. Top: Copahue volcano mean ground velocity from ALOS-1 and ENVISAT. The ENVISAT 

data was processed by Velez et al. (2011). The black point is the location of the time series shown at 

the bottom. The ALOS-1 rate map shows subsidence with a pattern similar to ENVISAT although at 

a slightly faster subsidence and interpreted to be produced by the release of magmatic fluids that lead 

to reservoir depressurization (Velez et al., 2011). The velocity difference between ENVISAT and 

ALOS-1 cannot be explained by a line-of-sight difference because the higher look angle of ALOS-1 

data implies it is less sensitive to vertical deformation than ENVISAT. Hence the faster ALOS-1 

subsidence implies a faster reservoir depressurization. Bottom: time series of ground deformation at 

between 2002 and 2017 complemented with  ENVISAT (Velez et al., 2015) and COSMO-SkyMED 

and RADARSAT-2 (Lundgren et al., 2017). The ALOS-1 time series (black points) show a previously 

undocumented burst of deflation in March 2010 right after the Mw 8.8 Maule earthquake that could 

be related to co-seismic fluid extraction from shallow hydrothermal systems (Pritchard et al., 2013). 

However, some of the signal is also related to an ionospheric artifact that was not possible to mitigate.  
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Figure 5. Selected ALOS-1 interferograms of the 2008-2009 Chaiten eruption (see Pallister et al. 

(2013) and Major and Lara (2013) for a detailed descriptions of the eruption). The red triangle is the 

volcano location. The red and blue circles show the location of the time series presented in Figure 6 

for the same satellite paths. The lower panel shows the time span of every interferogram with the 

onset of the eruption (red line in 2008), the February 2009 dome collapse (dashed red line) and the 

inferred eruption end (red line in 2010). Interferograms a and b-d have been previously presented by 

Fournier et al. (2010) and Wicks et al. (2011) respectively. Interferograms  b-d have been modeled 

with a collapsing sill-like reservoir, a near vertical dike and a collapsing lath-shaped body (a conduit) 

at depths < 15 km (Wicks et al., 2011). The deflation signal observed at Chaiten in e and f is not 
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recorded in the time series of Figure 6 because the minimum of these interferograms is in a different 

location. Although the signal amplitude is ~8 cm, it is only observed in interferograms calculated 

with the same slave image from July 17 2008 so its interpretation as a real ground deformation signal 

is ambiguous. Interferograms from path 121 that overlap in time with e-f are much noisier and 

decorrelated than those from path 122 so they neither confirm nor discard the interpretation of this 

signal as ground deformation. 

 
Figure 6. Time series of bulk extruded volume and time average discharge rate (TADR) (top) 

(Pallister et al., 2013) and ground deformation from ALOS-1 time series of the 2008-2009 Chaiten 

eruption (bottom). The vertical lines are the onset and the end of the eruption. The dashed black line 

is the onset of dome effusion. The thin dashed line is the February 2009 dome collapse. The dashed 

green and blue lines are the best exponential fits for a function of the form V(t) = Ve(1-e-t/T) (Anderson 

and Segall, 2011) for the complete eruption and the first five months of lava effusion respectively. 

The data shows that ~0.5 km3 of  a rhyolitic dome were extruded between July 2008 and October 

2009-January 2010, but with less than 3 cm of horizontal displacement during July 2 2008 and July 

24 2009 from a single continuous GPS station (Pina-Gauthier et al., 2013). The lack of deformation 

implies a change in the eruption dynamics because the volcano deflated as magma was evacuated 
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from three shallow reservoirs during the first 2.5 months of the eruption (Wicks et al., 2011). Due to 

the lack of geodetic data it is possible that most of the co-eruptive deflation was recorded during the 

first few days of the eruption Plinian phase. Nevertheless, the small ground deformation recorded 

afterwards implies negligible storage in shallow reservoirs during a renewed pulse of extrusion that 

occurred during late 2008 and early 2009 (Pallister et al., 2013). The lack of ground deformation but 

with significant lava extrusion can be explained by the magma compressibility (Mastin et al. (2009); 

Rivalta and Segall (2008)). In this model, the magma volume increases due to the decompression of 

the volatile phase, so a small reservoir volumetric variation can lead to a large extruded volume. 

However, this requires an unrealistic ratio of extruded volume to reservoir volume change of ~100 to 

explain an erupted volume of 0.5 km3 and extruded with very little ground deformation. Another 

explanation is that magma was extruded from a deeper source (z > 20 km) but with no shallow magma 

reservoir pressurization leading to a lack of ground deformation (Arnold et al., 2017). However, this 

does not take into account complex feedbacks in dome forming eruptions that explain cyclic dome 

extrusion (Melnik and Sparks, 2005).  

Tables 
 

Satellite Mode/Beam Track Direction Interferogram Bperp (m) 
ALOS FBD/FBS 112 A 20071029  20070126 732 
ALOS FBD/FBS 112 A 20071029  20070913 285 
ALOS FBD/FBS 112 A 20080129  20070126 1582 
ALOS FBD/FBS 112 A 20080129  20071029 849 
ALOS FBD/FBS 112 A 20080315  20071029 1549 
ALOS FBD/FBS 112 A 20080315  20080129 701 
ALOS FBD/FBS 112 A 20080430  20080129 474 
ALOS FBD/FBS 112 A 20080430  20080315 -228 
ALOS FBD/FBS 112 A 20090131  20070126 -1683 
ALOS FBD/FBS 112 A 20100203  20070126 563 
ALOS FBD/FBS 112 A 20100203  20071029 -169 
ALOS FBD/FBS 112 A 20100203  20080129 -1019 
ALOS FBD/FBS 112 A 20100321  20070126 1093 
ALOS FBD/FBS 112 A 20100321  20071029 359 
ALOS FBD/FBS 112 A 20100321  20080129 -490 
ALOS FBD/FBS 112 A 20100321  20080315 -1191 
ALOS FBD/FBS 112 A 20100921  20080129 227 
ALOS FBD/FBS 112 A 20100921  20080430 -248 
ALOS  FBD/FBS 112 A 20101222  20080129 1055  
ALOS FBD/FBS 112 A 20101222  20080315 353 
ALOS FBD/FBS 112 A 20101222  20080430 581 
ENVISAT IS6 104 A 20110304  20110202  
ENVISAT IS6 104 A 20110403  20110202  
ENVISAT IS6 104 A 20110403  20110304  
ENVISAT IS6 104 A 20110503  20110403  
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ENVISAT IS6 104 A 20110602  20110202  
ENVISAT IS6 104 A 20110602  20110304  
ENVISAT IS6 104 A 20110602  20110403  
ENVISAT IS6 104 A 20110602  20110503  
ENVISAT IS6 104 A 20111129  20110403  
ENVISAT IS6 104 A 20111129  20110503  
ENVISAT IS6 104 A 20111129  20111030  
ENVISAT IS6 104 A 20111229  20110304  
ENVISAT IS6 104 A 20111229  20111030  
ENVISAT IS6 104 A 20111229  20111129  
ENVISAT IS6 104 A 20120128  20111129  
ENVISAT IS6 104 A 20120128  20111229  
ENVISAT IS6 104 A 20120328  20120128  
ENVISAT IS6 104 A 20120328  20120227  

 
Table 7.1. List of ALOS and ENVISAT interferograms processed for Peteroa volcano time series 

and Calabozos caldera. 

 
Satellite Mode/Beam Track Direction Interferogram Bperp (m) 
ENVISAT IS2 10 D int_030812_030114 -214 
ENVISAT IS2 10 D int_031021_021210 111 
ENVISAT IS2 10 D int_031021_030325 201 
ENVISAT IS2 10 D int_031021_030812 -249 
ENVISAT IS2 10 D int_031125_030325 -164 
ENVISAT IS2 10 D int_031230_030429 230 
ENVISAT IS2 10 D int_040203_021210 -24 
ENVISAT IS2 10 D int_040203_030325 61 
ENVISAT IS2 10 D int_040309_021210 -24 
ENVISAT IS2 10 D int_040309_030325 -98 
ALOS FBD/FBS 114 A int_080303_071202 694 
ALOS FBD/FBS 114 A int_080418_071202 968 
ALOS FBD/FBS 115 A int_080505_080203 835 
ALOS FBD/FBS 115 A int_100208_080203 -978 
RADARSAT-2 Wide Fine 2 N/A D int_140322_130327 

 
-180 
 

Sentinel-1 IW 91 A int_160122_151229 -- 
Sentinel-1 IW 91 A int_160215_160122 -- 
Sentinel-1 IW 91 A int_160521_151205 -- 
Sentinel-1 IW 91 A int_160521_151229 -- 
Sentinel-1 IW 91 A int_160614_151205 -- 
Sentinel-1 IW 91 A int_160614_151229 -- 
Sentinel-1 IW 91 A int_161129_161105 -- 
Sentinel-1 IW 91 A int_180117_171212 -- 
Sentinel-1 IW 91 A int_180129_171212 -- 
Sentinel-1 IW 91 A int_180129_180117 -- 
Sentinel-1 IW 83 D int_160110_151217 -- 
Sentinel-1 IW 83 D int_161123_161030 -- 
Sentinel-1 IW 83 D int_170311_170227 -- 
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Sentinel-1 IW 83 D int_170323_170311 -- 
Sentinel-1 IW 83 D int_170404_160415 -- 
Sentinel-1 IW 83 D int_171224_171212 -- 
Sentinel-1 IW 83 D int_180105_171224 -- 
Sentinel-1 IW 83 D int_180117_180105 -- 
Sentinel-1 IW 83 D int_180129_171212 -- 
Sentinel-1 IW 83 D int_180129_180117 -- 
COSMO-SkyMED HIMAGE N/A D int_170917_170605 29 
COSMO-SkyMED HIMAGE N/A D int_180116_170605 220 
COSMO-SkyMED HIMAGE N/A D int_180116_170707 -124 
COSMO-SkyMED HIMAGE N/A D int_180116_170917 191 
COSMO-SkyMED HIMAGE N/A D int_180204_171202 -15 
COSMO-SkyMED HIMAGE N/A D int_180216_170707 151 
COSMO-SkyMED HIMAGE N/A D int_180405_171202 -136 
COSMO-SkyMED HIMAGE N/A D int_180405_180204 -121 
COSMO-SkyMED  Spotlight N/A D int_180505_180419 84 
COSMO-SkyMED Spotlight N/A A int_180419_180411 294 
COSMO-SkyMED Spotlight N/A A int_180505_180411 164 
COSMO-SkyMED Spotlight N/A A int_180505_180419 -131 
ALOS-2 SM3 35 A int_180209_171201 397 

 
Table 7.2. List of ENVISAT, ALOS, Sentinel-1 and COSMO-SkyMED interferograms processed 

for Nevados de Chillan volcano Sentinel-1 baselines are not included because they are shorter than 

100 m because of the small size of the satellite orbital tube. None of these data sets show 

unambiguous evidence of ground deformation. 

 

Satellite Track Direction Interferogram Bperp (m) 
ALOS 115 A 20080203  20070131 2229 
ALOS 115 A 20080505  20080203 843 
ALOS 115 A 20090205  20070131 -1160 
ALOS 115 A 20100208  20070131 1241 
ALOS 115 A 20100208  20080203 -988 
ALOS 115 A 20100208  20080505 -1830 
ALOS 115 A 20100208  20090205 2401 
ALOS 115 A 20100326  20070131 1715 
ALOS 115 A 20100326  20080203 -514 
ALOS 115 A 20100326  20080505 -1356 
ALOS 115 A 20100326  20100208 474 
ALOS 115 A 20100511  20070131 2066 
ALOS 115 A 20100511  20080203 -162 
ALOS 115 A 20100511  20080505 -1005 
ALOS 115 A 20100511  20100208 826 
ALOS 115 A 20100511  20100326 351 
ALOS 115 A 20101227  20080203 1314 
ALOS 115 A 20101227  20080505 472 
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ALOS 115 A 20101227  20100208 2301 
ALOS 115 A 20101227  20100326 1828 
ALOS 115 A 20101227  20100511 1477 
ALOS 115 A 20110211  20080203 1561 
ALOS 115 A 20110211  20080505 719 
ALOS 115 A 20110211  20100326 2075 
ALOS 115 A 20110211  20100511 1723 
ALOS 115 A 20110211  20101227 247 
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Table 7.3. List of ALOS interferograms processed for the Copahue volcano time series. 

 

Satellite Mode/Beam Track Direction Interferogram Bperp (m) 
ALOS FBD/FBS 121 A 20070928  20070628 562 
ALOS FBD/FBS 121 A 20071113  20070628 688 
ALOS FBD/FBS 121 A 20071113  20070928 128 
ALOS FBD/FBS 121 A 20080213  20070928 1175 
ALOS FBD/FBS 121 A 20080213  20071113 1047 
ALOS FBD/FBS 121 A 20080630  20070628 -1180 
ALOS FBD/FBS 121 A 20100218  20070628 562 
ALOS FBD/FBS 121 A 20100218  20070928 0 
ALOS FBD/FBS 121 A 20100218  20071113 -130 
ALOS FBD/FBS 121 A 20100521  20071113 646 
ALOS FBD/FBS 121 A 20100521  20080213 -405 
ALOS FBD/FBS 121 A 20100521  20100218 777 
ALOS FBD/FBS 121 A 20100706  20100218 733 
ALOS FBD/FBS 121 A 20100706  20100521 -44 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20071015  20070414 955 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20071015  20070715 644 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20080115  20070715 1448 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20080115  20071015 808 
ALOS  FBD/FBS 122 A 20080301  20071015 1340 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20080301  20080115 532 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20080416  20080115 863 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20080416  20080301 332 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20080717  20070414 -575 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20080717  20070715 -887 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20090304  20070414 -1337 
ALOS  FBD/FBS 122 A 20090304  20080717 -804 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20090304  20090117 814 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20090720  20070414 -992 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20090720  20080717 -417 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20090720  20090117 1202 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20090720  20090304 387 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20091020  20070414 -382 
ALOS  FBD/FBS 122 A 20091020  20070715 -693 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20091020  20080717 191 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20091020  20090117 1806 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20091020  20090304 993 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20091020  20090720 608 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20100307  20071015 197 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20100307  20080115 -612 
ALOS  FBD/FBS 122 A 20100307  20080301 -1144 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20100607  20080115 -173 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20100607  20080301 -706 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20100607  20080416 -1038 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20100607  20091020 1973 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20100607  20100307 440 
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ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20100723  20080115 -203 
ALOS  FBD/FBS 122 A 20100723  20100307 410 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20100723  20100607 -30 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20100907  20080115 257 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20100907  20080301 -275 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20100907  20080416 -607 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20100907  20100307 869 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20100907  20100607 429 
ALOS  FBD/FBS 122 A 20100907  20100723 460 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20101023  20080115 607 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20101023  20080301 75 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20101023  20080416 -257 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20101023  20100607 779 
ALOS FBD/FBS 122 A 20101023  20100907 350 
ENVISAT IS6 291 A 20110317  20110116 111 
ENVISAT IS6 291 A 20110416  20110215 -21 
ENVISAT IS6 291 A 20110416  20110317 176 
ENVISAT IS6 291 A 20110615  20110416 69 
ENVISAT IS6 291 A 20110814  20110615 41 
ENVISAT IS6 291 A 20110814  20110715 57 
ENVISAT IS6 291 A 20110913  20110814 198 
ENVISAT IS6 291 A 20111013  20110913 -28 
ENVISAT IS6 291 A 20111112  20110913 16 
ENVISAT IS6 291 A 20111112  20111013 43 
ENVISAT IS6 291 A 20111212  20110913 123 
ENVISAT IS6 291 A 20111212  20111013 149 
ENVISAT IS6 291 A 20111212  20111112 106 
ALOS-2 WD1 129 D 20160109 20150221 --- 
ALOS-2 WD1 129 D 20161015 20150221 --- 

 

Table 7.4. List of ALOS and ENVISAT interferograms processed for the Chaiten volcano time 

series. ALOS-2 baselines are not included because they are shorter than 100 m because of the small 

size of the satellite orbital tube. 
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